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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, I seek to explore conceptions of happiness under
neoliberalism through an investigation of contemporary literature,
looking at the work of J. G. Ballard and Jennifer Egan. I have sought to
offer a loosely Foucauldian reading of the way in which happiness
has come to operate as a form of neoliberal governmentality. I build
on existing accounts of how a form of neoliberal ‘common sense’
comes to institute processes of self-management and selfmaximisation and pay significant attention to an under-represented
area of enquiry in exploring how neoliberal happiness discourse
permits and regulates unhappiness as part of its programme. My
reading of Ballard moves away from the psychoanalytic context in
which he is usually situated to offer an account of his work that
recognises its emphasis on the material conditions of life, and
highlights a political shift in his late work not yet much commented
on. The second half of my thesis, which looks at Jennifer Egan’s work,
substantially expands existing scholarship, examining all four of her
novels published to date and seeking to offer a comprehensive
overview of her current critical position. The comparison between
these authors is part of a wider exploration of the function of
literature, through which I assess how literature can repeat, resist,
and reveal the insidious nature of neoliberal power, and the
conceptions of happiness that go with it.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Introduction
In this thesis, I aim to explore the function of literature in the prevailing
neoliberal framework of the contemporary moment. The route I have taken into
this is the exploration of how conceptualisations of happiness figure in
contemporary literature, seeking to identify what is distinct about such
conceptions under neoliberalism. By ‘neoliberalism,’ I mean the broad process of
the marketisation of all parts of life, and the resultant ‘business ontology’ that
proliferates under the guise of common sense in the contemporary moment. The
term ‘ business ontology’ is taken from Mark Fisher’s work. It is mentioned
briefly in Capitalist Realism, and elaborated on in a 2009 interview, where Fisher
said,
Business ontology as I understood it was simply the idea that
everything is folded inside a business reality system, that the only
goals and purposes which count are those that are translatable into
business terms. The problem is that Business Ontology has no place
for anything like ‘the public.’ It’s time to reinvent the concept of the
public; and also for workers in public services to start to drive out
business interests and business methods. Up until the [2008] credit
crisis, we bought the idea that business people somehow have a
better handle on reality than the rest of us can muster. But, after the
credit crisis, that’s no longer tenable. And as I say in the book, if
businesses can’t be run as businesses, why should public services?1
Of course, this is not what happened after the credit crisis, which was used
instead to usher in a period of austerity, with cuts to public services, and to
institute a rhetoric of scarcity that has allowed employment to become
increasingly destabilised, most notable in the rise of zero hours or causualised
contracts.2 Underlying all of this is the fact that these moves are not actually or
necessarily “good business practice” unless this practice is defined only by
keeping costs low and extracting maximum labour value from workers. What
else might “good business practice” look like? Henry Ford famously paid his

1

‘Questioning Capitalist Realism,” Mark Fisher interviewed by Matthew Fuller, Mute, December
2009. http://www.metamute.org/community/your-posts/questioning-capitalist-realism
2 This is discussed in detail throughout this thesis.
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workers above the standard rate in order to increase morale and reduce the
levels of turnover in his factories; this was a good business practice that also
improved the lives of workers. The underlying rationale was economic, but there
was also an implicit recognition that the conditions in which people work affect
their lives beyond work - this extended to Ford’s paternalistic Socialization
Organization, which looked at the type of person a worker was, a paternalistic
practice with significant implications for today’s job market.3 The turnover at
Ford’s factories was caused by workers taking their labour elsewhere - a core
aspect of freedom and check on power built into the market, according to
neoliberal economist Milton Friedman – but while the fear of job scarcity
pervades, workers are increasingly unlikely to do this, and so become subject to
ever worsening conditions under the logic of being “lucky” to have a job.4 This
also affects morale and, given that affective or emotional labour is a larger part of
work than ever before (as I will explore later), the worker may be too exhausted
- physically, mentally, emotionally - to exercise this ‘right’ anyway.5 This
framework gestures to the way in which the political dimension of neoliberalism
posited by theorists such as Friedman and Friedrich Hayek has been evacuated
in the contemporary practice of neoliberalism, which I discuss in more detail
below.
I read the rise of states of “affective distress” as representative of the
widespread suffering caused by the political inadequacy of neoliberalism, and
the way in which its logic seeks to render subjects as economic units and to have
them understand and conduct their lives according to its one-dimensional
framework.6 This draws from Michel Foucault’s work in The Birth of Biopolitics
(2008), most notably his conception of the transformation from the ‘subject of

3

‘Tim Worstall. ‘The Story of Henry Ford’s $5 a Day Wages: It’s not What You Think,’ Forbes, 4
March 2012. https://www.forbes.com/sites/timworstall/2012/03/04/the-story-of-henry-fords5-a-day-wages-its-not-what-you-think/#314cb23a766d. This is, evidently, not intended to hold
Ford up as a model od=f benevolent capitalism, but to highlight instead the increasingly
‘economised’ logic of neoliberalism over even Fordist capitalism, discussed later.
4 Milton Friedman. Capitalism and Freedom. Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1962 p.14.
5 This erosion in informal rights is exacerbated by the declining power of unions in the
workplace, which I address later in looking at ‘cool capitalism’ and the obstacles to organising
that now exist.
6 This term is also taken from Fisher’s work.
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right’ to the ‘subject of interest’; the rise of homo economicus.7 The subject of
right is governed by the general will, which is, the objective or juridical principle
of right. The subject of interest is, in contrast, governed with reference to
subjective will – self-interest, which Foucault characterises as “an irreducible,
non-transferable, atomistic individual choice.”8 Foucault says there may be some
reconciliation between these subjects – that the subject enters into the social
contract (and thus becomes the subject of right) because they have an interest. In
his account, the subject of interest is not replaced by the subject of right through
the emergence of the contract; instead, the subject of interest “remains, subsists
and continues up to the time a juridical structure, a contract, exists. For as long
as the law exists, the subject of interest also continues to exist. The subject of
interest constantly overflows the subject of right. He is not absorbed by him. He
overflows him, surrounds him, and is the permanent condition of him
functioning.”9 Right does not subsume or transcend interest, even in the
presence of the juridical will. The subject of right is split, as they continue to
possess “a number of immediate and natural rights,” but at the same time agree
in principle to the relinquishment of rights under the social contract. In contrast,
Foucault says, “fundamentally the subject of interest is never called upon to
relinquish his interest.”10 This is, he says, where economic analysis connects to
the subject of interest – for these interests can be clearly figured in terms of
economic interest. Here he gives an example from the grain market, where a
country with a surplus of grain might seek to sell their stocks to a country with a
poor crop, previously prohibited for danger of causing a shortage in the first
country. He lays out the economists’ argument – which suggest a general
advantage may be attained through the maximisation of individual interest thus:
Not only may each pursue their own interest, and they must pursue it
through and through by pushing it to the utmost, and then. At that
point, you will find the elements on the basis of which not only will
7

Michel Foucault. The Birth of Biopolitics: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1978-1979.
translated by Graham Burchell. London: Palgrave, 2008, pp. 267- 290.
8 Foucault. The Birth of Biopolitics, p. 272.
9 Foucault, The Birth of Biopolitics, p. 274.
10 Foucault, The Birth of Biopolitics, p. 275.
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the interest of others be preserved, but will thereby be increased. So,
with the subject of interest, as the economists make him function,
there is a mechanism which is completely different from the dialectic
of the subject of right, since it is an egoistic mechanism, a directly
multiplying mechanism without any transcendence in which the will
of each harmonizes spontaneously and as it were involuntarily with
the will and interest of others. The market and the contract function
in exactly opposite ways and we have in fact two heterogeneous
structures.11
The amplification of interest is, Foucault says, the fundamental characteristic of
homo economicus. For this subject, Foucault says, following Adam Smith, the
concept of the collective good “must not be an objective.”12 This accords with the
work of neoliberal theorists Milton Friedman and Friedrich Hayek in its
insistence that the government must not and cannot obstruct or interfere with
individual interests, and that no government or ruler ever has sufficient
knowledge to attempt to control or plan the “totality of the economic process.”13
Liberalism, writes Foucault, “acquired its modern shape precisely with the
formulation of this essential incompatibility between the non-totalizable
multiplicity of economic subjects of interest and the totalizing unity of the
juridical subject.”14 The juridical sovereign is and should be powerless against
the interest of homo economicus because they cannot know the totality in which
they operate. There is “no economic sovereign” – no rule but interest, which
operates in the unknown and unknowable totality of the economic.15 This is why
Foucault concludes that “economic science cannot be the science of government
and economics cannot be the internal principle, law, rule of conduct, or
rationality of government.” “Economics, “ he writes, “is a science lateral to the art
of governing. One must govern with economics, one must govern alongside
11

Foucault, The Birth of Biopolitics, pp. 275-6.
Foucault, The Birth of Biopolitics, p. 279.
13 I will discuss the contribution of Friedman and Hayek to neoliberal thought in a moment.
14 Foucault. The Birth of Biopolitics, p. 282.
15 At the same time, the proliferation of bureaucracy I discuss elsewhere that represents the
increase of documentation, measurement, and tracking of the subject might be connected to this
shift: to a governmentlaity centred on the individual, or the subject of interest, rather than the
general, or subject of right. In this way, the happiness discourse I trace in this thesis can be
clearly seen as one such aspect of governmentality.
12
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economists, one must govern by listening to the economists, but economics must
not be and there is no question that it can be the governmental rationality
itself.”16 Under contemporary neoliberal rationality, however, the art of
governing has, against all this, become economic.17 And it is here our difficulties
lie.
Despite the valorisation of homo economicus, accounts of the good life that
rely on non-economic conceptions of the good persist in the public imagination.
In giving an account of such conceptions, I draw from Richard Sennett’s work,
which posits the need for a sustained (and sustaining) life narrative, requiring
secure intimate relationships, the ability to develop and nurture individual
talents or competencies in work, and a secure place of residence:
A self oriented to the short term [the ideal neoliberal self], focused on
potential ability, willing to abandon past experience is … an unusual
sort of human being. Most people are not like this; they need a
sustaining life narrative, they take pride in being good at something
specific, and they value experiences they’ve lived through. The
cultural ideal required in new institutions thus damages many of the
people who inhabit them.18
The elements Sennett sees as necessary for construction of some sort of ‘good
life’ are not interchangeable. They depend on each other, and recognise the
relational aspect of selfhood; no one is an island. The structural transformations
wrought by neoliberalism, elaborated at length below, work to undermine each
of these aspects. Central to this is the transformation of labour to an increasing
state of immateriality and precarity. Work is a distinct focus in this thesis
because many of the systemic changes of neoliberalism are directly linked to the

16

Foucault. The Birth of Biopolitics, p. 286.
This means not only literally, but also in the sense that governmental action has become prone
to calculation through economic logic, a cost-benefit analysis: see, for instance, Wendy Brown’s
account of the way in which “neoliberalism replaces strictures on democratic proceduralism and
accountability with norms of good management: effectivity or profitability. Indeed, it sets aside
legality, accountability, and truthfulness in favor of these criteria.” Brown. ‘American Nightmare:
Neoliberalism, Neoconservativism, and De-Democratisation,’ p. 706. She gives the example of
George Bush’s statement on the legitimacy of the grounds for invading Iraq as an example of this:
‘Did we get rid of Saddam or not? Is the world a better place for it or not?” This is, we might say, a
formulation based on interest, rather than right.
18 Richard Sennett. The Culture of the New Capitalism. New Haven: Yale University Press, 2006, p.
5.
17
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changing nature of work and the workplace in post-Fordist capitalism, which has
seen the rise of immaterial economies, affective labour, and the precaritisation of
the workforce.
Fordist capitalism takes its name from the factories and processes of Henry
Ford, and the industrialised and standardised modes of mass production and
consumption enabled by the new technologies of the early twentieth century and
the rationalisation of both workplace and worker that accompanied these. Ford
famously introduced the assembly line process, which meant workers did not
require specialised skills and were, instead, ‘cogs in the machine’ of production.
As we have seen, Ford placed great emphasis on the ‘moral character’ of his
workers –one had to be the ‘right kind of person’ to work in a Ford factory. At the
same time, Frederick Winslow Taylor was introducing a new set of principles of
scientific management, elevating and expanding the role of managers. Taylor’s
innovations relied on a “scientific analysis of ‘time and motion’ in the
workplace.”19 This analysis relied on the close observation of workers and
measurement of their output, as well as careful analysis of different factors of
production, breaking the process into individual components. For Taylor, the
primacy of man was over, and the machine must now reign; in short, men should
be more like machines, as they were on Ford’s assembly lines. Although Taylor’s
methods have fallen out of favour, their influence can still be felt, in the rise of
management as a discipline, the persistence of surveillance in the workplace, and
the rhetoric of scientific analysis that accompanies productivity studies. William
Davies has suggested that one reason for the decline of Taylorism is its inability
to account for the ephemeral or intangible, which have become more important
than physical labour in our new economy.20
To say that our current era is ‘post-Fordist,’ then, refers to the changing
nature of labour – the decline of the factory, the rise of creativity over
standardisation, the shift from manufacturing things to producing knowledge or
experiences. This points to the rise of immaterial economy, which variously
19

William Davies. The Happiness Industry. London and New York: Verson, 2015. p. 118. In the
specific example given here, Taylor’s strategies were applied to the problem of increasing the
amount of pig iron that labourers could load onto a wagon.
20 Indeed, Davies suggests that the rise of happiness discourse is a reason for the decline in
interest in Taylor’s theories, which offered no account of the happiness or unhappiness of the
worker. pp. 120-1.
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refers to knowledge-based economies; to the rise of affective labour; and to the
increased value of those intangibles not considered in the ‘machine over man’
theories of Fordism and Taylorism. These changes in work – in its type, its
location, and its demands on the worker – point too to the emergence of a new
type of worker, and a new system of labour value, which I explore throughout
this thesis.
Several critics recognise the persistence of those good objects outlined above,
such as Lauren Berlant in her 2011 work, Cruel Optimism. Berlant’s work has
informed the theoretical framework of this thesis in its suggestion that people
remain attached to ideas of the good life that are rendered difficult or even
impossible under neoliberalism. Although Berlant recognises that these
attachments may be damaging, she suggests that they might still enable subjects
to structure some sense of futurity against the “crisis ordinariness” of life under
neoliberalism. This is connected to my suggestion that psychotherapeutic
rationales, wellness practices, and other elements of neoliberal happiness
discourse, may use the idea of happiness – of working on one’s own happiness –
as a way to disguise the impossibility of those non-economically based accounts
of the good life posited by theorists such as Sennett, and to distort the structural
inequalities that render them impossible. The way in which conceptions of
happiness are at work under neoliberalism, and the particular type of happiness
discourse that has evolved under its rationales, may be seen as a distinct form of
governmentality, as I explore below. Through the proliferation of this happiness
discourse, the distress of subjects is contained, depoliticised, and détournéd,
transformed into a form of generative suffering which does not challenge the
primacy of the productive imperative that lies at the heart of neoliberalism,
whose greatest enemy is stasis.
In characterising this happiness discourse, I am not here concerned with the
precise differences between different branches of psy science. Instead, what I am
looking at is the dissemination of psy strategies in service of a particular end.
This end is not necessarily a clear or unanimous idea of ‘happiness,’ but better
understood in my work as the recuperation of distress and the creation and
maintenance of the productive subject. This refers more broadly to the process
of ‘psychologisation’ of life, which has been described at length by various
8

theorists, including Jan de Vos. In Psychologisation in Times of Globalisation
(2012), de Vos wrote: “If you want to know the human, don’t study psychology,
study psychologisation.”21 My focus is not simply what David Ingleby calls “the
psy complex.”22 Instead, I see this as one avenue of dissemination for this
happiness discourse, which also functions through informal and non-medicalised
practices, as seen, for instance, in the ‘wellness industry’ charted by Cederstrom
and Spicer. This is connected, as I suggest later, to the expansion of the
psychological from specialist discourse to everyday rationality: we might say,
even, the unfurling of the discipline of psy. This, too, moves beyond a statecentric approach to look at the networks of dissemination that allow and
perpetuate this happiness discourse. De Vos posits a figure he describes as homo
psychologicus; one might say this thesis is interested in the evolving relationship
between homo psychologicus and homo economicus, but does not assume the
absolute existence of either figure. In studying literary fiction, it should be
possible to track the cultural dissemination of these figures in the development
of characters and situations, and to use this as the basis for beginning an account
of how these forces are at work in the world beyond the text.
The authors I have selected for this investigation are J. G. Ballard and
Jennifer Egan; the broad focus of my thesis is Anglo-American. I will explain and
elaborate on each of these choices in this introduction, beginning with an
account of the understanding of ‘neoliberalism’ and associated critical terms that
underpin my work, moving into an elaboration on the relation of literature to
this framework, and why I see happiness as important to this investigation.
Following on from this, I will explicate why I have selected the work of Ballard
and Egan as a site of enquiry. I will offer an account of my theoretical framework,
as well as an overview of other literature operating in the same area, and an
explanation of how my work builds on existing critical approaches.

21

Jan de Vos. Psychologisation in Times of Globalisation. London: Routledge, 2012. p. 10.
David Ingleby, ‘The Ambivalence of Psychoanalysis,’ Free Associations; Psychoanalysis, Groups,
Politics, Culture. 15, 1984. This accords with Rose’s Foucauldian account of psy sciences as a
complex network of power diffusion, cutting across different parts of life including family, work
place, and so on.
22
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What We Talk About When We Talk About Neoliberalism: Foucault,
Governmentality, and Self-Regulating Subjects
In any academic work that invokes neoliberalism, an effort must be made to
explain what exactly the author means by neoliberalism. Where our
understanding of capitalism has long remained closely tied to Marx’s
illuminations, its most recent iteration – or at least, the theoretical deployment
thereof – remains, apparently, fraught with uncertainty. Neoliberalism has, at its
roots, the basic idea that the free market is the best mechanism for maximising
human freedom and ensuring a fair society. It is associated with the Chicago
School of Economics, and the work of Friedrich Hayek and Milton Friedman in
particular. Both these writers framed their defence of capitalism in reaction to
the rise of centralised or planned economies, such as those of Soviet Russia or
Nazi Germany. An economy controlled by the state was, they argued, one in
danger of becoming tyrannical, at the expense of the individual (both as
sovereign political subject and as creative force for progress). Both were
responding to an intellectual climate in which their ideas were widely unpopular
– Keynesian economic theory was dominant in the post-war era, as nations
sought to stabilise economically, socially, and politically. The two were brought
together in the 1940s, when several faculty members, including university
president Robert Hutchins, conspired to bring Hayek to the University of
Chicago, where by 1946 Friedman was a faculty member. This was part of a
conscious effort to unite conservative economists who opposed Keynesian
orthodoxy, in the intellectual spirit outlined above. This school of thought
identified as liberal in their belief in the absolute primacy of the individual; in
The Road to Serfdom (first published in 1944), Hayek wrote of his belief that at
that moment there had been “an entire abandonment of the individualist
tradition which has created Western civilization.”23 Friedman outright rejected
the idea that political freedom was possible in an economically unfree context,
and insisted on the “intimate connection” between economics and politics.”24
Indeed, for Friedman and Hayek, the economic was not some realm of life
separate from the business of living, but the very stuff of life itself, and economic
23
24

Friedrich Hayek. The Road to Serfdom. London and New York: Routledge, 2006. p. 20.
Friedman. Capitalism and Freedom, p. 8.
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theory was a “coherent, logical whole that held together, that didn’t consist
simply in a set of disjointed propositions.”25 Hayek insisted that the “End of
Economic Man” was one of the “governing myths” of the age, refuting it with his
insistence that those who espoused this end at the same time couched their own
ideals in economic terms: that “the political ideals of the past, of liberty, equality
and security” had been recast through leftist claims for social reconstruction
which, by Hayek’s reading, always relied on economic reconstruction.26
The first venue in which these theorists and their cohort were given the
opportunity to put their theory into action was Chile, in the mid-nineteen
seventies.27 Following Pinochet’s coup, Friedman became his economic advisor.
This was not his first time in such a role; he had previously acted as economic
advisor to Republican Barry Goldwater during his 1964 presidential run.
Goldwater’s run had been unsuccessful, however, and so Chile became the first
site in which Friedman could test his assertion that “Only a crisis – actual or
perceived – produces real change” and perform a real-life trial of the utility of his
free-market theories. In return, the Chicago boys were to bestow legitimacy on
Pinochet’s reforms, and enhance the credibility of his regime. In contrast to
Friedman and Hayek’s own insistence on the indissolubility of economic and
political freedom, the Pinochet regime was, from its inception, ruthlessly
totalitarian.28 Van Horn et al connect this to the growing public image of the
Chicago School as Machiavellian schemers whose only concern was the growth of
the free market at all costs, as David Harvey implies in his chapter on the subject,
entitled ‘Freedom’s Just Another Word…’ Van Horn et al also recognise that such
interpretation depends on the critical approach taken, as in any historiography:
In Naomi Klein’s rendering, the Chicago School represents the
epicentre of an historic process of “capitalist reformation,” with the
1970s experiment in Chile serving as an offshore “laissez-faire
25

Milton Friedman in Lives of the Laureates: Twenty-three Nobel Economists, ed. William Breit
and Barry T. Hirsch, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2004. p. 65.
26 Hayek, p. 207.
27 Robert Van Horn et al eds. Building Chicago Economics. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2011. p. xlii; David Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2008, p. 7, Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine, London: Penguin Books, 2007, p. 7. Van Horn
et al give the year as 1975, Harvey suggests ’73; Klein does not give a precise year.
28 Klein connected the “economic shock treatment” of the Chicago School with Pinochet’s regime
of torture in The Shock Doctrine.
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laboratory” for the restoration of a purified market order. Here, the
Chicago School itself it endowed with remarkable purposive capacity,
with Friedman (“Dr Shock”) as the principal protagonist. Orthodox
and sympathetic historiographies, in contrast, eschew the
conspiratorial undertones in favour of heroic narratives of scientific
contestation and transformation, culminating in the righteous defeat
of flawed Keynesian formulations and the revelation of enduring
economic truths.29
What is interesting here, I think, is the question of purpose or intent – this is
equally true in Harvey’s work, which ascribes a clear and distinct function to
neoliberalism: the restoration of class power. The remit of this thesis, however,
is not to decide on the intention of the original theorists of neoliberalism, but to
look at the ways in which their ideas have proliferated throughout and reshaped
society at large, and the effect this has had on our understanding and experience
of ‘happiness.’
Harvey offers a rundown of the details of the Chicago plan for Chile,
suggesting that although it was initially successful, the Latin American debt crisis
in 1982 soured the outcome, resulting in “a much more pragmatic and less
ideologically driven application of neoliberal policies in the years that
followed.”30 It was this turn, Harvey suggests, that provided the evidence to
support the turn to similar economic policies in the US and UK in the 1980s.31 I
understand this turn as the start of a broad scale cultural shift around public
economic policy and the private conceptualisation of the self – if Hayek believed
that Economic Man was never dead, then the emergence of ‘common sense’
neoliberalism marked by this turn saw his full resurrection in the popular
imagination, in the figure of homo economicus, the ideal neoliberal subject. What
I am following, then, might be described the rise of neoliberal culture. In this
understanding, the insistence on the free-market as the best mechanism for
29

Van Horn et al , p. Xxvii
Harvey, 9. Van Horn et al point out that Chile’s later transition to democracy and economic
growth has been used as a defence of the Chicago programme and a refutation of the association
with totalitarianism.
31 These policies, which are now recognised as hallmarks of neoliberal process, include the
privatisation of state-run industries, the de-regulation of resources, and the creation of free
markets wherever possible.
30
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individual freedom becomes all but irrelevant, thanks to the institution of a
‘business ontology’ that rewrites the market not as a means but as an allencompassing end, and an ideological end at that. This is what I mean when I
suggest that neoliberalism as it operates now is not so much political system as
an economic one, although I realise that such a formulation may be fraught. It
suggests, in the first place, broad acceptance of the veracity of Friedman and
Hayek’s assertions regarding their belief in freedom; this stands in contrast to
readings of intent such as Klein and Harvey’s. Let me seek to dispense with these
concerns by reiterating that I am not seeking to give a history of the evolution of
new liberalism or free-market liberalism to present-day neoliberalism, which I
think is of a different character, as I have suggested. In the same way I draw upon
Foucault’s work, but seek to move beyond it, I am positing a version of neoliberal
thought that has in some ways surpassed and in others distorted the original
vision of Friedman et al. I do not claim to understand this vision beyond their
own writing, and here, as a literary scholar, I turn to the text for evidence: if they,
as authors, insist on the authenticity of their beliefs, I will, for now, take them at
their word. As much as they sought to reform economics practically, these
thinkers connected this to a transformation of the intellectual climate. Do they
believe in the free market? Yes. Do they believe in the free market because they
believe it to be the best mechanism to assure individual freedom? According to
their writing, they do. Does the current incarnation of neoliberalism share this
belief? I think not. When the economic becomes an ontology, disconnected from
wider political ideals – for the right to choose is not the same as the right to
freedom, as Nikolas Rose and others have persuasively argued, and as I will
suggest throughout this thesis – then those claims regarding the innate
connection between the political and the economic must be re-evaluated.
Although neoliberalism as it now operates may constitute a mode of life, I believe
that it no longer has a clear political dimension, which we might also understand
as a ‘freedom function,’ per Friedman et al.32 The absurdity of this position is that
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With regard to this idea of neoliberalism as a ‘mode of life,’ we might think of Foucault’s
distinction between European and American neoliberalism in The Birth of Biopolitics, which he
relates to the distinct character of American liberalism, writing, “American liberalism is not – as
it is in France at present, or as it was in Germany immediately after the war – just an economic
and political choice formed and formulated by those who govern and within governmental
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the market becomes a tool only to ensure that the world functions as a market,
and I believe the widespread evidence of affective distress I trace in this thesis is
both symptom and evidence of the apoliticism of contemporary neoliberal
culture.33 Friedman himself discusses the problem of means and ends when
thinking about freedom, suggesting that,
A common objection to totalitarian societies is that they regard the
end as justifying the means. Taken literally, this objection is clearly
illogical. If the end does not justify the means, what does? … Desirable
or not, any end that can be attained only by the use of bad means
must give way to the more basic end of the use of acceptable means.34
If the market becomes both means and ends, it has surely ceased to be
acceptable, and it has certainly, I think, ceased to be a guarantor of freedom; in
this way, it has ceased be political.35
In the introduction to The Handbook of Neoliberalism (2016), Simon Spring,
Kean Birch and Julie MacLeavy assert that, “Neoliberalism is a slippery concept,
milieu. Liberalism in America is a whole way of thinking and being.” p. 218. Foucault also invoked
Hayek as a kind of honorary American in this reading: “Some years ago Hayek said: We need a
liberalism that is a living thought. Liberalism has always left it to socialists to produce utopias,
and socialism owes much of its vigor and historical dynamism to this utopian or utopia-creating
activity. Well, liberalism also needs utopia. It is up to us to create liberal utopias, to think in a
liberal mode, rather than presenting liberalism as a technical alternative for government.
Liberalism must be a general style of thought, analysis, and imagination.” pp. 218-9 It is this
‘general style’ I connect my account of the expansive discourse of neoliberalism, although for
those living through it, it seems more like a mode for dystopia than utopia.
33 How does one resist a mode of logic that does not find its primary expression in particular
political beliefs? This can be connected, too, to the broad political shift to the right discussed
elsewhere in this thesis, as well as to the extreme difficulty even opponents of neoliberalism find
in framing arguments against it without resorting to mimetic economic logic. Think, for instance,
of the upcoming strike in the university sector. Although this strike is part of a wider move
against the neoliberalization of the academy, students have been encouraged to demand
compensation from universities for classes missed due to the unwillingness of management to
negotiate; see Sally Weale, ‘Students demand compensation from universities over lecturer
strikes,’ The Guardian, 7 February 2018 https://www.theguardian.com/higher-educationnetwork/2018/feb/07/students-demand-compensation-from-universities-over-lecturer-strikes.
Although this as framed as one way to get the attention of the management, whose preoccupation
is with the finances of the university, it also risks tacitly accepting the model of students as
‘consumers of education’ that has been pushed by the neoliberalisation of higher education.
Again, this absurdity might be usefully connected or compared to the rise of bureaucracy under
the neoliberal business ontology, where paperwork becomes the outcome of productivity, rather
than its measure: the logics generated by this system are, again and again, illogical.
34 Friedman, p. 22.
35 Despite this, it may still have political outcomes, as neoliberal logic is used to frame public
policy etc. – but I find it hard to believe that there is any comprehensive political philosophy in
which this is designed to function as a mechanism of freedom at work behind such framing. To
this end, the ‘neoliberal state’ seems always to be something of a chimera (as Harvey has also
suggested).
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meaning different things to different people.”36 In essence, as the editors of that
handbook recognise themselves, the neoliberal moment is the material
realisation of post-Fordist capitalism. The contemporary usage of the term has
its roots in Foucault’s work, as mentioned above, in those lectures collected as
The Birth of Biopolitics (2008), where Foucault gave an account of various forms
of neoliberalism (German, Austrian, American). In these lectures, Foucault drew
out the connection between the government of the self and the government of
the state – biopolitics – and also deployed the concept of ‘governmentality.’
Foucault links the concept of governmentality to government, and specifically to
the state, which he describes as ‘governmentalised’. In this understanding,
‘government’ refers to a type of power in society, the object of which is
population. This governmentalisation broadly refers to the space of rule, and is
marked for Foucault by a change in the nature of government, where it is
transformed from dispositional to processual. This transformation signals a shift
from the correct arrangement of things, as it were, to the reconceptualisation of
government as concerned with a “sort of complex composed of men and things,”
or the imbrication of men and things, as Foucault has it.37 Governmentality
occurs through the everyday processes that shape and constitute life, because it
is these processes that take as their target this imbrication of men and things.
Foucault develops this concept with a kind of genealogy of power, in his
historical tracing of the processes by which he suggests sovereignty was
transformed into governmentality, as laid out in Security, Territory and
Population: Lectures at the College de France 1977-8 (2009). This historical
tracking is largely irrelevant to this study, which seeks to look forward, rather
than back, to understand the ways in which people in contemporary society
render themselves governable, as distinct from a process which charts the ways in
which they are or have historically been rendered so. The understanding
explicated in this thesis is also closely linked to the idea of deterritorialised
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Simon Springer, Kean Birch and Julie MacLeavy, editors. The Handbook of Neoliberalism.
London and New York: Routledge, 2016, p. 1.
37 Michel Foucault. ‘Governmentality,’ pp. 87-105. The Foucault Effect: Studies in Governmentality,
edited by Graham Burchell, Colin Gordon and Peter Miller. Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1991, p. 93.
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populations, which must necessitate a change in the nature of governmentality,
when governmentality is understood to refer to population as its object.
Considering a kind of deterritorialised governmentality also steers discussion
away from the strictures of the state, and opens up those new virtual
technologies of the self I frame as enabling and enacting self-regulatory
processes in neoliberal happiness discourse. In considering this, one might
return to Foucault’s genealogy momentarily. If, as he suggests, progress broadly
moves from sovereignty to governmentality, at least inasmuch as sovereignty
becomes part of governmentality, there is no reason to assume governmentality
is immutable or unchangeable, and that it too might not be adapted through the
changing nature of power and population. This study is not suggesting that
governmentality has been superseded by any other practice or realm of power
but rather that, although key elements of Foucault’s theory still have social and
theoretical resonance, it is their adaptation by contemporary theorists, such as
Nikolas Rose and Paul Rabinow, from which I develop my work. This adaptation
does and must reflect the changing nature of the society in which
governmentality is practiced and in the modes of subjectivity amongst those on
whom it is practiced and who, in turn, practice governmentality. This study seeks
to adapt and expand Foucault’s work through literary investigation.
Foucault’s conception of biopower is closely related to this concept of
governmentality, and to the shift to the processual. The concept of biopolitics or
bipower functioning in this discussion does not follow the traditional historicalmedical Foucauldian model exactly. The concept of biopolitics was introduced in
The History of Sexuality, where Foucault described the emergence of biopolitics
on two levels: first, based on the idea of the body as a machine:
Its disciplining, the optimization of its capabilities, the extortion of its
forces, the parallel increase of its useful and its docility, its integration
into systems of efficient and economic controls, all this was ensured
by the procedures of power that characterized the disciplines: an
anatomo-politics of the human body.38

38 Michel Foucault. The History of Sexuality. translated by Robert Hurley. London: Penguin, 1990.
p. 139.
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The second level of this is the conceptualisation of the body as the species body,
which we can link to Foucault’s account of the shift to population as the object of
government, whereby “issues of individual sexual and reproductive concern
interconnect with issues of national policy and power.”39 Biopower is power
over bodies both at the individual level and the species level, as Foucault has it;
biopolitics are those disciplines which emerge from this framework, which also
see increases in measuring, recording, and managing the body – elements which
are also important in understanding how a discourse of happiness in which
subjects become self-regulating has emerged (for it is, by now, ordinary to
measure, account for, record, and attend to, our nearness to or distance from
happiness, in informal settings such as social media posts as well as in formal
psychiatric settings).
My understanding of the term ‘biopolitics’ seeks to read it as more inherently
humanistic, taken to imply the lively nature of power flows and the necessity of
the vital subject – that is, specifically, the subject who is capable of acting, as well
as being acted upon. The ‘bio’ in this ‘biopower’ is understood to imply not just
living bodies, but also embodied subjectivities. To adhere to an understanding of
biopower that does not make this theoretical leap, particularly when
contemporary society increasingly tends to be shaped by the informational and
immaterial, would be to subscribe to an unhelpful Cartesian dichotomy. This
move extends the domain of biopower, and redraws the lines of its materiality,
hence the need to move away from the historical-medical model. This
understanding points to a dramatic shift in modes of governance, which are
developed from certain historical ideas as described by Foucault, such as the idea
that life “has not been totally integrated into techniques that govern and
administer it; it constantly escapes them,” and the idea of life generally as
transmuted from a negative to positive political force – that is, the move from life
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The Foucault Effect: Studies in Governmentality, edited by Graham Burchell, Colin Gordon and
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as something that could be taken by the sovereign to something that must
instead be maximised by governance.40
The conceptions of happiness I trace and investigate in this thesis, then, can be
loosely understood as beginning with the ways in which the neoliberal subject is
interpellated to processes and states of self-maximisation. This is seen most
clearly in the practices of positive psychology, as advocated by Martin Seligman
et al, a branch of psy science that promotes “human flourishing” as its primary
objective.41 More overtly commercial practices have arisen around this
principle, in the form of the ‘wellness’ or ‘mindfulness’ industries, as explored by
Carl Cederström and André Spicer in The Wellness Syndrome (2015) and William
Davies in The Happiness Industry (2015). Although these maximisation
strategies figure heavily in the overt conceptualisation of happiness under
neoliberalism, they are often strategies for the well: they assume the existence of
a base of ‘happiness’ or ‘wellness’ that can be maximised through their
programmes and techniques. My concern with states of affective distress leads to
a slightly different focus; I start from the premise that subjects are suffering
under neoliberalism, which institutes atomistic policies and practices that rely
on and increase economic and other inequalities, and remove state safety nets
for citizens through the dismantling of legal protections and the undermining of
the welfare state.42 As such, although I explore the impact of these selfmaximisation frameworks, I am more interested in the way in which aberrance
is managed – how are the unwell made well, or the unhappy convinced to think
of themselves as able to be happy, without considering the material political
dimensions of this suffering? Underneath this is the question of consent – how do
we, as subjects, come to be enmeshed in a life system that is damaging to us, to
others, and to the planet on which we live, ecologically speaking?43
40

Foucault ed. Burchell, et al. The Foucault Effect, p.96.
See the University of Pennsylvania Authentic Happiness website:
www.authentichappiness.sas.upenn.edu/.
42 David Harvey has outlined this rise in inequality (as part of his thesis that neoliberalism is a
project to restore class power) in A Brief History of Neoliberalism ,pp. 152-182. Many other
theorists have demonstrated this increase in inequality, too: see, for example, Heather Whiteside
and Tom Slater’s chapters in The Handbook of Neoliberalism, pp. 361-9 and 370-81.
43 This latter point refers to the treatment of the earth as an apparently inexhaustible source of
‘natural capital’ in the face of all evidence that suggests our natural resources are limited and
finite, and that human intervention is changing the very geological formation of the earth. See, for
41
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Nikolas Rose’s work has been important in understanding these processes and
in allowing me to formulate an account of how new technologies of the self, as
well as new types and sites of labour, constitute new spaces of subjectification
and sites of self-regulation. I explore this when looking at the role of social media
and virtual identity in Jennifer Egan’s work. In Inventing Our Selves (1996), Rose
writes that:
in the genealogy of subjectification, pride of place is not occupied by
the philosopher reflecting on their studies on the nature of the
person, the will, the conscience, morality, and the like, but rather in
the everyday practices where conduct has become problematic to
others or oneself, and in the mundane texts and programs – on
asylum management, medical treatment of women, improving one’s
self-esteem – seeking to render these problems intelligible and, at the
same time, manageable.44
These are the spaces and programmes with which my thesis is most occupied.
They represent the ways in which psychotherapeutic rationales, wellness
rhetoric, and other aspects of neoliberal happiness discourse intervene in order
to ‘contain’ affective distress. Affective distress has the potential to become
problematic conduct in two primary ways. If transformed into political dissent, it
might have the power to recognise and seek to resist the structural inequalities
wrought by neoliberalism – which are, often, at the base of this distress. Even if
affective distress is successfully depoliticised, and the problematic conduct of
political dissent staved off, this depoliticisation – a learned powerlessness – can
render a subject incapable of engaging with the world on any productive level –
the depressed or stressed person who cannot attend work. These mundane texts
and programmes are designed to intervene to ensure that the primary language
of suffering is personal, i.e. removed from systemic critique, and also to ensure
that this depoliticised account of suffering does not cause subjects to detach from
systems of production and consumption. This is why my work here is less
concerned with giving an account of how we should live than it is with looking at
instance, Dipesh Chakrabarty, ‘The Climate of History: Four Theses,’ Critical Enquiry, 35:2, 2009,
pp. 197-222.
44 Nikolas Rose. Inventing Our Selves: Psychology, Power, and Personhood. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1998, p. 26.
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how we do live. The definition of ‘problematic conduct’ is, as my thesis
recognises, broad in scope, and often manifests as class-bound – the underlying
concept of happiness as self-maximisation is distinctly middle class, as explained
elsewhere in my thesis. I explore this in looking at the work of both these
authors, which also reveals different societal expectations regarding the
representation of class in U.S. and U.K. literary culture, as I will demonstrate. Part
of my thesis posits the ideal neoliberal subject as distinctly middle class, as I
outline below. Rose’s focus on “everyday practices” and “mundane texts and
programs” also informs my approach in seeking to explore the processes by
which subjects are interpellated to make their subjectivity the principle of
personal life, ethical systems and political choices.45 This occurs, I suggest,
through the elevation of the feeling of personal – individual - happiness as the
supreme good, and the insistence that such happiness is achievable through
making the ‘correct’ choices in life.
Broadly speaking, then, neoliberal practice refers to the financialisation of
banking practice, the precaritisation of labour, and the reconstruction of the
ideal self from sovereign being to enterprising subject – all the result, according
to Springer et al, of “the extension of competitive markets into all areas of life,
including the economy, politics, and society.”46 Efforts to give more specificity to
neoliberalism tend to occur within the discipline of geopolitics, connected to
accounts of specific practices of neoliberalism around the globe, which often
emphasise the variety and discordance amongst these practices. My research has
focused on neoliberalism in the U.K-U.S context, per the background of Ballard
and Egan, who both employ ideas of national identity within their work, albeit in
very different ways. J. G. Ballard’s work, in the late quartet of novels on which I
focus, interrogates the figure of the cosmopolitan global citizen in both a leisure
and work society, in Cocaine Nights (1996) and Super-Cannes (2000)
respectively. In Millennium People (2003), Ballard looks closely at the quirks of
the English class system, using this focus to explore his thematic interest in the
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‘bourgeoisation of life.’47 Kingdom Come (2006) directly explores the relationship
between nationalism and consumerism, posed in a hyperreal proto-fascist
society. Egan’s work exposes the ‘special relationship’ between America and
neoliberalism, most notably, perhaps, in Look at Me (2001). I suggest that this
relationship is the result of the distinctly American emphasis on individualism
and the capacity for self-reinvention, both of which can be traced to the very
beginning of that country’s nationhood, as recognised in the work of Alexis de
Tocqueville.
The geopolitical specificity of this approach has its origins, too, in the
concomitant rise of neoliberal economic policy in both countries. David Harvey’s
historical account of the emergence of neoliberalism as the dominant economic
framework recognises the premierships of Margaret Thatcher in the U.K. and
Ronald Reagan in the U.S. as instrumental in this rise.48 He writes,
Volcker [head of the U.S. Federal Reserve under Reagan] and
Thatcher both plucked from the shadows of relative obscurity a
particular doctrine that went under the name of ‘neoliberalism’ and
transformed it into the central guiding principle of economic thought
and management.49
The U.K. and the U.S. have a historically specific shared relationship with
neoliberalism, as well as a longer common economic and social history, and as
such it makes sense to focus on authors from these countries in this
investigation.
Springer has elsewhere argued that given the existence of these various
understandings of neoliberalism, we might most fruitfully understand and
describe neoliberalism as a discourse, and assess its impact through
conceptualising it as a processual force. By ‘processual force,’ he means a force
manifesting through those systems and procedures that give shape to everyday
life, and which institute the systems of logic by which we as subjects are shaped

47 See J.G. Ballard interviewed by Zinovy Zinik, ‘1998: Russia on My Mind,’ pp. 356-363 in
Extreme Metaphors, edited by Simon Sellers, London: Fourth Estate, 2012, p. 357.
48 He situates this alongside Deng Xiaoping’s economic liberalisation of China, which is
somewhat beyond the remit of this thesis.
49 Harvey. A Brief History of Neoliberalism, p. 2.
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and learn to shape ourselves.50 This is a Foucauldian understanding, in which
“…neoliberalism is … recognised as a mutable, inconsistent, and variegated
process that circulates through the discourses it constructs, justifies, and
defends.”51 Happiness, I suggest, is one such discourse. Springer’s processual
understanding of neoliberalism immediately connects it to the direct human
impact it has on subjects through explicitly recognising the way in which it
works on subjects who must negotiate these variegated discourses. This is also, I
think, the understanding that literature can offer us, and that I seek to expand on
in this thesis. Springer’s processual understanding can also be linked to Rose’s
account of the need to understand those “mundane texts and programs” that
seek to “render … problems intelligible and, at the same time, manageable.”52
The chaos of choice and lack of political dimension under neoliberalism render
power, as it acts on and through the subject, unintelligible. The concept of
happiness is deployed as a way to render the suffering this causes as intelligible
and manageable, whilst ensuring it remains removed from politically
consequential formulations that might disrupt neoliberal practice. This is echoed
in Stuart Hall and Alan O’Shea’s conception of ‘common-sense neoliberalism,’ in
which they write,
The structural consequences of neoliberalism – the individualisation
of everyone, the privatisation of public troubles and the requirement
to make competitive choices at every turn – has been paralleled by an
upsurge in feelings of insecurity, anxiety, stress and depression.
These are now responsible for one in every three days sick leave from
work. We need to acknowledge these affective dimensions that are in
play, and which underpin common sense.53
This emphasises another of the reasons happiness has become a central
battleground for neoliberalism; physical manifestations of affective distress
disrupt the workplace, undermining what I have described as the ‘productive
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imperative’ by which neoliberalism, and all capitalist systems, reproduce
themselves, and produce their subjects.
Working Subjects and Working on the Self
As I have said, this thesis focuses on the rise of new types and sites of labour, and
new technologies of the self, as requiring and reproducing new forms of
subjectivity and sites of subjectification. The two are closely linked – the rise of
new technologies, in a virtual or online context, gives rise to new forms of work,
as well as new socialities. In Simians, Cyborgs and Women (1990), Donna
Haraway wrote that, for Marxists, “Labour is the humanizing activity that makes
man; labour is an ontological category permitting knowledge of a subject, and so
the knowledge of subjugation and alienation.”54 As Haraway suggests, Marxist
analysis sees systemic alienation as the result of the wage relation. In a
Foucauldian account, as mine loosely is, labour is but one site in which power is
revealed. Given the economic primacy of neoliberalism, however, the subject is
encouraged to operate not just their life but also their subjectivity according to
what Fisher identified as the “business ontology” of neoliberalism.55 In contrast
to Marxist theory, work cannot be seen as the privileged category of
subjectification because the question of what work is has been radically
transformed by immaterial labour; this is demonstrated, for instance, by the
account of ‘glamour labour’ I explore in looking at Egan’s work, primarily in The
Keep (2006) and Look at Me (2001). In this understanding, the Marxist
construction of alienation is inadequate: the boundaries between ‘labour’ and
‘life’ are increasingly destabilised by immaterial and affective economies, as I
discuss at some length in my assessment of Egan’s work. This recalls the earlier
quote from Foucault, asserting that life “has not been totally integrated into
techniques that govern and administer it; it constantly escapes them.”56 These
new types and sites of labour represent a new integration of life into systems of
government and administration, which is presented as natural, inevitable and
even desirable. This integration also relies on the subject’s apparently willing
54 Donna Haraway. Simians, Cyborgs and Women: The Reinvention of Nature. London: Free
Association Books, 1991, p. 158.
55 Mark Fisher. Capitalist Realism. London: Zero Books, 2009, p. 17.
56 Foucault ed. Burchell et al. The Foucault Effect, p. 96.
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enmeshment in these systems – affective labour wants the right attitude as much
as the right candidate, after all. William Davies quotes Ian Curtis of Joy Division
on his experience of working in a Taylorist factory, where he claimed, “I was
really happy because I could daydream all day long.”57 Affective labour asks us
for our daydreams. It encroaches on the private imaginative realm in a way I
identify as increasingly problematic when it comes to the formulation of an
objective political imaginary. Such an imaginary allows for the construction of
solidarity that would act as a necessary precursor to any theory of social justice
that might seek to redress the systemic inequalities perpetuated by
neoliberalism.
Angela McRobbie has recognised many of the difficulties that arise from
affective labour in her work on creative industries, such as Be Creative (2016).
Here, she looks at how the valorisation of “being creative” as a way of life has
been used to obscure the precarity that frequently marks employment in
creative industries and, increasingly, in other immaterial industries, such as the
service sector. The rise of these kinds of work also reveals the way in which the
language of self-maximisation has been employed in the world of work – the
logic of “if you love what you do, you’ll never work a day in your life.” David
Graeber gestured to this kind of thinking in his essay ‘On the Phenomenon of
Bullshit Jobs,’ where he touched upon the way in which resentment is stirred up
against “anyone whose work has clear and undeniable social value” in an era of
precarious labour.58 The perception of fulfilment through work as available to
those whose jobs are seen to have intrinsic worth – doctors, teachers, fire
fighters – is used as a tool by which the state can justify the removal of
traditional protections from those jobs. Workers should be glad to have the
opportunity to work in those industries, this reasoning suggests; no one else has
jobs that make them feel good, why do they also deserve legal protections other
workers do not have? Elsewhere, the call to “be creative” redirects these same
dissatisfactions through suggesting that any job is an opportunity to
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demonstrate your creativity. This can be connected, too, to cultures of ‘cool’
capital, as described in Jim McGuigan’s work. I look at this in exploring Egan’s
oeuvre, in my analyses of Look at Me and The Keep. Elsewhere, Lee Konstantinou
has offered a reading of ‘coolness’ in Egan’s work in his characterological study,
Cool Characters (2016). For Konstantinou, coolness is associated with irony, and
his reading of Egan focuses on A Visit From the Goon Squad, in which he reads the
character of Lulu as representative of “a future where cool may no longer be on
the streets to be hunted but may have been subsumed by the commodification of
everyday life.”59 Konstantinou’s compelling study connects ‘coolness’ to irony,
and charts the ways in which irony may be a politically useful form of coolness –
and the ways in which the ‘post-postmodern’ moment (out of which Egan writes,
per Kelly) might also be a post-ironic moment. He sees this as problematic
because “and political fantasy that dispenses with reification . . .risks dispensing
with the grounds of political action,” neatly summing up some of the problems I
identify with Egan’s work.60
By discipline (a social scientist rather than a literary critic), McGuigan is not
inclined to offer a literary reading of coolness. His work does, however, insist on
an overlap between the rise of Cultural Studies in the academy and cool
consumption.61 This overlap intersects with Konstantinou’s work at various
points, not least of which is Konstantinou’s effort to address the “large lacuna” in
Mark McGurl’s analysis of the program era.62 This lacuna refers to the oversight
in McGurl’s work regarding the impact of the labour market on writers of literary
fiction. What McGuigan suggests is that the in focus on consumption as the
privileged site of Cultural Studies, there existed “a discernable homology
between the active [consuming] subject of Cultural Studies and the sovereign
consumer of free-market capitalism” – this is, we can note, the essence of Nikolas
Rose’s critique of the obligation to choose (freedom).63
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Like Konstantinou, McGuigan traces his account of coolness to black culture,
suggesting that, “Scholars of the topic generally agree that cool came out of
Africa.”64 However, where for Konstantinou, coolness as a characterological
feature retains its association with irony throughout his analysis, for McGuigan it
begins with an idea of “composure in battle, heat, and life generally, especially
for young males.”65 McGuigan recognises some function of irony in his account,
specifically ironic detachment, although he suggests at the same point that
hedonism – the pursuit of pleasure to excess – is also a factor. Indeed,
McGuigan’s account of “the present-day hedonistic mainstream” sees “a notable
constituent [as] being extravagant unruliness and binge-drinking amongst
teenaged girls and young women,” in a formulation that seems to take popular
accounts of ladette culture as a form of female empowerment as a template for
the actual experience and intention of female behaviour.66 McGuigan describes
cool as “marked by a predominantly masculine expression of dignity from
below,” which, admittedly, follows a similar genealogical line to Konstantinou’s
account.67 What we might add to both, however, is the rise in the importance of
creativity as an aspect of coolness and cool identity, as it were. Differentiating
between coolness as a monolithic and interpretable concept and moving towards

development of cultural studies in Birmingham on which he focuses, whereas Konstantinou looks
at American fiction and, by implication, the academy in America. Nonetheless, there are
legitimate and significant connections: after all, coolness is a global language. We might even
bridge the two through looking at Thomas Frank’s The Conquest of Cool, in which he looks at
Herbert Marcuse’s work as a cultural critic and highlights its nearness to advertising copy. See
The Conquest of Cool: Business Culture, Counterculture, and the
Rise of Hip Consumerism. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997, p. 62. McGuigan and
Konstantinou both make reference to Frank’s influential study in their work. McGuigan even goes
so far as to acknowledge Frank’s innovation in reading management literature as way to discern
the cultural shifts of the 1960s, but fails in this instance to anticipate how crucial these strategies
have become – an unavoidable point in looking at the self-management strategies instituted by
contemporary neoliberal logic.
64 McGuigan, p.149.
65 Ibid. McGuigan’s reading gives us space to speculate on why it is, culturally speaking, so much
easier for men to be cool. Konstantinou does not necessarily overlook this, but I cannot help
feeling he misses some opportunities to expand upon it: his discussion of Kathy Acker in the
context of punk, for instance, might be bolstered by consideration of that writer’s clear and direct
association with the riot grrrl movement (see, for instance, Sasha Frere-Jones, ‘Hanna and Her
Sisters,’ The New Yorker, November 26, 2012).
66 I was 21 in 2006 and would suggest, from personal experience, that there were (and still are)
still many parts of the world in which this sort of behavior by women was seen as far from ‘cool’;
indeed, Egan’s account of excessive drinking and drug use by women in A Visit From the Goon
Squad demonstrates this, in a novel written in 2010.
67 McGuigan. 2006, p. 150.
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an understanding of cool identity lies somewhere between the literary analysis
of Konstantinou and the social and cultural analysis of McGuigan. It is, as with so
much else in this thesis, an effort to encapsulate the dynamism inherent in such
categories in a moment where the classic tropes of coolness are increasingly
uncertain, as well as to recognise a distinctly performative aspect of coolness
that is not now related to disconnection, but to caring – for in the post-Occupy
world towards which Konstantinou’s work looks, it has indeed become cool to
care. This form of caring, however, is rife with many of the same problems
Konstantinou identifies in his writing on post-irony. Foremost of these is the way
in which the assumption of subsumption removes the grounds for action
traditionally understood as political, which can be seen as a necessary condition
for the shift to leftist focus on identity politics, characterising this as an area in
which the subject can experience and exert some measure of control (as opposed
to the economy which has been increasingly mystified by its recasting as the
function of government i.e. the domain of (ruling) experts). This is connected to
my account of the politics of intimacy, which sees coolness shifted from
dissociation to association, where this association takes place on personal terms
i.e. couched in the psychologised language of understanding.
This concept of caring as a factor of coolness is an inherently feminised
construct, given the traditional association between caring labour and women.
This is supported by theorists such as Angela McRobbie, who seek to raw
attention to the ways in which the emotional or affective labour required in
immaterial industries coincides with traditionally feminine roles. Further,
McRobbie’s analysis of creativity feeds into this too, and is important to consider
in light of the evolving concept of coolness – for to be creative means to make
something and to care about it. The progenitor does not disown or disavow their
offspring; rather, they are passionately attached to it (at least inasmuch as those
gendered readings of creativity that rely on ‘birthing ideas’ and so on are
concerned). Where traditionally masculinist accounts of creativity have involved
a disregard or indifference to the conditions of reception, the entrepreneurial
spirit of neoliberal capitalism teaches us that not only is it cool to care, but it is
also financially viable. If our work is who we are, then our pride in it is no more
than pride in ourselves. Our identities as workers and makers are enmeshed in a
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feminised discourse of responsibility and personal identity. In Egan’s work,
Danny, the cool character in The Keep who professes to care about nothing, is a
figure of ridicule – until he finds some purpose, and some way to care. Indeed,
even in Ballard’s work, which is notoriously poor on gender, it is ultimately the
redemptive figure of Dr Julia Goodwin who offers salvation at the end of the
quartet (although in Kingdom Come this is outside of productive neoliberal
networks, given that the shopping centre that dominates the text has been
destroyed by the time this redemption arrives). Although Konstantinou’s
account of the literary shift from irony to belief (and, perhaps, post-belief?) is
convincing, this aspect of creativity requires more consideration. Later I discuss
the idea of coolness as a form of protection, which is somewhere near
McGuigan’s reading, and Konstantniou’s account of irony. By this, however, I
refer specifically to the way in which coolness becomes a defence against the
demand for creativity, particularly amongst working class subjects whose
performative vocabulary conceives of creativity with a different set of
significations.68 Further, the idea of caring in a workplace that consistently
undermines and belittles the worker – as is the case in industries in which zerohours contracts are common, for what does such a contract tell you except that
your value is minimal? – becomes risible, which serves to undermine the idea of
union formation or other collective action. It might be cool to care, but perhaps
only in certain classes, in certain settings, and for certain people: those who can,
one way or another, afford to.
McRobbie’s work has also identified the way in which young women are
encouraged to dis-identify with working class identity through aspirational
media and lifestyle messages, and noted that in service sector jobs there is rarely
68

Richard Florida’s account of how the working class are pushed out of cities as those cities
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and Lauren Berlant’s Cruel Optimism (and, in fact, this thesis).
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any possibility of unionisation, but that these jobs may offer opportunities for
‘life-long learning’ and professional advancement. This forms part of her rebuttal
to theorists such as Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, who offered an optimistic
account of the potential of immaterial labour in Empire (2000) and its sequels.
Although my work looks largely at the representation of work in contemporary
literature, I have sought to ground my readings in relation to the actual world of
work as far as possible, and to use those studies and critical works that best
represent the lived experience of subjects. Through this exploration, I find myself
more closely theoretically allied to McRobbie, and my work insists on the
importance of considering how these new forms of work impact those bonds of
solidarity that are assumed as possible under a Marxist approach. The
marginalisation of working-class subjects has much to do with the emergence of
forms of affective labour in which the necessary performative skillsets are
overtly coded as middle class– reading social cues, smiling on demand,
demonstrating an appropriate relationship with the customer.69 In a world
shifting from making things to producing experiences, being the ‘right sort of
worker’ means being – or at least trying to be – the ideal neoliberal subject. And
the ideal neoliberal subject is, as I explore in my work, clearly coded as middle
class.
The fetishisation of the middle class under the rhetoric of aspiration and
choice is often obscured by debate around what constitutes a ‘new middle class,’
thanks to the melting pot of neoliberal economic policy in the 1980s, which saw
distinctions between the petite bourgeoisie and the ‘professional’ class (doctors,
solicitors, accountants) eroded. The ideal version of the middle-class subject
under neoliberalism owes much to the entrepreneurial spirit of the petite
bourgeoisie, but this is often underrated in accounts which still privilege the
visible respectability of the ‘professions’ i.e. law, medicine, teaching. We need
only glance at Ballard’s work to see this, and he frequently satirises this
perception: in the final novel of his late quartet, Kingdom Come, the wrongful
release of an assassin hinges on the testimony of a group of witnesses
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constituted by a teacher, a doctor, and a solicitor, whose professions assure their
respectability – and who are all lying in their testimony. In fact, the ideal
neoliberal subject is a member of neither of these subsets, but something much
more like a manager. This can be seen in the strategies for subjectification under
discussion here, which are, as Rose suggests, much more akin to management
strategies than philosophical deliberations on how to live/construct and conduct
oneself in the world. This occurs at the same time as the transformation of the
state under these same rationalities – Wendy Brown and others have noted how
the state under neoliberalism is remade “in the model of the firm,” gesturing
towards the way in which this alters the object of the state from protecting
citizens to protecting profits (or the economy).70
This is not to say that the language of political philosophical enquiry is
obsolete, but rather to highlight the way in which a new and apparently
unobjectionable faux-philosophical register has become commonplace in
articulating strategies of self-management – the language of positive psychology,
of ‘mindfulness’ and ‘self-love.’ This connects us again to those self-maximisation
strategies that imagine the subject as free to choose happiness – the middle-class
subject is imagined as the subject without inclination, without any of the
substantive bonds or burdens that might make impossible those challenges
identified by Sennett. 71 This understanding draws on and elaborates Sara
Ahmed’s work in The Promise of Happiness, in her discussion of the construction
of ‘happy objects’ and the subject’s relationship to these objects. Using the 1983
film Educating Rita as a case study, Ahmed described how the protagonist in that
film becomes ‘free’:
For Rita to become educated requires that she become free from
hunger for things, from insistence on and in enjoyment. Having
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become free, Rita can now choose, with the capacity for choice being
organized through tropes of indifference.72
This coincides with those cultures of ‘cool’ capitalism touched upon earlier too,
in which the ‘coolness’ of the subject manifests as a politically consequential
indifference, which I suggest may operate as a form of protection for the
vulnerable worker under the precarious labour practices and policies of
neoliberalism. I seek to question the assumptions of apathy, learned or
otherwise, that too often underpin accounts of performative indifference – this
is, I think, a particular problem in reading working-class subjects, and precarious
workers more generally.
Tensions do exist between this account of the middle-class subject as free
from inclination and the rise of leftist identity politics that seek to inscribe
attachment to identity as the foundational element of the political subject. I have
sought to pay some attention to this in my thesis, as the ‘hollowing out’ of leftist
critique has played an important part in the rise of the neoliberal happiness
discourse I trace in my work. These tensions, broadly speaking, have their roots
in the countercultural movements of the nineteen sixties, in which political
freedom and the capacity for individual happiness were closely interconnected.
Both Ballard and Egan explicitly recognise and address this in their novels, which
is another reason for my focus on their work. Wendy Brown’s critique of identity
politics in States of Injury (1995) has been helpful in my examination of these
tensions. Brown’s work has been important in understanding how the concept of
ressentiment is at work in contemporary society, which is explored in looking at
Kingdom Come. Her account of how suffering is transformed into a site of
political identity has also been useful in formulating an account of how sufferers
of affective distress are reconstituted as productive subjects. This reconstitution
is linked to my reading of social media as a site of subjectification in which
suffering may be transformed into a form of social and even economic capital,
elaborated by investigation of Look at Me.

72 Sara Ahmed. The Promise of Happiness. Durham, NC and London: Duke University Press, 2010,
p. 35.
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Distress and Dissonance
Although I agree with Philip Mirowski’s assertion that “most people have no clue
what neoliberalism is, much less harbor opinions about how their own thought
processes might relate to it,” those processes and policies I have outlined as the
structural manifestations of neoliberalism are discernable to subjects, and their
impacts are clearly felt.73 For instance, workers in the ‘gig economy’ often
understand that their lack of legal protection is related to the systemic
dismantling of formal union powers – and even if they don’t, they realise that
workers historically had different rights than those they are currently
permitted.74 Likewise, the raising of environmental conscience through, for
example, state-sponsored recycling programmes, means that most people are
aware of the contemporary state of environmental precarity, to some degree
(although there are those who dispute it, for various reasons). With the advent of
the Internet, and the rise of mobile Internet technologies, as well as the general
rise in affluence that sees more and more people with the material and
educational means to access these technologies, information is more directly and
widely available in the west than at any other historical moment.75 Given this,
the concept of ‘false consciousness’ on which Marxism has relied for its account
of how subjects remain enmeshed in oppressive capitalist systems is of limited
utility. Instead, I propose a model of ‘cognitive dissonance,’ in which the subject
is at once aware of the more or less complete state of crisis of the world, but,
finding no way to render this intelligible in the depoliticised context of
neoliberalism, maintains a state of disconnection from their own imbrication in
this crisis. At the same time, this awareness is inherently distressing to the
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subject, no matter how deeply suppressed, and thus contributes to these
widespread states of affective distress.
My reading of the subject is always, I should stress, a sympathetic one: I see
affective distress as a real form of suffering, and am seeking to establish an
alternative way in which subjects may be able to render it intelligible, outside of
psy or wellness strategies that quiet political critique and discourage systemic
analysis.76 I am suggesting that fiction can counter this distress or dissonance in
its ability to reveal the undercurrents of power that shape our lives, and in
offering readers an imaginative vocabulary with which to look beyond the
present moment and begin to construct an alternative future. It can also show us
the anticipated consequences if we do not; look at the current success of the
adaptation of Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale (1985).77 Literature has a
clear public function: it bonds and binds us, and contributes to those myths that
form our culture, and our selves – this is evident in my account of American
literature when looking at Egan’s work.
The individualisation of distress limits the empathetic potential of subjects,
which can only be damaging on both a public and private level. In this thesis, I
am not seeking to disparage any form of treatment or to suggest that mental
health is entirely a matter of social determinism, although I believe that there is a
strong correlation between the two that is deliberately downplayed in most
public discussion, which tends to focus more generally on issues of social stigma
around the reporting and sharing of states of distress, understating the role of
material and social capital in processes of reporting and sharing. Indeed, such a
focus may even be counter-productive, in light of the ‘responsibilisation’ that
occurs through neoliberalism’s individualising processes. This rhetoric allows
those who are middle class to consume (private) therapeutic treatment and be
valorised for their choice, while the more complex suffering of working class or
otherwise ‘undesirable’ subjects is demonised as a chosen state of aberrance –
why do they, too, not avail themselves of these resources? This fails to account
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for not just material disparity (money to afford treatment) but also the more
complex processes of socialisation by which ‘wellbeing’ is constructed. Ballard’s
work is acutely aware of these processes. He most directly deconstructs them in
Millennium People, with its sustained focus on the culture industry and the way it
enacts a civilising programme for the middle class. More broadly, Ballard’s
repeated return to closed communities with covert rules that are at first
unintelligible to his protagonists represents the inarticulacy of non-middle-class
subjects – “outsiders” – in the logics and behaviours of that privileged class.
Egan’s work does less to reveal these processes, because it remains caught
within them, as we shall see.
One of the central problems of the primacy of happiness discourse is that it
institutes a framework in which suffering is relativised according to how it is felt.
As such, the middle-class subject who purchases therapy to alleviate personal
distress may come to characterise this as a form of political action– the world is
bad, and they are taking action not to feel bad in it, which is cast as a politically
rebellious stance. I explain this further below, in my account of the problematics
of the ‘politics of intimacy,’ as well as exploring it in Egan’s work, in which these
same logics are apparent. I have identified this as a distinct problem in
contemporary feminist discourse. The rise of discussions of affective distress as a
common occurrence, parsed in the language of mental health, also tends to
present suffering as natural and ‘normal,’ with no effort to explain it beyond the
individual. These forms of suffering may even be recast as forms of social capital.
The rise in celebrity accounts of suffering from anxiety, as well as its frequency
in blogs and other social media, is an instance of this.78 This is, again, not
intended as a judgment, but as an indictment of the way in which neoliberal logic
seeks to impel subjects to marketise every part of their life and subjectivity –
even the suffering it causes. This is also a dangerous tendency because the
intense focus on personal experiences of distress minimizes wider empathetic
ability through the relativisation of suffering and the obfuscation of the link
between public life and individual selfhood.
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The primacy of ‘happiness’ as a logic of self operates as a ‘style of thought,’
which essentially works backwards from a given answer or dictates limits of
understanding. As Rose suggests, a style of thought is,
not just about a certain form of explanation, about what it is to
explain, it is also about what there is to explain. That is to say, it
shapes and establishes the very object of explanation, the set of
problems, issues, phenomena that an explanation is attempting to
account for.79
In a similar vein, Sara Ahmed suggests that, “Positive psychology is positive
about positive feeling; it presumes the promissory nature of its own object.”80
Subjectivity as the guiding principle of life, with the overt aim of maximising a
personal feeling of happiness, makes the same presumption: happiness becomes
not an explanation, but the form of what there is to be explained. Anxiety, then,
should not be linked to imminent environmental disaster, rising levels of
personal debt, or the increasing difficulty in securing stable housing, but framed
as a ‘problem of the self.’ These other things are, by neoliberal common sense,
facts that the subject cannot change. If the subject cannot avoid awareness of or
concern about these apparently inevitable facts, she should seek to restructure
her response to these facts – to maximise her experience of happiness or manage
her experience of distress in accordance with the system that generates these
facts. By my account, one of the core strengths of literature is that it has the
capacity to stage a confrontation between the reader and these aspects of life
that are otherwise naturalised, and in so doing to denaturalise them and refute
their ‘inevitability’ – to undo common sense.
Happiness, Affect and the Political Implications of Feeling
The language of mental illness to which the terms employed earlier by Hall and
O’Shea belong – “feelings of insecurity, anxiety, stress and depression” generates its own management discourse, with the concomitant foil of mental
wellness as a “moral imperative,” as Carl Cederström and André Spicer describe
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it.81 Cederström and Spicer make reference to Alenka Zupancic’s definition of
“biomorality,” part of a “morality of feelings and emotions”: “a person who feels
good (and is happy) is a good person; a person who feels bad is a bad person.”82 I
am not convinced that this definition accurately corresponds to public attitudes
to mental health, particularly given the on-going work around removing the
‘stigma’ of mental illness, which has become a core part of public discourse
around ‘happiness’ under neoliberalism.83 This message has been widely
disseminated due, undoubtedly, to the much vaunted ‘global mental health
epidemic’ authors such as Oliver James (Selfish Capitalism, 2008), Richard Layard
(Happiness: Lessons from a New Science, 2005) and Martin Seligman have sought
to analyse, and the search for a ‘cure’. Rather than casting sufferers of mental
illness - which is generally reported as affecting about one person in every four
families worldwide, a huge proportion of the global population - as ‘bad’ or
aberrant, and treating them punitively, these campaigns seek to reassure
sufferers that they are not alone, that there is no shame in struggling with mental
health and, crucially, that there is a way to ‘overcome’ such struggles, through
productive engagement.84 Governments are not alone in this – many businesses
and brands have recognised the commercial potential of suffering as a selling
point, as noted in an article in Marketing Week last year, ‘How brands are helping
to remove the stigma of mental illness.’85 There is even a clothing line called,
‘Wear Your Label’ whose bio says:
Wear Your Label started as a simple idea: clothing to create a
conversation around mental health. Our team members [the
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preferred nomenclature for employees in the neoliberal language of
the workplace] have all experienced mental illness [the word
‘experienced’ both suggests distance from the illness, i.e. overcoming,
and categorises this suffering as impermanent and within the
vocabulary of choice – neoliberal logic tells us we can choose our own
experiences, with happiness discourse offering strategies for
‘reclaiming’ and ‘reframing’ those which have not felt chosen] and
united under the common goal of ending the stigma, in style [there is
no clear indication as to why ‘style’ would impact either mental health
or any attendant stigma, although the appeal to presentation ties in
well with the framework of ‘self as enterprise’ and its emphasis on a
high level of self-presentation].86 Our motto? It’s okay not to be okay
[as long, it seems, as this falls within the realms of ‘not ok’ where you
can still make money to spend on garments designed to publicise
your lack of ‘okayness’].87
The sufferer of mental illness has been recast as a consumer demographic, at
least at the level of suffering where they are able to engage in ‘productive
consumption,’ to borrow a term from Harvey.88 The characterisation of sufferers
as ‘bad’ is more complex, and is tied to a more comprehensive disengagement
from productive activity – as Harvey makes clear, sickness under capitalism is
defined as “inability to go to work, inability to perform adequately within the
circulation of variable capital (to produce surplus value) or to abide by its
disciplinary rules.”89 The “moral imperative to happiness” must tread a careful
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line in its characterisation of the unhappy: it would not do to alienate potential
consumers.
To elaborate on the ‘affective dimension’ of suffering categorised as mental
illness, then, we must recall that affect is different from feeling. The affective
realm constitutes a pre-personal space in which the logic and convention (both
biographical and social) that give form to emotion or feeling are absent. Brian
Massumi makes this clear in his introduction to Deleuze and Guattari’s A
Thousand Plateaus (1980): “It is a prepersonal intensity corresponding to the
passage from one experiential state of the body to another and implying an
augmentation or diminution in that body’s capacity to act.”90 Massumi is a
central theorist of the ‘affective turn’ in humanities and social sciences, along
with authors such as Patricia Clough and Lauren Berlant.91 The affective realm is
identified as one with potential for disruption through its removal from
processes of subjectification: it contains potential, rather than possibility, in
Massumi’s terminology. Possibility is something like the retrograde expression
of potential, so when we say the horizons of possibility are narrowed under
neoliberalism, we are effectively working backwards from its presumed primacy.
This ‘potential’ offers a conceptual space outside of the totalising force of
neoliberalism. The need to control the affective realm in order to discourage the
spread of this potential is one of the central reasons for the construction of a
regulatory discourse of happiness under neoliberalism, which seeks to manage
affect and redirect it into the sorts of states listed by Hall and O’Shea. Affect
theory implicitly recognises that neoliberal culture does not depend on
intentionality - and explicitly, as in Massumi’s writing on Ronald Reagan in
Movement, Affect, Sensation: Parables for the Virtual (2000). The irrationality of
neoliberalism is explored at length by Harvey, in his account of how it has
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betrayed its own apparently foundational logic.92 This ‘irrationality’ or
variousness is a central part of neoliberal common-sense success, through its
ability to subject all oppositional discourses to its market logic and thus subsume
them.
This is connected, too, to the contemporary political moment categorised as
‘post-truth’ politics, marked by Brexit in the U.K. and Donald Trump’s rise to
power in the U.S.A. and according with a global re-emergence of right wing
nationalism.93 Ralph Keyes 2004 work The Post-Truth Era is often cited as an
early source for the contemporary use of the term, although I think that Keyes’
emphasis on dishonesty somewhat mischaracterises the nature of ‘post-truth,’
which relies not so much on deliberate falsification (although this is part of it),
but on a re-categorisation of authority - that is, the right to make truth
statements.94 The emergence of post-truth politics is connected to the rise of
states of affective distress, in that it heightens the unintelligibility of power
through its destabilisation of authority. It also demonstrates how pervasive
neoliberal happiness discourse is: in understanding this, I have found Mimi Thi
Nguyen’s account of the ‘politics of intimacy’ to be a useful conceptual
framework.95 The (de-radicalised) politics of intimacy represents the annexing of
the public sphere by the personal through the same language of feeling and
instinct employed in psychotherapeutic rationales, wellness rhetoric, selfmaximisation strategies, and other aspects of neoliberal happiness discourse.
Nguyen’s account is drawn from the intimate aesthetic that marked the riot
grrrl movement of the 1990s, which she describes as expressing, “a wish for an
authentic form of knowledge free from error and illusion” and “a sentimental
politics as well as an aesthetics.”96 Unlike the politics of affect, Nguyen’s concept
does not rely on a priori knowledge, but locates the politics of intimacy as taking
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place self-consciously within and, in her account, in opposition to, structural
determinations. Nguyen’s critique of this politics as “engendering an emotional
style, and a rhetorical practice, that sometimes glossed intimacy for reciprocity,
experience for expertise, and misrecognized how forces work through these
idioms” seems to me a succinct summation of the emotive realm of post-truth
politics, and an illustration of the rise of the rhetoric of ‘truthiness’ - another
recent entry to the OED, defined as “the quality of seeming or being felt to be true,
even if not necessarily true.”97 The rhetoric of post-truth politics seeks to
subsume material inequality into what it casts as a politically inconsequential
emotional realm; this is the politics of injury Brown has warned against, where
material disadvantage is sublimated to suffering as site of political identity.98
Post-truth rhetoric allows for materiality to become entirely detached from
perceived experience of suffering; thus we have the reactionary rise of the
straight white male as minority group, overturning the principle of ‘protected
class’ entirely. Political discourse in which suffering is measured through
profession of feeling diverts attempts to understand the ways in which systems
and processes of power work to disadvantage and marginalise particular people
and classes. Suffering becomes a problem in that it represents an obstacle to
private happiness – to flourishing, as Seligman might have it – instead of being a
measure of material oppression or public unfreedom. The denigration of
expertise is built into a political framework that relies on individual accrual of
knowledge through direct emotional identification.
In exploring Egan’s work, I use a quote from Diana Fuss in which she writes,
“‘The personal is political’ re-privatizes social experience.”99 If the sense of the
personal that becomes political is a conception of selfhood built through and
around the language and logic of psychotherapeutic rationales, all action on the
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self may be presented as political. This legitimates a politics with little interest in
practical redistributive action, protection of labour rights, and so on, instituting
instead a politics of self-maximisation, operating by the same logic as the
happiness discourse I chart in this thesis. This way, neoliberalism can moderate
its own economic focus with a diversionary political discourse that dovetails
with its narrative of responsibilisation. If all problems, including political
problems, are problems of the self, there is no need for economic redress or state
intervention, or for expertise in governance. The denigration of expertise is a
core strategy of post-truth politics and neoliberal happiness discourse alike; this
is how feeling becomes equivalent to fact, and (individual) happiness – rather
than, say, freedom, or equality – comes to be the central principle of life.
The rise of this emotive political register is due, in part, to the lack of any
political conception of the good life in neoliberalism, to which I have already
alluded. Any political construction of ‘good life,’ be it Lockean, Hobbesian or
Rousseauian (or even the uncertain utopia of Marxism, which concentrates more
on avoiding the ‘bad life’), relies on a foundational belief in the best way to
organise society for the benefit of citizens and avoidance of conflict, in broad
terms. Neoliberalism is not a political theory. It is an economic theory with
political consequences and no attachment to any ethical dimension, as shown by
its ability to accommodate and subsume disparate and often contradictory
discourses.100 Harvey recognises the problem this poses for neoliberalism in its
application as a theory of state, highlighting the problem of ‘social incoherence’
with which Ballard’s work grapples:
At the popular level, the drive towards market freedoms and the
commodification of everything can all too easily run amok and
produce social incoherence. This destruction of forms of social
solidarity and even, as Thatcher suggested, of the very idea of society
itself, leaves a gaping hole in the social order. It then becomes
peculiarly difficult to combat anomie and control the resultant anti-
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social behaviours such as criminality, pornography, or the virtual
enslavement of others.101
The unintelligibility of this power is distressing to subjects, making it difficult to
identify forces of domination and so difficult to resist. The imperative to choose
– to construct a life based on a series of choices, each “imbued with a selfreferential meaning” – involves the subject in this chaos of choice, obliging them
to participate in choices according to what is available, even when these choices
may not be in their best interests.102 Neoliberal happiness discourse seeks both
to manage this distress and to discourage subjects from seeking to understand
their suffering on any structural level. This works through emphasis on holistic
wellness and biological readings of unhappiness, which recast suffering as both
physical - and therefore, curable through work on the body - and natural – that
is, inevitable under any form of social organisation. In this language, although the
condition of being unhappy may not be a choice, ‘choosing’ to stay that way is.
The subject is encouraged to take responsibility for their own distress and to
choose between a range of strategies (pharmaceutical, therapeutic, narrative) to
manage, and thus alleviate, it. This disconnection alienates the individual from
structural critique and enmeshes them deeper within the obligation of choice by
which neoliberalism constructs its own ideal subjects - or rather, forces these
subjects to choose their own construction. This is portrayed and enacted in
Egan’s work, as we will see.

On the ‘Productive Imperative’
In this introduction and throughout my thesis I use the term ‘productive
imperative’ to describe the motor of neoliberal reproduction. This term is closely
connected to the growth imperative of capitalism, of which Paul M. Sweezy
wrote,
In their single-minded pursuit of profit, in which none can refuse to
join on pain of elimination, capitalists are driven to accumulate ever
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more capital, and this becomes their subjective goal and the motor
force of the entire economic system.
It is this obsession with capital accumulation that distinguishes
capitalism from the simple system for satisfying human needs it is
portrayed as in mainstream economic theory.103
I use the term ‘productive imperative’ instead of growth imperative because I am
looking not at the economic system of neoliberalism, although its consequences
are important, as I have outlined. This is not, as should be clear by now, a Marxist
reading. Instead, I am focusing on the neoliberal subject, or even the production
of subjectivity under the processes of neoliberalism. The aim of promoting a
discourse of happiness that functions as a form of governmentality and
interpellates subjects to become self-regulating is not only to ensure subjects do
not act out dissent or interrupt market flows, but also to perpetuate the subject’s
imbrication in processes of production and consumption. It is this imbrication
that ties the subject to the system that is at the same time the cause of their
suffering. This informs my suggestion that there are acceptable or correct forms
of suffering, often overlooked in contemporary critical accounts of how
conceptualisations of happiness are at work under neoliberalism.
What’s Literature Got To Do With It?: Explaining My Approach
Given all this, then, why does my thesis focus on literature, instead of any other
cultural form (besides the economic imperative of funding received under the
auspices of literary scholarship)? And why these two authors? I have touched on
the answers to these questions throughout this introduction so far, and will
attempt here to give a full explanation for each. The understanding of literature
on which this thesis is built relies on seeing literature as a public form of art with
the capacity for political conscience and an ethical duty to the reader. If, as
Frederic Jameson and Mark Fisher have suggested, it is easier to imagine the end
of the world than the end of capitalism/neoliberalism, and these systems inflict
damage at every level, as I have suggested, the question of imaginative capacity
becomes a political one. In ‘A Properly Political Concept of Love’ (2011), Berlant
103 Paul M. Sweezy. ‘Capitalism and the Environment,’ Monthly Review, 56: 5, 2004.
www.monthlyreview.org/2004/10/01/capitalism-and-the-environment/.
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described “the work of normative negation that a revolutionary project must
assume as its burden.”104 What I am suggesting, then, is that literature has a
revolutionary capacity, which in the context of my work is twofold.
First, literature has the capacity to stage a confrontation with reality that
exposes those elements of power that are usually rendered invisible through
common-sense naturalisation. Later in this thesis, I use Mary Wollenstonecraft’s
gothic writing as an example of this capacity.105 More immediately, this is what I
think Ballard’s work does, through its focus on the systems by which our world
is constructed. This will become apparent through my exploration of his late
novels in the following section. The second component of this revolutionary
potential is the way in which literature is uniquely positioned to offer readers
the space in which to construct a new political imaginary based on a condition of
empathetic solidarity that overcomes the limiting or problematic aspects of the
politics of intimacy explored earlier. Literature has a distinct ability to offer the
reader narrative insight into the lives and thoughts of characters. Egan once said
that for her, writing “is like peeking into windows and going inside houses and
finding out what the people there are like, what they think.”106 In this “peeking
inside,” fewer constraints are placed on the reader than in other forms that may
also offer potential empathetic encounters; for example, in a film, we may be
confronted with an actor playing a role, with whom we have certain associations
that inhibit our capacity to identify them fully as the character they portray.
Literature offers the possibility of an immersive empathetic experience. This is, I
think, something like the account of its possibility that has been posited by the
emergent school of New Sincerity, which I also address in my exploration of
Egan’s work.
In their collection, Rethinking Empathy through Literature (2014), Meghan
Marie Hammond and Sue J. Kim introduce a variety of perspectives on this
empathetic potential. Although many of the studies they cite suggest that there
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are too many contributory factors to make direct causal connections between
empathetic reading and altruistic action, there have been other studies that
claim, in turn, to demonstrate the empathetic potential of literature.107
Regardless of these contradictory claims, my work rests on an understanding of
empathetic potential that relies on that same foundation conceived of in the
theoretically radical aspect of the politics of intimacy (but not, I have suggested,
carried out in practice): this understanding must take place in the context of
existent structural determinations, that is, with an awareness of how power
works. Otherwise, as Berlant has demonstrated on her work on sentimental
narratives, the same limitations of intimacy are repeated – a false transcendence
of the self that holds no capacity for inciting action.108 I have found Ann Jurecic’s
essay ‘Empathy and the Critic’ (2011) useful for thinking past these limitations,
particularly her suggestion that, rather than signalling direct identification,
empathy might instead invite readers to consider “the ambiguities of social
experience.”109 Jurecic’s emphasis on the teaching of literature is also helpful in
considering the public aspect of literature that enables its political potential;
those who are sceptical of such potential may be too inclined to focus on reading
as a passive act, when by my argument it is, and must be, an active, engaged, and
engaging process.
These contradictory positions are, I argue, played out by the work of the two
authors with whom I engage in this study. Ballard’s work seeks to negotiate the
passivity of reading and its own status as cultural object to expose the circulation
of power in a way that is, I suggest, designed to provoke the reader to political
action. In contrast, Egan’s work remains tied more closely to the private
imaginary sphere, and thus tends to offer an account of literature as a private
good. Such an account neuters the political potential of literature and, I think, too
closely replicates those ‘values’ propagated by neoliberalism and the
conceptions of happiness it promotes – individualism, atomism, and solipsism. If
literature may have, as I suggest, a revolutionary function, it stands to reason
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that it might also have a conservative one. Contrasting these authors allows me
to demonstrate this, and to tentatively situate these tendencies in terms of wider
literary practice. This mostly occurs here in the context of Egan and the
contemporary literary landscape in America, as much of Ballard’s work gestures
to the impact of American cultural imperialism on Britain. I am keen to expand
my reading of Ballard in this context in the future and originally hoped to include
the work of Michel Houellebecq in my thesis to allow a broader comparison –
unfortunately, due to space constraints, this was not possible.
In ‘Reading Other Minds,’ Maja Djikic et al propose “that instead of thinking of
fiction as made-up, fiction is better characterized in terms of subject matter: the
social world.”110 Elsewhere, Donna Haraway insisted that, “Social reality is lived
social relations, our most important political construction, a world-changing
fiction.”111 Literary fiction can offer us a peek into the lives of others, but more
than this, it can illuminate the ways in which these lives come to be constructed,
and ask us to consider our own life in the same way. Part of the success of
neoliberalism has been its totalising impact on public and private narratives: the
way in which it has naturalised economic rationales and logics at a personal and
political level. Wendy Brown gives this example, mentioned earlier, in the
political realm:
[Neoliberalism] replaces strictures on democratic proceduralism and
accountability with norms of good management: effectivity or
profitability. Indeed, it sets aside legality, accountability, and
truthfulness in favour of these criteria. Hence, for example, G. W.
Bush’s routine response to questions about whether the pretext for
invading Iraq was founded and legitimate: “Did we get rid of Saddam
or not?” “Is the world a better place for it or not?”112
This same process can, I suggest, be traced on a personal level, as we
increasingly see in the contemporary political climate. The rise of a happiness
discourse that justifies (and even promotes) personal feeling as a rationale for
action and allows considerations of consequence to be limited to that same logic
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i.e. how they make the actor feel, discourages subjects from considering
themselves relationally. Through both performing relationally – that is, being
publicly read and discussed – and demonstrating the relational nature of
subjects in text – the reality of lived social relations – literature can offer some
ballast to these limiting constructions.
The final argument I offer for conducting this investigation through the
exploration of contemporary literature is its actual imaginative capacity – that is,
the way in which the worlds into which we peek may not exist in our reality.
Both Ballard and Egan engage in a loose kind of speculative fiction through
which they hyperbolise both our existing reality and our imminent reality.
Fiction can both represent and exceed its temporal moment, and this is a useful
trait at a moment in which technological advances seem to occur exponentially.
As mentioned earlier, I have sought to explore this in relation to conceptions of
happiness and selfhood, and in this I have found the work of Sherry Turkle
invaluable, especially her 2006 book, Alone Together. Jaron Lanier’s work has
also helped me in thinking about the ‘next five minutes,’ and about how our life
online is connected to our ‘real life.’113 In its ability to offer us recognisable
futurised presents, literature can also demonstrate “the energy [to] generate this
sustaining commitment to the work of undoing a world while making one
[which] requires fantasy to motor programs of action, to destroy the present on
behalf of what the present can become.”114 If, as I have suggested, the neoliberal
subject is required to adopt a permanent state of cognitive dissonance in order
to survive the everyday crises of neoliberalism, a public, engaged, and
speculative literature grounded in material reality but not bound by it may be
able to pierce the “grey curtain of reaction which has marked the horizons of
possibility under capitalist [neoliberal] realism.”115 Following Berlant, again, this
kind of literature can offer a
surrealistic affectosphere to counter the one that already exists,
enabling a confrontation with the fact that any action of making a
claim on the present involves bruising detachment from anchors in
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the world, along with optimistic projections of a world that is worth
our attachment to it.116
The first anchor to drop, I suggest, must be our attachment to the disconnected
and atomistic accounts of happiness that neoliberalism offers us. Berlant
suggests that the crux of cruel optimism lies in the fact that “it is awkward and it
is threatening to detach from what is already not working.”117 In fact, under
neoliberal common sense, it is not simply awkward or threatening, but
impossible because, as Thatcher insisted, there is no alternative. The job of the
author, and the role of literature, is not to show us that there is, but to remind us
that we are capable of constructing such an alternative for ourselves. It is this
capacity I explore in the following pages.
Looking at Ballard: Systems and Selfhood
In my exploration of J. G. Ballard’s work, I look at his last quartet of novels. I
suggest that these novels work together to demonstrate a broader thesis, and
represent the adoption of a more overtly political approach than is in evidence in
Ballard’s earlier work. Whilst these novels utilise themes and motifs evident
throughout Ballard’s work, such as closed communities and suspicion of
consumerism, it is my contention that these are deployed with a more deliberate
intent in these late novels. This is, I believe, a response to the rise of
neoliberalism and its global pervasiveness. As such, these novels are intended to
emphasise the heightened inequalities that proliferate under neoliberalism,
which are obscured and distorted by neoliberal happiness discourse as a form of
governmentality that presents itself as common sense. Ballard exposes this
through a focus on those systems that structure and shape everyday life –
leisure, work, the culture industry, and consumerism – underlined by his
affectless style, which in its depthlessness highlights the nearness of these
systems to the surface of life. I suggest that Ballard is seeking to illuminate the
danger of a depoliticised common-sense public discourse, which rationalises and
allows suffering as natural and inevitable. These last four novels are, I think, a
direct appeal to the reader; a call to action, if you like, stressing the need to
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reclaim the imaginative realm in order to fashion alternatives to the apparently
totalising economic logic of neoliberalism. Ballard’s work rails against the
somnambulistic effect of cognitive dissonance, and looks to establish some
grounding for a public life that resists the structural determinations of extant
power, instead of repeating them. In this, Ballard condemns conservatism of all
stripes, and recognises that traditionalist leftist thinking may be as out-dated as
right-wing nostalgia.
My investigation of Ballard’s work begins with an account of how I read these
late novels in relation to his wider oeuvre, and an attempt to contextualise the
political shift outlined above. This also involves explaining the connection
between Ballard’s work and affect theory, which I link to Berlant’s writing on the
Event. I explain how my intervention recognises existing psychoanalytic
criticism on Ballard, but that I do not seek to make this the framework of my
investigation. In my exploration I seek to demonstrate the way in which the
“mundane texts and programmes” of neoliberal happiness discourse are
manifested – and critiqued – in Ballard’s work; the psy sciences constitute only
one aspect of this. I emphasise the need to remember Ballard’s own insistence on
the material circumstance of the world and the impact this has on the horizons of
possibility for individual subjects.
In the opening part of my close reading, I concentrate on the first novel from
this late quartet, Cocaine Nights. This novel explores the tourism and leisure
industry, and uses the holiday resorts and retirement communities of the Costa
del Sol to represent a microcosm of neoliberal ‘shock doctrine’ in effect. It also
introduces the form common to these late novels, which are all loosely sketched
using – and subverting - the tropes of detective fiction. Each features a central
protagonist who arrives to a closed community with the intention of unravelling
some mystery that pertains to himself. In the course of his investigation, each
protagonist is drawn into the heart of the society he seeks to infiltrate, and
discovers that the original mystery is part of a larger network of corruption and
depravity. The personally motivated quest falls by the wayside in the course of
these revelations, and is generally resolved to little fanfare, or glossed over in
favour of other concerns.
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In Cocaine Nights, protagonist Charles Prentice initially seeks to discover who
set a fire that killed several prominent residents of a holiday settlement, in order
to free his brother, Frank, who has been arrested for the crime. As the novel
progresses, we learn that his brother is in fact innocent, and that the fire was
actually the work of a group of capitalist conspirators, part of a plan to revitalise
the community. Where leisure unfits subjects for the cycle of productive
consumption, intimations of mortality serve as a corrective – a reminder that
happiness is primary, and that happiness comes from consumption. The
discovery of the truth is irrelevant in this novel, offering no redemption for
Frank Prentice – Charles Prentice becomes the next scapegoat, gesturing to the
cyclical nature of capitalist violence. This novel also demonstrates how ‘deviant’
behaviours – theft, rape, burglary – cannot confront or damage neoliberal
capitalism because they are immanent to it and thus easily subsumed by it.
This is expanded in the next novel in the quartet, Super-Cannes. In place of
leisure, this novel focuses on the world of work, at the highest level of the
informational economy. It tells the story of a business park where elite
executives began to suffer an inexplicable malaise until resident psychiatrist
Wilder Penrose instituted a system of prescribed psychopathy, which allowed
paedophilia, drug dealing, and racist attacks on non-residents of the park.
Ballard employs a Baudrillardian framework to parody the hyperreality of
finance capital and informational industries. This framework is also part of a
deliberate reflexivity that shapes these novels in which the reader is constantly
reminded that Ballard’s fictive world is, like Disneyland, more real than the real. I
explore Ballard’s treatment of the rise of management strategies as an aspect of
neoliberal happiness discourse, and begin to look at the way the workplace has
been transformed under the rubric of self-maximisation. I also look at Ballard’s
use of flight as a way to figure imaginative potential, and his invocation of
Antoine de Saint- Exupéry’s work as a way to represent the need for an
imaginative space outside of the demands of capital – this recurs in Kingdom
Come, too.
In my examination of this novel, I suggest that although Ballard warns against
the dangers of nostalgia, he recognises the importance of the past as a form of
ballast against the rationalising force of technological progress, after the work of
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Herbert Marcuse. This gives rise to a reading that suggests Ballard sees some
cause for hope in the wretched figures of neoliberal capitalism; the unemployed
protagonist of this novel, Paul Sinclair, remains outside of the productive world
of Eden-Olympia, quite literally at the end of the novel. I suggest that this novel is
an explicit warning against accepting the violence and inequality of neoliberal
capitalism as inevitable or natural, and allowing ourselves to retreat into the
palliative world of personal happiness, as neoliberal happiness discourse would
have us do. The ending of the novel, as I demonstrate, clearly places the onus on
the reader to accept responsibility for enacting change; to resist, as Springer has
it, “The banality of evil [which is] an erasure that deprives us of our ability to
recognize violence as a moment that is at once both exceptional and
exemplary.”118
The third novel of the quartet is Millennium People, and in my reading of it I
concentrate on Ballard’s unpacking of class politics and the rise of precarity as a
mode of living. This exploration exposes the myth of the neutral neoliberal
subject, and makes plain how neoliberal happiness discourse draws on and
perpetuates middle-class coding in order to generate self-regulating subjects. I
look at Ballard’s exploration of the ‘good objects’ of neoliberal happiness
discourse, exploring this in relation to Ahmed’s work and her conception of the
ideal neoliberal subject as one without inclination. In this novel, Ballard draws
attention to his own sustained focus on the middle class throughout his work, as
well as parodying the culture industry and leftist protest more generally. I see
this as a clear effort to write out of or beyond his cultural position, an attempt to
resist incorporation into processes of interpassivity. This is tied, again, to my
argument that Ballard is seeking not to perform critique in these late novels, but
to spur readers to action through confrontation with those realities usually
obscured through the distorting lens of neoliberal happiness discourse. This
novel wrestles with the difficulties of resisting a system that seems capable of
consuming all alterity, culminating in a violent standoff where violence is
returned to its rightful operative (the state), and the middle-class rebels of the
Chelsea Marina are placated with the addition of a sports club and an
118 Simon Springer. ‘The Violence of Neoliberalism,’ in The Handbook of Neoliberalism, New York:
Routledge, 2016, pp.153-64, p. 158.
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enlargement of the marina – they have, it seems, “almost everything you want
here.” 119
It is this danger - of getting what you think you want under neoliberal
capitalism – that gives shape to the last of these novels, Kingdom Come. In my
reading here I concentrate on the themes of community and consumerism that
underpin the novel, which recounts a fascist uprising centred around a ‘super
mall’ in the motorway towns beyond London. I suggest that Ballard’s figuring of
fascism is connected to Foucault’s account of “the fascism in us all … the fascism
that causes us to love power, to desire the very thing that dominates and exploits
us.”120 In this novel, Ballard explores the vacuum created by the absence of
values under neoliberalism. The disappearance of a substantial public political
discourse creates a space in which fear and uncertainty are managed through
compulsive consumption and the logic of consumerism supplants any conception
of individual will, embedding self-regulation in service of material consumption
as a natural part of (neoliberalised) existence. Without any substantial civic
realm outside of the rules of commodification, subjects become vulnerable to an
‘emptied out’ politics, one that relies on mood and feeling and draws its strength
from the exclusion of those who are seen to be outside of Western consumerist
structures. In the novel, this is transformed into a racist nationalism that sees
non-white communities become targets of violence.
I explore the loosely Nietzschean framework of the novel, and connect this to
Wendy Brown’s account of ressentiment in States of Injury (1997). I also return to
Ballard’s critique of leftist opposition that fails to formulate new critical
approaches, and describe how we might connect Ballard’s work to the current
political moment in the U.K. and U.S. In Kingdom Come, Ballard hyperbolically
literalises his fears of “government by advertising agency,” and rails against the
idea that politics should be dictated by personal feeling. 121 There is a clear
condemnation of the way in which the 9/11 attacks were instrumentalised as a
political tool, in his depiction of an attack on the Metro-Centre. The salvation of
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the protagonist in this novel comes through the re-establishment of intimate
relationships, which allows him to recognise and resist his position in the
networks of domination constructed around the Metro-Centre – which is to say,
around consumer capitalism. I link Ballard’s work to Baudrillard’s again here
and suggest that Ballard calls for a form of self-knowledge that allows us, after
Foucault, “not to discover what we are but to refuse what we are.”122 This is part
of a move towards an ethics of the self that relies on defying the totalising efforts
of neoliberalism and instituting a system of self-critique, rather than selfmaximisation, that allows us to recognise our own enmeshment in power
structures and to construct a way to resist it. This demonstrates the power of
literary intervention, and points to the necessity of an imaginative realm outside
of neoliberal market logic.
Exploring Egan: Who Are We Now?
In my section on Egan, I offer close readings of the four full novels she has
published to date. In contrast to Ballard’s system-focused account of
neoliberalism, in which neoliberal happiness discourse is clearly visible as a
form of governmentality, I suggest that Egan’s work operates at a subject level.
That is, her novels depict the individual experience of neoliberal happiness
discourse. I take issue with Egan’s deployment of literary theory, positing it as
part of a disavowal of political intent or function that undermines the politicised
content of her work. I identify the concept of ‘self-objectification’ as central to
Egan’s work, and see this as linked to new virtual technologies of the self, and
forms of affective labour, which operate as sites of subjectification. In contrast to
Ballard’s efforts to intervene in and resist the totalising force of neoliberalism
and the diversionary strategies of neoliberal happiness discourse, Egan’s work
relies on a view of literature that sees it as a private good, a personal pleasure, or
even a solace in the face of the apparent inevitability of neoliberalism. This view,
I suggest, is a dangerous one, because it leaves her work open to reproducing
those same privatising and atomistic logics that induce affective distress.
My investigation of Egan’s work begins with an account of the critical
context in which I come to her work. This involves identifying a ‘special
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relationship’ between the ‘values’ of neoliberalism and the American culture of
individualism, which I frame using the work of Alexis de Tocqueville. I explain
that Tocqueville saw this strain of American national character as mediated by
substantial interest in public affairs, but that the privatising impetus of
neoliberal policies and processes undoes this interest, and leaves individualism
unchecked. I suggest that the dominance of American consumer culture and the
historic figuring of freedom as the freedom of economic self-determination also
contribute to this special relationship, and that the connection between
economic freedom and happiness in the Declaration of Independence underlines
this connection. This situates Egan’s work in the context of American
exceptionalism, which I believe is a persistent problem in her work.
I highlight the relative paucity of critical work on Egan, which I believe is due
in part to the way her use of literary theory tends to enact a sort of autocriticism. This auto-criticism works as a form of disavowal, complicating efforts
to locate her work politically. However, I suggest that the issues Egan deals with
in her work – which include terrorism, precarious labour, attempted rape – are
unavoidably politically charged. I believe that her work may be better
categorised as betraying neoliberal anxiety than exploring it; this leads me to
suggest that her work operates in the mode of the ‘neoliberal gothic,’ even when
it is not explicitly written in the gothic form. I connect this to Nilges’s account of
the ‘neoliberal novel,’ as well as the concept of hauntology. I recognise that part
of this is Egan’s ‘writing out’ of her postmodern inheritance, and draw on work
by Adam Kelly to elaborate on this. I am interested here in expanding an account
of the capacity of the novelistic form, against which I come to weigh Egan’s
account of the role of literature. I also recognise tentative efforts to situate Egan
against the critical backdrop of New Sincerity, and I seek to explore her
relationship to this school.
My close reading of Egan’s work is, again, chronological, and begins with
her first novel, The Invisible Circus. This novel is set in San Francisco in 1978 – a
significant date in the history of neoliberalism, as I explain. Its structure is
somewhere between that of the detective novel and a bildungsroman. It tells the
story of Phoebe O’Connor, whose sister Faith killed herself in Italy ten years
earlier. Faith was involved in the hippie movement, and eventually with the Red
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Army Faction and other militant European groups. Her involvement with these
groups led her to participate in the planting of a bomb that killed a man, and she
was unable to live with the guilt of his death. Phoebe discovers this when she
undertakes a journey to Europe, following in her sister’s footsteps.
This novel introduces several motifs that recur throughout Egan’s work, most
notably the bildungsroman structure. The process of growth that occurs in
Egan’s novels is, I suggest, very distinctly a process of ‘becoming neoliberal’ – of
accepting the conditions of the world as they are and acquiescing to the sort of
private happiness that underlies the middle-class neoliberal account of
happiness without inclination or obligation. In reading this novel, I highlight
Egan’s problematic tendency to depict political engagement as a reactionary
emotional state. This is particularly evident in The Invisible Circus, I suggest,
because so little attention is paid to the material gains wrought by activists in the
nineteen sixties. It is also related to the depiction of class in her work, which
tends to focus on wealthy white Americans – those characters who do not fit this
description usually perish by the end of the novel (with the notable exception, I
argue, of Scotty in A Visit From the Goon Squad). I recognise the utility of Egan’s
connection between the individualism of sixties counterculture and the
emergence of flexible, or neoliberal, capitalism, but suggest that her strategy of
disavowal makes it very difficult to tell if her work is seeking to dismantle the
efficacy of artistic critique or if it finds itself caught in its bind. In seeking to
resolve this, I suggest that special attention must be paid to the endings of Egan’s
novels, which compel a reading that sees her work as imbricated by neoliberal
happiness discourse, rather than imagining opposition to it. At the end of this
novel, Phoebe gives up on the idea of transcending the everyday. Her submission
to the advent of neoliberalism, and the transformation of San Francisco to a tech
hub, sees her reintegrated into the world virtually seamlessly, unlike her
doomed sister. I suggest that this is a pessimistic account, and a sop to the reader
that effectively seeks to function as another way of regulating distress – which, in
my reading, can only exacerbate such distress in the longer term.
In exploring Egan’s next novel, Look at Me, I wrestle with Egan’s dense
theoretical layering, and seek to tease out how it works an ‘insulating
framework’ in her novels, and what this means for critical approaches to her
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work. I draw on David Foster Wallace’s account of “image fiction,” in which he
suggested that fiction responding to televisual culture sought to “impose some
sort of accountability on a state of affairs in which more Americans get their
news from television than from newspapers. . .”123 When it comes to Egan’s
work, I suggest there is a tendency to commentary without critique that renders
any effort to impose accountability toothless, because it presents neoliberal
reality as natural and inevitable.
In this section, I introduce the work of Jim McGuigan and Angela McRobbie to
look at immaterial economies, affective labour, and gender. I see the elision of
gender issues in Egan’s work as a clear demonstration of the problematic
manifestation of political disavowal; this is a novel about a woman in the
modelling industry, where the reader is directed to think of the protagonist as, “a
more exaggerated version of everyone’s position in a visually based, mediadriven culture,” as though the gendered aspects of this form of identity
performance can be glossed over. 124 I tentatively suggest that this might be
related to Egan’s anxiety around being perceived as a ‘female writer,’ a reading
which would bear further exploration in the future.
Although I move towards reading Egan’s work in the context of social media
and other new technologies of the self, I recognise that the foundation of this
novel is drawn from the rise of the ‘reality genre,’ and seek to link this to the
proliferation of these new technologies of the self; a sort of emergent timeline of
the imperative to self-objectify. This self-objectification renders the subject
visible in new ways, and as such institutes new modes of identity performance,
which I suggest are closely related to neoliberal happiness discourse and come to
operate a regulatory function through their use. This is connected to the
recuperation of suffering as productive, and the emergence of new forms of
social capital. I suggest that this is also related to the transformation of
confession, in both the ‘reality genre’ and these new technologies.
The Keep is Egan’s only novel explicitly written in the gothic form, which Egan
uses to explore virtual identity, immaterial labour, and the function of writing,
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again. In reading it, I look at Egan’s use of the form as part of a posthuman
gothic, invoking Donna Haraway’s work in my reading. I suggest that Egan’s
work tends to insist on a central rationality that is belied by the anxieties that
haunt her texts, or at least, these first three novels – Goon Squad seems to largely
exorcise these demons, by my reading. The Keep poses itself as an investigation
into the nature of reality, which seeks at the same time to render that question
irrelevant, by Egan’s own account. I use Haraway’s work, again, to suggest that
this approach drastically misrepresents the material impact of the emergence of
new realities.
Throughout this reading, I explore the way in which psychotherapeutic
rationales are utilised as models of character development in Egan’s work. I
explore this through looking at Egan’s depiction of Ray, a murderer, prisoner,
writer, and finally, escapee. I question the novel’s purported examination of
power, and compare its effectiveness in exposing wider power structures to the
work of earlier gothic authors, such as Mary Wollstonecraft. I suggest that Egan’s
reluctance to engage politically results in a mischaracterisation of how power is
at work in wider society. Instead of material disadvantage caused by systemic
discrimination and an economy that favours only the already wealthy, Egan
identifies pervasive celebrity culture as the primary threat to the imaginative
potential of the ‘essential self.’ I see this as most apparent in her writing of Holly,
Ray’s creative writing teacher, for whom drug use, relative poverty, and even the
loss of a child, are all figured as part of a series of bad personal choices, echoing
the logic of responsibilisation that sees individuals as liable for all and any
misfortune they encounter. In closing, I suggest that Egan’s depiction of writing
and imagination in her work renders literature as an artistic form disconnected
from real life, which drastically limits what it can or should be able to do.
The last part of my close reading of Egan focuses on her Pulitzer-winning
novel, A Visit From the Goon Squad. I use Anis Shivani’s account of ‘plastic
realism’ to frame my reading of this novel, and to consider how its commercial
and critical success necessitates a reconceptualization of the cultural position of
Egan’s work – with which, she has suggested, she was more than pleased. This is
in contrast to Ballard’s efforts to resist the subsumption of his work by the
culture industry, as demonstrated by Millennium People. This raises questions,
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again, regarding what we read and why, and what type of books are seen as
‘good,’ and publicly rewarded as such. Much of my reading of Goon Squad looks
at its ‘hollowing out’ of the punk music scene around which it is loosely based,
and I seek to draw attention to the way in which conventional gender roles are
covertly re-inscribed throughout the novel, which I take as symptomatic of a
wider conservatism at work in Egan’s writing.
I continue my investigation of the relationship between Jennifer Egan and
New Sincerity, and New Sincerity and political critique, with a close reading of
her pastiche of David Foster Wallace and Wallace’s ‘Brief interviews with
Hideous Men #20.’ For this, I use Rachel Haley Himmelheber’s work to illuminate
the political potential of New Sincerity. I highlight areas in which Egan’s
engagement with reality is too detached to function as critique (including her
chapter, ‘Selling the General) and pay close attention to her treatment of
‘aberrant’ characters. This culminates in a detailed account of the character of
Scotty, whose path epitomises some of the most challenging aspects of Egan’s
work. I seek to demonstrate that, despite the allegedly unconventional form of
this novel, its offers nothing that is actually subversive, and might even be seen
to placate the reader in its insistence on the cyclical recurrence of the world and
the suggestion that we must take our private pleasures where we can.
In Summation
In short, then, the methodological basis of my work is literary analysis with a
loosely Foucauldian framework, with an insistence on understanding the real
material conditions and ways in which people are living and are constructing
lives at this moment. My accounts of subjectivity and subjectification are
developed from the work of Nikolas Rose, although I have sought to expand and
refine these through looking at more recent technologies of the self than are
covered in his work. In understanding these technologies, the work of Jaron
Lanier and Sherry Turkle has been invaluable, although my work has a clear
political dimension largely lacking from their work. I have also located the
workplace, and the changing nature of work, as a privileged site of
subjectification. I seek to explore how these new sites of work employ and are
complicit in the deployment of aspects of neoliberal happiness discourse, and
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how this forms and informs new sites and modes of subjectification. In looking at
these new sites, my work builds on contemporary feminist criticism that seeks to
challenge the Fordist preconceptions built into the approach of theorists such as
Hardt and Negri, such as McRobbie’s work, outlined above. However, I have
sought to retain a focus on working-class subjects throughout this thesis, in
keeping with my suggestion that neoliberal happiness discourse works to
marginalise and dis-incentivise working-class identity as part of its wider project
of depoliticisiation.
My focus on happiness can be supported by what Ahmed has characterised as
the ‘happiness turn,’ which she has situated as beginning around 2005, in its
contemporary manifestation.125 In a wider historical context, there is certainly
nothing new about discussing happiness, but for myself, Ahmed, Cederström and
Spicer, and others working in the contemporary moment, there is a distinct
discourse of happiness that has emerged in this past decade or so, and come to
dominate not just personal beliefs or practices, but state processes, political
rhetoric, the world of work, and beyond. Under Martin Seligman, positive
psychology has seen growth and legitimation as a psychological field.
Positive psychology is a movement or school that seeks to transform the focus of
psychological practice from “the states that make life miserable” (depression,
schizophrenia and alcoholism are given as examples) to “the states that make
life worth living.”126 This framework sees the function of psychological sciences
as additive, rather than as a form of restorative treatment or holding ground.
Indeed, it is usually true that we learn through damage: we do not generally
examine healthy brains and bodies, and so our framework of medical knowledge
is built on disease, impairment, injury. Seligman and other advocates of positive
psychology see the field as offering a chance to treat the well, in effect: to shift
from managing distress to maximising happiness (authentic happiness, at
that).127
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Seligman writes, “The time has finally arrived for a science that seeks to
understand positive emotion, build strength and virtue, and provide guideposts
for finding what Aristotle called the “good life.””128 This account of “the good life”
is, for Seligman, connected to strengths and virtues, rather than pleasure:
happiness that comes from or is built on these “strengths and virtues” is
authentic; things which give us pleasure are shortcuts, and this sense of
happiness is inauthentic.129 Seligman’s account of the good life is a profoundly
normative one which pretends to be neutral; this is the crux of Sara Ahmed’s
rebuttal in The Promise of Happiness, which looks at those figures who are
excluded or absent from the structures of happiness Seligman and others rely
on.130 Positive psychology has three strands, or “pillars”:
First is the study of positive emotion. Second is the study of the
positive traits, foremost amongst them the strengths and virtues, but
also the “abilities” such as intelligence and athleticism [for Seligman’s
version of happiness also believes we should accept certain
limitations and adjust our desire for happiness to fall within the
upper end of our own capacity for happiness, in the same way we
might resign ourselves to never making an Olympic team or joining
Mensa]. Third is the study of the positive institutions, such as
democracy [what is the institution of democracy, though?], strong
families [what constitutes a strong family? We may assume it is a
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family in which Seligman’s directives for parenting are followed], and
free inquiry, that support the virtues, which in turn support the
positive emotions.131
Indeed, in his effort to situate positive psychology in the bounds of empirical
scientific discourse – an attempt which has coloured much other writing on
happiness and its utility or practicability in both popular science and public
policy – Seligman himself abandoned ‘happiness’ as his primary referent, shifting
to the language of “flourishing,” which is (apparently) more easily measurable in
material terms.132 Flourishing allows Seligman to talk about accomplishment as
well as feeling, although this formulation tends to the same presumptions of his
account of happiness: how do we decide what makes accomplishment valuable?
Richard Layard asked this very question in a review of Seligman’s Flourish, which
succinctly expressed the tensions between Seligman’s individualistic conception
of positive psychology (in which, again, democracy is apparently important
primarily because it offers a framework for private happiness) against Layard’s
staunchly utilitarian approach, which I discuss later in this thesis.133 What both
these theorists have in common, and what represents the greatest difficulty for
positive psychology, is its refusal to wrestle with the transformation of social
institutions and public conversation under the rise of market logic, and to
acknowledge and address the ways in which that logic reshapes the question of
value in life through the implementation of this ‘business ontology’ or economic
framework.134
Elsewhere, workplaces and states alike have adopted happiness as a
productivity measure, as demonstrated by William Davies in The Happiness
Industry (2015), and Oliver James in Affluenza (2007). Scientific models of
happiness, such as those proposed in Richard Layard’s work, have sought to
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rationalise the elevation of happiness in public discourse, and to establish new
methods of treatment and intervention.135 These models have acknowledged the
rise in conditions of distress and sought to establish practical ways to alleviate
this within the field of psy sciences. Layard’s conclusion at the end of his 2005
work, Happiness: Lessons from a New Science, sounds not too far from some of my
reasoning in the section before this, when he emphasises the need for a common
good, and writes, “The secret [of happiness] is compassion towards oneself and
others, and the principle of Greatest Happiness is essentially the expression of
that idea.”136 Our works diverges, however, in its concern regarding the
framework in which suffering occurs.
Layard, I think, sees his mission as removing suffering as it exists. In
suggesting, after Mark Fisher, that states of affective distress should be
politicised instead of pathologised, I see Layard’s logic, well-meaning as it is, as
serving to naturalise and perpetuate this suffering. When Layard writes that, “A
society cannot flourish without some sort of shared purpose,” he seems to
overlook the impossibility of such a sense of purpose in our current society.137
This is due not only to the vast wealth inequalities that exist, but also more
mundane facts, such as the inability of sustaining substantive intimate
relationships when one must move constantly for work, or work unsociable and
irregular hours under a zero-hours contract, or the impossibility of securing
affordable housing and building a robust family life (whatever form that family
may take). In addition, the apparent impossibility of thinking past these
problems – of imagining new ways of working and living that respect the basic
dignity of people – is at the root of the feeling of powerlessness I suggest forms
the basis of much affective distress.138 Compassion is cold comfort if it cannot
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move us beyond a state of being in which suffering is so naturalised we build it in
to our public health policies.
In this, my work agrees with Ahmed and Berlant, in recognising not just the
inadequacy of those ‘positive’ forms of happiness promoted by Seligman or the
medicalised accounts of Layard et al, but also in advocating for close attention to
the way in which happiness is promoted as an apparently neutral good, when it
is in fact a complex and multifaceted discourse that creates and legitimises
normative ideas of the good life under its auspices, in accordance with neoliberal
‘values.’ Modifying Berlant and Ahmed’s approach, I focus on two popular
mainstream authors, as opposed to charting the narratives of those overtly
outside of or in opposition to this happiness discourse.139 In selecting two widely
read and culturally influential authors, I hope to demonstrate the cultural vitality
of literature. I am also exploring the way in which this influence is accrued and
deployed; again, this occurs with a broader context in looking at Egan’s work
than Ballard’s. Part of my thesis in reading Ballard’s late novels is, as stated, that
they mark a deliberate shift in his work, moving to a more overtly political
position than is seen in his early novels. This is, I believe, tied to the accrual of
cultural capital throughout his career, and his use of those tropes and techniques
for which his work is best known – for instance, his affectless narrative style –
works to draw attention to the insidiousness of neoliberal power, and to
motivate the reader to act ‘off the page.’ The final novel of this quartet, Kingdom
Come, makes plain this move, as we will see.
Egan’s work self-consciously employs a much greater range of literary forms
than Ballard’s, which allows me to explore how these different forms work in
relation to neoliberalism. I focus on the neoliberal gothic, Egan’s postmodern
inheritance, and the novel form itself. As I have suggested, Egan’s work operates
under a different rubric to Ballard’s – it is deliberately apolitical. In my
investigation, I seek to explore the impact of this approach – whether it means
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that Egan’s work replicates and repeats neoliberal logics, or whether form itself
still offers some resistance, regardless of content or authorial intention.
The contrast between these authors is also the reason for the design of my
thesis, which is divided into two parts to emphasise the contrast between Ballard
and Egan. I look at four novels by Ballard and four by Egan, analysing each work
individually whilst also seeking to establish an overarching framework for my
reading of each author, as just outlined. As mentioned earlier, my work
acknowledges and explores the distinct relationship between neoliberalism and
American cultural values. I have sought to avoid making generalisations with
regard to this, and would be keen in the future to explore this hypothesis
through looking at a range of global authors. For the time being, my work aims to
elucidate those conceptions of happiness that flourish under neoliberalism, to
sketch a rough outline of what constitutes ‘neoliberal happiness discourse’ in
theory and practice, to explore how contemporary literature in the U.S. and U.K.,
represented by the work of Ballard and Egan, rebuts, repeats, or resists these
conceptions, and to consider what this might mean for readers.
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CHAPTER 2: BALLARD

On Ballard
J. G. Ballard’s work has demonstrated a covert preoccupation with the rise of
neoliberalism and its impact on the subjectification of the individual since the
publication of The Atrocity Exhibition in 1970. The form of this text – a series of
loosely connected chapters that roughly chart the protagonist’s breakdown –
distorts conventional narrative structure. Its thematic preoccupations –
celebrity, mass media, making strange the present through ‘futurising’ it,
fragmentation of the self in the face of rapid cultural change – have become
standards in contemporary literature, particularly literature that works in an
experimental mode. It is not hard to see Ballard as a forebear to authors like
George Saunders or David Foster Wallace - indeed, the annotated edition of The
Atrocity Exhibition published in 2001 could nearly be a David Foster Wallace
collection. That this text was published at the very beginning of the
contemporary neoliberal turn, as we might describe it, shows the uncanny
prescience of Ballard’s work, which is a notable feature throughout his oeuvre.1
The publication of The Atrocity Exhibition marked a distinct shift in Ballard’s
work. His early novels - The Wind from Nowhere (1961), The Drowned World
(1962), The Burning World (1964), The Crystal World (1966) – exist comfortably
in the science fiction genre, in the subset of ecological science fiction, or ecofiction. From 1970, however, his work largely concentrated on unpacking the
ideas that informed The Atrocity Exhibition (notable exceptions are Empire of the
Sun (1984) and its sequel The Kindness of Women (1991), which offer a semiautobiographical account of Ballard’s life). The increasing sense of encroachment
felt by the individual under the totalising efforts of neoliberalism is at the heart
of most of Ballard’s work. In exploring the central idea of this thesis - that
happiness has been transformed from a field of substantive philosophical
enquiry into a regulatory discourse designed to propagate neoliberal ideals and
close spaces of alterity. The idea of happiness as a field of enquiry is the
connected to the difficulty of happiness – to the wranglings and uncertainties
1

Ballard is famously reported as describing his primary interest, when writing, as “the next five
minutes.” Generally this is unattributed, but seems to have come from a long prose poem entitled
What I Believe, originally published in French in a journal called Science Fiction in January 1984,
republished in English the same year in Interzone:
www.jgballard.ca/uncollected_work/what_i_believe.html. The poem is something of a profession
of faith, and the actual line is, “I believe in the next five minutes.”
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around what happiness is. These uncertainties are the meat, if you like, of
philosophies of happiness: the question of what constitutes the good life, after
Aristotle.2 I am not suggesting that no one discusses what happiness is anymore
– that would be facile. What I am suggesting is that state-centric and public
conversations around happiness assume the desirability and neutrality of
happiness while at the same time obscuring the innate connection between the
rise of neoliberalism and the rise of states of affective distress: that instead of
acknowledging and discussing this connection and what it means, we take the
problem to be the presence of suffering, and the answer or object to be an end to
suffering, where suffering is at the same time measured as economic
malfunction.3 This formula obscures the need to look at the form or content of
suffering and ask how it relates to the form of ‘goodness’ that proliferates.4 This
‘goodness,’ by neoliberal logic, is rendered in economic terms, where our
freedom to choose exists within the boundaries and logic of market choice,
which cannot necessarily contain or describe those immaterial facets of
happiness. This is connected to the wider framework of responsibilisation
identified as part of neoliberal governmentality, which sees the subject as
responsible for constructing their life through a series of rational choices –
where, once again, rationality remains tied to economic functionality.
Sara Ahmed writes, “Happiness is consistently described as the object of
human desire, as being what we aim for, as being what gives purpose, meaning
and order to human life.”5 Ahmed says explicitly that her book is not designed to
offer an account of what happiness is, but to look at what it does: this is true, too,
of my work. Lauren Berlant says, “the affective structure of an optimistic
attachment involves a sustaining inclination to return to the scene of the fantasy
that enables you to expect that this time, nearness to this thing will help you or

2

Most of the literature in the field of ‘happiness studies’ takes Aristotle as the foundational
thinker of the discipline, as Sissela Bok discusses in Exploring Happiness: From Aristotle to Brain
Science, Cambridge, MA: Yale University Press, 2010.
3 This is connected, too, to the totalising efforts of neoliberalism; the insistence, per Thatcher,
that there is no alternative – so why should or could we seek to formulate some other idea of how
to live?
4 That is, to conduct any philosophical enquiry into the framework of our society.
5 Ahmed, The Promise of Happiness. p. 1.
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the world to become different in just the right way.”6 In my account, happiness
under neoliberalism becomes one of these ‘good objects,’ and its complexity or
uncertainty is removed in this transformation from concept to ‘thing.’7
In Affluenza, Oliver James sought to separate himself from the growing mass
of popular ‘happiness theorists’:
Since the publication of Britain on the Couch, many American authors
– and more recently, British ones – have followed me into its
worrying terrain, nearly all of them concentrating on happiness. I
would like to stress that what I have to say is quite different. Typical
of our time in history, rather than facing the fact that we are truly inn
a bad way, emotionally, the facts of our despair, frustration and anger
are spun, and in place of its real cause come endless treatises on how
to have positive psychology and be happy.8
James also says that “the evidence regarding happiness, rather than emotional
distress, is anyway not very sound” – how would we offer evidence for a
philosophical concept?9 The rendering of happiness as measurable casts it as
distance from distress or suffering which is not, except in the poorest
imagination, what we would hope for in happiness. In effect, I am discussing a
happiness discourse that seeks to remove the question of what happiness is
– under the neoliberal rhetoric of choice, it is what you choose it to be, after all.
Instead, I posit this as a public discourse in which happiness is translated into an
object – to have, to pursue, to measure. This empties out public conversation
around what happiness is, turning it instead into a question of how we can get or
obtain happiness.10 This year (2018) has seen the rise to prominence of
6

Berlant. Cruel Optimism, p. 2.
This also enables the expansion of happiness discourse into unhappiness, where the nearness
to happiness becomes an implicit component of the ‘happiness journey’ narrative I discuss as one
of the ways in which suffering is recuperated as productive.
8 Oliver James, Affluenza p. xvii. I am not sure how far James succeeds here, or whether he is
quite as influential as he suggests; that is, however, a question for another time. James’s work
mixes institutional critiques that focuses on economic reform with anecdotal evidence intended
to support his arguments around innate desire and need. This technique is common to many
‘happiness experts’ and results in a somewhat strange mix of storytelling and science that is a
genre all its own.
9 As above.
10 At the moment, a similar shift is occurring around the idea of “loneliness,” with the
appointment of a ‘minister for loneliness’ in the UK and a barrage of articles describing the
experiences of various people who are “suffering from loneliness” who, on closer inspection,
7
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Canadian academic Jordan B. Peterson, who published a (controversially
received) book called 12 Rules for Life: An Antidote to Chaos. One of the core
tenets of Peterson’s work is that we should accept inequality and suffering as
part of life; this might be the closest thing to a philosophical defence of neoliberal
happiness discourse we have seen yet.11
To explore my contention that public discourse around happiness has
become ‘hollowed out’ in a neoliberal framework, I have chosen to focus on
Ballard’s last four novels: Cocaine Nights (1996), Super-Cannes (2000),
Millennium People (2003) and Kingdom Come (2006). This work follows a similar
thematic vein to the rest of Ballard’s oeuvre, outlined above, but these four late
novels work together more closely than his other texts. I believe they constitute
an extended thesis on the experience of the subject under neoliberalism, and that
the transformation of happiness is a central part of this experience.12
My reading of Ballard departs from those critical approaches that emphasis
the ‘unreadability’ or difficulty of Ballard’s work, such as Roger Luckhurst’s The
Angle Between Two Walls, in which that writer posited the lure of Ballard’s work
as “generated by an irreducible core of unreadability.”13 I suggest that, if
Ballard’s late texts seem somehow unsatisfying – the characters repetitive, the
plots thin, climaxes inconclusive – it is because they are designed to be. They are
unsatisfying because they warn how unsatisfying the modes of life they depict
often turn out to be suffering from unemployment, social and geographical isolation, and so on.
See, for instance:Moya Sarner, ‘Felling lonely? Meet the people who suffered extreme isolation –
then found happiness,’ The Guardian, 18 January 2018.
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2018/jan/18/feeling-lonely-meet-people-extremeisolation-found-happiness. This is related to the ‘psychologisation of life’ explored elsewhere in
this thesis too.
11 Although he is a clinical psychologist, Peterson’s work draws on a number of literary texts, and
is heavily influenced by his interpretation of Nietzschean philosophy. His inclusion in this thesis
is by no means an endorsement of this work, which as I have asserts a narrative of individual
responsibility that accords neatly with neoliberal logic. Indeed, even the title of his book – An
Antidote to Chaos – echoes the “chaos of choice” I have suggested is a key component in states of
affective distress. I am seeking to highlight, here, the timeliness of my research interests, and
acknowledging that even now a shift may be under way in how we discuss or think about
happiness: a shift that may even involve the emergence of a contemporary philosophy of
happiness (or unhappiness, or suffering), as far as Peterson’s work goes.
12 I am not the first critic to think these novels constitute a distinct thesis. In Samuel Francis’ The
Psychological Fictions of J.G. Ballard London: Bloomsbury, 2013, the four are linked in a chapter
entitled Contemporary Psychopathies, pp.155 – 83; Simon Sellers also recognises them as part of a
subset of Ballard’s oeuvre in his introduction to Extreme Metaphors, Fourth Estate: London, 2012.
13 Roger Luckhurst, The Angle Between Two Walls. Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1997. p.
180.
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are. The formal space of a novel, Ballard seems to be saying, constrains the
imagination too. Through this, he implicates his own work in discourses of
control, with the intention of highlighting this complicity and, in so doing,
seeking to push against it. If readers like Luckhurst seek some reward in
Ballard’s obscurity, here he confounds them: by the time of the last novel in this
quartet, Kingdom Come, he has truly become virtually unreadable, practically
parodying his own work.14 This is a deliberate pushing back against his position
in the cultural canon. Andrzej Gasiorek reads this as a declaration of
hopelessness:
Inasmuch as deterministic systems have always figured prominently
in Ballard’s texts, in these late works the power of such systems
appears to be all-embracing. The belatedly awakened subject
becomes aware of the system’s criminality but is powerless to do
anything about it; this personal knowledge, in short, makes no
difference, precisely because the subject is figured as a puny entity
whose interventions have no capacity to disturb the flows and
exchanges of globalised multinational networks of power.15
I take issue with this reading, and seek to demonstrate that these late novels are
in fact politically engaged, and that they urge the reader to engage imaginatively
with the world off the page: the penultimate chapter of Kingdom Come is called
‘Exit Strategies,’ and it seems to me this is what Ballard is urging his reader to
formulate. If the protagonists of Ballard’s novels are powerless (which is not, I
suggest, always the case), the reader is not. In an interview about Kingdom Come,
Toby Litt asked Ballard if he saw things as getting exponentially worse (for the
world at large), to which Ballard replied: “No, I don’t.”16 He goes on to say that all
the former totems of power – the church, the earlier capitalist system, the
monarchy – created a sort of play of power that “kept the show on the road,” but
that these forces no longer exercise any real power, or inspire loyalty. He says

14

Simon Sellers also noted this in conversation with Ballard, who owned the charge. pp. 431-2
Extreme Metaphors.
15 Andrzej Gasiorek , J.G. Ballard. Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2005. p. 174 – it
must be highlighted here that Gasiorek’s analysis was formulated prior to the publication of
Kingdom Come.
16 Extreme Metaphors. p. 420.
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the only real force that continues to exercise power is consumerism – the need to
engage productively in the market.
For consumerism to continue to flourish, Ballard suggests, we need to
invent new ways to spend money, to transform new areas into markets. For
Ballard, this can only move humanity into the realm of the psychopathic. He says,
“We want more exciting lives. There are limits to the number of TV sets you can
have at home. There are limits to the number of cars you can own. Once you’ve
got all those things, what happens next?”17 Ballard incipiently recognises the
innate truth of neoliberalism, that the market has far exceeded its function as a
mechanism of supply, and become untethered from that prospect of freedom
outlined by its early theorists.18 Although these late novels pre-date the rise of
social media and the smartphone, when asked to select a key image that would
represent the twenty-first century in the same way the car had the twentieth,
Ballard says, “It’s hard to tell – it’s so early. If I had to pick an image now, it’d
probably be an internet screen.”19 Ballard died in 2009, so one can only speculate
on the internet novel he might have written had he lived – and the imaginative
outstripping even he might feel at the way in which new technologies have
become technologies of the self, and enabled the opening up of all parts of life to
marketisation.
In this same interview, Litt asks Ballard what advice he would give to people,
how he might suggest they change. To which Ballard replied,
What would I say to these people there [the inhabitants of real –life
motorway towns]? Quite a question, because the obvious answer is:
‘Stop buying things.’ You know, the whole economy is going to
collapse [which it did, to some degree, two years later]. This is part of
the problem, of course. The engine is now revving so fast that you
can’t apply the breaks. You’d just tear off the brake drums and hurl
the whole vehicle into the ditch.20

17

Extreme Metaphors. p. 420.
He says, in what we might now see as a serious understatement, “Markets are no longer
contributing much to social cohesion.” Extreme Metaphors, p. 424.
19 Extreme Metaphors. p. 436.
20 Extreme Metaphors. p. 423.
18
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Ballard is, as he says explicitly, issuing warnings. He goes so far as to describe
Kingdom Come as “a full-frontal attack on England today,” a country he thinks
“has lost its direction.”21 Despite this, he says that his work is intended to be
affirmative, rather than bleakly dystopian: “I think my work is superficially
dystopian, in some respects, but I’m trying to, as you say, affirm a more positive
world-view.”22 He mentions his desire to write characters that find a way to
“make something positive out of the chaos that surrounds [them].”23 He also, as
stated elsewhere, states that he has become more left-wing as he has gotten
older.24 This has been relatively overlooked, even in recent Ballard scholarship,
such as the 2008 collection of criticism edited by Jeanette Baxter. In a more
recent collection, David James turns his attention to Ballard’s late work with an
emphasis on style, in a chapter titled ‘Late Ballard.’ Jake Huntley offered a
reading of the design of the closed communities in the late novels, Simon Sellars
looked at ‘non-place’ and ‘micronationalism’ in Ballard’s fiction. None of these
readings, however, go so far as to take up the explicitly political critique Ballard
himself acknowledges as at work in these late novels – a critique that, although
the author did not use the term himself, I will demonstrate must be read in light
of the rise of neoliberalism and the concomitant marketisation of all of life. As W.
Warren Wagar, who also refused the reading of Ballard’s work as hopeless,
wrote, “the whole point of [Ballard’s] writing is to investigate how the
“hardware” of objects and environments affects the “software” of human
psyches.”25 Our current “hardware” is the common-sense of neoliberalism, and
Ballard’s work both depicts and seeks to resist its effects.

21

Extreme Metaphors. p. 433.
Extreme Metaphors. p. 438.
23 Extreme Metaphors. p. 438. The original quote says “he,” because Ballard’s protagonists are
invariably male.
24 Extreme Metaphors. p. 441.
25 W. Warren Wagar. ‘J.G. Ballard and the Transvaluation of Utopia (J.G. Ballard et la
transvaluation de l'utopie),’ Science Fiction Studies 18:1, 1991, pp. 53-70
p. 53. In this same article, Wagar notes Ballard’s suggestion in a 1983 interview with Graeme
Revell that few critics or readers have noticed “the great thread of idealism running through most
of my fiction” (p. 55) and the associated suggestion of his heroes as driven by the idea of a world
where things make sense – consider this in contrast to the ‘chaos of choice’ I have suggested
proliferates under neoliberalism. I also acknowledge that at times they may lead Ballard’s writing
into what seem like conservative or retrogressive positions – the repeated motif of the 1960s as a
kind of ‘golden era’ in Cocaine Nights, for instance – but that these positions are generally
unpicked or undermined as his writing goes on – here, in the deconstruction of the culture
22
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Where Wagar reads Ballard’s optimism in a utopian vein of transcendence, I
connect his emphasis on the imagination to calls by contemporary critics such as
Lauren Berlant and Mark Fisher, who emphasise the political potential of
fantasy, and of the human imagination, in conceptualising new worlds or new
ways to live in the world. In seeking to warn us of the unsustainability of life
under neoliberal capitalism, in terms of both the absurdity of imagining everincreasing markets in a world of finite resources and the damage marketisation
does to subjects in instituting a chaos of choice that I connect to the states of
affective distress described elsewhere in this thesis, Ballard is asking the reader
to imagine something else, some other way.26 Wagar addresses several other
critics who have bemoaned Ballard’s lack of political engagement (with
reference, it should be noted, to his earlier fiction): H. Bruce Franklin, Peter
Fitting, Brian Aldiss. He suggests that their criticism may be well grounded; that
Ballard does not “preach resistance” in terms of clearly advocating for the
overthrow of capitalism, the warfare state, and so on. In these late novels,
however, Ballard does move towards this, highlighting the violence and suffering
endemic to late capitalism (in Super-Cannes and Kingdom Come particularly) and
raising questions about the efficacy of resistance as it is currently imagined (in
Millennium People). If Wagar’s reading relies on seeing political potential in the
avant-garde, these late novels push past even that, as I have suggested, in their
escalating nonsensicality. This, as I argue throughout, is a clear move to shift the
imaginative action away from the text and onto the reader – to require a revision
of the world “off the page” and to work outside of the marketisation that dictates
political, social, and cultural life. In Kingdom Come, the most excessive and
pointed of these novels (I see it as a kind of underlining of the thesis of the other
three), Ballard gives the reader who seeks difficulty and unreadability exactly
what they want, and in so doing confounds the very form of pleasure they seek.
This formal approach is echoed in the theme of the novel, and returns us to an
industry and the post-’68 generation in Millennium People.
26 Here my reading diverges from Wagar’s, who suggests that Ballard’s Empire of the Sun (1984)
is “not so much a utopia as a kit of building materials for the construction of future utopias.” (p.
60) Given that the kinds of dangers Wagar identifies as emancipatory in that novel have, by the
time of these late novels, become codified and in Super-Cannes literally prescribed, they no longer
offer a way to escape “ordinary bourgeois existence.” These late novels are not tool kits for
escape, but maps to show us what we must escape, if you like.
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earlier quote, “There are limits to the number of TV sets you can have at home.
There are limits to the number of cars you can own. Once you’ve got all those
things, what happens next?” 27 In reference to these late texts, this is not a
rhetorical device – it is the very real question they ask the reader to answer.
The Politics of Psychopathology?
In considering these late novels as an extended critique of neoliberalism, I am
seeking to ascribe an overtly political motivation to Ballard. This has been a
challenging area for most critics; despite the eco-criticism of his early novels, his
controversial pamphlet Why I Want To Fuck Ronald Reagan (1968, later collected
in The Atrocity Exhibition) and his scepticism about the impact of technology on
human life (often closely aligned with criticism of advertising and consumerism,
voiced in various interviews and stories such as Theatre of War and The Intensive
Care Unit, both of which appear in Myths of the Near Future (1994)), it has
proven difficult to categorise Ballard as a political author.28 Much of this is due to
his stated ambivalence regarding politics. Ballard tended to characterise politics
not as the primary framework for organising human life, but as one of a number
of discourses acting upon subjects in the contemporary moment.29 Through his
career, Ballard increasingly saw politics as functioning in the same sphere as
advertising, marked from the moment of Reagan’s ascension and driven home by
the Blair years in the U.K. In a career filled with examples of uncanny prescience
- the story of ‘how J. G. Ballard predicted social media’ has been an online staple
since its publication on Buzzfeed in 2013 - perhaps the most striking is the way
in which Ballard’s work has always seemed to understand the mechanisms of

27

Extreme Metaphors. p. 420.
Much discomfort has been expressed over his vocal admiration for Margaret Thatcher, for
whom he seemed to carry something of a torch. In one interview, he called her “a public-spirited
psychopath” and in the next breath declared that he “found her wonderfully attractive.” J. G.
Ballard interviewed by Damien Love. ‘1996: Kafka with unlimited Chicken Kiev,’ Extreme
Metaphors, pp. 320-327, p. 327.
29 This is well expressed, I think, in a 1968 interview, in which Ballard talks about the
importance of science fiction as a literary form, based on its ability to “interpret the present day
in terms of the future, rather than the past. It uses a vocabulary that is on the whole exclusively
oriented towards the world of tomorrow, with all its science, its technology, and with all its
developments in politics, sociology, advertising and so forth.” ‘1968: Uncredited Munich Round
Up interview,’ Extreme Metaphors, pp. 10-21, p. 11.
28
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neoliberalism that have led to the current political moment.30 In 1998,
commenting on the fall of communist Russia, Ballard clarified his feelings
towards Margaret Thatcher, saying that he admired “her attempt to Americanise
the British people.”31 This ‘Americanisation’ refers in fact to Thatcher’s
neoliberal policies: her emphasis on entrepreneurship; her insistence on the
primacy of the individual; and her curbing of labour power, all accomplished, as
David Harvey points out, with popular support garnered through the
construction of middle-class consent.32 In this same interview, Ballard went on to
say:
Bourgeois life has triumphed, and the suburbanisation of the planet
and universal acceptance of the shopping mall have now virtually put
an end to politics. What we have is the commodification of everything,
including ideologies, and government by advertising agency – as in
Blair’s new Britain.
I think we’ve gone beyond politics now and into a new and
potentially more dangerous realm where non-political factors will
pull the levers of power – these may be vast consumer trends, strange
surges in the entertainment culture that dominates the planet, quasireligious eruptions of the kind we saw at Diana’s death, mass
paranoia about new diseases, aberrant movements in popularised
mysticism, and the growing dominance of the aesthetic . . . . The only
ballot box common to all of these is the cash register, an extremely
accurate gauge of consumer preference in the very short term but
useless beyond the next five minutes.33
Ballard’s work is about diffuse manifestations of power and the way in which
subjects seek to establish some sense of personal sovereignty in response to
these machinations. When Ballard refers to the end of politics, he means the end

30

Luke Lewis. ‘J.G. Ballard Predicted Social Media in 1977’, BuzzFeed, June 25 2013
www.buzzfeed.com/lukelewis/jg-ballard-predicted-social-media-in1977?utm_term=.rl4QM8ewZN#.fiW7BYP90d.
31 J.G. Ballard interviewed by Zinovy Zinik, ‘1998: Russia on My Mind,’ in Extreme Metaphors, pp.
356-363, p. 357.
32 David Harvey. A Brief History of Neoliberalism Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008, p. 57 –
63.
33 Ballard, ‘1998: Russia on My Mind.’ Extreme Metaphors, p. 357.
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of a substantive public discourse about construction of the ‘good life’ and the
weakening influence of traditional politics, with a clear philosophical foundation
and discernible ideological differences between branches. This latter
circumstance is due to the large-scale move to the right by leftist politicians in
the neoliberal era (Blair, again) and the fractures in the collectivist base of left
wing politics – these fractures are implemented deliberately through the
decimation of collective rights in the public sphere. This is the basis of the
‘common-sense’ politics that has come to dominate the neoliberal era. This
understanding of common sense is derived from Gramsci’s theory of cultural
hegemony.34
Stuart Hall and Alan O’Shea offer a compelling reading of this phenomenon in
‘Common-sense neoliberalism.’ We can connect this to Ballard’s account of a
world ‘beyond politics’ where the ‘non-political factors’ he enumerates are
vehicles for the transmission of common sense and, after Foucault, distinct
discourses and realms of knowledge (and control) themselves. Hall and O’Shea
link these disparate discourses through their reliance on affective dimensions.
Their work accords with the core belief of this thesis, when they say, “To fall ill
with anxiety is itself a symptom that some people are finding it difficult to live
with neoliberal culture.”35 Their reading relies on a recuperation of affect as a
political realm – they believe that, “We need to acknowledge these affective
dimensions that are in play, and which underpin common sense.”36 This is the
clarion call of the contemporary left, and the need to control the affective realm
is one of the central reasons for the construction of a regulatory discourse of
happiness under neoliberalism (the other, which we will come to shortly, is to
ensure the productive capacity of labour, particularly in immaterial economies).
The politics of affect might play a part in constructing a bridge between Marxist
and Foucauldian conceptions of power, connecting bodily knowledge and

34 See Antonio Gramsci. Selections from the Prison Notebooks, translated by Quentin Hoare and
Geoffrey Nowell Smith. London: Lawrence & Wishart. 1971.
35 Stuart Hall and Alan O’Shea. ‘Common-sense neoliberalism,’ Soundings, 55, 2013, pp. 8-24, p.
13.
36 Hall and O’Shea. ‘Common-sense neoliberalism,’ p. 12.
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material conditions in a way that privileges experience without substituting it for
expertise.37
Lauren Berlant’s reading of ‘affect’ in a distinctly political context also
supports the suggestion that affective states have political implications, and that
this is a key reason why neoliberalism seeks to design and promote a particular
discourse of happiness – in order to manage and subdue the consequences of
these states.38 Early in Cruel Optimism, Berlant references Badiou’s conception of
the Event, which she posits as distinct from the ‘situation,’ which is described as,
“a state of things in which something that will perhaps matter is unfolding amid
the usual activity of life.”39 The Event, in contrast, constitutes the rupture of
normality through the appearance of the excluded part (of society) – a “drama
that shocks being into radically open situations.”40 In Ballard’s deployment of the
Event, no new representations are unfolded. The Event in Ballard’s work
precipitates the excluded, rather than the other way round – it is only through
their irruption, which most usually takes the form of some violent
psychopathology, that the subjects in Ballard’s works become the excluded. As
such, they generate nothing that was not already immanent to the dominant
system. Ballard’s disruptions cannot be ruptures because they do not destroy the
dominant state of the situation; instead, they affirm its central tenets by reinscribing them in their own patterns and by returning to a state of status quo,
generally through the sacrifice of an individual actor (an outsider) who can then
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This is demonstrated in Lauren Berlant’s reading of John Ashbery through the lens of what we
might call sensory Marxism, based on an excerpt from the Economic and Philosophical Papers:
“The abolition of private property is therefore the complete emancipation of all human senses
and qualities, but it is this emancipation precisely because these senses and attributes have
become, subjectively and objectively, human. The eye has become a human eye, just as its object
has become a social, human object – an object made by man for man. The senses have therefore
become directly in their practice theoreticians.” Cruel Optimism, Durham, NC: Durham University
Press, p. 31.
38 I believe there is work yet to be done on the way in which the ‘alt right’ have come to use the
tendency of the left to vocalise emotional investment in political positions as a point of ridicule.
See Nick Pell, ‘The alt-right movement: everything you need to know,’ January 4 2017, The Irish
Times http://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/the-alt-right-movement-everything-you-need-toknow-1.2924658; Angela Nagle, ‘What the Alt-right is all about,’ The Irish Times, January 6 2017
http://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/angela-nagle-what-the-alt-right-is-really-all-about1.2926929.
39 Berlant. Cruel Optimism, p. 5.
40 Berlant. Cruel Optimism, p. 5.
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be scapegoated for the wider unrest.41 Any disruption occurs not within the
events of the books, but in the way in which their narrative itself works to refuse
the forms of power the characters cannot.
This refusal functions through the challenge issued to the reader in forcing
them to confront the immanence of rebellion to power and to recognise the way
in which the limitation of imagination under neoliberalism has served to neuter
the possibility of constructing spaces of radical difference - spaces that might
resist market logic. Ballard’s work locates the Event within the horizon of crisis
ordinariness in order to demonstrate how the possibilities for scenes of radical
change are minimised under the totalising normative forces of neoliberalism,
whilst at the same time seeking to establish a possible space for the Event
beyond the text. Although Ballard concentrates on (literally) ‘imagined
communities,’ his work is grounded in reality. Frequently, his borrowings from
reality take the form of echoing crises: murders, riots, mass shootings.42 Ballard
seeks to explore what it is about the contemporary moment that precipitates
these calamities, and draws this moment as one marked by crisis – though
notably, not necessarily by any attendant sense of trauma. Ballard’s work offers
something of a bridge between the extremity of these crises and the kind of
‘crisis ordinariness’ described by Berlant. Berlant uses this term as a refutation
of the idea that the contemporary moment should be read in terms of trauma
theory, which understands trauma or crisis as a shattering of order, a break from
the ordinary. Instead, she posits ‘crisis ordinariness’ as a way of refusing the
“exceptionality of the traumatic event” and “better keep[ing] open the problem
of the form heightened threat can take as it is managed in the context of living.”43
Following this, we can conceptualise Ballard’s affectless worlds as a stylistic
comment on the ‘crisis ordinariness’ that pervades the everyday, and the
hyperbolised violence and criminality of his ‘ordinary’ subjects as a satiric
reading of the idea of adjustment to this state of affairs.
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As to why Ballard chooses to return to psychopathology as the locus of the near-event in each
text, a brief gloss is that it represents both a fundamentally alien and unknowable part of the self
and that this speaks to the unintelligibility of the multiple forms of power acting on the subject.
42 For example, the murder of Jill Dando and the 1987 Hungerford massacre both loom large in
Millennium People, which also seemed to anticipate the 2011 riots that rocked London.
43 Berlant. Cruel Optimism, pp. 73, 101.
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A few final notes on reading Ballard’s work politically. Returning to his
professed admiration for Thatcher’s ‘Americanisation’ of Britain; this is not a
wholesale sanctioning of neoliberal politics. It is, primarily, the mythology of
Thatcher that Ballard admires, the figure she strikes, disconnected from her
actions in the formal realm of politics: Thatcher as signifier. Ballard has
described her as a “public-spirited psychopath” and compared her to the
charismatic but insane community leaders he depicts in these late texts.44
However, he has stated his historic support for Thatcher’s economic policies,
though not what he calls her “social policies,” and refused to identify as
straightforwardly anti-capitalist.45 At the same time, Ballard rebuffed the
stereotype that people become more conservative with age, saying that he had in
fact become more left wing as he had gotten older.46 Discussing the experience of
the current historical moment with Chris Hall in 2003, Ballard said:
At times, I think we’re going through quite a critical period. I don’t
mean September 11, Iraq – they’re a part of it – I mean what we have
is … are signs, I think, that people aren’t satisfied by consumerism
that … People resent the fact that the most moral decision in their
lives is choosing what colour their next car will be.47
In the interview with Toby Litt, mentioned earlier, Ballard talked at length about
the decline in community in civic society, linking it to the decline of the
traditional forces of domination - specifically, traditional politics, or Parliament;
the armed forces, and the British Empire they sought to protect; religion (the
Church of England); and post-war capitalism. Ballard suggests that these forces
provided some measure of social cohesion through their interactions and their
impact on subjects.48 The central concerns motivating Ballard’s move to a more
politically engaged position, then, are at least vaguely leftist. These concerns
revolve around the decline of the civic realm as a space of social solidarity, the
bankruptcy of formal politics as a truth discourse, and the moral vacuum
44

Ballard. ‘1996: Kafka with unlimited Chicken,’ Extreme Metaphors, p. 327.
J.G. Ballard interviewed by Toby Litt. ‘2006: Dangerous Bends Ahead. Slow Down.’ Extreme
Metaphors, pp. 415-430, p. 419.
46 J. G. Ballard interviewed by Chris Hall. ‘2003: All we’ve got left is our own psychopathology,’
Extreme Metaphors, pp. 396-406, p. 399.
47 Ballard. ‘2003: All we’ve got left is our own psychopathology,’ Extreme Metaphors, p. 399.
48 Ballard. ‘2006: Dangerous Bends Ahead. Slow Down.’ Extreme Metaphors, p. 420.
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occasioned by a consumerist or marketised society which places no worth on
any intangible construct of goodness or happiness, and is instead only concerned
with material possessions. Ballard’s work, as we will see, depicts eruptions of
psychopathology as a result of the atomisation and pressure experienced as a
result of the structural consequences of neoliberalism, per Hall and O’Shea.
Frequently absurd and often meaningless, violence in Ballard’s novels is a foil to
the boredom, anxiety and depression incurred by the vacuum of meaning at the
heart of neoliberalism and the insubstantiality of the economic as a framework
of subjectification.
‘Inner Space’: Ballard, Science Fiction and the ‘Psy’ Sciences
If we follow Hall, O’Shea, and Berlant in reading affect as a politically significant
realm, and accept Ballard’s own statements, and the thematic evidence of his
shift to the left, we must be willing to move beyond the general psychoanalytic
approach that has constituted much critical work on Ballard. Ballard is well
known for his engagement with psy discourses, notably psychoanalytic
discourse. The term ‘psy’ here is taken from the work of Nikolas Rose, who uses
it to refer to “the human sciences, in particular psychology and its affiliates.”49
Rose’s work explores how psy disciplines have come to shape the way in which
subjects conceive of themselves, with an emphasis on how these knowledge
forms come to render subjects governable, in accordance with liberal democratic
principles - Rose describes this as bearing the burden of liberty.50 Rose, writing
from a Foucauldian perspective, suggests that, “[t]he psy sciences have played a
key role in the rationalities and techniques of government,” impacting not just
the framework of governmental knowledge but also legitimising the exertion of
power and authority at a particular historical moment. This approach underpins
the work of this thesis, although the psy sciences as a discipline constitute only
one part of the neoliberal happiness discourse I seek to explore here.51 Ballard
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Nikolas Rose. Governing The Soul. 1989 London: Free Association Books, 1999. p. vii
Rose. Governing The Soul, p. viii.
51 Whilst the psy sciences are a huge part of this discourse, given their role in creating and
perpetuating normative understandings of emotional states, I believe that other, less formal,
movements have an important role too: the ‘wellness’ industry, for example. I am also
commenting on a happiness discourse that works in the cultural arena, looking at factors such as
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went to great lengths to leave ‘mental distress’ uncategorised in his work, in
order to avoid tying his characterisation to narrowly defined and changeable
‘definitions’, as he stated in his 2006 interview with Toby Litt.52
So, whilst I acknowledge the importance of the psychoanalytic in situating
Ballard’s work in a critical landscape, it is not my intention to unpack or
delineate his precise engagement with psy sciences. Samuel Francis’s work
renders that largely unnecessary, unpacking the specific engagements of
Ballard’s work with psy frameworks quite comprehensively. Rather, I am
interested in the intersection between Francis’ work and Roger Luckhurst’s
reading of Ballard, in which he describes Ballard’s work as escaping analysis,
although I prefer the term ‘resisting analysis’, suggesting as it does a more
deliberate function.53 This escape, or resistance, serves to disrupt the
“overdetermined frames” of reference that constitute the “dominant critical
approach to Ballard.”54 This disruption is important to my reading of Ballard – I
believe that one of Ballard’s central arguments relies on the importance of
imagination as a form of resistance in the face of totalising systems, and that, on
the terms just described, his work practically demonstrates how literary fiction
can enact such a disruption. This understanding of the redemptive power of
imagination may sound abstract, but it is the foundation of constructing an
alternative to the totalising force of neoliberalism. Neoliberalism relies on
constructing consent through the reiteration of the common sense belief that,
per Thatcher, “there is no alternative.” This is the subject of Mark Fisher’s
Capitalist Realism, in which Fisher suggests that the vitality of the cultural sphere
is necessary to expand the “horizons of possibility” under neoliberalism.55
Ballard’s work both explores and enacts this idea; the virtually interchangeable
the rise of immaterial industry and changing attitudes to and types of work, especially in creative
industries.
52 Litt asked Ballard: “You have a clinical background in understanding insanity or
psychopathology - or, at least, more than the layman does. But when you say 'mad' or 'insane'
you don't really diagnose very often. You wouldn't say that one of your characters was paranoid
schizophrenic or, more recently, bipolar. You say that they were 'mad' or 'insane'. Why is that?”
Ballard’s response clearly laid out his opposition to ‘diagnostic’ writing, saying he preferred to
“leave it open. Because these psychiatric definitions seem to shift around.” ‘2003: Dangerous
Bends Ahead: Slow Down,’ Extreme Metaphors, pp. 417-8.
53 Luckhurst. The Angle Between Two Walls. p. xix.
54 Luckhurst The Angle Between Two Walls, p. 48.
55 Mark Fisher. Capitalist Realism. London: Zero Books, 2009, p. 81.
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characters and plots of these late novels play with the idea of sterility, of surface,
of cultural repetition, while at the same time interrogating the cultural sphere intext. An account of Ballard’s ‘inner space’ is useful here too, in understanding the
move from strict psychoanalytic readings of his work. ‘Inner space’ has often
been used to denote the ways in which Ballard’s work confounds the generic
conventions of science fiction; instead of focusing on alien invaders, futuristic
technology or space exploration, Ballard’s work turns to the now, to the
human.56 The closed communities of Ballard’s work reflect the closing of spaces
under late capitalism and the privatisation of the commons, the individualisation
of space, in keeping with the atomistic logic of neoliberalism.
In assessing this ‘inner-space’, we must also attend to the surface/depth
dichotomy that marks most psychoanalytic readings of Ballard. Such readings
often serve as something of an apology for the repetitive affectlessness of
Ballard’s work, or as a neutralisation of the extremity of his work, achieved
through rendering it representative rather than actual. In Stephen Best and
Sharon Marcus’s ‘Surface Reading: An Introduction’, the authors offer accounts of
various methods of ‘surface reading’, through which they hope to generate
discussion on the pedagogy of reading and the work of literary criticism.57
Looking at the concept of ‘surface as literal meaning,’ evacuating critical
assumptions that may deform the actual content of the text, they quote Foucault
on his relationship to archives:
…rather than dig for “relations that are secret, hidden, more silent or
deeper than . . . consciousness,” he described himself as seeking “to
define the relations on the very surface of discourse” and to “make
visible what is invisible only because it’s too much on the surface of
things.”58
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This is one reason I prefer the term ‘speculative fiction’ when discussing Ballard’s work – it
more accurately captures the focus of his writing. This is not to subscribe to any pejorative or
limiting reading of genre, but simply to attempt to offer a clearer picture of Ballard as an author.
57 Stephen Best and Sharon Marcus. ‘Surface Reading: An Introduction,’ Representations, 108:1,
2009, pp. 1-21.
58 Best and Marcus. “Surface Reading: An Introduction.’ p. 13. Whilst I appreciate the larger
conversation around surface reading, reparative reading, etc. in the context of seeking to
establish the contemporary role of the humanities and to unpack the epistemological prejudices
of the hermeneutics of suspicion, my use of this construct does not endorse one specific course of
reading. However, inasmuch as theories of affect are tied to surface reading (and it seems to me,
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This is the operating logic of Ballard’s late novels, and the very reason for their
insistence on the obvious, the hyperbolic and even on the absurd. Ballard’s
depthless spaces offer us a Foucauldian vision of a world in which the conditions
of oppression and domination exist on the very surface of the everyday and are
rendered invisible by their very visibility. The logic of ‘no alternative’ is inscribed
in the closeness of these conditions to our experience as subjects. Work, leisure,
travel, consumerism, and so on are all ‘natural’ totems of contemporary life, in
the common sense understanding of the word. This is not to deny interpretive
reading of these late novels, but to highlight the way in which their thematic
interests also constitute a structure in themselves, and the way in which this
structure mimics the space of the world beyond the text. Ballard’s work is
immediately concerned with the material circumstance of the world, and the
impact this has on the horizons of possibility for individual subjects, as he
confirmed in an interview in The Guardian in 2008:
With all due respect to Kingsley Amis and others, I didn't feel that the
angry young men were responding to what was really important
about society. The same goes for John Osborne's plays. The laying
down of the M1 was much more important than anything Jimmy
Porter's father-in-law thought about this or that. The motorway
system had a much bigger influence on freedom and possibility.59
The physical spaces of these novels draw the material parameters of possibility.
Even Millennium People, which largely concentrates on a critique of the cultural
sphere, situates this critique in an actual space, an elite gated community which
physically separates the middle-class residents from the rest of London – the
bourgeois setting of the novel logically rules that it concentrates on the cultural
sector. There is an obvious contrast, too, between the rationality of these spaces
and the escalating irrationality of the actors in these novels, from Cocaine Nights
to Kingdom Come. That spaces of capital are designed to rationalise the subject
and to contain desire - or manufacture an ‘acceptable’ form of desire - is news to
the two are largely inextricable, as each seeks to describe or allow for forms of knowledge that do
not rely on the assumptions of formal discourses of knowledge), I acknowledge the importance of
both to my critical efforts, particularly when it comes to exploring the common sense emotive
dimension of contemporary (bourgeois) happiness discourse.
59 J.G. Ballard interviewed by James Campbell. ‘Strange Fiction’ June 14 2008. The Guardian.
www.theguardian.com/books/2008/jun/14/saturdayreviewsfeatres.guardianreview10.
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no one; in Ballard’s work, however, these spaces are destined to reveal the
limitations of human rationality through their failure to anticipate the scope of
these limitations. The rationalising force of contemporary happiness discourse is
a marker of these spaces, as we will see.
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Better Off Together: Leisure, Criminality, and the Construction of
Community in Cocaine Nights
Cocaine Nights is the first of these novels, and lays out many of the motifs that
recur throughout the quartet - deterritorialized citizens, extreme violence and
closed societies. Set on the Costa del Sol, it tells the story of Charles Prentice, a
travel writer whose brother Frank has been imprisoned for arson and murder.
Formerly the manager of a popular social club in a town called Estrella de Mar,
Frank finds few allies when he is imprisoned, and his brother flies in to offer him
support. Despite Frank’s guilty plea, Charles does not believe that he is
responsible for the fire, or the resultant deaths - neither do most of the
characters in the novel.60 Charles is determined to uncover the ‘truth,’ and the
novel follows his attempts to do so. Its form, then, is drawn from detective
fiction. This structure is common to all four of these late novels. In Cocaine
Nights, Francis sees this form as situated “within a broader narrative about the
psychology of the social, underlined as [Charles] Prentice’s attempts to unravel
his brother’s alleged crime [arson, resulting in five deaths] are increasingly sidelined by his fascination with the strange psychological climate of Ballard’s Costa
Del Sol.”61 The connection between the detective novel and the psychoanalytic
process is apparent – using a process of reasoning in order to reveal a central
truth, resolve uncertainty, and return order. However, where Francis follows this
logic through applying a Freudian framework that sees the central crime as a
socially binding (and necessary) moment of collective guilt, a reading which has
merit on his terms, my interpretation of the detective framework here is that it is
part of a deliberate détournement of narrative convention and a destabilising of
the logic of power. The detective form is not a stand-in for the psychoanalytic
process here, but is deployed instead to subvert the assumptions of the form,
particularly its emphasis on a homogenised construct of state power, and the
centrality of revelatory truth.62
60 In fact, it transpires that Frank is guilty, but that he is not alone in this guilt; the fire and

resultant deaths are the work of a core group of allegedly upstanding citizens, duped into their
crimes by the charismatic tennis pro (and “public-spirited psychopath”) Bobby Crawford.
61 Francis. The Psychological Fictions of J.G. Ballard, p. 157.
62 See Andrew Pepper, Unwilling Executioner: Crime Fiction and the State. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2016, for a more detailed unsettling of the presumptions of crime fiction - in
particular, the reading contra Foucault pp. 5-6.
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The “strange psychological climate” of the Costa del Sol reveals itself first when
Charles Prentice arrives in Gibraltar. Prentice is a travel writer, and much is
made of his profession in the novel. This is a recurrent feature of these late
novels, where the job of the protagonist signifies some essential part of their
identity. Prentice characterises himself as a “professional tourist” with a driving
fear of psychological exposure: “As the customs officials rummage through my
suitcases I sense them trying to unpack my mind and reveal a contraband of
forbidden dreams and memories.”63 If, as Ulrike Brisson has asserted, spaces of
travel are spaces of political agency, we can read into these fears a political
dimension; a commentary on the assessment of intention that accompanies
border crossings, now commonplace after the 9/11 attacks on America, but not a
new phenomenon any more than air piracy itself.64 The openness of global
boundaries relies on the correctness of a subject’s intentions, or rather, on the
perception of the correctness of these intentions. Travel writing and tourism also
underpin the narratives of Super-Cannes and Millennium People. In Kingdom
Come, the airport features in the setting of Brooklands, a flyover town, and in the
figure of Stuart Pearson, a retired pilot and the father of protagonist Richard
Pearson. Airports, according to Ballard, represent the “true city of the twenty
first century. … Air travel may well be the most important civic duty that we
discharge today, erasing class and national distinctions and subsuming them
within the unitary global culture of the departure lounge.”65 The spaces of
discontinuity that make up the geography of contemporary life are eradicated by
the non-space of the airport, in this account. Of course, this could be true only in
the space of the airport itself, as Ballard shows us in his work; the ‘global citizen’
ceases to exist at customs, and despite the rhetoric of globalisation, the
differential weight of citizenship is strongly felt at the level of state lines.66 The
neoliberal subject experiences travel as both a space of infinite possibility and a
curtailing of this possibility; the potentiality of global identity is denied by the
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reality of national borders. Ballard depicts air travel as one of the great illusions
of the neoliberal era; the idea that happiness lies just a journey away, and that a
different place might offer us a different life, when in fact all life is subsumed
under the genericising logic of global capital and demarcated by lines of
economic propriety. Charles Prentice says,
I prefer long haul flights to Jakarta and Papeete, those hours of clubclass air-time that still give me the sense of having a real destination,
the great undying illusion of air travel. In fact we sit in a small cinema,
watching films as blurred as our hopes of discovering somewhere
new. We arrive at an airport identical to the one we left, with the
same car-rental agencies and hotel rooms with their adult movie
channels and deodorized bathrooms, side-chapels of that lay religion,
mass tourism.67
Although this reading of citizenship insists on the centrality of the state, and
may thus seem contradictory to the Foucauldian foundations of my approach,
the conception of the state in use here still refers primarily to the control of
economic borders. Under neoliberal logic, the state largely divests itself of other
responsibilities of nationhood.68 Thus, the diffuse nature of power and the
conditions by which it circulates may still be read in an extra-state context.
Tourism is also a kind of economic colonialism, and Ballard leans heavily on this
uncomfortable understanding. Not only does he represent the residential spaces
of the Costa del Sol as self-contained colonies, late on in the novel, we see Charles
Prentice begin work on a book entitled, ‘Marco Polo: the World’s First Tourist?’
Prentice describes his agent as “bombarding him with faxes” about the project,
which seems as unlikely as it does outdated.69 This is just one of Ballard’s sly
critiques of the banality of the middle class culture industry. In another
uncomfortable analogy, and indictment of the self-centeredness of the middle
class and colonising impulse of the bourgeoisie, Prentice also likens the
deadened Residencia Costasol to the ‘Third World’: “Refugees? Yes…in some
ways the place reminds me of the Third World. It’s like a very up-market favela
67 Cocaine Nights, p.10.
68

Which is not to say that such concepts automatically become politically redundant, as we see
in the rise of nationalist political rhetoric discussed elsewhere in this thesis.
69 Cocaine Nights, p. 289.
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in Rio, or a luxury bidonville outside Algiers.” Bobby Crawford corrects him,
however: “It’s the fourth world, Charles. The one waiting to take over
everything.”70
The central preoccupation of Cocaine Nights, however, is not just tourism, but
leisure more generally. Ballard seeks to explore the condition of subjects trapped
in the non-place of indefinite leisure, consumers of the promise that ‘getting
away from it all’ (namely, work) is the ‘true meaning’ of happiness. We must look
carefully at the nuances of Ballard’s account of leisure in the novel to understand
its relationship to the contemporary neoliberal discourse of happiness and trace
the ways in which the marketising logic of neoliberalism reveals itself to be at
work in this discourse. The special place of work in understanding the neoliberal
discourse of happiness was explored in my introduction, where I suggested the
workplace has a distinct role as a site of subjectification. This is framed with
regard to the rise of immaterial labour that relies on and commodifies
intangibles such as knowledge, personality and experience, and the shifting
conceptualisation of work, in which:
The worker is an individual in search of meaning, responsibility, a
sense of personal achievement, a maximised ‘quality of life’, and
hence of work. Thus the individual is not to be emancipated from
work, perceived as merely a task or a means to an end, but to be
fulfilled in work, now constructed as an activity through which we
produce, discover and experience ourselves.71
The definition of sickness under capitalism relies on fitness to work, as per
Harvey’s definition, and also extensively demonstrated in Rose’s work, as well as
William Davies’s The Happiness Industry (2015).72 This results in investment in
‘happiness’ that relies on maximising economic utility. Rose categorises this
worker as an ‘entrepreneur of themselves.’ Developing this, Lois McNay’s
definition of ‘self as enterprise’ encapsulates the way in which relationships
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between subjects are also transformed and dictated by this transformation.73
Rose describes leisure as, “the domain of free choice par excellence” – that is, the
ultimate domain of the consuming subject (who has replaced the ‘doing’ subject
as the definition of the productive subject).74 Ballard, however, offers a more
complicated reading of leisure under neoliberalism, in which we begin to see
how the conflict between the primacy of leisure under neoliberalism and the
traditional work ethic of capitalism contributes to the affective distress of
subjects.
Cocaine Nights is set in a leisure society, an inter-zone filled with ex-pats and
blow-ins. Within this broad setting, there are two settlements on which the story
is focused. The immediate locus is Estrella de Mar, home to Frank Prentice
before his arrest and the setting for much of the action in the text. The secondary
setting is, broadly speaking, the communities outside of Estrella de Mar, focusing
on a newer development called Residencia Costasol. The Residencia is in the
process of becoming another Estrella. Both are owned by local entrepreneur
Betty Shand. Throughout the novel, Estrella de Mar is described as a thriving hub
of community, organised around Club Nautico, under the unofficial leadership of
Bobby Crawford. The vibrancy of this community is usually described in terms of
its lively culture industry. This is contrasted with the stasis of life outside of the
community, as in this description by Charles Prentice on his first approach:
Estrella de Mar, I decided, possessed far more attractions than I had
guessed when Frank first arrived to manage the Club Nautico. The
monoculture of sun and sangria that becalmed the pueblo residents
had no place in this vibrant little enclave, which seemed to combine
the best features of Bel Air and the Left Bank.75
From the outset, leisure and boredom are connected in the novel. Boredom is
characterised as a constant spectre looming large over life outside of Estrella de

73 Rose. Governing the Soul, p. 230. Lois McNay ‘Self As Enterprise: Dilemmas of Control and
Resistance in Foucault’s The Birth of Biopolitics,’ Theory, Culture and Politics, 26:6, 2009, pp. 5577.
74 Rose. Governing the Soul, p. 231.
75 Cocaine Nights, p. 37.
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Mar, as a sickness or even a type of death.76 The anomie of this leisure society
results in an existential ennui that reduces sufferers to the status of anhedonic
spectators, disengaged and uninterested in their own lives. They are
dehumanised, not by work, but by leisure, with their very right to personhood
called into question. If, as Rose suggests, the neoliberal leisure zone is the
domain of free choice par excellence, these subjects are incapable of
participating in it as such. Their state might seem to be matched by the condition
of “affluenza” described by Oliver James, Clive Hamilton, Richard Denniss et al, in
that they are all affluent members of a capitalist society, suffering despite their
plenty.77 However, Cocaine Nights is not operating as a critique of materialism or
even of consumer culture - that occurs later, in Kingdom Come. The most notable
characteristic of these pueblo-dwellers is not their wealth as such, but rather
their profound disconnection from the productive world.
If work is the activity through which the subject gives meaning to their life, not,
per Marx, in the sense of being the activity which realises or matches the essence
of life, but instead following Rose’s definition above, in a neoliberal framework
the absence of work removes the capacity of the subject to participate in any
productive search for meaning. In Chapter Nineteen, ‘The Costasol Complex’,
Bobby Crawford takes Charles Prentice on a tour of the Residencia. By this stage,
Prentice has discovered the flagrant criminality that lies at the heart of Estrella
de Mar. In contrast, the Residencia is stultifying; there are no visible signs of life,
bar a few shoppers in the off licence, seeking anaesthesia for their misery:
To the south of the plaza lay a marina filled with yachts and
powerboats, moored together like a mothballed fleet. An access canal
led to the open sea, passing a cantilever bridge that carried the coast
road. A handsome clubhouse presided over the marina and its
boatyard, but its terrace was deserted, awnings flared over the empty
tables. The nearby sports club was equally unpopular, its tennis
courts dusty in the sun, the swimming pool drained and forgotten.
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A supermarket stood inside the entrance to the shopping mall, next
to a beauty salon with shuttered doors and windows. Crawford
parked near a sports equipment store filled with exercycles and
weightlifting contraptions, computerized heart monitors and
respiration counters, arranged in a welcoming if steely tableau.78
The deathless unhappiness of this community, cast adrift from the framework of
meaning imposed by work, results in total cessation of productive activity.
Travel is suspended, horizons are narrowed: no need for the access canal or the
coast road. The fleet is powerless, the cantilevers unopened. The neoliberal
imperative to self-care embedded in the wellness discourse of happiness
discourse goes unheeded – subjects do not attempt to keep fit, or to make
themselves ‘presentable’ in the beauty salon. These subjects no longer perceive
themselves as in the world, due to their immediate displacement from the
activity of work. Rather than alienation of labour they suffer alienation of leisure,
where leisure is privatised in extremis: in Crawford’s words, “Space is totally
internalized….”79 The space of sociality, of possibility, of desire is turned inwards
and neutralised through the inability of subjects to anchor a sense of self in the
world beyond work and the absence of any effective stimulus to consume. Even
the nascent leisure industry of the Residencia cannot offer sufficient
reorientation of the self – there are limits, it seems, to the lengths to which
subjects can be compelled to consume. Some affective malaise renders these
subjects untouchable. This crisis of stasis is the great fear of neoliberalism, and a
central reason it must evolve a strategy to manage the productive energies of
subjects through happiness discourse. A little depression may be good for
business, spurring sufferers to consume more, in line with the market logic that
offers materialism as the cure for all that ails, but too much of it renders subjects
useless, unfit for the logic of competition and accumulation that underpins
neoliberalised society.80 The regulatory function of neoliberal happiness
discourse is designed not just to perpetuate a particular idea of happiness, but
more crucially, to guide the subject to the ‘correct form’ of unhappiness, as
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touched upon earlier in looking at affect theory. Ballard’s vision of this in Cocaine
Nights is still in its early stages, but is fleshed out considerably in Super Cannes,
with its precise focus on the cultures of management that inform and shape the
neoliberal discourse of happiness, as we shall see.81
The eradication of the self as productive subject based on absence of work as a
framework for meaning, and the attendant social disconnection that removes the
imperative to maintain the ‘self as enterprise,’ are at the heart of the failing
society of the Residencia Costasol. What, then, of the thriving Estrella de Mar?
After all, it too is a leisure community, a rational and well-managed space:
Purpose built in the 1970s by a consortium of Anglo-Dutch
developers, [it] was a residential retreat for the professional classes
of northern Europe. The resort had turned its back on mass tourism,
and there were none of the skyscraper blocks that rose from the
water’s edge at Benalmadena and Torremolinos. The old town by the
harbor had been pleasantly bijouized, and the fishermen’s cottages
converted to wine bars and antique shops.82
In the apportionment of the residences of workers and their transformation into
consumer outlets, we see the colonial logic of tourism at work. Further to this, it
shows a nostalgising impulse present throughout the novel with regard to the
cultural life of Estrella de Mar.83 Affirming his desire to buy property in the town
- and pointing to the capitalist ethic underlying this apparently bohemian
wonderland, where entrance is reliant on means and ownership - Prentice says:
In many ways Estrella de Mar was the halcyon country-town England
of the mythical 1930s, brought back to life and moved south into the
sun. Here there were no gangs of bored teenagers, no deracinated
suburbs where neighbours scarcely knew each other and their only
civic loyalties were to the nearest hypermarket and the DIY store. As
everyone was never tired of saying, Estrella de Mar was a true
81 The rise of ‘management culture’ as part of the changing conception of ‘happiness strategies’ is

addressed by Rose, James, Davies, and many other theorists.
82 Cocaine Nights, p. 34.
83 The use of the term ‘nostalgising’ here is employed in the sense explored by Sedikides et al in
‘To Nostalgize: Mixing Memory with Affect and Desire’, Advances in Experimental Social
Psychology, 51, 2015, pp. 189 – 273. This account takes into consideration the utility of nostalgia
as a social force.
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community, with schools for the French and British children, a
thriving Anglican church and a local council of elected members
which met at the Club Nautico. However modestly, a happier
twentieth century had rediscovered itself in this corner of the Costa
del Sol.84
As Prentice’s personal interest (and financial stake) in Estrella de Mar grows, so
too does his tendency to mythologise both the place, and the idyllic past it
represents. Initially content with seeing the town as the rebirth of the sixties,
with all the promises of that decade made good, he likens it now to the “mythical
1930s,” in a passage that drips with irony.85 The 1930s in Britain are most
notable as a time of economic crisis, with the effects of the Great Depression felt
in force across the country, including high unemployment, frequent marches and
protests, and increased reliance on government support. Although the decade
also saw the arrival of rapid technological advances, the impact of this was not
fully felt until the post-war years.86 The government of the 1930s comprised
members of all parties, known as the National Government, who were brought
together in an effort to manage these crises. Politically, this government, under
Chamberlain, is remembered for pursuing the policy of appeasement prior to the
outbreak of world war two. The fascist movement found a home-grown leader in
Oswald Mosley, who formed the British Union of Fascists in 1932, bringing the
movement to the mainstream. 87 Prentice’s words evoke the great disparities of
1930s Britain, nodding to the fact that areas of the U.K. such as the South East
and the Midlands were largely unaffected by the Depression, and that the seeds
of consumer culture were being planted where the soil was fertile.88 This is
brought back to us towards the end of the novel, in a discussion between Charles
Prentice and Bobby Crawford, when Prentice likens the community spirit of
84 Cocaine Nights, p. 66.
85The frequency with which the idealised 1960s are invoked in Ballard’s work is connected to

the preoccupation of the ontemporary moment with the sixties as both pre-neoliberal and
prototypically neoliberal, which is to say, the moment that contained all the ingredients for the
incipient neoliberalisation of society. This is explored in detail elsewhere in this thesis.
86 ‘Thirties Britain: The Depressed Decade?’ The National Archives,
www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/education/resources/thirties-britain/
87 Andrew Thorpe. Britain in the 1930s: A Deceptive Decade. London: John Wylie and Sons, 1992.
88 Bret Rubin. ’The Rise and Fall of British Fascism: Sir Oswald Mosley and the British Union of
Fascists,’ intersections 11:2, 2010, pp. 323-80; Juliet Gardiner The Thirties: An Intimate History
HarperPress London 2011.
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Estrella de Mar (and, by this stage, even the Residencia Costasol) to, “Londoners
in the Blitz . . . Wartime camaraderie.”89 Crawford insists that subjects need a
stimulus: an affective shock to spur them into creative (productive) action. There
are two important strands to this theory: the first is the nature of the shock widespread criminality, often in the form of attacks on property, theft and drug
use. The second is the measure of the success of his theory, counted as the
development of a ‘civically minded,’ socially engaged and artistically productive
community.90 This association contains the embryonic critique of the culture
industry that is given full voice in Millennium People. In many ways, Cocaine
Nights is a travel guide to these later novels, signposting the turns that are yet to
come or, as Ballard might say, the ‘dangerous bends ahead.’
So what has criminality got to do with happiness? As with so much in the
Ballardian world, the answer, it seems, lies in the power of transgression. To
explore this, let us look at the rules by which Estrella de Mar is bound. The social
life of the settlement is structured around the Club Nautico, ostensibly organised
by the psychopathic Bobby Crawford (for someone who professed to avoid
diagnoses in his work, Ballard was certainly fond of using psy terminology in
these late novels, albeit through the discussions between characters about what
constitutes or justifies such definitions).91 Crawford’s formulation of the world
sees it as ‘all a game,’ as we see from his own framing in the novel.92 Prentice’s
first sighting of this local hero is at the tennis club, where Crawford is practicing
against a tennis machine:
Watching him, I realised that he was urging on the machine, willing it
to beat him, beaming with pleasure when an ace knocked the racket
from his hand. Yet I felt that the real duel taking place was not

89 Cocaine Nights, p. 260.
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Some allowance must be made for Ballard’s definition of ‘civic mindedness,’ which includes
excreting in your neighbour’s swimming pool to save him from his torpor.
91 There are several such discussions in Cocaine Nights: see pp. 176 - 9, 271, 280.
92 When Prentice follows him on his ‘crime spree’ through Estrella de Mar, it is a depicted as a
spree in the truest sense of the word; a lighthearted and carefree lark, of which Prentice says, “…I
assumed that this whirlwind cruise was primarily inspirational, an extension of his cheerleader’s
role at the Club Nautico.” Cocaine Nights, p. 165. We later see Crawford as an actual cheerleader,
training a team of swimmers, “as if he genuinely believed that every one of his pupils had the
ability to become an Olympic gold medallist.” Cocaine Nights, p.166.
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between the man and the machine, but between rival factions within
his own head.93
Crawford is repeatedly figured in relation to this tennis machine: “Crawford
would have found this moody and sharp-tongued doctor even more difficult to
play than his tennis machine”; “Just as he had willed the tennis machine to beat
him, he now urged the Costasol complex to rally itself against the secret enemy
within its walls.”94 At the end of the novel, Crawford is murdered. The most likely
suspects are psychiatrist Dr Sanger or general practitioner Paula Hamilton, both
of whom disapprove of Crawford’s ‘techniques,’ pitting Crawford against the
normative conventions of medicine/biology and psychology. It is Charles
Prentice who finds him and who, like his brother before him, assumes the guilt
for a crime that is not his own. Due to meet the tennis pro for a game at the
sports club in the newly invigorated Residencia Costasol, Prentice finds the
tennis machine erratically firing shots, the balls landing in a pool of Crawford’s
blood as he lies dead beside it. Crawford’s games are deadly and he is, in the end,
the ghost in the machine, recalling the work of Gilbert Ryle and Arthur Koestler.
Ryle’s The Concept of Mind (1949) critiques Cartesian dualism. Koestler built on
this critique in The Ghost in the Machine (1967) which sought to explain the
irrationality of the human mind – violent urges, paranoia, insanity: Ballard’s
working palette.
The game structure of Crawford’s Costa del Sol kingdom also recalls game
theory, a branch of applied mathematics that has been used to explore biological
and economic patterns, seeking to make sense of human behaviours. Cocaine
Nights has its own game theory, an asymmetric one, where strategies are
constantly changing and where the ultimate outcome is zero-sum. The zero-sum
outcome of the game relates to the economic background of the novel, which is
subtly but persistently figured throughout in the character of club owner and
entrepreneur Betty Shand. In keeping with Ballard’s penchant for symbolic
names, ‘Shand’ apparently means “ignomity, shame, disgrace”, or “a counterfeit
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coin.”95 It is Betty’s hand, too, that guides the schemes of economic development
in Estrella de Mar and the Residencia Costasol and beyond.96 We see this when
Paula Hamilton explains the economics of Estrella de Mar’s drugs trade to
Charles Prentice, intending to disillusion him of his belief that Crawford is
‘calling the shots’:
[Bobby Crawford] isn’t trying to make money from drugs - Betty
Shand takes all the profits. Medicinal-quality heroin and cocaine are
Crawford’s answer to the benzo-diazapines we doctors love so much.
He once told me I was putting people under house arrest in their own
heads.97
Crawford disdains the economics of criminality. He publicly returns the small
things he steals, leaving them where the private security staff who police the
residencies will find them, abandons or sets fire to the cars he takes, and
vandalises property, destroying its value.98 He sees Shand’s capitalist turn as
limited, and his own ‘work’ as a “larger horizon.”99
Crawford explains this mission to Charles Prentice at length, when Prentice
says that if he were burgled, he would just call the police. Crawford invokes the
ineptitude of the police, and says that follow-up crimes produce a heightened
need for security – and an ‘awakening’:
The break-ins are like the devout Catholic’s wristlet that chafes the
skin and sharpens the moral sensibility. The next burglary fills you
with anger, even a self-righteous rage. The police are useless, fobbing
you off with vague promises, and that generates a sense of injustice, a
feeling that you’re surrounded by a world without shame. Everything
around you, the paintings and the silverware you’ve always taken for
granted, fit into this new moral framework. You’re more aware of

95 See Dictionary.com www.dictionary.com/browse/shand; Collins Dictionary Online
www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/shand.
96 Cocaine Nights, p. 63.
97 Cocaine Nights, p. 199
98Cocaine Nights, p. 236-24.
99 Cocaine Nights, pp. 240.
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yourself. Dormant areas of your mind that you haven’t visited for
years become important again. You begin to reassess yourself. . . .100
This reassessment, according to Crawford, leads to a recommitment to art,
beauty, and community:
Crime and vandalism are everywhere. You have to rise above these
mindless thugs and the oafish world they inhabit. Insecurity forces
you to cherish whatever moral strengths you have, just as political
prisoners memorize Dostoyevsky’s House of the Dead, the dying play
Bach and rediscover their faith, parents mourning a dead child do
voluntary work at a hospice.101
Crime, apparently, is the spur to action because it is the only space of
“possibility” left – politics is over, religion is dead.102 Crawford believes that
people need to transgress rules around “sex and property and self-control” – the
dictates of propriety under capitalism, and the very disciplinary discourses
outlined by Foucault, where “property and self-control” are understood as
referring to the body as much as any external property.103 The cultural realm
represents a space of imaginative production that Crawford depicts as beyond
the base instincts of capitalism. This ignores the way cultural production itself
functions to institute and transmit particular normative and economic value(s).
Ballard highlights this omission through his frequent ‘branding’ of culture in
Cocaine Nights. The open air cinema Prentice sees on his first approach
advertises, “a season of Katherine Hepburn and Spencer Tracy films, the very
height of intellectual chic of a certain kind”; after the formation of a theatre
group in the reinvigorated Residencia Costasol, we hear, “The Marina Players
were about to launch their first production, a performance of The Importance of
Being Earnest, which would alternate with Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?”104
The spur of crime contributes to the creation of a solid middle class. For all the
potential Crawford imagines, it is difficult to discern anything revolutionary in
this recycling of modernist classics, or to see how this repetitive and referential
100 Cocaine Nights, p. 244.
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form of self-expression serves to alleviate the discontent of the pueblo dwellers
(again, we will see this critique made explicit in Millennium People). Instead, it
shows again the nostalgic impulse at work in Crawford’s utopianism, which,
despite its middle-class trappings, is effectively a tabloid utopianism. Like the
‘imagined communities’ of tabloid newspaper readers, who are united under the
language of threat and strongly nationalistic rhetoric, the subjects of the Costa
del Sol are encouraged to harken back to a fictive ‘simpler time’, like Prentice’s
account of “mythical 1930s” where, once again, “… there were no gangs of bored
teenagers, no deracinated suburbs where neighbours scarcely knew each other
and their only civic loyalties were to the nearest hypermarket and the DIY
store.”105 The purported simplicity of this halcyon past marks a desire for a
return to a world in which power seemed intelligible, knowable and thus capable
of being resisted – a time outside of the ‘chaos of choice’ of neoliberalism. After
all that, Bobby Crawford’s revolution turns out to be deeply conservative – and
this, in the end, is its appeal.106
This is also true of the way in which Ballard shows us how the power of
‘transgression’ is undermined by its economic utility. Although Dr Sanger’s
understanding of transgressive behaviour as that which can, “provoke us and tap
into our need for strong emotion, quicken the nervous system and jump the
synapses deadened by leisure and inaction” seems to locate it in the affective
realm, and therefore to ascribe a true sense of potential to it, this potential
cannot be realised.107 Betty Shand’s neoliberalism recuperates any dangerous
elements through making them subject to market logic, reminding us again of
neoliberalism’s remarkable capacity for tolerance in the private sphere. Shand
makes money from the sale of drugs, as seen above; she owns the clubs around
which the social lives of Estrella de Mar and the Resdiencia Costasol are
organised (of which one must be a member to participate – community on these
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terms is worthless if it is not based on exclusion); she operates the bars and
restaurants to which people flock once their ‘appetite for life’ has been
stimulated by Crawford’s ‘treatment.’ Charles Prentice is instinctively aware of
this contradiction: he says to Crawford, “You can’t play tennis without observing
the rules.”108 The immanence of transgression to the system it transgresses
follows Foucault’s explanation of counter-conduct in the The Birth of Biopolitics,
and is contained here by the mutually constitutive relationship between this
conduct and counter-conduct - after all, the laws Crawford transgresses are
mostly those of property.109 Crawford thinks his ‘mission’ is primary, and fails to
see that Shand et al are exploiting him. His unwitting role is to restore subjects to
productive action and reinsert them into networks of capital, to make possible
the neoliberalisation of life on the Costa del Sol. Under the guidance of the
capitalist class, the system seeks to make sure of itself - not for nothing is the
motto of the Residencia Costasol, “Investment, Freedom, Security”.110 Crawford
turns out to be not a happiness messiah, but a “public spirited psychopath” in the
spirit of Ballard’s Thatcher-as-signifier character. His system of transgressions,
in the end, resembles the ‘shock doctrine’ of ‘disaster capitalism’, as identified by
Naomi Klein.111 Klein identifies Milton Friedman, one of the foundational
thinkers of neoliberal economics, as a leading proponent of this ‘disaster
capitalism’, referencing his influential work Capitalism and Freedom (1962), in
which he wrote, “Only a crisis actual or perceived produces real change.”112
Crawford’s programme escalates the moment of crisis necessary for the
economic transformation of the Costa del Sol.
Crawford is apparently seen to insist on the “freedom to be unhappy”, in direct
contravention of the neoliberal discourse of happiness which sees unhappiness stress, depression, anxiety - as a state subjects should choose to overcome.113 We
see this throughout the novel in various ways: early on, Charles Prentice decides
to take up smoking again, after having quit some time before, violating the
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wellness imperative of neoliberal happiness discourse.114 There is a female
character, Lori Anderson, introduced towards the end of the novel. When she
first appears, she is under the care of psychiatrist Dr Sanger and recovering from
a drug addiction. Crawford encourages her to run away, feeds her drugs, enlists
her to make pornography and eggs her on when she repeatedly injures or hurts
herself.115 Despite this, and the affective potential roused by criminal behaviour,
the subjects of the Costa del Sol - Crawford included - are too deeply enmeshed
in the cultural logic of neoliberalism to resist the normative imperatives of
productive engagement. In the end, Crawford perpetuates the regulatory
function of neoliberal happiness discourse, due to the limitations of his utopian
vision. The cycle of capital continues, just as the novel closes as it began, with a
Prentice brother assuming a guilt that is not is. Bobby Crawford never gets the
chance to imagine a world beyond the dictates of productive imperatives, and so
dies a martyr of the neoliberalised conception of happiness. After all, in his
words, “One needs a great deal of idle time to feel really sorry for oneself.”116

114 See ‘Why Everyone Loves to Hate Smokers’ in Carl Cederström and André Spicer, The
Wellness Syndrome. Cambridge: Polity, 2015, pp. 26 – 31.
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116 Cocaine Nights, p. 176.
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All Work and No Play: Global Elites and the Happiness Imperative in SuperCannes (An Eden Full of Snakes)
After Cocaine Nights’ sustained focus on the leisure societies of neoliberalism,
Ballard makes a volte-face in Super Cannes. This novel focuses on the world of
work, at its highest level - the ‘executive class.’ Continuing his emphasis on
material circumstance, Ballard’s setting this time is the exclusive business park
of Eden-Olympia, modelled on the real life Sophia-Antipolis, which makes
frequent appearances in the novel as a contemporary of the fictive park. It is
even mentioned several times in the novel that the two parks are to be linked in
a project designed to capture the biometric information of all residents.117
Sophia-Antipolis is a tech-focused business park, complete with academic
campus. Its website describes it as “an ecosystem devoted to innovation.”118 Its
primary reason for existing is explicitly economic, to strengthen commercial
innovation and encourage “cross-pollination” between industries, although the
website also focuses emphatically on the unique quality of life offered: a section
of the website entitled ‘Highlife’ tells the reader, “All those who move here say
the same thing: people gladly move to the Côte d’Azur and they never want to
leave.”119 Although the slightly threatening tone of this statement may be due to
the vagaries of translation, it accords neatly with Ballard’s fictional account of
life at Eden-Olympia.
The protagonist of this novel is Paul Sinclair, a former pilot who suffered a
plane crash that left him grounded, and seriously injured, a short time before the
beginning of the novel, his subsequent hospitalisation introducing him to his
now-wife, young doctor Jane.120 The impetus for their move to Eden-Olympia is
Jane’s career: there is an opening for a paediatrician at the park, as David
Greenwood, the previous incumbent and an old friend of Jane’s, recently
embarked on a murderous rampage, ending in his own suicide – or so the official
117
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story goes. As in all these late novels, the truth turns out to be more complicated:
criminality is, once again, the ‘dark heart’ of this society, and it is Paul Sinclair
who must uncover it. This time, the ringleader is Wilder Penrose, resident
psychiatrist of Eden-Olympia, who oversees the institution of a programme of
prescribed psychopathology, encouraging residents to take part in drug dealing,
prostitution, and racist assaults. The impulse behind this treatment is financial:
when Eden-Olympia first began, its inhabitants found themselves plagued by
illness and exhaustion, a productive malaise that threatened the efficiency of the
park. After analysing the desperate dreams of this professional class, Penrose
came to believe that a “carefully metered measure of psychopathy” could provide
the vital stimulus to jumpstart Eden-Olympia.121
Greenwood was on a mission to expose this criminality when he was killed –
not, as it transpires, by his own hand, but by a then-rookie security guard, Frank
Halder. His spur was self-loathing. He was a paedophile, involved in exploiting
vulnerable young girls in a paedophile ring organised through a Lewis Carroll
lending library.122 The heavy-handedness of these references is a deliberate
technique, occurring as part of Ballard’s framing of Eden-Olympia as a
Baudrillardian hyperreality. The novel wears this on its sleeve – or rather, on its
shirt, when Paul Sinclair tells us, “I sat down and ordered a vin blanc from the
young French waitress, who wore jeans and a white vest printed with a
quotation from Baudrillard.”123 The Baudrillardian framework of the novel
reflects the hyperreality of finance capital and rise of information economies.
This is figured even through the Alice books in the novel: it is not Alice in
Wonderland that Greenwood gives to the girls, but Alice Through the Looking
Glass.124 Upon discovering the truth about Eden-Olympia, Paul Sinclair says to
Wilder Penrose, “It’s another Alice world – corporate profits are higher than
121
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anywhere in Europe and the people earning them are going mad together.”125
References to mirrors abound in the novel, reflecting and distorting wherever
they are found.
With regard to this information economy, Penrose tells Paul Sinclair,
“Companies here aren’t involved with the Third World. None of them are
sweating rubber or bauxite out of a coolie workforce. The raw material
processed at Eden-Olympia is high grade information.”126 Penrose deliberately
ignores the way in which this informational, or immaterial, labour process
exploits the worker. In exploring the collapse of the productive sphere into the
sphere of consumption, which functions in the same vein as Rose’s account of the
move from ‘doing’ subject to ‘consuming’ subject, Baurdillard writes of the
wastefulness of the unmanaged imagination: “The imagination should be
realised as a force of production, it should be invested. The slogan of the
technocracy is: ‘Power to the Imagination!’”127 In an affective economy, this
capture is made real: the actual imagination (also intellectual property) of the
worker belongs to the processes of capital.128 This underlines Ballard’s
insistence on the imagination as a potentially disruptive space. This is
represented here by Paul Sinclair, through his status as ex-pilot - flight is closely
linked to the imaginative realm - and his role as outsider in Eden-Olympia.
Sinclair is an outsider because his injury means he does not work, and this places
him outside the networks of productivity that define identity in the business
park. We might note here too that the nature of Sinclair’s injury, whilst
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undoubtedly physical in origin, seems to have a psychosomatic or psychological
component, which affects its healing. The co-option of the imagination in SuperCannes has three primary strands. The first is the institution of work as primary
site of subjectification; the second is the delineation of a hyperreal space, based
on the ‘simulated violence’ of security; the third is the rationalisation and
management of the subject through the intervention of authority, primarily
figured in terms of medical discourse, with an emphasis on psy sciences. These
strands work together to effectively remove the concept of the private sphere,
demonstrating Ballard’s continued preoccupation with the disappearance of civil
society. Running through each of these strands, too, is a satiric commentary on
the rise of management capitalism, the very strain of neoliberal thinking that has
organised and shaped much of the neoliberal (re)conceptualisation of happiness
I am critiquing in this thesis.129
The Baudrillardian framing of the novel begins with Ballard’s introductory
foreword, where he lays out the (real) geography of Super-Cannes and
acknowledges Sophia-Antipolis as the inspiration for Eden-Olympia. SophiaAntipolis is a financial Disneyland. Early in the novel, Ballard makes it clear that,
as Disneyland is the “objective profile of America,” Eden-Olympia is the
“objective profile” of ‘new’ France, as Paul Sinclair tells us:
. . . the France of the 1960s, with its Routier lunches, anti-CRS slogans
and the Citroën DS, had been largely replaced by a new France of
high-speed monorails, MacDo’s, and the lavish air-shows that my
cousin Charles and I would visit in our rented Cessna when we
founded our firm of aviation publishers. And Eden-Olympia was the
newest of the new France.130
Eden-Olympia is a simulacrum of Sophia-Antipolis, creating a framework of
hyperreality within the world of the novel itself through this reflexivity. The fact
that Sophia-Antipolis also features in the novel ensures that Eden-Olympia is not
129
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simply a double of that place; Ballard aims to make plain the distinction between
the two. In so doing, he highlights the way in which his novels work to produce
reality, part of his oblique strategy of resisting incorporation into rational
productive logic through emphasising the disruptive potential of the imaginative
realm and his own imbrication in modes of cultural (re)production.
The name of Eden-Olympia extends this approach, instituting its own
symbolic order. Sophia-Antipolis draws its name from the Greek word for
wisdom, Sophia, and the ancient Greek name for Antibes, Antipolis, the ‘opposite’
(anti) city, so called because it was geographically opposite Nice. The name is apt
in other ways, which feed into Ballard’s construction of Eden-Olympia: the
business park is the anti-city, a carefully planned and managed space where the
contingent is outlawed. As Jane Sinclair says upon arrival in Eden-Olympia, “It’s
all very civilized here, in a Euro kind of way. Not a drifting leaf in sight.”131 This
aversion to contingency is echoed by psychiatrist Penrose shortly after, upon
seeing a “trio of Senegalese trinket salesmen” who have breached the borders of
the park; he says, “it’s irritating to be reminded of the contingent world.”132 The
sighting of this trio is our first encounter with the regulation of borders in EdenOlympia. Paul Sinclair asks Penrose about the incidence of criminality in the
park, saying, “It looks as if security might be a problem.” Penrose replies,
“Security is first class. Or should be … We have our own police force.”133 Policing
in Eden-Olympia refers not just to the control of borders but also to the policing
of affect. After witnessing the death (murder) of Pascal Zander, Eden-Olympia’s
chief of police, Paul Sinclair reflects, “…I realised that once again I had yielded to
the greater status quo that was Eden-Olympia. The business park set its own
rules, and had effectively switched off our emotions.“134 This is part of a system
of control that mirrors the regulatory strategies of neoliberal happiness
discourse.
Penrose’s strategy highlights the worst parts of neoliberalism, relying on, “…
increased class division, intensified policing, increased surveillance, and
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heightened security measures, which inevitably arise from strained relations.”135
Paul Sinclair glimpses this early on in the novel, when he witnesses two men
being brutally beaten by Eden-Olympia security in the car-park of the clinic
where his wife works. One of the men is another Senegalese trinket salesman,
the other a Russian – neither belong in Eden-Olympia. Several members of the
Eden-Olympia elite keenly observe this beating, including accountant Alain
Delage, a protégé of Penrose’s, who later goes on to become chief of security. At
this stage, Paul Sinclair does not fully understand the significance of what he
sees. Like all the protagonists of these late novels, he must act as detective to
piece together what is happening. He mistakenly believes the security forces are
attacking the Russian man because they have taken him for a different Russian,
with whom he had a confrontation earlier in the day.136 When he attempts to
impart these concerns to Halder, the guard responds, “One Russian, another
Russian . . . examples have to be made. We can’t be everywhere. This is the dark
side of Eden-Olympia. We work hard so you and Dr. Jane can enjoy the sun.”137
We can read this interaction in terms of Springer’s account of the way in which
the Othering of neoliberal violence enables exclusions that serve to ‘normalize’
exceptional violence:
Exceptional violence always runs the risk of becoming exemplary, or
so routinized, quotidian, ordinary, and banal that we no longer feel an
emotional response to its appearance precisely because it is the norm.
We may recognise it as violence, but we remain indifferent.138
Springer suggests, “…it is through the construction of a new neoliberal normative
frame – wherein malice and malevolence become the new rule – that the
exceptional violence of neoliberalism is transformed into exemplary violence.”139
Ballard’s work literalises this – Penrose makes malice and malevolence the rule,
through assertion of his medical authority and the closing down of imaginative,
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or affective, space. This takes place in the name of revitalising the executive class
– ensuring their ‘happiness,’ where happiness is read as productivity. EdenOlympia residents become programmatically indifferent to the suffering of
others under the guidance of Penrose, who ensures that their empathetic
capacity is undone through their imaginative stasis.
In the final chapter of the novel, as he is on his way to finish David Greenwood’s
mission and expose the horrors of Eden-Olympia, Paul Sinclair observes:
Flight was an element missing from Eden-Olympia, the certainties of
wind-speed, gravity and life. Absent, too, was the need to explore any
interior space, to pioneer the mail routes inside our heads. Only
Wilder Penrose had furnished us with an atlas of destinations, a black
geography sketched on his prescription pads…140
Penrose’s “atlas of destinations” here is surely a reference to the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, the clinical handbook of the psy sciences.
In Rose’s account of the functions of the DSM, he writes of the attitude of British
psychiatric clinicians:
A diagnostic manual in psychiatry, they say, is just a provisional map
of the territory . . . A manual like DSM is a kind of rough guide that will
help the practitioner get oriented, maybe to read on the plane but
best put to one side when one is actually on the ground. . . .141
Rose’s imagery echoes that of the novel, suggesting Ballard may have been even
closer to the language of psy than he realised. In wider practice, however, the
DSM too often fails to function as a rough guide or provisional map. Its diagnoses
have material consequence: they act on subjects in a way that is undeniably real.
Rose highlights the way in which diagnosis,
is also a psychological, social, economic, political reality, held in place
by many social practices. Doctors, researchers, patients, pressure
groups and bureaucrats become attached to these categories, shaped
140
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by them, sometimes dependent upon them financially, professionally,
politically, morally. Psychiatric categories partake of this reality,
despite the disputable definitions and fuzzy borders that frame so
many diagnoses.142
This illustrates the ways in which psy science is enmeshed in networks of
subjectification, control, and normative practice. Of interest here is not the way
in which these diagnoses impose identity on subjects, but the way in which
subjects themselves come to take them as identity referents, and to use them as
frameworks for constructing conceptions of selfhood – this is part of the selfregulatory dimension of the psy.143 This is also linked to understandings of
suffering as site of identity, mentioned earlier in relation to Wendy Brown’s
work, and parodied by the perverse identities ascribed to subjects in EdenOlympia by Penrose’s programme. Characters in the novel frequently assert their
happiness even as they participate in and endure behaviours that are clearly
distressing. Jane Sinclair, drugged and distant, is badly beaten by Pascal Zander,
after he tries to rape her but is too drunk to maintain an erection. Immediately
after, she avows her desire to stay in Eden-Olympia, saying to her husband, “I’m
really happy here. Aren’t you?”144
It seems to me that this is also a clear reference to the cognitive dissonance of
neoliberal subjects, a dissonance that is deliberately promoted by the neoliberal
programme. Philip Mirowski lays this out at pace in his account of how
neoliberalism survived the financial crash of 2007/8:
. . .people react to potential disconfirmation of strongly held views by
adjusting their own understandings of the doctrine in question to
accommodate contrary evidence; this has been discussed in the social
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psychology literature under the rubric of “cognitive dissonance,” and
in the philosophy literature as Duhem’s Thesis.145
Mirowski also refers to the social dimension of this practice, suggesting that,
“people cannot vet and validate even a small proportion of knowledge to which
they subscribe, and so must of necessity depend heavily upon others such as
teachers and experts and peers to underwrite much of their beliefs.”146 It is
useful to reflect on this when considering the pervasive rise of emotive political
discourse outlined in the introduction to this thesis. I should say, too, that I
recognise that there may be some tension between Mirowski’s relative dismissal
of governmentality as unhelpful and my efforts to trace happiness discourse as a
form of neoliberal governmentality. To answer this, I stress the specific remit of
this thesis – I am not seeking to ‘explain’ neoliberalism, as Mirowski (valiantly)
attempts to, but instead to focus on one small part of the way in which its ‘values’
have come to be transmitted as ‘normal’ and apparently willingly adopted by
subjects, through an investigation of contemporary literature. I am not an
economist (if, per Mirowski, they even exist), but something more like a member
of the “motley clique” he describes, who seek to explore “neoliberal
consciousness.”147
Mirowski goes on to quote psychologist Leon Festinger, originator of the
theory of cognitive dissonance, who asserts that those who face a major
challenge to their belief systems may in fact become increasingly attached to
those beliefs, evangelical even. This is certainly the case in Super-Cannes, where
even wary Paul Sinclair is drawn into Wilder Penrose’s psychopathological
underworld. The only thing that draws him out is the murder of Frances Baring,
and his realisation that he is being set up to ‘take the fall’ for it.148 Unlike the
figure of Bobby Crawford in Cocaine Nights, it is not Penrose’s personal charisma
that draws disciples to him: in fact, he is frequently described by other
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characters in unpleasant terms, verging on the grotesque.149 Instead, it is the
comprehensiveness of his vision, and the way in which he encourages subjects to
act on themselves in its construction, implicating them entirely in the microcosm
of violence and exploitation of which he sees himself as architect.
Returning to the question of psy science and diagnosis, Rose references Charles
Rosenberg’s work, where Rosenberg says,
We have never been more aware of the arbitrary and constructed
quality of psychiatric diagnoses, yet in an era characterized by the
increasingly bureaucratic management of health care and an
increasingly pervasive reductionism in the explanation of normal as
well as pathological behavior, we have never been more dependent
on them.150
Bureaucratisation is a feature not just of health care under neoliberalism but of
life as a whole. I have previously intimated the way in which neoliberal
happiness discourse tends to connect the biological and the psychological, as is
evident in the language of ‘wellness’ or ‘holistic happiness’ seen in Cederström
and Spicer’s work. In Super-Cannes, this manifests in Jane Sinclair’s project of
accumulating the medical data of the park’s residents. She describes the project
to her husband early in the novel, with a hint of incredulity:
“Every morning when they get up people will dial the clinic and log in
their health data: pulse, blood pressure, weight and so on. One prick
of the finger on a small scanner and the computers here will analyse
everything: liver enzymes, cholesterol, prostate markers, the lot.”
“Alcohol levels, recreational drugs…?”
“Everything. It’s so totalitarian only Eden-Olympia could even think
about it and not realise what it means.”151
Later, when Jane becomes fully ‘integrated’ into Eden-Olympia, the project takes
on a different signification: Paul Sinclair says, “she had found professional
success at Eden-Olympia. She had been profiled in the London medical press, and
149
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was completing diagnostic tests that would link every employee in EdenOlympia and Sophia-Antipolis.”152 Some fifteen years after the original
publication of Super-Cannes, we might see Jane’s project as dated – who needs a
doctor to monitor and record their medical data when we can buy a Fitbit and
pay to do it ourselves? Even better, our employer might give us one, allowing us
to measure our own wellness and assess it in comparison to our fellow
employees, as we ourselves are assessed, combining workplace primacy,
competition and self-regulation in one neat neoliberal package.153 Whilst this is
true in some respects, Rose’s writing on biological citizenship might give us
pause, considering the project of belonging that exists at the core of Penrose’s
efforts and the core of Ballard’s thematic concerns. Given that the express
purpose of Eden-Olympia’s Other, Sophia-Antipolis, is the “cross pollination” of
ideas, and the previously stated interest of this work in the co-option of the
imagination, the passage below on the efforts of states to manage the ‘resource’
of the “specific hereditary stock of their population” is striking:
[Techniques of managing the hereditary stock of populations] are
grounded in the hope that specific characteristics of the genes of
groups of their citizens may potentially provide a valuable resource
for the generation of intellectual property rights, for biotechnological
innovation and the creation of what we will term … biovalue.154
This expands our understanding of the implications of Jane’s project, and allows
us to envision the scope of practices intended to produce self-regulating subjects
– even down to the level of genetics.155 Although this genetic application is not
explicit in the novel, we can see how the underpinnings of biological citizenship
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might lie beneath Jane’s work, alerting us to the ever-more insidious workings of
the neoliberal happiness agenda.
If sister park Sophia-Antipolis contains the possibility of its own opposite in
its own name, like the secrets of happiness potentially hidden in our genes,
Ballard makes sure of it in naming Eden-Olympia. The significance of ‘Eden’ is
obvious in its biblical sense; in case we are unsure about this, a conversation
between Paul Sinclair and Wilder Penrose about the initial illness and apathy of
the first park residents illuminates it for us: Paul Sinclair says, “They’d forgotten
they were living in paradise?” Penrose tells him, “This was Eden without a
snake.”156 Penrose sees himself as the snake in Eden, embodying the twofold
meaning of the serpent, a symbol of healing and evil, chaos and fertility, and
raising the image of the ouroboros of capitalism. The ‘Olympia’ in the park’s
name links the residents of the park, those members of the elite professional
class, to the Olympian gods, as well as invoking the Olympic Games, linking this
novel to the games of Cocaine Nights. There are several occasions in SuperCannes when the perverse pursuits of Eden-Olympia residents are referred to as
games. The character of Frances Baring, a property manager at Eden-Olympia
with whom David Greenwood was romantically involved (and with whom Paul
Sinclair has an affair) is connected to the term, describing, “the games we [she
and Greenwood] played” and telling Sinclair, “Sooner or later, though, all games
become serious.”157 Baring is also connected to the motif of flying in the novel,
and its associated theme of resistance. At the start of chapter twenty-five,
Sinclair says, “Now Frances Baring had dealt herself back into the game, playing
with her marked cards and her rigged shoe.”158 This language foreshadows
Baring’s later role in resisting the wellbeing imperatives of Eden-Olympia (if we
can refer to prescribed psychopathology as such), and reminds us that, as in
Cocaine Nights, these games are never fair.
Wilder Penrose continues this associative reference, likening his treatment to
“a game of touch rugby.”159 Those who participate in the treatment have evolved
into a kind of alternative sporting group, one whose main interest is violent
156
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ratissages. The word ‘ratissage’ is deliberately chosen here: originating in the
1950s, it refers to a military sweep or raid, particularly used for the actions of
the French in Algeria. Its secondary meaning is economic, referring to the giving
up of national resources to a central bank.160 Ratissage is a loaded word, with
distinctly racist overtones – overtones that ripple through the novel, as the
racism of purportedly neutral Eden-Olympia, and the neoliberal capitalist system
that shapes the park, is exposed. At their first meeting, during their exchange on
the state of security at Eden-Olympia, Wilder Penrose tells Paul Sinclair:
“There’s nothing racist, by the way. We’re truly multinational –
Americans, French, Japanese. Even Russians and east Europeans.”
‘Black Africa?”
“At the senior level. We’re a melting pot, as the Riviera always has
been. The solvent now is talent, not wealth or glamour. Forget about
crime.”161
This is the neoliberal argument: free market ‘equality’ fosters a cosmopolitan
multiculturalism that precludes racism. Jodi Melamed calls attention to the way
in which neoliberalism’s universalism, “remakes categories of racial privilege
and stigma beyond colour lines by representing the advantages that are enjoyed
by neoliberalism’s winners as the just desserts of global multicultural
citizens.”162 Ballard reveals the anti-racist rhetoric of neoliberalism to be no
more than a weak posture. Penrose continues to insist on the anti-racism of
Eden-Olympia, defending the racist selection of the victims of the ratissages
through the invocation of trickle-down economics. When Sinclair suggests their
racial profiling is, “Tough on the Arabs,” Penrose replies, “True. But on the whole
the immigrant community benefits. Eden-Olympia is a scrupulous equal-
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opportunities employer, with no racial bias. We hire a disproportionate number
of north Africans as gardeners and road sweepers.”163
The perpetrators of these ratissages are referred to as a bowling club
throughout the novel, first mentioned by Paul Sinclair during the attack on the
Russian in the car park: “[Alain Delage] and the other executives were dressed in
leather jackets zipped to the neck, like members of an Eden-Olympia bowling
club.”164 The image of the ‘bowling club’ calls to mind Robert Putnam’s influential
study, Bowling Alone (2000), in which the theorist imagines the decline in
bowling leagues in the United States as symbolic of the decline of civic society. In
contrast to the vibrant Estrella de Mar of Cocaine Nights, Eden-Olympia has no
civil society – by design: “Civility and polity were designed into Eden-Olympia, in
the same way that mathematics, aesthetics and the entire geopolitical worldview
were designed into the Parthenon and the Boeing 747.”165 This is connected to
the park’s intention to make the workplace the primary scene of life itself, as
Penrose explains to Paul Sinclair: “At Eden-Olympia work is the ultimate play,
and play the ultimate work.”166 This primacy of work is linked to an abdication of
morality, or rather, a submission to the morality of the market:
A giant multinational like Fuji or General Motors sets its own
morality. The company defines the rules that govern how you treat
your spouse, where you educate your children, the sensible limits to
stock market investment. The bank decides how big a mortgage you
can handle, the right amount of health insurance to buy. There are no
more moral decisions than there are on a new superhighway. Unless
you own a Ferrari, pressing the accelerator is not a moral decision.
Ford and Fiat and Toyota have engineered in a sensible response
curve. We can rely on their judgment, and that leaves the rest of us
free to get on with the rest of our lives. We’ve achieved real freedom,
freedom from morality.167
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This philosophy is at odds with the conventional wisdom of popular neoliberal
rhetoric: that choice will set you free, or rather, that it is only through choosing
that the subject can construct any idea of freedom. In Thatcher’s words, “Choice
is the essence of ethics: if there were no choice, there would be no ethics, no
good, no evil; good and evil have meaning only insofar as man is free to
choose.”168 (Although remember, please, when it comes to the market economy,
“there is no alternative” to choose.) Paul Sinclair highlights the tension between
Penrose’s thesis and the primacy of individual choice in neoliberal rhetoric,
saying, “I thought the organization man died out in the 1960s.”169 The
Organization Man refers to William H. Whyte’s 1956 management guide, which
promoted the creativity of the individual over collectivist action and decisionmaking in the workplace, and suggested that reliance on group logic made
executives timid and unadventurous in their work. Penrose agrees with Sinclair,
and claims that the ‘new breed’ of worker is quite distinct: for these, the
abdication of choice in the private sphere allows the workplace to take its
rightful place as the locus of self-construction, which is to say, the realm of
choice.
There are echoes, too, of Whyte’s rough contemporary, Herbert Marcuse,
whose One Dimensional Man (1964) critiques the authoritarianism of consumer
capitalism, and the unfreedom of choice in this system, anticipating the rise of
neoliberalism and the one dimensionality of total market logic. Marcuse’s writing
on conscience seems apt here, and contributes to outlining how subjects come to
accept the radical inequalities of life in Eden-Olympia and life under
neoliberalism. He says, “Conversely, loss of conscience due to the satisfactory
liberties granted by an unfree society makes for a happy consciousness which
facilitates acceptance of the misdeeds of this society.”170 Marcuse sees this
acceptance as signalling declining autonomy, countering Penrose’s assertion that
the self-motivated professionals of today are somehow more liberated than the
“early office dwelling hominid, a corporate version of Dawn man who assumed a
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sedentary posture in order to survive.”171 Note the double meaning of ‘selfmotivated’ here, referring to apparently intrinsic motivation, but also to the
motivation of selfhood, defining the parameters of identity through productive
engagement with the world of work. Marcuse’s theory of “institutionalized
desublimation” is in effect an account of Penrose’s programme:
Institutionalized desublimation thus appears to be an aspect of the
‘conquest of transcendence’ achieved by the one-dimensional society.
Just as this society tends to reduce, and even absorb opposition (the
qualitative difference!) in the realm of politics and higher culture, so it
does in the instinctual sphere. The result is the atrophy of the mental
organs for grasping the contradictions and the alternatives and, in the
one remaining dimension of technological rationality, the Happy
Consciousness comes to prevail.172
The absorption of opposition is the primary technique of neoliberal control, as I
have previously stated: the subsumption of all into market logic. The ‘instinctual
sphere’ here refers to the realm of affect, not explicitly described as such in
Ballard’s work but clearly recognisable, as we saw first in Bobby Crawford’s
proclamations in Cocaine Nights. The “atrophy of mental organs” can be seen to
refer to the closing down of spaces of imaginative potential, as tracked in this
study and the work of others - Fisher, Hardt and Negri, Sennett.
Despite Penrose’s assertions, then, his own programme attests to the paucity
of his professed worldview, highlighting as it does the affective deadness of the
contemporary worker. As Ballard said, quoted at the start of this chapter,
“People resent the fact that the most moral decision in their lives is choosing
what colour their next car will be.”173 With no civic or private sphere in which to
give vent to self-expression, the executives of Eden-Olympia at first fell victim to
the ‘malaise’ mentioned earlier; a ‘blunting of the creative edge,’ in Penrose’s
terminology.174 The subsumption of subjectivity by the productive imperative
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leads to a space where nothing is ‘outside of’ work, and so there is no space in
which executives can conceptualise a ‘real self,’ as dictated by the normative
imperatives of psy rationales. Penrose recognises this: “At Eden-Olympia, there’s
no interplay of any kind, none of the emotional trade-offs that give us a sense of
who we are.”175 The work performed by the residents of Eden-Olympia, despite
Penrose’s assertions to the contrary, does not – and cannot - represent complete
‘self-actualisation’. At the same time, the drive to locate the self in work is so
complete that subjects have no alternative framework in which to construct
identity. Any time that is not productive is seen as theft, in the language of the
business park, as Paul Sinclair recognises of his covert relationship with Frances
Baring: “We had started an affair, but our time together had been stolen from
Eden-Olympia and would have to be returned.”176 Thus the idea of finding
reprieve in leisure becomes unthinkable, the spectre of the deathless leisure of
the pueblos of Cocaine Nights haunting these high-powered executives. Penrose
says to Sinclair, “If you don’t keep busy, it’s easy to find yourself in a state close
to sensory deprivation.”177 As it turns out, this is more than just friendly advice.
Paul Sinclair’s abundance of free time makes him a target of suspicion in EdenOlympia, and leaves him with the time to investigate its dark underbelly. As a
result of his sleuthing, his leg injury is slow to heal, or at least he claims it is; as
mentioned earlier, the injury seems to have some vague psychological
component.178 His wife begins to give him medicine for the pain, which turns out
to be eighty-five per cent amitriptyline, a drug used as a long-term sedative in
mental hospitals.179 When obedience cannot be won, it is administered
intravenously, and failure to adhere to the productive imperative results in
permanent exclusion.
Despite this, Super-Cannes is more explicitly optimistic than Cocaine Nights
when it comes to the possibility of resisting neoliberalisation, and the neoliberal
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happiness imperative. The figuring of flight as an extended metaphor throughout
the novel creates a literal space of potential, outside the borders of EdenOlympia, as the space beyond the page may represent a realm of potential for the
reader. From the moment of Paul Sinclair’s entry into Eden-Olympia, he is linked
to Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, pilot, war hero and author of the classic children’s
book, The Little Prince (1943). The Little Prince tells the story of a pilot who has
crashed and is intent on rebuilding his engine, and the titular little prince he
meets, who regales him with stories of his interplanetary travels. It is a story
about the power of the imagination. The novel draws a distinction between the
capacity of children and adults to see the world, where its narrator fears
becoming really adult. This reminds us of the frequent references to Alice in
Super-Cannes, and the destruction of childhood enacted by the residents of EdenOlympia, Greenwood in particular. The pilot says he is writing the story of the
little prince so he does not forget him: “And if I forget him, I may become like the
grown-ups who are no longer interested in anything but figures…”180 The prince
recounts the stories of men he has met who are defined by their function:
geographer, lamplighter, businessman – as those in Eden-Olympia are defined by
theirs. Their view of the world has been narrowed by this identity, blinding them
to possibility – the geographer cannot see the mountains he records, because he
is bound to his desk; the lamplighter is so intent on following orders that he
cannot see there is no need for him to light the lamp, as his world is so small it is
possible to exist in perpetual daylight; the businessman spends all his time
counting the stars to assert his ownership of them, and cannot see their beauty.
Paul Sinclair must look beyond the official narrative to uncover what really
happened to David Greenwood, as we readers must look beyond the ostensibly
conventional detective narrative of Super-Cannes to understand how the novel
impels us to (re)discover real spaces of potential, and to resist the commonsense call to individualised happiness.
As the contingent world begins to creep into Eden-Olympia through
campaigns of disruption staged by Frank Halder and Frances Baring, the limits of
Penrose’s control are stretched. In the final chapter of the novel, Sinclair comes
180 Antoine de Saint- Exupéry, The Little Prince translated by Katherine Woods, 1943 New York:
Harcourt, Brace and World, 1960, p.12.
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to fill Greenwood’s role, putting into action his original plot to reveal EdenOlympia’s heart of darkness. This plot involves rounding up those who are key to
Penrose’s programme and forcing them to participate in a live broadcast from
the park’s TV centre – a truly Baudrillardian exposé. Before embarking on this
plan, Sinclair enlists the help of the brother of one of Greenwood’s accomplices,
one Philippe Bourget. They meet outside the showroom of Nostalgic Aviation, a
shop dedicated to the relics of flight history. This shop is in fact real, as Ballard
notes in his foreword: “Nostalgic Aviation, a cheerful museum of aircraft
memorabilia, stands at the entrance to Cannes-Mandelieu Airport, and is a haven
for flying buffs. On the new Riviera, even aviation is now consigned to a fondly
remembered past.”181 Sinclair says, “Twenty yards away was the showroom of
Nostalgic Aviation, with its collection of memorabilia, ejection seats and radial
engines, an Aladdin’s Cave of possibilities far more potent and enduring than
anything Wilder Penrose could offer.”182 Ballard seems to underline his own
tendency to nostalgise in this scene, although he also intimates that there may be
something useful in doing so, despite the concerns he displays elsewhere. This
exploration is developed in the following novels, too, where Ballard offers some
depiction of how both the right and the left fall victim to political nostalgising,
and how this can problematically limit the political imagination, as well as the
personal.183
Here, however, Sinclair’s connection between memorabilia and ejector seats
signals some potentiality in the past – a glimpse of a way out of the totalising
system at work in Eden-Olympia. This might remind us again of Marcuse’s work,
where he unpicks the ‘march of rationality’ that underpins the advance of
technological capitalist society, and the way in which this seeks to “exorcize” the
ghosts of the metaphysical, which we might here understand as the imaginative,
or the horizons of possibility.184 We can follow this through in reading Marcuse
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on the “chance of alternatives,” as his final chapter is entitled. Marcuse writes
presciently on the way in which protest is rendered ineffective through its
absorption. This is a reading we might extend in a contemporary context,
returning again to the ‘site of suffering’ as basis for political identity and the way
in which inscription of these identities in law minimises the possibility for
collectivist action, in accordance with the individualising thrust of neoliberalism.
Marcuse writes that:
. . . underneath the conservative popular base is a substratum of the
outcasts and outsiders, the exploited and persecuted and of other
races and other colours, the unemployed and the unemployable. They
exist outside the democratic process [or, in Super-Cannes, outside the
productive process which has supplanted political democracy]; their
life is the most immediate and the most real need for ending
intolerable conditions and institutions. Thus their opposition is
revolutionary even if their consciousness is not. Their opposition hits
the system from without and is therefore not deflected by the system;
it is an elementary force which violates the rules of the game and, in
doing so, reveals it as a rigged game.185
The connection to Super-Cannes is clear in both the figure of speech and intent of
this passage: unemployed and unemployable, Paul Sinclair remains an outsider,
and a champion of the contingent world of Others. The final image we have is of
his embarkation on the journey back to Eden-Olympia. He remains, in closing,
outside the park, connected to the contingent world beyond its rational(ising)
borders. These are the final sentences of the novel:
The beaches beside the coastal road were littered with forgotten film
magazines and empty bottles of suntan cream, the debris of a dream
washed ashore among the driftwood. I drove on, thinking of Jane and
Frances Baring and Wilder Penrose, ready to finish the task that
David Greenwood had begun.
The novel ends in a space of (tentative) hope, as does Marcuse’s work, which
finishes with a quote from Walter Benjamin: ”It is only for the sake of those
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without hope that hope is given to us.”186 Hope is figured as a responsibility here,
as it is in Sinclair’s mission, which echoes Ballard’s artistic enactment of what
Marcuse might call a Great Refusal. Unlike Cocaine Nights, which employed a
pessimistic circularity, this novel leaves space to believe that a radical break may
occur, as Paul Sinclair remains outside of the productive system and Penrose’s
programme, through his own liminal position: anti-racist, unemployed, capable
of some degree of ‘free thought.’
Ballard’s optimism, however, is qualified. We close on a scene in which the
revolution has yet to take place, and we know that the last effort failed, and was
co-opted into Penrose’s narrative quite neatly. Earlier in the chapter, Penrose
describes how the residents of Eden-Olympia failed to react to David
Greenwood’s attack in a timely or appropriate way: “Their moral perception of
evil was so eroded that it failed to warn them of danger … The Adolf Hitlers and
Pol Pots of the future won’t walk out of the desert. They’ll emerge from shopping
malls and business parks.” 187 This is a common theme of Ballard’s – that the
primacy of self-interest blinds us to the ways in which we are manipulated by
and become complicit in systems of injustice and exploitation. Springer writes,
History’s profoundest moments of inquiry are not performed by
extremists or psychopaths, but by ordinary people – potentially you
and me – as we come to accept the premises of the existing order. The
banality of evil is thus an erasure that deprives us of our ability to
recognize violence as a moment that is at once both exceptional and
exemplary.188
As Paul Sinclair finds himself finally recognising the corrupt and deranged reality
of the existing order of Eden-Olympia, the reader is moved with him, to
recognise the way in which this reflects and repeats those same corruptions in
the economic system that gives shape to our everyday lives. Violence in Ballard’s
novels is so commonplace because it reminds us of the exceptional and
exemplary practice of violence that constitutes everyday relations, our state of
unexceptional crisis. At the same time, Ballard clearly directs the reader, through
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Sinclair’s journey, to refuse the palliative of personal happiness, the complacency
of material comfort, and the rationalisation of individualism that serve to
enmesh us in the existing neoliberal order. As Paul Sinclair sets out at 6.45 am,
we must detect some trace of hope for a new dawn. The giving of hope, following
Marcuse’s reading, comes with responsibility. Ballard offers the reader this
glimmer of potential – but leaves the future, as yet, unwritten.
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Millennium People: The Culture Industry, Class and Precarity
In the third of these late novels, Millennium People (2003), Ballard’s effort to
“make visible what is invisible only because it’s too much on the surface of
things” sees him turn his attention to the class of characters who populate not
just these late novels, but his entire body of work. This time, our mystery-solving
protagonist is David Markham, who introduces himself thus at the beginning of
the novel: “Even I, David Markham, a trained psychologist infiltrated into Chelsea
Marina as a police spy – a deception I was last to discover – failed to see what
was going on.”189 Chelsea Marina is the setting for the rise of a middle-class
rebellion that both absurdly and presciently offers a vision of the bourgeoisie as
the ‘new proletariat.’ Markham’s involvement with the Marina set, an unlikely
alliance of priests, lecturers, arts fundraisers and ex-MoD bomb makers, is
occasioned by the death of his ex-wife, killed as a result of a bomb on a baggage
carousel at Heathrow airport. It later transpires that this was not exactly an
accident. This novel’s ‘public-spirited psychopath,’ Dr Richard Gould, chose to
place the bomb next to a suitcase labelled with Markham’s name (a relic of his
first marriage). Markham was targeted for his semi-celebrity status, having
participated in a BBC programme called ‘A Neuroscientist Looks at God’, which
also spawned a book, giving him a modest public profile. Although this is
ostensibly the mystery on which the plot hinges, as in these other late novels,
this mystery is more or less subterfuge, a cover for the real work of the novel,
which in this instance is the unravelling of the myth of the middle-class good life,
the precarity of life under neoliberalism and the way in which the culture
industry is involved in constructing consent and containing dissatisfaction.
This framework is intimately connected to my thesis: the normative values of
the mythical middle class are the optimal ‘wellness’ point of contemporary
neoliberal happiness discourse. The middle class are idealised because they are
interpellated as self-governing subjects, as Rose elaborates in part four of
Governing the Soul, under the heading ‘Obliged to be Free’: “the later
development of modern democracy is dependent upon the existence of certain
types of subjects, who did not require a continual external policing.”190 Rose
189
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explores various technologies of control in this assessment. Most pertinently to
this discussion, he looks at those founded on the drive for self-improvement:
[The injunction to self-government] was embedded in the civilizing
projects of urban philanthropists, the establishment of museums and
exhibitions, the design of shops and streets and other ‘public’ places
where standards of dress and conduct were expected. Not only could
authorities inspect and judge citizens, but parents could scrutinize
and criticize children and families could evaluate each other.191
This logic echoes throughout Millennium People, and is repeatedly espoused by
Kay Churchill, the public figurehead of the Marina rebellion. Richard Gould, its
first animus, has his own agenda, and prefers to work as the man behind the
curtain. Fairly early in the novel, Churchill takes Markham on a trip to conduct an
entirely fictive market research survey door-to-door, designed to unsettle
middle-class Twickenham residents, featuring questions such as “Would you
consider washing less frequently?” and “So you’d sign a petition to revoke laws
against sexual intercourse with animals?”192 During this, she says:
…the middle class have to be kept under control. They understand
that, and police themselves. Not with guns and gulags, but with social
codes. The right way to have sex, treat your wife, flirt at tennis parties
or start an affair. There are unspoken rules we all have to learn.193
This also demonstrates the way in which behaviour and taste are linked as class
markers, a recurrent concern in traditional debate about conceptions of
happiness, as Sara Ahmed recognises when she discusses ‘good taste’ in
Bourdieusian terms and seeks to problematise attachments to ‘good objects’ that
rely on “a fantasy of a moral and middle class subject as the one who is without
habit, who will and can chose insofar as they are imagined free from
inclination.”194
I should say here that whilst I appreciate Ahmed’s work, I think its focus on
unhappiness and on dissenters from the normative (liberal) conception of the
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good life pays too little attention to the way in which the ‘good objects’ she
frames (e.g. secure intimate relationships, personal safety, fulfilling work) may
actually be useful in establishing substantive frameworks of the self and are
objects which are constantly, if covertly, under attack in the rubric of
neoliberalism. In framing these objects as positive I am referring not to any
specific figuring of each – for example, I do not mean that intimate personal
relationships must take the form of the heteronormative marriage contract.
Rather I am drawing on Sennett’s work, and his suggestion that people need a
“sustaining life narrative.”195 Take, for example, Ahmed’s account of the
character Poppy in Mike Leigh’s film Happy-go-Lucky. Ahmed asserts that this
character’s life is not shaped by ‘happy objects’: “she does not own her house,
she is not married, and she does not have children.”196 Shortly after, however,
she quotes Poppy as saying, “I love my life. Yeh, it can be tough at times, that’s
part of it. I’ve got a great job, brilliant kids [she is a primary school teacher], got
lovely flat, got her [a friend] to look at, got amazing friends. I love my
freedom.”197 Despite Ahmed’s assertions to the contrary, Poppy’s love of life is
facilitated by the type of good objects she is presented as disdaining: a stable job,
a settled home, secure intimate relationships (with friends). In fact, in this scene,
Poppy’s friend suggests that they rent because they “don’t want the hassle” of
buying homes: even this ‘rejection’ is a choice, and a choice shaped by the kind of
neoliberal ‘flexibility’ that Sennett presents as ultimately damaging.198 I think
Ahmed’s work fails to account for the ways in which ‘dissenting’ figures are
subsumed by neoliberalism, due largely to her sustained focus on a kind of
personal-functional account of happiness, which fails to fully interrogate the
subsumption of happiness discourse under neoliberalism. I think this can be
buttressed through considering Berlant’s work. The concept of ‘cruel optimism’
speaks to the distress of desiring these good objects even whilst recognising
their structural impossibility, and the difficulty of constructing new concepts of
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the good whilst retaining such an attachment. I will return to this throughout my
discussion in this thesis.
Through Kay Churchill’s interventions, Ballard demonstrates the obvious and
invisible truth that the middle class are not free from inclination, but rather
conditioned to propriety through self-regulatory social codes, organised
according to the neoliberal discourse of happiness I am tracing in this study. This
is also linked to the way in which the ideal neoliberal self is compelled to
accumulate social capital, as intimated in Rose’s account above. This is echoed in
various critical approaches, including McNay’s concept of ‘self-as-enterprise’ and
Brown’s account of the transformation from human being to ‘human capital’
under neoliberalism in Undoing the Demos (2015). Kay Churchill rails against
this, too:
This isn’t the good life, full of possibility. You soon come up against
the barriers set out by the system. Try getting drunk at a school
speech day, or making a mildly racist joke at a charity dinner. Try
letting your lawn grow and not painting your house for a few years.
Try living with a teenage girl or having sex with your stepson. Try
saying you believe in God and the Holy Trinity, or giving a free room
to a refugee family from black Africa. Try taking a holiday in
Benidorm, or driving a brand-new Cadillac with zebra upholstery. Try
bad taste.199
Kay’s ‘try bad taste’ monologue recalls Renton’s ‘choose life’ passage from Irvine
Welsh’s Trainspotting (1993), which also unpacks the normative framework of
middle-class values, as filtered down to the working class: “Choose us. Choose
life. Choose mortgage payments; choose washing machines; choose cars; choose
sitting oan a couch watching mind-numbing and spirit-crushing game shows,
stuffing fuckin junk food intae yir mooth.”200 This invective against life is
prompted by Renton reflecting on a session of court-mandated
“therapy/counselling shite” – ‘rehabilitation’ - to address his drug addiction; psy
intervention at a point of crisis.201
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Such intervention is described in Sally Sayles’s illuminating article, ‘The
Making of Docile Working Class Subjects’ (2011), where she demonstrates that
an important distinction between the middle class and the working class is that,
in contrast to this middle-class self-regulation, the working class are governed by
“outside interventions.”202 This is also exposed in Ballard’s work here. On the
second page of the novel, David Markham tells us that the ‘new proletariat’ of the
Marina are subject to these same interventions:
The constables were unmoved, refusing to let the driver into the
estate. They sensed something deeply suspect had taken place in this
once law-abiding community, an event that required the presence
[intervention] of a cabinet minister and his retinue of worthies. The
visitors – Home Office advisors, concerned churchmen, senior social
workers and psychologists, including myself – would begin their tour
at noon, in an hour’s time.203
Sayles writes:
Whilst middle class subjects may choose to go to therapy to further
their self formation, working class subjects are more likely to go
either under conditions of enforcement – via social services,
probation, child guidance – or as an effect of their inevitable failures
within a system that has remained irreducibly middle class in terms
of its systems of advancement and privilege.204
The section in Trainspotting the above excerpt is taken from is ironically titled
‘Searching for the Inner Man’ and excludes an extended transcript of Renton’s
session with his psychiatrist, Dr Forbes, in which the tragedies of Renton’s life
(including the death of his disabled brother) are revealed, although Renton
professes he is, “Fucked if ah could see the connection between any ay that and
me takin smack, but.”205 Welsh interweaves Renton’s narrative voice with the
language of wellness, using the psy framework of drug use as self harm and thus
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a form of social deviance which must be corrected.206 Renton’s choice “no tae
choose life” is a refusal of the same pervasive imperative to productivity that we
saw in Super-Cannes, parsed in the “immediate and real” terms of Marcuse’s
“substratum of the outcasts and outsiders” and demonstrating the nascent
revolutionary consciousness to which the Marina set seek access.207 The
obstacles to this consciousness are primarily depicted as the diversionary
outputs of the culture industry, as we shall see shortly. In this reading, I am
seeking to draw attention to the most obvious part of Ballard’s writing – his
sustained focus on the middle class – and to understand this too as a technique,
as a deliberate critical framework that, as I have said, seeks to highlight the
relations on the surface of discourse.
It is patently absurd when Vera Blackburn, Marina resident and explosives
expert, says,
My neighbours are the new poor. These aren’t City high-flyers, or
surgeons with their own clinics and rich Arab patients flying in from
the Gulf. Very few are self-employed. They’re middle managers,
journalists, lecturers like Kay, architects working for big practices.
The poor bloody foot soldier in the professional army.208
Despite this absurdity, in the era of zero-hours contracts and the ‘gig economy,’
these professionals, who constitute an increasingly large sector of the workforce,
are subject to the types of concerns typically associated with the working class –
rampant exploitation in the workplace, poor labour protection, inability to
dictate the direction of their working life and, subsequently, of their private
206
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lives.209 Ballard may have been half-joking when he included the line,
“Knowledge-based professions are just another extractive industry,” but it has
turned out to be more true than he might have realised.210 Even more striking is
that this novel was written and published before the banking collapse of 2008,
which, occasioned by the subprime mortgage crisis in the U.S., destabilised the
conventional logic of middle-class responsibility, tied to totems such as home
ownership and personal savings. Late on in the novel, Markham describes the
plight of the Turners:
one of the many families who refused to pay their maintenance
charges, defaulted on their mortgage and ignored all demands from
the utility companies and the local council. The Turners were now a
test case, and a formidable coalition of banks and building societies,
council officials and property executives were determined to make an
example of them.211
Just four years after Ballard wrote this, the spectacle of middle-class families
defaulting on their mortgage had ceased to be ridiculous; by 2008, then-Prime
Minister Gordon Brown had announced special legal measures for families
unable to maintain mortgage payments.212 The recession that began at that time
saw a widespread increase in real conditions of precarity, in terms of
unemployment, falling interest rates, and austerity policies across the U.K.213
Various reports also connected the recession with concerns about rising mental
209
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health disorders, as recognised by the Faculty of Public Health (the standardsetting body for public health in the U.K.), who write on their website that “There
is evidence to suggest that the U.K. recession may result in an increase in mental
health problems and lower levels of wellbeing, with a widening of
inequalities.”214 This is only one of their key findings, and many of their
recommendations seem eminently sensible, despite their predilection for casting
all suffering in terms of mental health – for example, “Living in a cold, damp
home leads to higher risk of poor mental health in all age groups.”215 Despite
these recommendations, however, and promises that NHS funding would be
ring- fenced even in an era of government spending cuts, under the austerity
measures of the Conservative government since 2010 the U.K. recession has
enabled the rise of neoliberal policies of privatisation and welfare cuts that have
actively harmed the most vulnerable in society.216 Meanwhile, in 2009 the First
World Congress on Positive Psychology was held, and the NHS continues to grow
its range of ‘life coaching’ treatments, such as the ‘Certificate in coaching for
Developing Psychological Resilience and Enhancing Performance’, which takes a
mere six days to earn.217
This condition of economic precarity has resulted in a blurring of boundaries
between the middle class and working class in real terms. Wendy Brown
recognises this shift, describing the first effect of neoliberalism as an intensified
inequality:
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…in which the top strata acquires and retains ever more wealth, the
very bottom is literally turned out onto the streets or into the
growing urban and suburban slums of the world, while the middle
strata works more hours for less pay, fewer benefits, less security,
and less promise of retirement or upward mobility than at any time in
the past half century.218
Brown’s use of the term ‘strata’ may be a useful way to conceptualise the
collapse of distance between the working and middle classes, also pointed to in
the rise of descriptors such as ‘precariat’ or ‘salariat’.219 This collapse was
undoubtedly to the forefront of Ballard’s mind when writing this novel; in a 2003
interview, he asserted that the middle class “includes about ninety per cent of
the population.”220 Whilst this is clearly untrue in terms of self-identification,
traditional class markers, and political identification, it speaks to the rise of the
ideal neoliberal subject, constructed as apparently ‘neutral’, but in fact relying on
the kind of middle-class norms Kay Churchill eviscerates in her outburst – the
kind of self-regulatory controls instituted by psy practices.221 Sayles’s paper
specifically looks at the way in which the widespread use of Cognitive
Behavioural Therapy (CBT) in the U.K. has enacted an “injurious interpellation”
of working class identity, through its atomistic and individualistic approach to
narrativising selfhood.222 In 2007, Ballard told an interviewer, “I don’t know if
economics lies at the heart of everything – sometimes I think it does – but as the
working class became better paid, they became freer.”223 In the language of
neoliberalism, economic freedom means the right to make choices in a market
framework. It also means the freedom to imitate the material circumstance of the
middle class, who are, as this novel points out, far from free and, more than this,
actually complicit in their own unfreedom: “There are no Mr. Bigs. The system is
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self-regulating. It relies on our sense of [depoliticised] civic responsibility.”224
Here, we may begin to map the way in which neoliberal happiness discourse
operates distinctly according to class, and to see how the idea of the class neutral
neoliberal subject is as much a myth as post-racial capitalism was exposed to be
in Super-Cannes.
The imprint of this class-stratified self in psychological terms can also be seen
in the novel’s frequent references to the self, and more pointedly the ‘quest’ for
‘true’ selfhood – a core motif of neoliberal happiness discourse, as parodied in
the title of the Trainspotting excerpt above. References to self-loathing, or loss of
the ‘real self’, abound in the novel: “The ‘you’ you’ve become isn’t your real self”;
“But then these likeable and over-educated revolutionaries were rebelling
against themselves”; “We don’t like the kind of people we’ve become.”225 The
compulsion to know oneself is the atomistic cry of positive psychology, a way to
divert the possibility of wider solidarity through rephrasing everything in the
language of the self. This returns us to Nguyen’s account of the ‘politics of
intimacy’ as a form in which the imperative to self-knowledge supplants the
imaginary of an objective sphere of political life. However impossible such an
imaginary may seem, it is doubtless necessary for any theoretical basis of
solidarity to emerge. Self-knowledge is, however, unfeasible under the structures
Ballard depicts. All these late novels depict an impossibility of intimacy; the
prohibitive difficulty of sustained relationships and other-knowledge that leaves
protagonists with no intimate private space in which to construct self through
processes such as projection, transference, recognition (ironically, perhaps,
processes associated with psychoanalysis). Other factors feed into this, too, in
the precariousness of life under neoliberalism, such as the reduction of time
outside of productive function in which to establish and tend to personal
relationships; the imperative to compete with other human ‘capitals’ for
economic reward; the production of individualising niche identities, which are
sometimes tied to sites of suffering, as we have seen, but also parsed in terms of
competing personal ‘truth’: ‘find your truth’, etc.
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We might also trace Ballard’s psy scepticism in David Markham’s profession –
Markham’s brand of psychology is the very one gestured towards in SuperCannes, that of capitalist management: “As a member of the Adler Institute,
which specialized in industrial relations and the psychology of the workplace, I
was nominally an expert on the emotional life of the office and the mental
problems of middle managers.”226 Despite - or perhaps because of - his
profession, Markham is obtuse, failing until the last possible moment to see that
Gould was behind his ex-wife’s death – look again at Markham’s introduction:
“Even I, David Markham, a trained psychologist infiltrated into Chelsea Marina as
a police spy – a deception I was the last to discover – failed to see what was going
on.”227 He confesses to being doubly deceived – unaware first of his own
complicity with the police, and then again of the true nature of the Marina
revolution - that is, of Richard Gould’s deep commitment to acts of meaningless
violence. It is this disconnection from any substantive and sustaining conception
of selfhood, and blindness to the material realities of the world that attracts
Markham to Gould, and draws him into the world of the Marina. His current wife,
Sally, encourages him in this, saying, “Follow the trail. Guildford to Terminal 2.
Somewhere along the way you’ll meet yourself…”228
Richard Gould couches this uneasy to relationship to the self in the kind of
cognitive dissonance reasoning seen earlier when looking at Super-Cannes:
People don’t like themselves today. We’re a rentier class left over
from the last century. We tolerate everything, but we know that
liberal values are designed to make us passive. We think we believe in
God but we’re terrified by the mysteries of life and death. We’re
deeply self-centred but can’t cope with the idea of our finite selves.
We believe in progress and the power of reason, but are haunted by
the darker sides of human nature. We’re obsessed with sex, but fear
the sexual imagination and have to be protected by huge taboos. We
believe in equality but hate the underclass. We fear our bodies and,
226
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above all, we fear death. We’re an accident of nature, but we think
we’re at the centre of the universe. We’re a few steps from oblivion,
but we hope we’re somehow immortal. . .229
Gould, in the novel, offers a counterpoint to Churchill’s bad taste revolution: an
effort to forge an outside to the totalising system through a rebellion that is not
immanent to that system, which he sees as achievable only through meaningless
acts of violence. The question of meaning reverberates throughout the novel, not
just in terms of personal meaning or selfhood, but also in efforts to construct
some larger social meaning in a world where the individual is subject to
immense global forces that act beyond their immediate comprehension and
render power unintelligible even as it acts and is enacted. Gould’s underlying
suggestion is that there is some answer to this in a refusal of self, in the vein of
Foucault’s suggestion, “Maybe the target nowadays is not to discover what we
are but to refuse what we are.”230
Early in the novel, David Markham begins to infiltrate various protest groups
as part of his effort to discover who killed his wife, to uncover meaning in the
seemingly random. He says, “Protest meetings, sane and insane, sensible and
absurd, touched almost every aspect of life in London, a vast web of
demonstrations that tapped a desperate need for a more meaningful world.”231
The disparate nature of these protests parodies the fractured identity of the
contemporary left, and of a search for meaning in opposition. It seems to me this
follows from Ahmed’s suggestion, following Locke, that we may identify some
form of happiness in attachment to good objects and that those outside of this
attachment may offer a space of alterity that refuses the normative imperatives
of these objects. Ahmed describes how our likes “might even establish what we
are like.”232 Our oppositions, then, might take the same form, at least as far as
they remain attached to the system that precipitates them.
This is the motivation behind Kay Churchill’s attack on the culture industry,
which implicates both British middle-class culture - the BBC, the National Film
Theatre, and the Tate Modern are all targets of her campaign - and the influx of
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American culture: “America invented the movies so it would never need to grow
up. We have angst, depression and middle-aged regret. They have Hollywood.”233
The good objects of middle-class attachment are seen to ensure their complicity
in their own oppression, through cloaking the wider reality of life, and offering
some space of consolation that dis-incentivises subjects from detaching from
these objects. This constitutes the operating field of neoliberal cognitive
dissonance. This is part of the functionality of neoliberal happiness discourse I
am tracking in this thesis, and returns to Ballard’s covert critique of the culture
industry in Cocaine Nights, and his statement earlier about the frequent failure of
the culture industry to account for the real, or the material substance of life: “The
laying down of the M1 was much more important than anything Jimmy Porter's
father-in-law thought about this or that.”234 Churchill’s impetus is that these are
no longer, and perhaps never were, cultural spaces; rather, they are spaces of
production. Other targets include:
a Pret a Manger in the King’s road, Tate Modern, a Conran restaurant
scheduled for the British museum, the Promenade Concerts,
Waterstone’s bookshops, all of them exploiters of middle-class
credulity. Their corrupting fantasies had deluded the entire educated
caste, providing a dangerous pabulum that had poisoned a spoon-fed
intelligentsia. From sandwich to summer school, they were the
symbols of subservience and the enemies of freedom.235
In life under neoliberalism, it is no longer necessary to critique some covert
“market oriented rationality” of the culture industry; marketisation is visible in
the proliferation of museum restaurants, gallery gift shops and chain bookshops
that literally transform spaces of cultural production into those of economic
productivity.236
Churchill goes further than this, however. During the planting of a bomb in the
NFT, Markham asks if they really need to destroy the entire building:
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“This place holds a lot of memories.”
“Start to forget them. In an hour they’ll be ash.”
“Do we need to go that far? Burt Lancaster, Bogart, Lauren
Bacall…they’re just movie actors.”
“Just? They poisoned a whole century. They rotted your mind, David.
We have to make a stand, build a saner England. . .” 237
This attitude is typical of the Marina rebels, who see the culture industry as
deliberately colonising the imaginative/affective realm of middle-class subjects.
One of the set, Joan Chang, who dies attempting to prevent an explosion in the
Tate gift shop, works as a fundraiser for the Royal Academy. She tells Markham,
“It’s an easy job. All those CEOs think art is good for their souls.” When he asks if
this is true, she replies, “It rots their brains. Tate Modern, the Royal Academy, the
Hayward. . .they’re Walt Disney for the middle classes.”238 Tourism faces similar
criticism from Churchill, who denounces tourists who think they are happy but
remain, “salary slaves, with heads full of American rubbish.” She continues,
“Travel is the last fantasy the 20th Century left us, the delusion that going
somewhere helps you reinvent yourself.” 239 Despite the somewhat optimistic
ending of Super-Cannes, the imaginative realm here appears as one which must
be fought for if it is to have any value as a space of alterity. Even this fight is
fraught with difficulty, given the immanence of oppositional identities to the
system they oppose.
In Millennium People, flight is again a frequent motif. Lapsed priest Stephen
Dexter is also a pilot, one who has “grounded himself” following his loss of
faith.240 This symbolises the inability of religion to address the spiritual malaise
of the neoliberal subject. Later in the novel, after the failure of the Marina
revolution and the death of his lover, we learn that Dexter is flying again,
rebuilding an old Tiger Moth and constructing a runway in his new parish –
nodding, again, to Ballard’s suggestion that we may yet have something to learn
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from the past, despite the limitations of nostalgic attachment. However, much of
the signification of flight in this novel is pessimistic, written as it was after the
attack on the World Trade centre in 2001, which transformed public imagination
and, for Ballard, complicated the figuring of flight as representative of
imaginative potential. It is my contention, too, that the shift in public discourse
after 9/11 to an emphasis on safety – both personally and culturally – is tied into
the rise of contemporary neoliberal conceptions of happiness, and the
depoliticisation of states of suffering. This is linked too to the re-emergence of
nationalism as a political force, regarding the policing of borders and the
invocation of narratives of suspicion regarding those who are perceived as
Other. Ballard explores this more comprehensively in Kingdom Come, as we shall
see.
Richard Gould, messiah of meaninglessness, takes flying lessons in the novel,
learning to pilot a glider. As an engineless plane, the glider is removed from
modern powered flight, which he characterises as, “The world turned into noise;
life and death measured by legroom.”241 He sees flight as, “part of the great
search,” which for him constitutes a quest not to find a ‘true’ self, as such, but to
connect to that imaginative realm beyond the forces of production that dictate
every part of life under neoliberalism. To this end, Gould, a paediatrician like
David Greenwood, is connected to the figure of Peter Pan throughout the novel.
Gould worked with brain-damaged children, those with whom, “Social services
didn’t want to cope.”242 Markham says, “Gould was Peter Pan, mentally
marooned on his asylum island, searching for his lost boys as reality moved
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towards him in the menacing form of a thousand starter homes.”243 Peter Pan as
cultural referent does not escape the attention of the Marina protestors, who
blow up a statue of Peter Pan: “J.M. Barrie, A. A. Milne, brain-rotting
sentimentality that saps the middle-class will. We’re trying to do something
about it.”244 Gould aims to be the great refusenik of these values, with his
Baudrillardian insistence on meaningless violence as the only way to counter the
neoliberal productive imperative and the imposition of a diversionary happiness
discourse. He says, “…kill someone at random, fire a revolver into a McDonald’s –
the universe stands back and holds its breath. Better still, kill fifteen people at
random.”245 Despite his assertion that political violence is useless because its
motivation is easily ascribed and thus easily reincorporated, Gould sees the
spectacle of 9/11 as an example of meaningless violence: “Somehow we have to
break free. The attack on the World Trade Center in 2001 was a brave attempt to
free America from the 20th Century.”246 Gould explicitly describes the attack as a
meaningless act, by which he seems to mean an act of disruption with no directly
discernable demands – an act of affective terrorism. Contrast this to the bombing
campaigns of the IRA during the Northern Irish Troubles, which are frequently
obliquely referenced in the novel, such as Markham telling Kay Churchill that the
police won’t attack civilians in the Marina: “Kay, don’t expect too much. This isn’t
Northern Ireland.”247 Despite the brutality of the conflict in Northern Ireland, the
aims of the IRA were always defined in opposition to the British state - that is,
against a visible and intelligible power. Their disruptive actions were intended to
achieve a distinct set of aims with a political dimension, which meant that their
integration into the system they opposed through the Good Friday Agreement, in
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1998, was ultimately possible. This same immanence to systems of control is
depicted as the downfall of the Marina rebellion, which fails at the point of
violent action, when the police storm the Marina.
Gould’s emphasis on the need for meaningless protest also sees him shoot a
minor television celebrity on her doorstep, an echo of the Jill Dando murder,
down to the wrongful arrest. Markham says that this death, “prompted an
outpouring of grief that reminded me of Princess Diana.”248 Diana’s death,
although an accident, registers on the same affective plane as the 9/11 attacks.
The ‘outpouring’ of public mourning following the death certainly impacted
public discourse around emotion in Britain, starkly contrasting the ‘stiff upper
lip’ generally ascribed as part of British national character.249 It may be that we
can trace the rise of emotive public/political discourse, connected to neoliberal
happiness discourse through the manipulation of affect common to both,
through these kind of affective spectacles. The Hungerford massacre of 1987 is
also referenced in the novel after Gould makes a short visit to the town, where he
accomplishes his first solo flight, where Markham says: “A new kind of violence
had been born, springing from nothing.”250
At the end of Millennium People, violent state intervention contains the
rebellion, and life in the Marina returns to the status quo, thanks to the primacy
of economic logic: “Money, always harder-wearing than asphalt, helped to repave
the streets.” 251 Ballard’s closing extends his parody of optimistic liberal leftist
attachments. He writes, “Public concern that lower-paid workers were being
priced out of the London property market shelved all plans for a complex of
luxury apartments. Like nurses, bus drivers and traffic wardens, the middle-class
professionals of Chelsea Marina were now seen as poorly paid but vital
contributors to the life of the city.”252 Of all Ballard’s wild imaginings, this is the
most unlikely by neoliberal logic – the protection of people against the interests
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of profit – and this underlines the real hopelessness of a leftist critique that
cannot overcome its damaging attachments. This is Wendy Brown’s concern in
‘Resisting Left Melancholy’ (1999) to which I will return when looking at Egan’s
work. This critique of the left continues, as Markham addresses the question of
why the Marina residents would return to things as they were, despite the
upheaval of their rebellion. He concludes that their return must be seen as an
inevitable part of the rebellion, as the very justificatory logic for it, even:
Chelsea Marina was the blueprint for the social protests of the future,
for pointless armed uprisings and doomed revolutions, for
unmotivated violence and senseless demonstrations. Violence, as
Richard Gould once said, should always be gratuitous, and no serious
revolution should ever achieve its aims.253
Gould’s Wildean statement is another of the novel’s absurdities, but it serves to
highlight Ballard’s evisceration of the imaginative failings of the left. Without
moving towards some more concrete vision of alterity, resistance remains tied to
that which it seeks to resist. Violence is not generative, and the senselessness of
reactionary oppositional politics cannot present a challenge to dominant systems
of power. The Chelsea rebels never detach from those limited and limiting ideas
of the good life that keep them tied to the system they oppose; the
commodification of protest is too pervasive, as we see when Kay Churchill
becomes a “successful columnist and TV pundit” off the back of her part in the
rebellion.254 By this point, the residents of Chelsea Marina are moving towards
the lifestyle depicted in Cocaine Nights – Markham tells his wife, “They’ve built a
sports club and enlarged the marina. There’s almost everything you want
here.”255
Ballard recognises that his work has the potential to be absorbed into extant
frameworks of power, and to be subsumed as a salve to the social conscience – to
become, itself, a comforting good object, through which subjects may signal their
dissatisfaction with the status quo without actually doing anything to change it.
This is at the heart of Millennium People, and the growing politicisation of
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Ballard’s work I have marked in these late novels. By forcing the reader to
confront this possibility, I think Ballard is seeking to incite some more
substantive political action. As I have maintained throughout my exploration of
his work, he seems to see this as possible only when we liberate our (personal
and political) imaginaries from the apparently totalising neoliberal framework in
which they currently operate. This late quartet of novels pushes the reader ever
harder to confront the realities of neoliberal capitalism, and to do something
about it, beyond the text.
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Kingdom Come: ‘Lost in the Supermarket’256
The last novel in this quartet is Kingdom Come, published in 2006. It tells the
story of Richard Pearson, a former advertising executive who has recently lost
his job, through the machinations of his ex-wife. His father was Stuart Pearson, a
retired pilot who moved to the ‘motorway town’ of Brooklands to see out his
twilight years. The motorway in question is the M25, although the concept of the
‘motorway town’ refers more generally to the suburban sprawl beyond London.
Much of the action of the novel takes place in, around, or because of, a shopping
centre – a ‘supermall’ called the Metro-Centre, which dominates Brooklands and
seems to lurk in the background of every scene. As its name implies, the
shopping centre is seen as a new civic centre for the disconnected citizens of the
motorway towns. The local Brooklands residents are unhappy at the influx of
outsiders this brings into their town, construing their rampant consumerism as
an attack on the “real community” of the town. Geoffrey Fairfax, Stuart Pearson’s
solicitor and the executor of his will, explains this to Richard early on in the
novel:
Here in Brooklands we had a real community, not just a population of
cash tills. Now it’s gone, vanished overnight when that money-factory
opened. We’re swamped by outsiders, thousands of them with
nothing larger on their minds than the next bargain sale. For them,
Brooklands is little more than a car park. Our schools are plagued by
truancy, hundreds of children haunting the Metro-Centre every day.
The one hospital which should be caring for local residents is
overwhelmed by driving accidents caused by visitors. Never fall ill
near the M25.257
Fear of the destruction of community is at the heart of the conspiracy that drives
the action of the novel. Fairfax and several other upstanding citizens, including
doctor Julia Goodwin, psychiatrist Tony Maxted, and headmaster William
Sangster, collude to have local ‘misfit’ Duncan Christie stage an assassination.
Christie is an avowed enemy of all things consumerist and Metro-Centre,
especially since his young daughter was injured during the construction of the
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centre. The target of their plot is David Cruise, presenter of the Metro-Centre TV
channel. During the assassination attempt, Cruise fails to appear, and Christie
releases his frustrations by firing at a statue of three fairy tale bears that sits at
the centre of the mall. In the ensuing chaos, Stuart Pearson is fatally wounded,
and it is his death that brings his son to Brooklands. As with these other late
novels, the plot loosely follows the detective form, with Pearson Jr. vowing to
avenge his father and discover the reason for his death. Once again, this
investigation becomes increasingly superfluous as our protagonist finds himself
willingly drawn into the closed community he sought to infiltrate.
The concept of community has been at the heart of these late novels in various
guises, usually evident in their settings: the closed and rational spaces of the
leisure resort, the business park, and the gated community. In Kingdom Come,
the spaces where people live are subjugated to the non-space of the MetroCentre, which recalls the depiction of the non-space of the airport in Ballard’s
earlier work, and his assertion that airports represent, “the true cities of the 21st
century.”258 Ballard suggested that the out-of-place-ness of airports might
constitute the ideal space in which the postmodern subject could enjoy
something like a feeling of happiness. In looking at Cocaine Nights, we saw how
Ballard’s work moved to expose the material limitations of these spaces. The
hijackings of 9/11 also changed the character of airports and air travel more
generally: it would be impossible today to describe a “unitary global culture of
the departure lounge,” even in jest.259 We might also infer that the increased
emphasis on recognising difference, through security measures such as racial
profiling, materially undermined the figure of the cosmopolitan postmodern
‘world citizen,’ about whom Ballard’s work has already expressed its doubts, in
both Cocaine Nights and Super-Cannes.
Representations of flight are not totally absent in Kingdom Come, and their
figuring often highlights the increased securitisation of air travel, as in a scene
where the protagonist encounters police and army on the disused Brooklands
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racing track and assumes they are rehearsing their response to a terrorist attack
on Heathrow.260 From this figuring, we may recognise a certain anxiety about the
ways in which these processes of securitisation co-opt and restrict the
imaginative potential with which Ballard’s work is concerned. Where airports
and flight previously represented an imaginative realm that might allow subjects
to transcend the repressive and oppressive power structures in which they were
enmeshed, the centrality of the shopping mall in this novel represents Ballard’s
fear that consumerism has co-opted this imaginative realm entirely, in
conjunction with those processes of securitisation which have redrawn national
boundaries with unanticipated force. The novel is also an examination of the way
in which consumerist desire constructs consent: as Rose highlights in his work,
the choosing subject of neoliberalism colludes in their own un-freedom. Ballard
links this, too, to the fascistic desire for domination Foucault described as “the
major enemy,” in his introduction to Anti-Oedipus (1972):
the major enemy, the strategic adversary is fascism … And not only
historical fascism, the fascism of Hitler and Mussolini – which was
able to mobilize and use the desire of the masses so effectively – but
also the fascism in us all. In our heads and in our everyday behavior,
the fascism that causes us to love power, to desire the very thing that
dominates and exploits us.261
Ballard’s representation of this love of domination and the collusion of
subjects in consumerist systems is figured through the overtly fascistic
tendencies of Metro-Centre ‘supporters.’ This frames the novel from its
beginning; the first chapter, in which Richard Pearson recounts his journey to
Brooklands through the motorway towns he characterises as “the empires of
consumerism,” is called ‘The St George’s Cross.’262 Pearson gets lost almost
immediately on this journey, faced with near-identical nondescript towns and a
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barren landscape of road signs to nowhere, emphasising the bland emptiness of
suburban existence. Stopping at an Indian restaurant to ascertain his
whereabouts, Pearson watches the town he is in through the restaurant’s semishattered window, observing its cleanliness and orderliness (despite the cracked
window) and feeling “a certain pride that [he] had helped to set its values,” as an
advertising executive.263 Pearson sees consumerism as a placid end-state, in
which desire may be artificial, but is at least easily satisfied. Consumer citizens
are, he believes, as rational and orderly as the markets by which their lives are
decided. He observes, “History and tradition, the slow death by suffocation of an
older Britain, played no part in [these] people’s lives.”264 Almost immediately,
this sense of peace is shattered. Observing some disruption afoot, Pearson
follows a fire engine through a gathered crowd. It leads him to the garden of a
council estate, in which a Volvo has been set alight. Three men in St George’s
shirts seem to be the leaders of the gathered crowd, and Pearson thinks at first
this is an attack on a rehoused criminal. It soon transpires, however, that the
house is in fact a small mosque; this is a “religious cleansing.”265 This is Pearson’s
first intimation of the fascistic violence that haunts these motorway towns.
His next encounter with these ‘supporters’ clubs’ occurs when he takes
possession of his father’s flat which like most of the buildings in Brooklands
offers an excellent view of the Metro-Centre. This view leads Pearson to reflect
on how he grew up after his father left his mother. Pearson’s childhood was
middle class-adjacent; there was rarely anything new in his mother’s large
house, and he believes that the absence of consumer goods has “inoculated him
against the consumer world [he] longed for so eagerly” as a child.266 We learn
that Pearson was not close to this father, as he searches through the older man’s
belongings for some sense of who he was. To his surprise, he discovers a stash of
Fascist literature and St George’s paraphernalia, including pictures of his father
at sporting club dinners, in which presenter David Cruise features prominently.
In this section Ballard invokes the loosely Nietzschean underpinnings of the
novel, as Pearson models his father’s St George’s shirt against the backdrop of a
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Brooklands Eagles football flag. Looking at his reflection, he ruminates on the
psychopathology of Hitler’s “elite corps”:
For them, the black uniforms and death’s-head emblems represented
a violence of the mind, where aggression and cruelty were part of a
radical code that denied good and evil in favour of an embraced
pathology. Morality gave way to will, and will deferred to madness.267
The concept of will is hinted at by the novel’s title, too, which is borrowed from
the Lord’s prayer: “Thy Kingdom come, thy will be done.”268 Whose will is being
done is a central question of the novel, which poses the parodic Nietzschean will
to power we have seen in Ballard’s other public-spirited psychopaths against the
will to consume propagated by the market rationales of the neoliberal subject.269
In the Nazi appropriation of Nietzsche’s philosophy, the will to power became a
rationale by which domination was justified and even framed as natural. In the
Metro-Centre supporters’ vision, the logic of consumerism supplants any
conception of individual will, embedding self-regulation in service of material
consumption as a natural part of (neoliberalised) existence. This is emphasised
by a conversation between Richard Pearson and David Cruise, which occurs after
Pearson has decided to infiltrate the supporters’ clubs in the hope of finding out
more about his father, unaware that his father was infiltrating them himself, in
the hope of stemming the emergent tide of violence. During this conversation,
Pearson makes a speech, attempting to persuade Cruise to take on the mantle of
leadership for the Metro-Centre supporters; persuasion is, after all, his stock in
trade. He suggests that consumerism is the “greatest device anyone has invented
for controlling people,” insisting that shopping has replaced politics.270
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Pearson’s Nietzsche-inspired speech suggests not just that shopping has
supplanted political interest in the public sphere, but that the primacy of
consumerism has drastically reshaped the concept of the political:
The new politics is about people’s dreams and needs, their hopes and
fears. Your role is to empower them. You don’t tell your audiences
what to think. You draw them out, urge them to open up and say what
they feel … No slogans, no messages. New politics. No manifestos, no
commitments. No easy answers. They decide what they want … You
steer them by sensing their mood. Think of a herd of wildebeest on
the African plain. They decide where they want to go.271
Here Pearson’s vision reveals itself to diverge from the historical form of
Fascism, which is generally characterised as the imposition of a despotic vision
on the masses, through the exercise of dictatorial power and suppression of
opposition. Although these elements go on to become features of Cruise’s regime,
Pearson’s original conception of this ‘new politics’ substitutes Foucault’s (and
Deleuze and Guattari’s) model of everyday fascism for the model of imposed
domination. The description of the herd of wildebeest invokes Nietzsche’s
account of herd morality, where the moral frailty of these subjects is due to the
‘new religion’ of consumerism. Kingdom Come marks Ballard’s most direct
exploration of the question of how we come not just to tolerate the conditions of
our suffering, but also to actively participate in perpetuating and sustaining
them. As Ballard sees it, consumer goods are not in themselves stand-ins for
community, or substantive intimate relationships, or political action, but
processes of consumption may be seen to be. As David Cruise says in one of his TV
addresses, “consumerism is about a lot more than buying things … It’s our main
way of expressing our tribal values, of engaging with each other’s hopes and
ambitions.”272 Ballard depicts a nascent neoliberal consumerist hyperreality in
Kingdom Come, grounded in historical and social realities. The band of locals who
oppose the Metro-Centre do it on the grounds that it has destroyed the “real
community” that existed before its opening, as we saw in earlier in solicitor
Geoffrey Fairfax’s speech. Ballard’s underlying suggestion is that this “real
271
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community” also relies on exclusion and inequality. This is the same indictment
of tabloid utopianism we saw in Millennium People, a reminder that the
“communities” of upper and middle class England have informal borders to entry
that are as rigid as the financial demands of membership of the Metro-Centre
community.273
David Cruise plays on this in a rant he embarks on after assuming his role as
leader of the Metro-Centre supporters, during which he derides the insistence on
community as positive: “Community? I know what an Asian community is. I
know what a Muslim community is. … Yes. . . I hate community. For me, the only
real community is the one we’ve built here at the Metro-Centre.”274 Cruise’s
racism accords with existing strains in the St George’s shirt-wearing supporters’
clubs, whose disregard for those seen to be Other was glimpsed in the attack on
the mosque described earlier. For the Metro-Centre supporters, these Other
communities represent a threat because they are invested in opposing belief
systems – this is another reason why the mosque becomes a target of violence.
As a system of belief amongst other systems of belief, the consumerism of
Kingdom Come lacks the ability to subsume and détourné these other systems
that neoliberal logic allows for in its valorisation of choice. Neoliberalism asks
subjects not to believe in it, but to reframe all other beliefs in its apparently
irresistible economic logics.
The novel moves towards this position as it progresses towards the annexing
of the Metro-Centre, which effectively constitutes an effort by supporters to
establish a new state, making real the Metro-Centre’s transformation into a
symbol of nation. Just before this, Pearson asks Cruise to tone down his
virulence, a plea Cruise all but ignores, saying: “They [the Metro-Centre
supporters] believe in the Metro-Centre, and the Asians don’t come here. They
have a parallel economy. They’ve excluded themselves, and they’re paying the
price.”275 Using economic logic, Cruise lays out the real sense of Otherness
behind the ressentiment of the Metro-Centre supporters: the ‘parallel economy’
of these communities identifies them in opposition to the West, with its history
273 This can also be connected to the policing of borders explored in Super-Cannes and
elsewhere.
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of colonialism and commodification. These are ‘real’ communities, bounded by
substantive affective bonds not yet subsumed by the endless appetites of
consumerism.276 For Metro-Centre supporters, their imaginations, their
relationships and their actions are increasingly circumscribed by economic
logics. They are capable of feeling only through consuming, it seems.
This is incipiently recognised in Pearson’s description of the new politics,
concerned with “people’s dreams and needs, their hopes and fears.”277 This is a
politics of feeling, in which even theoretical objectivity is dispensed with in
favour of an individualistic, subjective, emotionally based politics; I have
elsewhere identified this as a de-radicalised politics of intimacy. In Ballard’s
work, the end result of the primacy of consumerism is seen to be eruptions of
destructive psychopathology that seek to disrupt the boredom of existence.
Psychiatrist Tony Maxted tells Pearson: “People are deliberately re-primitivizing
themselves. They yearn for magic and unreason, which served them well in the
past, and might help them again. They’re keen to enter a new Dark Age.”278 In
many ways, this seems to foreshadow the rise of right-wing populism across
Europe and the U.S.A, which has spawned a concomitant rise in racist violence.279
However, the roots of this rise are connected not to a desire for “magic and
unreason,” but to the reassertion of working-class identities that rely on the
same strand of tabloid utopianism Ballard critiques in his work. As I have
mentioned elsewhere, working-class characters rarely feature in Ballard’s work,
a technique by which the author illustrates the wider marginality of the working
class in society, and particularly in the contemporary culture industry. This
marginality was exacerbated during the 2008 financial crisis, when the collapse
of the sub-prime mortgage sector disproportionately affected low-income
276
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households, who further suffered due to subsequent state-mandated austerity
measures.280 In Kingdom Come, the residents of the motorway towns are closer
to working-class figures than most of Ballard’s characters, although they
generally appear to be relatively affluent. The inclusion of Duncan Christie as a
character is one such example, a young man with a history of “[p]ublic mischief
cases [and] antisocial behaviour orders.”281 Ballard’s account of these subjects’
distress, then, is closer to an account of working class resentment; ressentiment,
in Nietzschean terms.282
In States of Injury (1995), Wendy Brown suggests the contemporary subject’s
experience of apparently totalising capitalist power, in conjunction with the
neoliberal imperative to individuation and responsibilisation, constitutes an
“incitement to ressentiment that might have stunned even the finest philosopher
of its occasions and logics. Starkly accountable yet dramatically impotent, the
late modern liberal subject quite literally seethes with ressentiment.”283 In
Brown’s account, the experience of ressentiment gives rise to identity politics, an
effort to overcome or displace the suffering that is the essential condition of life,
in accordance with Nietzsche’s work. This displacement is a form of revenge,
achieved, in Brown’s conception, through the production of guilt and the
“establishment of suffering as a measure of social virtue.”284 Brown illustrates
that the inscription of identity in a state-centric system of law fails to critique the
framework in which it is inscribed, and so such an identity may be incorporated
into that framework of domination with ease. The most recent manifestations of
right-wing populism have invoked identity politics, in an inversion of leftist
political strategy, particularly under the leadership of Richard Spencer in
America.285 In conservative spokesperson Milo Yiannopoulos’s account of this
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appropriation of identity politics, the “alt-right believe that some degree of
separation between peoples is necessary for culture to be preserved. A Mosque
next to an English street full of houses bearing the flag of St. George, according to
alt-righters, is neither an English street nor a Muslim street….”286 This is
Ballard’s vision, legitimated through the vacuity of a left-wing politics that seeks
only to safeguard such protections as are already permitted by the state, rather
than seeking to radically reform these protections, or even the state itself. This is
also why more recent leftist assertions that practicing a radical politics of love
can counter right-wing populism and racism are flawed. Nguyen’s original
conceptualisation of the politics of intimacy, although limited by the specific
context of her work (the riot grrrl movement), identified as one of its central
characteristics the collapse of expertise and experience. This is connected to the
capacity for change imagined by such a politics, which Nguyen described as the
“adjustment of the individual subject – recalibrating her capacity for shame or
love, for instance - to the structural demands that constitute the historical
present.”287
The concept of love as radical in the framework of the politics of intimacy
cannot help but present openness as a political end; that is, through adopting an
attitude of love, one opens oneself to the possibility of understanding the Other,
thus removing ressentiment. 288 The individual accrual of knowledge amounts, in
this reasoning, to the gathering of expertise, with a concession to the relativising
tendencies of postmodern deconstructionism in its pseudo-empiricism. The
problems with this as a political framework are multiple. Per Nguyen’s work, it
problematically demands that the oppressed subject must educate the oppressor
in order to allow them to accumulate the necessary personal knowledge to
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change. It quiets critique through casting the process of education as a process of
political improvement that must not be denigrated, under the rubric of
individual ‘understanding’ as primary. With regard to the right-wing
appropriation of identity politics, the framework of the politics of intimacy
reasons that the ‘identity’ of white supremacists and so on is also one that must
be understood to enable transformation - such adaptations foreclose the
possibility of objective critique. It is this absence of political objectivity that
undermines the politics of intimacy most severely. My argument in this thesis is
that literature has a role to play in countering this absence, through its ability to
offer a space of imaginative empathetic understanding through which the
necessity of the objective political imaginary may be artistically restated and
enabled. Literature also has a distinct role in its ability to demonstrate
consequence through its narrative form, establishing a framework in which the
meaning of actions is both significant and intelligible, and located within, or
designed to expose, recognisable power structures. Without this, the politics of
intimacy becomes, essentially, a personal politics of happiness whereby the
psychotherapeutic rationale of ‘working on the self’ becomes the guiding force of
public life. This is in contrast to the theoretically radical potential of the politics
of intimacy, as outlined by Nyugen:
Through the radical reinterpretation of individual experiences as
social phenomena with histories and political consequences, and the
subsequent rejection of these structural determinations, an individual
might become a radical object of knowledge, a sovereign subject who
tells the (albeit ever-changing) truth about herself in order to know
herself and be known by others.289
By vacating the objective political dimension, and privileging feeling, the
possibility of intimacy as an oppositional framework is drastically limited. This is
one of the difficulties faced by the New Sincerity movement, as we will see in
exploring Egan’s work.
The theme of self-discovery is represented in Kingdom Come through Richard
Pearson’s ‘journey’ in the novel. His father’s decision to become involved with
the Metro-Centre supporters was the result of a desire to infiltrate and expose
289
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the violence of the movement. Pearson’s quest is personal in his desire to
discover his father’s killer, but also in his desire to discover more about his
father, which is in turn connected to his desire for self-knowledge. This is parsed
in the rubric of psychoanalysis that Ballard often employs as shorthand for
character development – another system-oriented tendency. I have already
mentioned that the narrative reveals Pearson’s sense of disconnection from his
father, stemming from the older man’s abandonment of his wife and child. When
our unwitting narrator suggests his inoculation against consumerist desire stems
from his Spartan childhood, we can suppose that it is due, too, to the emotional
barrenness connected to the absence of consumer goods, the trappings of
normative good life. Pearson does not desire these goods because he lives
outside of the emotional sphere they signify. He tells us the reader, “I was forever
showing my mother advertisements for new toasters and washing machines,
hoping they would ease the strain of existence for her.”290 This ‘strain’ is related
to her existence as a single mother, the financial strain of raising a child on a
single income. His father’s economic abandonment is never fully explained, but is
clearly connected to Pearson’s love of advertising. We can observe this in the
paternal sense of pride he feels when observing how his industry, as he sees it,
has allowed other people to discern and fulfil desire in a way he, with his
emotional disconnection, never can. The first result of this journey of (self)
discovery is Pearson’s alliance with Cruise, and his reinvention as a “suburban Dr
Goebbels” – that is, the advertising director of the Metro-Centre.291 Pearson
becomes vulnerable to the world of supporters’ clubs when he allows his
subjectivity to become the guiding principle of his life. His father’s death leaves
him radically unmoored, particularly given its nearness to the termination of his
employment, and he uses his investigative mission as an excuse to indulge his
recently-awakened nihilistic tendencies.
This manifests in the design of a series of disturbed and disturbing
advertisements for the Metro-Centre, which Pearson believes play on “a
suppressed need for the bizarre and unpredictable.”292 These advertisements
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feature nonsensical scenarios that implicitly invoke a sense of existential dread,
spurring those who view them to consume in order, it seems, to assert their
(consumer) rationality in the face of an otherwise irrational world. David Cruise
thrives on Pearson’s strategy, giving ever more desperate and extreme addresses
on the Metro-Centre TV channel. For Cruise, this turns out to be the ideal way to
vent years of personal frustration and unhappiness, and his viewers seem to love
it. He discusses introducing a segment on his alcoholism and drug use with
Pearson, who reminds him that he is not an alcoholic or drug user. To this, Cruise
replies, “‘That’s not the point … Alcoholism, drug addiction. They’re today’s
equivalent of military service. They give you a kind of…” Pearson responds,
“’Man-to-man authenticity?’”293 Ballard recognises here how the confessional
culture instituted by the psychotherapeutic rationales of neoliberal happiness
discourse can serve to valorise suffering, at least as long as it is presented as a
problem of the self and framed in terms of an individual journey.294 In this,
Ballard also gestures to the pervasiveness of problems of addiction and the way
in which they replicate processes of consumption.295
This exchange sees Cruise mention that he has been reading a book given to
him by Pearson, written by Krafft-Ebing. Richard von Krafft-Ebing was a
nineteenth-century scientist whose work focused on human sexuality and
criticised the criminalisation of sexual ‘deviance,’ giving voice to subjects not
usually represented in scientific discourse at that time.296 Cruise wants to co-opt
some of Krafft-Ebing’s ideas into his programme, and Pearson suggests that his
“sofa ladies” – the ever-changing roster of suburban housewives who appear
alongside Cruise on-air – would have a heart attack.297 I highlight this short
exchange because I believe it is useful in understanding Ballard’s depiction of
sexuality, which is overwhelmingly constituted by heterosexual relationships in
these late novels. The invocation of Krafft-Ebbing’s work suggests that the
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normative compulsion to heterosexuality is another of the systems of
subjectification critiqued by these late novels. Ballard recognises the tension
between the neoliberal emphasis on individual choice and the persistence of
normative accounts of gender and sexuality, holdovers from Fordist capitalism.
This is linked too to right-wing conservative morality. David Harvey has
suggested that the re-emergence of such strains of political thinking, as
exemplified by the post-9/11 rise of neo-conservatism in America, can be
connected to the chaos allowed by the permissiveness of neoliberalism, and the
problem this poses for the state.298 Harvey specifically refers to Margaret
Thatcher’s deployment of nationalist sentiment in support of her strategies of
neoliberalisation.299 Although authoritarianism is technically contrary to the
sanctity of the self-sovereignty neoliberalism promotes as its greatest strength, it
is possible for the two to co-exist, by this account, and this conservatism may
appear as a ‘solution’ to the problem of the non-existence of neoliberalism’s
political dimension. This solution is limited, however; the limitations of neoconservative political outlooks must be ultimately unacceptable to neoliberal
subjects who have been interpellated to think of themselves as freely choosing
subjects, however misguided such an understanding might be.
In Kingdom Come, Richard Pearson’s journey for self-discovery is ‘actualised’
through his involvement with doctor Julia Goodwin. He and Julia embark on a
relationship after she goes back to his father’s flat with him when both are
caught in the fallout from a bomb that kills Geoffrey Fairfax. She insists that they
have sex in his father’s bed. Pearson, like the reader, learns towards the end of
the novel that she feels guilty for having been involved in the original
assassination plot that resulted in Stuart Pearson’s death; sleeping with his son
in his bed is an act of self-flagellation. Despite this, it is Richard Pearson’s
relationship with Julia that offers his best chance at redemption, at overcoming
his fixation on his father and establishing his own identity. Julia is, as her
surname suggests, a ‘good one.’ Her involvement with the plot against Cruise was
minimal. She believed that Christie would be letting off a smoke bomb, rather
than shooting to kill. As a volunteer at a local women’s centre, Goodwin saw first298
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hand the way in which exclusionary violence was inscribed on the bodies of
women, especially those from Asian communities, i.e. the visible Other. Believing
that a spectacular assault on the Metro-Centre would draw attention to the acts
of violence perpetrated by its supporters in the name of ‘community,’ she
acquiesced to the plot, giving Christie beta-blockers to calm him down and
reassuring him that he was doing “the right thing.”300 Julia’s role here is a
typically feminine one of caregiver. Even during the siege of the Metro-Centre, to
which she is fundamentally opposed, she looks after David Cruise when he is
shot, sacrificing her beliefs for the greater good of public order – all those
present believe the incitement to violence will be unstoppable if Christie dies.
There is, however, another dimension to her work with the women’s refuge in
the novel, in which she is the protector of those women, in whom the male
characters show no interest – they would rather focus on their plan to return
Brooklands to its middle-class, middle-English ‘glory.’
The siege of the Metro-Centre is a convoluted closing act to the novel, which
sees loyalties and motivations become increasingly murky as the excuse of
ideology gives way to the bare exercise of power. Previously, Richard Pearson
had recognised the efforts of those who sought to undermine the Metro-Centre,
and characterised it as a result of their sense of feeling threatened by the centre.
Their assassination plot, and later, Fairfax’s doomed bombing campaign, were
efforts to amplify the violence already occurring in an effort to force state
intervention so that ‘order’ might be restored:
Only a direct attack on the great shopping mall would rouse a deeply
sedated population. No vandalized church or library, no ransacked
school or heritage site, would touch a nerve. A violent revolt, the
cordite of civil strife in suburban Surrey, would force the county
council and the Home Office to react. The retail parks would close, the
fox would return to his haunts, and the hunt would gallop again over
abandoned dual carriageways and through the forecourts of forgotten
filling stations.301
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Again, this demonstrates the limited construction of community on which Fairfax
et al relied – the world of fox hunting and pastoral idylls. The idea that the
spectacular violence of an attack on the shopping centre would effectively ‘reset’
Brooklands and the surrounding towns turns out not to be so straightforward.
With the Metro-Centre sceptics organising a deputation to the Home Office
(state intervention, again), a simulated attack occurs, with the intention this time
of allowing the consumerist loyalists to rally support. Ballard’s depiction of this
attack draws from 9/11, as we see in Pearson’s description of it:
Like most people, I spent the afternoon watching my television set.
From the living-room windows I could see the narrow column of
white smoke that rose from an emergency vent in the roof of the
Metro-Centre. In the still air it climbed vertically, trembled and then
dispersed into the cloud cover.302
The visual depiction here recalls the images of the Twin Towers that were
broadcast globally following the 9/11 attacks, of which Baudrillard wrote, “what
stays with us, above all else, is the sight of the images.”303 The reference to 9/11
is continued in Ballard’s depiction of David Cruise’s broadcast from the MetroCentre following the (non) attack. He gives a stirring speech to viewers,
beseeching them to come out and show their support for the Centre, and
referring to a vague enemy:
The people who did this will try again. I want you all to be ready. You
created this, don’t let them take it away. There are enemies out there,
and you know who they are. If I don’t see you again, you can be sure I
went down fighting for the Metro-Centre…304
Both the tone and content of this short speech echo Bush’s State of the Union
address after 9/11, excerpts from which include: “Tonight, we are a country
awakened to danger and called to defend freedom. Our grief has turned to anger
and anger to resolution. Whether we bring our enemies to justice or bring justice
to our enemies, justice will be done,” and “[The goal of Al Qaeda] is remaking the
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world – and imposing its radical beliefs on people everywhere.”305 This is
another example of Ballard’s borrowing from reality, or even, his invention of the
real. In Pearson’s account of the reaction to Cruise’s speech, he suggests that the
audience prefer being lied to because it allows them to be knowingly complicit:
They knew they were being lied to, but if lies were consistent enough
they defined themselves as a credible alternative to the truth.
Emotion ruled almost everything, and lies were driven by emotions
that were familiar and supportive, while the truth came with hard
edges that cut and bruised.306
Here, Ballard identifies the way in which the advertising culture of consumer
capitalism would come to feed into the rise of ‘post-truth’ neoliberal politics,
with its emphasis on truthiness, in which the factual content of a statement is
less important than the listener’s feeling of its truth. Ballard’s work quickly
exceeds the reality from which it is drawn, however, when Duncan Christie at
last manages to shoot David Cruise, during a live broadcast from the MetroCentre.
By this point, Pearson has discovered the reality of his father’s involvement
with the Metro-Centre supporters, and in doing so has freed himself from the
obligation to repeat this involvement: “I had relied on my father to justify my
support for the Metro-Centre and its sporting militias.”307 It turns out that he has
been closer to his father than he ever knew; Stuart Pearson also upset the plans
of the Metro-Centre opponents by his efforts at infiltration, though never as
drastically as his son. At this point, Pearson becomes capable of recognising the
real danger of the clubs, who are destroying schools and libraries and defecating
on cricket grounds, such is their disdain for the traditional pillars of British
community. Pearson attempts to contact Goodwin to warn her that the women’s
refuge is likely in danger, but is interrupted by the shooting, which he witnesses
305
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on live TV, in an echo of the Kennedy/Oswald assassinations. He rushes to the
Metro-Centre, where psychiatrist Maxted upbraids him for his role in facilitating
the spread and cohesion of the consumer-fascist movement. Learning that Julia
Goodwin is already in the centre, tending to David Cruise, the two enter, and find
themselves amongst the mix of supporters and shoppers who are trapped in the
mall when the entrances are sealed. This is the final stage of transformation,
where the Metro-Centre ostensibly moves from shopping centre to sovereign
state: “The republic of the Metro-Centre had at last established itself, a faith
trapped inside its own temple.”308
This sets the stage for a chaotic ending to the novel, a staged crisis made real,
which repeats the worst aspects of consumer capitalism and failing fascism. The
situation inside the centre is absurd: despite the vast array of food and consumer
goods, people begin to fall ill and starve after they run out of money, for no one is
to take anything they cannot pay for, per the rules of capitalism. As we have seen
earlier, those trapped in the dome begin to identify with the consumer goods by
which they are surrounded, some even drawing barcodes on their hands - a
parody, too, of the desire for designer clothes and goods that ‘brand’ the wearer.
Shrines appear, modelled on shop displays, underlining Ballard’s thesis that
consumerism is a new religion.309 In a chapter entitled “Work Makes You Free,”
hostages are compelled to restore order to the mall, which has by this stage
become abject, an echo of Nazi concentration camps.310 Some of the hostages
change sides, coming to identify with their captors. The elderly perish, deemed
useless in the new regime.311 The army attempt to take the centre, but end up
killing a number of hostages, who have been dressed in St George’s shirts by
their captors, prompting Sangster to make the observation that, “Violence is the
true poetry of governments.”312 Tom Carradine, the head of PR who has taken
over as leader in Cruise’s necessary absence, decides that they should claim
responsibility for these deaths themselves, and spread word that they have shot
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even more; “As the occupying military power, we are entitled to retaliate.”313
Violence begets violence; or, as Hannah Arendt might correct Sangster, “Power is
indeed the essence of all government, but violence is not. … Violence can destroy
power; it is utterly incapable of creating it.”314 This sees Ballard taking his own
thesis to its furthest point. He effectively shows the reader the limitation of his
own thematic insistence on violence; this follows from my earlier
conceptualisation of Ballard’s work as filled with Events that fail to unfold new
representations. The reliance on violence to open spaces of potential is futile,
because it only repeats the violence of the neoliberal capitalist system, and
additionally, lacks the collusive consent that legitimates the official states of that
system.
Cruise does not recover, and Carradine positions himself to take over, with the
Centre surrounded by media who describe the siege as “a populist uprising, the
struggle of consumer man and his consumer wife against the metropolitan elites
with their deep loathing of shopping malls,” evoking the anti-elitist rhetoric upon
which right-wing populism relies.315 By this stage, opponents and supporters are
virtually indistinguishable, all caught up in the power fluxes of the faux-state,
just as facts have become indistinguishable from fiction, as when Carradine
insists they claim responsibility for the deaths of those hostages shot by the state
army. When Cruise finally dies, Julia Goodwin at last confesses to Pearson her full
involvement in his father’s death. This opens up a new space of honesty between
them, which seems as though it might be a space of affective potential. This is
demonstrated at the liberation of the Centre, in a chapter titled, ‘Exit Strategies,’
which begins, “AT LAST TOGETHER, our hands gripping the head rail, Julia and I
propelled the bed through the doorway of the first-aid post and set off for the
South Gate entrance.”316 This union gestures to the generative possibilities of
intimacy, and is enabled by that very logic we saw in Nguyen’s work earlier, “the
radical reinterpretation of individual experiences as social phenomena with
histories and political consequences, and the subsequent rejection of these
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structural determinations,” which allows the subject to become a “radical object
of knowledge.”317 Richard Pearson has, it seems, at last seen the error of his
ways and overcome the ghost of his father. He has recognised his role in Cruise’s
rise, and witnessed the consequences of the violence he instigated, including its
repetition of extant political frameworks and its historical precedents. This
recasting of self-knowledge, which understands one’s self as located within the
structural determinations of power and thus renders the self able to resist these
determinations, is something like an ethics of the self, in the Foucauldian
model.318 As it stands, Richard Pearson is not necessarily quite at this point, but
we leave him at the point where he may at last be able to know himself and be
known by others in a framework of accountability.
This optimism is tempered, as ever in Ballard’s work. The redemption of this
one character does not mean the salvation of all. At the close of the novel,
Pearson gazes over the wreckage of the Metro-Centre, and observes:
I watched the spectators around me, standing silently at the railing.
There were no St George’s shirts, but they watched a little too
intently. One day there would be another Metro-Centre and another
desperate and deranged dream. Marchers would drill and wheel
while another cable announcer sang out the beat. In time, unless the
sane woke and rallied themselves, an even fiercer republic would
open the doors and spin the turnstiles of its beckoning paradise.319
Ballard issues a call to the readers here, to wake and rally, to be wary of danger.
Beyond this, I think, is another call: to refuse despair and ressentiment. During
the scene in which Julia Goodwin confesses, psychiatrist Tony Maxted explains
how even the opponents of the Metro-Centre came to feel a certain regard for
David Cruise’s nihilistic rants, suggesting that they revealed the core of selfloathing at the heart of consumerist subject identity: “we’re totally degenerate.
We lack spine, and any faith in ourselves. We have a tabloid world-view, but no
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dreams or ideas.”320 Such an account is echoed elsewhere by Baudrillard, who
writes:
What we detest in ourselves, the obscure object of our resentment, is
this excess of reality, this excess of power and comfort, this universal
availability, this definitive fulfilment … As much as terrorism rests,
then, on the despair of the humiliated and insulted, it rests also on the
invisible despair of the privileged beneficiaries of globalisation, on
our own submission to an integral technology, to a crushing virtual
reality, to the grip of networks and programmes, which perhaps
represents the involutive profile of the entire species, of the human
race become ‘global’ (doesn’t the human race’s supremacy over the
rest of the planet resemble the West’s supremacy over the rest of the
world?}. And this invisible despair – our despair – is terminal, since it
arises out of the fulfillment of all desires.321
If Baudrillard and Ballard are correct, and it is our ‘true’ selves, as constructed –
or made true - by the rubric of neoliberalism and the happiness discourse by
which it disseminates its ‘common sense,’ that we despise, it may again be
Foucault to whom we turn, remembering the words we saw earlier in this
chapter: “Maybe the target nowadays is not to discover what we are but to refuse
what we are.”322 To do this, Ballard suggests, takes both a tremendous
imaginative effort and an act of faith in others – a sense of solidarity – that is
made virtually unthinkable by the value deficit of neoliberalism. For such a
refusal, we must détourné the psychotherapeutic neoliberal rhetoric of selfknowledge to institute a system of self-criticism that recognises our enmeshment
in power systems and – crucially – seeks to resist determination by these
systems. Such a self-critique must also be a critique of these power structures,
otherwise we are left in the same position as Brown describes in her account of
identity politics. To avoid this, one must avoid the temptations of ressentiment,
and of the valorisation of suffering as political identity. Knowing ourselves in this
way, to put it briefly, is the best condition by which we may imagine ourselves as
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Other – and this is the very core of imagining a system built on the ideal of
equality. It is only on this basis that a space of objective solidarity might be made
possible, even against the apparently totalising force of atomistic neoliberal
accounts of the self.
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CHAPTER 3: EGAN

On Egan
If, as I stated at the beginning of the previous chapter, J. G. Ballard’s work has
demonstrated a preoccupation with neoliberalism and its impact on
subjectification since the very beginning of the neoliberal ‘turn’, this
preoccupation has, as we saw in that chapter, primarily been expressed through
exploration of the totalising systems (corporate, state, psy) that intervene in
subjectification in order to shape the ‘ideal neoliberal subject’, as rhetorical
device, legal figure (citizen), and lived experience, concentrating particularly on
the policing of affect. Through Ballard’s work we saw how these systems
cooperate and collude to construct a seemingly impenetrable network of
(im)possibility, and how legitimately dangerous Ballard considers such a
construction to be.462 I have posited neoliberal happiness discourse as the
connecting rationale of all these systems – the space in which programmes of
subjectification may be rendered into the ‘common sense’ by which, as we have
seen, neoliberalism seeks to normalise and even naturalise its values.463 I have
suggested that the praxis of neoliberal happiness discourse, primarily
represented through the promotion of management-strategy-based mental
health interventions, as well as through ‘common sense’ wellness imperatives
that cooperate with the neoliberal construction of self as ‘capital’ or ‘enterprise’
(cf. Wendy Brown and Lois McNay) requires subjects to become complicit in
these systems, and to perpetuate them through their engagement. This may be
best demonstrated by the way in which we have seen unhappiness built into
neoliberal happiness discourse – that is, a distinct framework of unhappiness,
which requires the subject to participate in productive networks of
individualised choice that discourage any effort to locate causes of suffering in
structural terms, depoliticising the affective distress engendered by the inherent
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inequalities of neoliberalism and the attendant precarity of life strongly felt by
the neoliberal subject.464
In short, my reading so far has explored the way in which systems act on
subjects in order to imbricate them in a self-regulatory discourse of happiness
which is both depoliticised and depoliticising. What has gone unaddressed, so
far, is the way in which contemporary subjects participate in this construction –
what we might call the ‘everyday practices’ of neoliberal happiness discourse, or
the ‘self’ part of this self-regulatory discourse, if you like. This is the ‘inside’ of
neoliberal happiness discourse - an account of how the subject acts on their ‘self.’
It calls for an exploration of those ‘technologies of the self’ notably absent from
Ballard’s work: the tools of virtual identity that have become an everyday part of
subjectification and self expression. Jennifer Egan’s work is saturated by these
technologies and our obsession with them – perhaps unsurprisingly, given that
the author famously dated Apple founder Steve Jobs whilst still in college,
sometime around 1984, during which time he reportedly set her up with one of
the early Macintosh computers.465 Egan’s own journalistic work has involved
direct explorations of modes of practice of neoliberal happiness discourse such
as ‘mindfulness’ and the use of psychoactive medication in treating children i.e.
the ‘biologisation’ of any aberrance under the rubric of ‘mental health.’466 I
believe that exploration of Egan’s work supplements the reading of Ballard that
constituted the first part of this thesis. Such a reading allows us to move from
‘system’ oriented accounts of the regulatory functions of neoliberal happiness
discourse to the ‘self’ oriented. This move might also be construed in terms of
national difference; it is easier to track systemic approaches in the U.K. because
of the N.H.S, which makes plain the path of state interest and intervention in
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‘mental health’ (and ‘wellness’) practices.467 The absence of any similarly
comprehensive system in the U.S. (and the current uncertainty around the
replacement of the 2010 Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act) makes it
more difficult to track government strategies, as does the diffuse nature of U.S.
government, divided as it is between federal and state powers.468 As noted in the
previous chapter, too, much of the technique and attitude that informs neoliberal
happiness discourse is associated with a certain sense of American cultural
imperialism, most vividly demonstrated in Kingdom Come. Although this section
will involve some consideration of systemic frameworks of subjectification, then,
focus on the self seems most apt, as well as allowing illumination of aspects of
neoliberal happiness discourse not addressed in Ballard’s work. Egan herself has
explicitly recognised this tendency in her work, as she explained in a 2014
interview: “Mass-media as an ever evolving means of self-objectification and an
invitation to self-objectify, is something that has been an overt interest of mine
right from the beginning.”469 This ‘self-objectification’ is intimately connected to
self-regulation, as we shall see through the course of this chapter.
During this section, I will explore the four novels Egan has published to date:
The Invisible Circus (1995); Look at Me (2001); The Keep (2006); and A Visit from
the Goon Squad (2010). These run roughly congruously to Ballard’s late novels.
As such, we can broadly assume them to be reacting to the same global events
and cultural shifts, albeit filtered through an American perspective rather than a
British one. Despite accounts of the ‘deterritorialized subject’ or ‘global citizen,’ it
is fair to say, as I argued in the previous section when looking at Cocaine Nights
and Kingdom Come, that the weight of international borders has not yet been
entirely negated. As stated, the recent rise of nationalism across the U.S., U.K. and
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Western Europe has prompted suggestions that we are in the midst of a reevaluation of national identity. It is easy to see how we might imagine a ‘special
relationship’ between any purportedly global discourse of happiness and the
United States, a country founded on the “self-evident” truth, “that all men are
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.”470 If the
‘invisible’ ideal neoliberal subject was revealed by Ballard’s work to be the
middle-class subject, Egan’s work extends that to which Ballard’s work has
gestured: that this ideal subject is also ‘American,’ in the sense that they accord
with a certain set of values held to be core facets of American national identity primarily the capacity for self-reinvention, as we shall see in each of these
novels, most notably in Look at Me. We can trace this culture of individualism in
America as far back as Tocqueville’s analysis, where he understood it to be the
fundamental fact of American democracy. For Tocqueville, the condition of
‘general equality’ upon which America was founded threatened an inward turn
of every man; that is, a turn to individualism. He believed that individualism was
distinct from egoism, though not incompatible with it, and that it “at first, only
saps the virtues of public life; but, in the long run, it attacks and destroys all
others.”471 These individualists:
owe nothing to any man, they expect nothing from any man; they
acquire the habit of always considering themselves as standing alone,
and they are apt to imagine that their own destiny is in their own
hands. Thus not only does democracy make every man forget his
ancestors, but it hides his descendants, and separates his
contemporaries from him; it throws him back forever upon himself
alone, and threatens in the end to confine him entirely within the
solitude of his own heart.472
For Tocqueville, this individualism was mediated by substantial interest in
public affairs, an interest only sensible in light of the interaction between
470
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personal interest and public affairs: “Men attend to the interests of the public,
first by necessity, afterwards by choice: what was intentional becomes an
instinct; and by dint of working for the good of one’s fellow-citizens, the habit
and the taste for serving them is at length acquired.”473 What we are confronted
with now is the rise of a governmental rationality that discourages any such
substantive engagement and, through its privileging of the economic above all
else, restructures both the parameters of the good and the way in which
relationships between subjects work (where these are subject to the rational of
‘self as enterprise’). Tocqueville’s individualist, the bogeyman lurking at the
margins of American democracy since its inception, is given full flight in the
figure of the ideal neoliberal subject, confined entirely within the solitude of her
own economic best interest.
The middle-class coding of the ideal neoliberal subject relates to the way in
which subjects are interpellated to become self-governing, and how neoliberal
happiness discourse functions as a form of governmentality. Whilst the citizen
subject has always been expected to self-regulate in accordance with the laws of
the nation state or risk punishment, the move to self- maximise as a form of self
governance is relatively new, as Rose has traced in Governing the Soul (1989).
This has occasioned the development of a citizen whose belonging is not
dependent on the direct intervention or shaping of the state, although the
pervasive power of national myth has not been discarded or rendered irrelevant
by this move. After 9/11, the figure of the American citizen was thrust back into
the public imagination with a vengeance, as both state and subjects sought a way
to contain the psychic shock of the spectacular breach of national specialty.474
There is, clearly, an inherent tension between the citizen subject as one with
rights and duties and the ideal neoliberal subject as one who chooses free from
inclination.475 For American subjects, this tension is somewhat mediated by the
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distinct way in which freedom to choose is inscribed as a foundational citizen
right. Furthermore, the conceptual space occupied by America as the primary
consumerist nation, land of Coca Cola and Disneyland, means that there is less
dissonance between these accounts of selfhood than in a nation such as
Britain.476 We might say that the American citizen has always been the
economised citizen; that is, accounts of freedom in America have always been
connected to economic potential. We can see this in J. Hector St. Jean de
Crèvecoeur’s account of America in Letters From an American Farmer (1782),
which concentrates on the ways in which this new nation differs from the Old
World of Europe:
What attachment can a poor European emigrant have for a country
where he had nothing? The knowledge of the language, the love of a
few kindred as poor as himself, were the only cords that tied him: his
country is now that which gives him land, bread, protection, and
consequence . . . The American is a new man, who acts upon new
principles; he must therefore entertain new ideas, and form new
opinions. From involuntary idleness, servile dependence, penury, and
useless labour, he has passed to toils of a very different nature,
rewarded by ample subsistence. This is an American.477
To be American, then, is to be free of obligation except perhaps that felt as
gratitude to the largesse of the land that enables (white European) newcomers
to reinvent themselves as economically free men. The self who may imagine
himself free is the foundational American subject. More than this, the inscription
of this freedom in the language of happiness, per the Declaration of
independence, suggests that to be an American is to imagine oneself as a subject
with the potential to be happy. An American subject should be self-governing
because they are free from inclination, and imagined in essence as free from the
weighty emotional and economic bonds of the Old World. The intervention of the
state to shape a particular kind of citizen is apparent primarily at moments of
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crisis, although it is always working through biopolitical governance, as Foucault
illustrated. The primacy of ‘being American’ in the popular imagination is in itself
a strategy of governance, where this ‘ideal’ or abstract identity comes to bear
materially on subjects in regulating and managing their behaviour. Although this
is true to greater and lesser extents in other nations, the self-conscious mythmaking of America elevates this discourse of individual self-creation to a
foundational position not necessarily present in most European countries.
Contemporary American Literary Culture: New Times, New Selves, New
Sincerity?
This, then, is where we begin in situating Egan’s work: as American. In the
previous section, I started by offering some account of the critical landscape
surrounding Ballard’s work, in order to explain both what is unique in my
reading of his work, and how I track Ballard’s engagement with the discourse I
am outlining in this thesis. The body of critical work on Egan is, as one might
imagine, considerably smaller than that on Ballard. The four novels I survey here
(along with one ‘Twitfic,’ Black Box (2012), and a collection of short stories I will
not be exploring) account for her entire literary oeuvre; Ballard’s quartet
comprise about a fifth of his, not to mention the numerous short story collections
published during his lifetime. The substantiality of Ballard’s back catalogue, as
well as his revisiting of themes, characters, and motifs throughout his oeuvre,
creates a distinct fictional world – the Ballardian – that informs reader
expectation, interpretation and analysis. This is underlined by these late novels
which, as I have sought to show, seem to be designed to work together to offer
the reader a warning: “Dangerous bends RIGHT NOW.” Although I would argue
that Egan’s work also demonstrates the same revisiting of themes and motifs,
there is no comparable ‘Eganian’ universe, due both to the newness of her work
and the relative lack of scholarship on it thus far.
Another important difference in situating the work of these authors is their
distinct cultural heritage. As we saw in the previous chapter, Ballard’s work is
staged globally, although its focus tends to be on a ‘typically British’ middle class,
representation of which may be extended to a global bourgeois, as in SuperCannes, reflecting his concerns regarding the ‘bourgeoisation’ of life more
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generally. Ballard also seeks to trace the influence of American culture on
Western Europe, whilst at the same time recognising that traditional ideas of
borders and nationality may still hold weight, despite the neoliberal rubric of
‘global citizens.’ In contrast to this, Egan’s work is firmly situated as American,
although it too utilises global staging, across Europe, Africa and South America.
American literature has, as is frequently noted, been heavily involved in the selfconscious creation of a national identity. As Greil Marcus and Werner Sollors put
it in their introduction to A New Literary History of America (2009), “this is the
story of a made-up nation that in many ways preceded its society. Its literature
was not inherited but invented, as if it were a tool or a machine, and discovered,
as if it were a gold strike or the next wonder of the Louisiana Purchase.”478
American identity, in its earliest incarnation, was predicated on denying the
socio-political systems that gave shape to Europe, particularly Britain and
France.479 To be American, according to its national mythology, is to be a selfdetermining individual, even as part of the whole (e pluribus unum, indeed). This
individualising tendency of American identity accords neatly with the atomistic
agenda of neoliberalism, and is explored extensively throughout Egan’s work this is an explicit theme of Look at Me, though it recurs to some extent in each of
her novels. In seeking to locate Egan in a more specific contemporary critical
framework, I will look briefly at the way in which her work has been tentatively
situated in the context of postmodernity, New Sincerity, and the ‘neoliberal
novel,’ in order to tease out the most useful critical starting point for
understanding what Egan’s work is trying to do – or even, what is happening in
478
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Egan’s work, which might not be best described in the language of intentionality,
as we will see.
The range of terms given above as a starting point signals one of the
foremost difficulties of discussing Egan’s work, which is its very
contemporaneity. That is, it is possible to regard Ballard’s work in some sort of
historical context, because the moment on which it commented, the reality it
invented, has since passed. Ballard’s work is bounded by its inscription and
immanence to the material circumstance in which it was written, even as it
pushes towards the ‘next five minutes.’ Egan’s work occupies a different
temporal modality, which I will seek to outline here and explain through close
reading of her work below. This is also part of a more general difficulty in
categorising contemporary literature after postmodernity, which has been the
subject of considerable discussion amongst literary scholars, some of whom,
such as Mark McGurl and Mathias Nilges, inform my efforts to situate Egan’s
work. To start, then, we will begin at the beginning – that is, Adam Kelly’s
account of Egan’s work, in ‘Beginning with Postmodernism’ (2011). This essay
concentrates on unpacking the relationship between Egan’s Look at Me and her
postmodern literary inheritance. Kelly uses this as an exemplary reading with
which to make a series of larger points about the way in which we do or might
‘begin with’ postmodernism in our efforts to offer critical accounts of both
contemporary fiction, broadly speaking, and individual contemporary fictions.480
In a later piece of work, Kelly continues on from this beginning, tentatively
claiming Egan for ‘New Sincerity,’ the critical school described in his essay,
‘David Foster Wallace and the New Sincerity in American Fiction’ (2010). What I
want to do here is to draw a line from these readings through to Nilges’s
invocation of A Visit From the Goon Squad as a ‘neoliberal novel,’ in order to
connect the extant critical dots on reading Egan. This is also an effort to work out
the grounding for reading Egan’s work in a political context, as any approach that
connects it to neoliberalism must inevitably seek to. This examination, then, is
twofold: what is this work trying to do? And then, what does this work do?
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In a way, Look at Me is the exemplary problematic of Egan’s novels too, in its overt use of the
forms and techniques of postmodern literature and frequent and intrusive insistence on
foregrounding its own textuality (as we will see in close reading).
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Egan’s work is difficult to situate because it enacts a repeated disavowal of
seriousness in its constant recourse to irony – typically postmodern - but also
demonstrates a sustained engagement with the way in which people live under
neoliberalism – apparently sincere, and also, perhaps, incipiently political. Here
too lies the crux of the difference between Ballard’s work and Egan’s. Where
Ballard focuses on outsiders, on those who struggle against the apparently
totalising systems of neoliberalism, Egan’s work concentrates on insiders – on
the struggle to live inside of these systems and of the way in which, as ‘insiders,’
these characters are often complicit in their own imbrication in neoliberalism,
and the neoliberal happiness discourse I am tracing in this thesis. Egan also
continues the extensive thematisation of imagination marked in Ballard’s work,
categorised in my reading of his work as a space of affective potential (after
Massumi).
The most straightforward way to begin to ‘draw a line’ between these critical
accounts of Egan is, I think, to concentrate on the temporal mode in which her
novels operate. In ‘Beginning with Postmodernism,’ Kelly characterises the
relationship between Egan’s novels and the postmodern tradition as best
described as gothic.481 To wit, he suggests that the way in which Egan’s work
invokes the tropes and techniques of the gothic produces a sense of the uncanny,
which reintroduces “resonances and specters of history into the novel’s form as
well as in its content.”482 This is, in fact, common to Egan’s novels, almost all of
which operate in what I will call here the ‘neoliberal gothic’ and demonstrate a
similar preoccupation with time and history, expressed through ‘haunted’
narratives in which temporality is constantly uncertain. For example, in The
Invisible Circus, to which we will come shortly, the primary narrative of Phoebe
O’Connor is constantly shaped, underpinned, and interrupted by that of her longdeceased sister, Faith; this is part of a larger theme negotiating the transition
from the nineteen sixties to the nineteen seventies in America. Novels
demonstrating this formal preoccupation with time are described by Nilges as
Zeitroman, and he includes A Visit From the Goon Squad as an example of the
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genre.483 This is a feature of what he calls the ‘neoliberal novel’ because of the
changing nature of time under neoliberalism, described as a “temporal
immediacy,” referring to the contraction of the relationship between worker and
capital (no longer mediated through the salary relationship), after Marazzi.484
This is also connected to the ‘pace of life’ enabled by new technologies:
“Neoliberalism produces and requires a new form of time and temporality that is
more directly tied to activities that were previously independent of the
production process [including intellectual and emotional activity].”485 Nilges
continues, suggesting that neoliberalism requires “a structural literalisation of
temporal immediacy, that is, for instance, connected to the speed of trade and
communication in the context of which we witness the contraction of time into
instantaneity.”486 Nilges follows this with Franco Berardi’s concept of
‘hypercomplexity,’ which expresses the bombardment of information
experienced by the neoliberal subject and the difficulty of processing this
information due to its rate of arrival and structural complexity.487 Nilges is
seeking to re-establish the antagonistic function of literature within culture,
through emphasising its ability to create a space in which the future may be
imagined as difference: this is my fundamental approach too.488 Part of this,
Nilges suggests, is to do with the form of the novel. This form can resist the
immediacy of other art forms, such as cinema and photography and,
unmentioned, but implicit, and important, all and any art made online, one must
assume. This occurs, Nilges suggests, through the novel’s,

483 Mathias Nilges. ‘Neoliberalism and the time of the novel,’ Textual Practice, 29:2, 2015, pp.
357-377, p. 372.
484 Nilges. ‘Neoliberalism and the time of the novel,’ p. 368-9. It is Marazzi’s term, “new times,”
that I have borrowed for the title of this section.
485 Nilges ‘Neoliberalism and the time of the novel,’ p. 368.
486 Nilges ‘Neoliberalism and the time of the novel,’ p. 368.
487 There is more to be said here, I think, as regards the way in which information is received as
a mass or network due to the accessibility of all information (theoretically at least), but for my
current purpose, the specifics of this operation are less important than the impact it has on
subjects – engendering a kind of information ‘daze,’ if you like, that replicates the same chaos of
choice by which subjects are obliged to imbricate themselves in neoliberal networks of
production and consumption.
488 I will explore the specific ‘case’ for literature, and the novel in particular, as the ideal vehicle
for this (and, indeed, for the kind of critical approach I am taking in this thesis as the best way to
understand this potential), in the introduction/conclusion.
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reconfiguration of the temporal limit of neoliberalism as a historically
specific temporal imaginary, one that is directly related to specific
historical conditions and that as such does not mark the end of time
itself but rather the crisis of one of neoliberalism’s constitutive
dimensions.489
The oppositional form of the neoliberal novel is seen here to lie in the novel’s
processual account of the relationship between subject and world, which
demonstrates a resistance to the temporal immediacy characterised above as a
constituent feature of neoliberalism and an ability to work through (or write
through) temporal crises.490 This oppositional function reveals that same
contradiction at the heart of neoliberalism that I have outlined throughout this
thesis: the need for futurity - to guarantee continued productive participation and the foreclosure of its possibility given the limitations of constant immediacy
- short term, or precarious, life narratives. We can see this, too, in Nilges’s
account of what he identifies as the two types of neoliberal novel, distinguishing
between novels that “reproduce the symptom (a lack of time and futurity,
seeking refuge in the past in the absence of being able to imagine the future as
difference) and those that engage with neoliberalism as bound up with the
question of the novel’s possibility as an art form.”491 The novel can invent our
own reality and thus force us to confront it, or it can attempt an imaginative
investigation of the conditions of this reality. Although I find Nilges’s work very
useful, I am not so sure that there is a hard distinction between these two ‘types’:
in fact, my reading of Ballard suggested that the first might actually enable the
second, where Ballard designed this confrontation in order to push the reader
towards exploring their own imaginative capacity, or affective potential. We will
see how this works in Egan’s novels.
Egan’s interest, as I hope to demonstrate throughout this section, lies first and
foremost in the novel as form. Kelly has suggested that her work negotiates the
larger questions of sincerity he has identified as shaping the work of David
489
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Foster Wallace, which are the questions of how the relationship between author
and reader might be sincere, in a roughly postmodern framework - that is, how
does the reflexively self-aware author write their way out of the double bind of
postmodern irony? While acknowledging that this is the context from which
Egan’s work emerges, I am not convinced that this is what is actually at stake in
her work; in fact, as I intend to demonstrate, the preoccupation of her work is
the function of fiction for fiction’s sake. Thus, positing an intended relationship
with the reader, sincere or otherwise, overlooks her own disavowals, both within
her novels and in interviews, etc.492 I am uneasy about endorsing the political
potential of literature conceived under the heading of ‘New Sincerity’ because it
seems to me it might accord too neatly with the de-radicalised politics of
intimacy I have elsewhere suggested bridges the way for post-truth politics
through its equivalence between fact and feeling.493 Nilges’s account of the
function of the neoliberal novel allows a way to read Egan’s work in a political
context whilst still acknowledging that this may be unintentional – it occurs due
to a preoccupation with form, and the potential of this form, rather than as an
extended thematic exploration, per Ballard’s work. In this way, Egan herself can
dodge attempts to get a ‘critical handle’ on her work (which she frequently does),
but, at the same time, the work may still have a political function. This is the
backdrop against which I am starting my exploration of neoliberal happiness
discourse in Egan’s novels - with a disavowal of my own. We should be careful, I
think, in attributing too much to what Egan is trying to make happen off the page,

492 Jennifer Egan interviewed by Christopher Cox. The Paris Review June 25 2010,

www.theparisreview.org/blog/2010/06/25/qa-jennifer-egan/ - here, Egan discusses how her
novels are often a ‘working out’ of literary theory; Jennifer Egan interviewed by Heidi Julavits,
Bomb, 112, 2010. bombmagazine.org/article/3524/jennifer-egan - the same point emerges here.
493 This is not intended to dismiss the utility of the term entirely, but I think my scepticism is
supported by the way in which it has been appropriated as a commercial form; see, for example,
the films of Wes Anderson, or the music of Vampire Weekend, to whom the label has been
applied. Greater consideration is required of the utility of the form against the uncertain
boundaries of the personal and political, particularly when it comes to defining selfhood through
preference. I think these kind of preferences also have implications for shaping subject agency in
a political sense, as I have intimated elsewhere in this thesis (“it’s what you like, not what you are
like”). The underlying logic of vulnerability that shapes popular understanding of the concept
needs to be interrogated in this same vein, and attended to through considering how the ‘middle
classification’ I have pointed to elsewhere is played out in these attachments or identifications.
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to paraphrase Zadie Smith, as quoted by Kelly.494 Despite this, it may still be that,
against all intention, something does happen. This is the framework in which I
will explore how Egan’s work wrestles with conceptions of happiness under
neoliberalism.
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The Invisible Circus: Promises We Couldn’t Keep
Jennifer Egan’s first novel, The Invisible Circus, was published in 1995, and tells
the story of Phoebe O’Connor, an eighteen year-old American who embarks on a
pilgrimage to Europe, retracing a journey made by her sister, Faith, who killed
herself in a small town in Italy a decade earlier. Like Ballard’s novels, the plot
seems to loosely follow the conventions of the detective form. Phoebe uses
postcards sent by her sister as clues, following her journey in an effort to
discover the reason for her death. We might also read these postcards as a kind
of gothic epistolary framing, per my suggestion that much of Egan’s work
operates in the mode of the neoliberal gothic. The novel is set in San Francisco in
1978, a landmark year in the rise of neoliberalism, according to David Harvey:
“Future historians may well look upon the years 1978-80 as a revolutionary
turning-point in the world’s social and economic history.”495 If Ballard’s work
demonstrated an awareness of the ‘neoliberal turn’ from its very inception, Egan
takes it as her fictional starting point, situating the reader at the precipice of the
seismic change about to “remake the world around us in a totally different
image.”496 More than this, in The Invisible Circus, Egan expands on the
relationship between the cultural ruptures of the nineteen sixties and the
evolution of neoliberalism and its ‘new’ subject, also touched upon in Ballard’s
work. Egan places emphasis on the idea of ‘self-objectification’ and the way in
which this is rooted in the rise of mediated selfhood emergent in the sixties, as
we will see. Even the primary setting of the novel – seventies San Francisco – is
involved in these cultural shifts. Once the holy grail of hippy culture, the location
of the Summer of Love, San Francisco is now widely gentrified, thanks to the tech
industry of Silicon Valley, with income inequality and housing scarcity rising
year on year.497 There is a nod to this in the figure of Barry O’Connor, Phoebe’s
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brother, a newly rich Silicon Valley entrepreneur, and in the shifting mood of the
city Egan traces in the novel.
This is the least ‘experimental’ of Egan’s novels, operating more or less in a
straightforwardly realist mode. Nevertheless, as I have suggested, it offers an
uncertain temporality through its constant narrative negotiation between Faith
and Phoebe - between the sixties and the seventies, even - a typically gothic
doubling. My reading of Egan’s work as neoliberal gothic ties into Nilges’s
reading of the neoliberal novel but reaches for more specificity regarding how
neoliberal influence operates in Egan’s early novels. Emily Johansen offers a
compelling account of the neoliberal gothic in which she recognises the
narrowing of horizons of possibility as structurally essential to such a
conception: “if traditional gothic narratives worked to obscure and exorcise the
cruelties of liberal capitalism, in neoliberal gothic narratives the cruelties are
recognized as inevitable and inescapable.”498 This reading recognises the same
foreclosure of futurity I have traced as the dominant feature of life under
neoliberalism. This owes much to the rhetoric of ‘no alternative,’ the source, by
my account, of much of the affective distress neoliberal happiness discourse
seeks to manage and contain. There are other features of the gothic that inflect
The Invisible Circus and Egan’s later novels: the frequent appearance of castles,
and ruins; the narrative encroachment of the Old World of Europe; the paranoia
that infects both narratives and characters; and the preoccupation with the
fragmented subject. As Joel Faflak and Jason Haslam put it, “the gothic expresses
paranoia that reason might be as volatile or anachronistic as the histories and
customs it forced underground, which is why the gothic itself appears at once
anachronistic and freakishly novel.”499 This supports my contention that Egan’s
novels may be doing more than they are ostensibly intended to, and moves
and the tech industry, too, as explored by Fred Turner in From Counterculture to Cyberculture:
Stewart Brand, the Whole Earth Network, and the Rise of Digital Utopianism, Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 2006.
498 Emily Johansen. ‘The Neoliberal Gothic: Gone Girl, Broken Harbor, and the Terror of Everyday
Life,’ Contemporary Literature, 57:1, 2016. pp. 30-55. p. 30. My emphasis. I will also note here
that the very language of this sentence – the term “recognized” – demonstrates the exact
totalising horizon of hopelessness neoliberalism seeks to enact, and betrays the naturalisation of
this inevitability, even as Johansen works to unpack how literature may seek to destabilise these
‘inevitabilities.’
499 Joel Faflak and Jason Haslam. American Gothic Culture, Edinburgh: Edinburgh University
Press, 2016, p. 5.
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towards addressing Kelly’s assertion that “it can be difficult to identify exactly
what Egan’s work brings to the postmodern table that we haven’t seen
before.”500
The “anachronistic and freakishly novel” seems to me a good description of
the effect of Egan’s form straddling. Faflak and Haslam’s description also
demonstrates how the neoliberal gothic works as an exemplary genre within the
more broad neoliberal novel form outlined by Nilges. If the paranoid turn in
gothic literature expresses fear at the inadequacy of reason, it speaks perfectly to
the distress of subjects who are interpellated to (re)make themselves according
to the purportedly rational ‘business ontology’ of neoliberalism and find that
they cannot. This is the disjuncture between theories of ‘market logic’ and the
experience of the ‘chaos of choice,’ the paranoid tone of the gothic expressing the
unspeakable experience of becoming neoliberal, as it were. Although none of
these novels, bar The Keep, are deliberately written as gothic, the recurrence of
gothic features betrays this distinctly neoliberal anxiety, per Johansen’s work. In
fact, it may be that the unintentional gothicism of the novels enacts an
expression of this anxiety that is not overtly dealt with in their text. Johansen
also asserts that it is not necessarily the ‘typically gothic’ that makes work
operating in this mode grotesque, but instead, “the way the demands of
neoliberal subject-formation cannot help but create monsters or a sense of
decline, despite a rhetoric of continuous evolutionary improvement.”501 Again,
this goes to the heart of my account of the way in which the figure of the ideal
neoliberal subject is one who most people are not like, per Richard Sennett. This
will be revisited extensively in exploring Look at Me, which explicitly thematises
this disjuncture.
The gothic doublings and uncertain temporal modalities of The Invisible Circus
are apparent from its beginning. Phoebe arrives at the advertised site of the
‘Revival of Moons,’ an event marking ten years since a ‘Festival of Moons.’ Half
the posters advertising the event were printed with the wrong date, and as a
result, she has missed it. These uncertain textual artefacts are typically gothic,
too. At the site, she encounters Kyle, or Catnip, who was a friend of her sister’s.
500 Kelly. ‘Beginning with Postmodernism’ p. 392.
501
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Almost immediately, he says to her, “Man . . . you look a lot like this girl I used to
know.”502 Even Phoebe’s name consigns her to a secondary position, emphasised
by the name of the festival: the goddess Phoebe (also Artemis) is associated with
the moon, a light-borrower. Phoebe’s naming also places her in the literary
lineage of little sisters, linking her to Holden Caulfield’s roller-skating kid sister,
Phoebe, one of the few people the disaffected narrator of J.D. Salinger’s The
Catcher in the Rye (1951) can stand. It is to Phoebe that Holden recounts the
titular fantasy of that novel, his dream of keeping little children playing in a field
of rye from running off the edge of a nearby cliff, inspired by a misremembered
Robert Burns poem. Holden’s fantasy represents a dream of preserving
innocence, of keeping safe the incorruptibility of childhood, in the same way
Saint-Exupéry’s narrator in The Little Prince sought to resist the strictures of
adulthood. In The Invisible Circus, Phoebe has become trapped in a kind of
perpetual pre-adolescence, afraid to participate in the teenage rites of passage
into which her sister so recklessly threw herself - sex, drugs, rebellion. Her
brother criticises the domestic situation enjoyed by she and her mother: “I mean,
Jesus, Phoebe, it’s been years and nothing’s changed; it’s like Great
Expectations.”503 Phoebe’s liminal selfhood is tied to the uncertainty of American
identity as a whole in the nineteen seventies, through the ‘hangover’ of the
sixties. A common characterisation of the sixties is as the decade that saw the
‘end of innocence’ in America, often linked to the assassination of President John
F. Kennedy.504 The assassination is directly referenced in the novel, when Phoebe
is packing up some of her sister’s belongings and comes across a magazine
spread featuring, “John F. Kennedy’s shooting in a series of freeze-frames – Jackie
holding the President’s head, then crawling in her short skirt over the back of the
moving car – each moment so still, so deeply familiar, like images from Phoebe’s
own dreams.”505 The frozen moment of disaster echoes the shape of Phoebe’s
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own life, and the dream-like quality of the images speaks to the way in which the
assassination is etched in the American public imagination.
This moment is representative of the wider characterisation of the nineteen
sixties as a moment of historical rupture in American culture, particularly in the
popular conservative imagination, as Thomas Frank describes in The Conquest of
Cool (1997).506 Frank’s work highlights the rise of youth culture as a consumer
demographic during this period, intimating the rise of mediated identity for
those coming of age during these upheavals. This was reflected in media content
too, which gave substantial (often disapproving) coverage to the movement, as
John Anthony Moretta describes in The Hippies: A 1960s History (2017), and as
gestured towards early in the novel:
In the public library Phoebe had spent hours poring over old Oracles,
leafing through scholarly and journalistic accounts of the ‘Love
Generation’. But she read with a restless, uneasy suspicion that these
analyses were leading her further from the mystery’s core, not
toward it.507
In The Invisible Circus, Egan draws a parallel between the hippie experience of
media attention and the current condition she broadly refers to as ‘selfobjectification,’ which is in practice connected to new forms of selfhood enabled
(or required) by contemporary technologies such as reality television and online
social medias. This comparison is evident when Faith’s ex-boyfriend, Wolf,
describes the Invisible Circus event to Phoebe:
The idea was for everyone to live out their craziest fantasies at once.
Meanwhile these ‘reporters’ were taking notes on everything that
happened, then Richard Brautigan – no joke, Brautigan himself –
would type up the notes into ‘news bulletins’ and mimeograph
hundreds of copies that got passed around instantly, so not only were
people doing all this crazy shit, but a lot of times they were reading
about themselves doing it before they’d even finished.508

506 See Thomas Frank. The Conquest of Cool: Business Culture, Counterculture, and the
Rise of Hip Consumerism. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997, pp. 1-5.
507 The Invisible Circus, p. 31.
508 The Invisible Circus, p. 194-5.
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After Wolf recounts this anecdote, Phoebe says it sounds like a dream, and Wolf
says, “That’s exactly how it felt.”509 Where she means that it sounds dreamy,
exciting, novel, he means it in reference to the sensation of being made unreal
through the experience of reflexive self-objectification. Through this process, the
subject becomes peripheral even whilst apparently central, as the uncertain and
changeable reality of the embodied self is inscribed into the permanence of text
and made visible in this way.510 Wolf and Faith are of a generation who selfconsciously saw themselves written into history, and Wolf, like Egan, is not sure
this was a positive development.
This description also links the emergence of this mediated self to the rise of
literary postmodernism, invoking Brautigan, a member of the Beat generation
and an early postmodernist.511 Egan’s obsession with textuality and with the
literary antecedents of her work is not given full expression in this novel – to do
so whilst adhering to the broadly realist mode in which the novel works would
strain the form, as is the case in her later novels, as we will see. In this passage,
Wolf describes the process by which the sixties were historicised, and betrays
Egan’s primary characterisation of sixties counterculture – “The idea was for
everyone to live out their craziest fantasies at once.” Egan’s depiction of the
nineteen sixties emphasises desire for transcendence as the guiding aegis of the
countercultural movement. There is some implication here that postmodernism
emerged as a literary form alongside this desire – not as an attempt to transcend
reality itself, but as a literary effort to capture these efforts at transcendence, or
to document the upheavals of the era. As such, it may be that this literature offers
a closer encounter with the “mystery’s core” than those journalistic accounts
Phoebe mistrusts. The larger implication of this reading is that literature has
both a material grounding and a responsibility of representation, both of which
are problematic areas within Egan’s own writing; this becomes evident as her
oeuvre progresses, and the tensions between the realist and postmodernist
impulses in her work are increasingly exposed.
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In contrast to the passage above, which foregrounds self-reflexive tendencies
within countercultural artistic practice, Faith’s experience of becoming a media
object is explicitly connected to her emergent political activism. Amongst the
same clippings from which she plucks the JFK images, Phoebe finds other news
stories, on the Tet Offensive, the March on the Pentagon, and one with the
headline ‘OAKLAND DRAFT PROTEST, A BLOODY ATTACK BY POLICE- CLUBS,
TEAR GAS, BOOTS. MANY ARE INJURED. 20 ARRESTED.’512 Accompanying the
headline is a photograph of Faith, taken moments before a police officer hit her
over the head with a billy club. For many young Americans, the draft forced a
personal confrontation with political reality, and protesting it, and the Vietnam
War, was a locus of student activism throughout the nineteen sixties and
seventies.513 For Faith, this political activism is tied to a more general anger at
the world after her father’s death. She describes the incident to Phoebe and
Barry: “’I hardly felt a thing,’ Faith said from under her hair, and Phoebe heard
the excitement in her voice. ‘My teeth knocked together.’”514 Like Ballard’s
characters, violence excites Faith. In this encounter, she runs up against a force
that she can recognise as ‘bad’ and actively resist; she has some power here. The
media coverage of the event serves to underline this. Phoebe marvels at the
minor celebrity it bestows on her sister:
Phoebe … found her eyes wandering again and again to the
newspaper picture. Faith was here in this kitchen but she was there,
too, in the news. Phoebe stared at the image: protestors and police,
the billy club descending towards her sister’s head like a magic
wand.515
This head-on collision with violence proves to be prophetic; whilst in Europe,
Faith becomes involved with a terrorist group, and participates in planting a
bomb that inadvertently kills a man. Phoebe learns this late on in the novel, from
Wolf, who never returned to America. It was, ostensibly, the guilt she
experienced following the man’s death that drove Faith to kill herself. When Wolf
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describes Faith’s involvement with these groups, however, he evinces the same
sense of enthrallment Phoebe feels when she thinks of her sister: “Everything
they [the Red Army Faction] did went straight into the news – instantly, this
druggy out-of-body thing, seeing yourself from miles away, knowing zillions of
people were following each little thing you did…imagine it.”516 Wolf, too, is
dazzled by Faith’s notoriety, which in the novel translates easily to celebrity in
countercultural terms, like that of the “ultimate chic lefty,” Ulrike Meinhof.517
This interest in celebrity is a recurrent theme in Egan’s work, where she
tacitly links the rise of contemporary celebrity culture to the urge to selfobjectify. Early on in The Invisible Circus, we learn that Phoebe has slept in her
sister’s room for the past three years, maintaining it in exactly the state in which
Faith left it. For this reason, she rarely has visitors to her home; she is aware of
her eccentricity, but to her mind it is still less strange than the idolatry of
celebrity culture: “how was living in your sister’s room any crazier than
surrounding yourself with life-size posters of Roger Daltrey … or following the
personal lives of Starsky and Hutch…?”518 Phoebe treats her sister’s room as a
shrine, and her attachment to it and to the memory of Faith threatens to doom
her to a permanent liminality, as Barry suggests in his implicit connection
between his sister and Dickens’s Miss Havisham. Unlike Faith, who in death can
never be different, Phoebe still has the chance to grow up – or would if she could
let go of the past.
‘Growing up’ is an idea to which Egan returns throughout her work, and her
account of growing up is a politically consequential one, even if it is not framed
as such (perhaps even more so because it is covert). In Egan’s novels, growing up
means accepting the realities of the world and constructing a life for oneself in
which immediate normative good objects - family, home ownership, marriage offer the possibility of moments of grace, through which individual life is seen to
accrue value and meaning. This is why Wolf is able to escape from the ‘wreckage’
of Faith’s suicide and his entanglement in the countercultural movement - he
realises this ‘secret’: “maybe the real thing was just doing what his parents had
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done, pay the rent, read the paper, hell, maybe that was the dare. To live – day in,
day out. Just live. It felt like a revelation.”519 The first difficulty with this
formulation is its political quietism: in asserting the impossibility of enacting
change, it acquiesces to the neoliberal logic of ‘no alternative.’ The second is that
it ignores the ideological function of these good objects, treating them as
apparently neutral and universally desirable, and ignoring the ways in which
they interpellate subjects in capitalist processes of production and consumption,
as well as circumscribing alterity through their limited account of the ‘good life.’
This is the assumption Sara Ahmed challenges in The Promise of Happiness
(2010) when she looks at those excluded from the ‘history of happiness,’ such as
the feminist killjoy, the unhappy queer, and the melancholy migrant.
Relying on constructions of the ‘good life’ which are not available to many
subjects because of the fragmenting impact of neoliberal economic policies, and
the attendant social and cultural changes tracked throughout this thesis, only
perpetuates distress. Ascribing universality to these goals ignores their limiting
functions, which may further damage subjects who do not see them as either
good or desirable. The damage this inflicts is discernable in Egan’s work: the
character of Faith is only the first instance of many in which characters who will
not or cannot conform die, often through committing suicide.520 Egan’s work
reproduces the conditions of heteronormative patriarchal capitalist culture as
though they are natural. More than this, through vesting interest in the
protagonists’ journey to ‘maturity,’ Egan’s novels become, in effect, narratives of
‘becoming neoliberal.’ This is not fully manifest in The Invisible Circus, where we
leave Phoebe on the verge of adulthood, but not yet there; a nascent neoliberal,
like America itself in 1978. In her later novels, Egan depicts a world in which
neoliberal market logic is already primary, and it is this which dictates the type

519 The Invisible Circus p. 325. This accords with Anis Shivani’s account of the primacy of the
extraordinary meaning given to the ordinary in a genre he describes as “plastic realism.” In his
view, this in intimately connected to the neoliberalisation of American literary culture. I return to
his work in looking at A Visit From the Goon Squad. See Anis Shivani ‘Part II: The New Genre of
Plastic Realism in American Fiction,’ Huffington Post. June 16 2016
www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/part-ii-the-new-genre-of-_b_7577230.html.
520 See also the characters of Rob and Rolph in A Visit From the Goon Squad. Although Rob’s
death is nominally accidental, he has previously attempted suicide, and the implication is that his
mindset is suicidal at the time of his death.
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of person her protagonists must become in order to accept reality and become
grown up.
Let us turn, then, to nascent neoliberal Phoebe O’Connor. Towards the
beginning of the novel, we learn that Phoebe has immense difficulty in
understanding the wider world:
her own life remained stubbornly apart from the world of events.
Governments, armies, networks of underground crooks – their very
existence struck her as impossible, dizzying. How had it all been
organized? Who was in charge? She was left feeling that the news
took place in another world, far from the quiet incremental one in
which she led her life.521
Phoebe cannot locate herself in history; she perceives the political realm as
radically disconnected from her own experience. We can connect this to the deradicalised politics of intimacy, in which subjects are discouraged from locating
themselves within the framework of structural determinations. In this same
framework, the only historical event Phoebe feels any connection to is one in
which she recognises herself – that is, the kidnapping of Patty Hearst, which
occurs when Phoebe is fourteen. Egan explains Phoebe’s fascination in her vision
of Patty: “Patty’s later account of rape and torture and brainwashing had done
little to alter Phoebe’s vision of her: a dull, privileged girl drawn irresistibly
toward an invisible border, then crossing it into a dark, transcendent world.”522
Phoebe recognises herself in the figure of Hearst. This is the limit of her
imagination. This represents a real problem in this novel, and in Egan’s writing
more generally – it is difficult to tell if her work is critiquing or excusing the
limited empathetic and imaginative functions of the characters it portrays. In
another example, when Charlotte Swenson, the fashion model protagonist of
Look at Me, is told that her actual friendship with a homeless black man would
strain credulity in context of her online life story, we recognise that his
appearance in the novel likewise strains the boundaries of its semi-realist form.
On the surface, Phoebe appears to be a conventionally sympathetic
protagonist. She has lost her father, and her sister; she seems unable to move
521
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past these tragedies and find a place in the world. Even her mother seems to be
moving on, having recently embarked upon a relationship with her boss. It is
Phoebe’s discovery of this that prompts the fight during which her mother
reveals that her father, Gene, was never a good painter, which results in Phoebe
following in Faith’s footsteps and running away to Europe. On closer
examination, however, Phoebe is a decidedly unsympathetic character. The limit
of her understanding or interest in the world is herself. She has a fight with her
mother, and vanishes. When she finds Wolf, Faith’s ex-boyfriend, she begins a
sexual relationship with him, despite the fact that he is living with a woman to
whom he is engaged - that relationship breaks down over his infidelity. We are
expected to sympathise or identify with Phoebe despite the fact that her every
move is motivated by extreme self-interest. In this sympathy, we valorise the
same selfishness and individualism propagated by the competitive and atomising
ethos of neoliberalism. For Phoebe, it seems, there really is no such thing as
society – other people matter only as they relate to her.
Late on in the novel, Phoebe and Wolf go to Neuschwanstein Castle, which
sparks an uncanny feeling of recognition in Phoebe. Wolf explains that it served
as the model for Disney’s Sleeping Beauty’s castle. Besides the gothic
significations at work here, this scene sees extensive comment on Phoebe’s
fondness for nostalgia, with which Wolf has little to no patience. This nostalgic
tendency is the same one traced by Wendy Brown in ‘Resisting Left Melancholy,’
which contains a pithy description of melancholia that sums up Phoebe’s
attachment to the past, figured through her relationship to her sister: “The irony
of melancholia, of course, is that attachment to the object of one’s sorrowful loss
supersedes any desire to recover from this loss, to live free of it in the present, to
be unburdened by it.”523 For Brown, this melancholy speaks to the Left’s inability
to contemporise and unwillingness to let go of its romanticised attachment to the
past. This is something like Berlant’s ‘cruel optimism,’ where attachment to the
unattainable becomes an obstacle to ‘flourishing,’ with the notable difference
that in melancholia there may be a perverse sense of pleasure in the futile
attachment. What is crucial in these accounts is their sympathy for the subject,
and the urgency of formulating new political praxis and practice informing both
523
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critics’ work. For Brown, this is figured in terms of a call for a reinvigorated Left;
for Berlant, such a vitalisation is about reimagining the political on the terms of
the everyday, recognising the “new idioms of the political.”524 Both Brown and
Berlant make the distress engendered by the cognitive dissonance required by
neoliberalism a central ground of interrogation. This sympathy is lost in Egan’s
work, where the naturalisation of individualistic self-interest as the guiding
ethical principle of life casts selfishness as common sense, replicating neoliberal
logic. Identifying with Phoebe, or almost any of Egan’s characters, means not
only accepting neoliberal common sense, but also recognising this acceptance as
essential for happiness.
Returning to the scene in the castle, Phoebe and Wolf find themselves unable
to agree on how to see it. Phoebe, the nostalgic, is captivated by the ‘tragic’ life
story of ‘mad’ King Ludwig, who built the castle: “As Phoebe wandered the
gleaming rooms, a swell of emotion rose in her, a sweet sorrow [the very
definition of melancholy]. She understood him, that was all. She understood this
sweet king.”525 Phoebe’s sentimental reaction recalls again the de-radicalised
politics of intimacy. Wolf’s response is quite different – he asks Phoebe if she
really thinks a fairytale castle was worth bankrupting a kingdom. Where Phoebe
says, “Poor Ludwig,” Wolf replies, “Poor Bavaria.”526 This exchange succinctly
demonstrates the limits of Phoebe’s imaginative capacity, and her inability to
construct a space of objective empathy, outside the idiom of intimate personal
understanding. There is no room for structural critique in an account of the
world based entirely on personal feeling.
Phoebe’s solipsistic outlook is emphasised on her return from Europe, when
she anticipates a hero’s welcome, commencement at university, and a newfound
respect from others given her now-established independence. None of this
happens: her mother is angry at her abrupt departure and lack of
communication; Berkley have not accepted her request to defer for a year; her
mother’s boyfriend sees her as immature and selfish. None of this is permanent,
however, and Phoebe is eventually reinserted into life as she imagined it, which
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she experiences as a sense of her life “right[ing] itself.”527 Phoebe graciously
accepts the ease with which life arranges itself if one is white, wealthy and
middle class in America. Egan’s work concentrates fairly solidly on affluent
middle-class subjects. Any characters not thus constituted usually die or gain the
prospect of economic advancement. This presumption of middle class-ness is
another instance of the way in which Egan’s novels reproduce neoliberal logic. It
also circumscribes the types of problems Egan’s characters face. We saw earlier
in the section on Ballard how psy discourse operates differently in class contexts.
Broadly speaking, self-management for the middle-class subject is presented as
self-maximisation; for the working-class subject, it is more often a corrective
intervention to restore productive capacity.528 By this logic, such problems as
these characters are confronted with are to be understood as problems of the
self, and therefore as solvable within this same framework.529 Although Ballard
also focuses on the middle class, we saw in Millennium People and elsewhere
how his work confronts the ‘bourgeoisation’ of society, denaturalising the
middle-class coding of neoliberalism. This denaturalisation also questions the
desirability of middle-class identity, whereas Egan’s work depicts it as
aspirational; growing up means growing into middle-class identity – and this is
the only way to be happy, as Phoebe discovers.
Phoebe’s journey to happiness is connected to a pessimistic understanding of
the transformation of sixties counterculture that has perhaps been most
persistently explored in fiction in Michel Houellebecq’s reactionary accounts of
the legacy of the soixante-huite generation in France. In exploring his work,
Carole Sweeney draws on the work of Luc Boltanski and Eve Chiapello in The
New Spirit of Capitalism (2005). This applies equally here, with regard to what
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Boltanski and Chiapello term ‘artistic critique’ and how it has come to act as its
own antithesis, due to the fact that:
. . .many of the ideals promulgated by the artistic critique, as opposed
to the social critique, were actually used to disarm and diffuse the
very opposition to capitalism thrown up by ‘68s anti-establishment
stance. The demand was for more feeling, less standardisation and,
above all, for an expansion of individual freedom.530
By this understanding, the cultural demands of the nineteen sixties were not
opposed to capitalism, but were rather ranged against a restrictive hive-mind, 95, Fordist version of capitalism. This too is borne out by the triumph of the Whole
Earth Network hippies turned tech billionaires, such as Steve Jobs, and those
Mark Fisher has called ‘liberal communists,’ such as George Soros and Bill
Gates.531 By foregrounding this artistic critique, I am highlighting the type of
engagement Egan’s novel makes with the nineteen sixties, which is to say, its
more or less complete dissociation from the material social and political gains of
the period, such as those fought for by the Civil Rights Movement, or second
wave feminists. The question here is whether this might be characterised as part
of an effort to expose the limitations of artistic critique, or whether it represents
an instance of Egan’s disavowal of the political function of the novel – and if it is
the latter, might such a disavowal limit any other critical function?
Confusion as to whether this novel functions as critical commentary or
should be taken as ‘simple’ literary description permeates my reading of The
Invisible Circus. Nowhere is this more fraught than in the novel’s account of
Faith’s involvement with the Red Army Faction, and later the June Second
movement, under whose aegis she takes part in the bomb plot. Up until this
point, Faith and Wolf’s European odyssey is characterised as a trip, in the most
sixties sense of the word. They are looking for action, for something to happen,
for a way of being that transcends the everyday – recall Wolf’s account of the
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sense of possibility of the time. 532 What Faith seeks, however, is different from
Wolf’s desire. Her attachment to her personal loss fuels her with an anger that he
does not experience and often fails to understand, such as the scene where he
tries to propose to her when she appears to be on the verge of a breakdown.533
Faith is a rebel in search of a cause, and when she and Wolf get to Germany, she
thinks she has finally found one. When Wolf describes the atmosphere in Berlin,
Phoebe thrills with recognition, having been evacuated from Harrods during her
own recent visit to London: “Phoebe remembered the thrill of excitement she’d
felt in Harrods during the bomb scare. People her own age changing the world by
force. What guts it took.”534 Egan highlights Phoebe’s naivety here, as elsewhere;
this thrill of excitement occurs only because she has no conception of the
consequence of violence. As Wolf continues the story of Faith’s recruitment (or
application, even), he tells Phoebe:
She said things Wolf had never heard before: how it felt to watch her
father die, how there was nothing she could do, she’d tried everything
she could think of, but he died anyway. All her life she’d been trying to
fight back, she said, all her life, but she was getting so tired – you
couldn’t do it alone, what you did alone was always too small. . . . Sure
enough, Eric [the RAF connection] was staring at Faith as if
mesmerized, Wolf flashing on how she must look to him: a passionate
American kid, light-years from home, who’d risk anything, everything,
who’d give it all away. And suddenly he was terrified.535
Faith is characterised as incapable of formulating political opposition, motivated
by a sense of injustice that stems not from anger at inequality or abuse of power,
but at the very uncertainty of life itself. Faith’s hatred of IBM is motivated by her
father’s hatred of his job, rather than in any framework of labour rights, or
environmental concern. In this sense, Faith is cast as a cautionary figure. Unable
to ‘manage’ her affective distress, she directs it into protest that is represented as
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futile and self-defeating. This misdirection of anger – her inability to be
recuperated within normative social structures – guarantees her selfdestruction. When Wolf tries to propose to her, she beseeches him not to,
refusing that potential ‘salvation.’ Wolf remains attached to the traditional
totems of the good life, and seeks to resolve Faith’s distress through offering her
the ‘solution’ of marriage. Faith is so far removed from the possibility of the kind
of life Wolf imagines for her that she will not even listen to his proposal, saying,
“Don’t, Wolf, please, I’m going crazy. There’s nothing left in me.”536 Faith has
become one of Ahmed’s figures, removed from normative accounts of happiness.
This is linked to Faith’s evasion of capture; she never takes public responsibility
for her part in the killing of the janitor, and this refusal to take responsibility
forecloses any possibility of reinsertion into normative networks, which should,
according to ‘common sense,’ occur through punishment and rehabilitation.
It is in this account of Faith’s radicalisation, terroristic involvement and
ultimate death that the novel runs into its greatest difficulty. As mentioned
above, there is no sustained engagement with the social or political climate of the
nineteen sixties in the novel. This might be explained by the positioning of
Phoebe as protagonist, and the suggestion that it is her account of the sixties we
are engaging with, but it becomes problematic when the novel ventures into the
‘real’ territory of the Red Army Faction et al. By scrubbing the novel of wider
political reference, Egan makes it very difficult for the reader to gauge their
reading of these fictionalised accounts of real acts of violence. Although the June
Second Movement bomb attack in which the man dies is fictional, the group did
in fact plant a bomb, attributed as an act of assistance for the IRA.537 By situating
Faith’s involvement with these groups as part of a search for transcendence, and
repeatedly emphasising the conflation of her personal suffering with political
intent, Egan’s work replicates this depoliticisation. This returns us to the
question of function, again. Is this a comment on the limits of artistic criticism?
Or a side effect of artistic appropriation, where we should not seek to read
political intent?
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To resolve this, inasmuch as it can be resolved, we might look at the figure of
Phoebe at the end of the novel, and at the promise of happiness that seems to
unfold before her. As discussed earlier, when she first returns to San Francisco,
she anticipates resuming her life more or less as she left it; although there are
some minor disruptions to her plan, these are soon smoothed over. For the first
time, Phoebe seems to have the ability to locate herself in life, or in history, even,
having finally let go of her idealised memory of her sister:
Something was gone. But something also was beginning. Phoebe felt
this more than understood it – a jittery pulse that seemed to flutter
below the city. A new decade was upon them. In Barry’s office [in
Silicon Valley] the mood of manic anticipation infected Phoebe at
times with a wild certainty that the world was in the grip of
transformation. Everyone seemed to feel it – the clean, inarguable
power of machines, the promise of extraordinary wealth. It filled
them with hope. Phoebe was amazed that the world could ever feel
this way again, much less so soon. Yet she felt it herself.538
This budding change – the beginning of the 1980s, and neoliberalism in earnest –
is also marked here by women cutting their hair into “sparser, tighter” styles: “In
front of the mirror Phoebe would gather her own reams of hair and hold them
behind her, away from her face. The idea of cutting it off appealed to her, the
lightness of it, like stepping out from behind a pair of heavy drapes.”539 Faith was
forced to cut off her hair by the Red Army Faction, and hated doing so. Phoebe,
however, is free to choose, and free too to imagine and look forward to the
future. This contrast casts Faith’s fate as some sort of failure on her part, linking
it to her inability to adapt. Think here of Jeffery Eugenides’s Virgin Suicides
(1993), a novel set in a similar timeframe, offering a more nuanced account of
affective distress. When discussing Cecilia, the first of the Lisbon sisters to
commit suicide, there is a tendency to characterise her as a ‘freak of nature’: “Mr
Hillyer summed up the majority sentiment at the time: ‘Those girls have a bright
future ahead of them. That other one was just going to end up a kook.’”540 This
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seems to be the dominant attitude to Faith in The Invisible Circus; she is a “kook,”
unable to submit to normative formations of happiness, and so destined to selfdestruct. The equivalence between the figure of Faith and the nineteen sixties as
a whole ultimately renders this a problematically depoliticised account of the
decade through the novel’s lack of interest in collective political action and
radical potential of mass participatory politics – even if these movements ended
in failure, in one sense. This is echoed in Phoebe’s newfound sense of ease in life,
too:
Now the loose, random way her life unfolded seemed to offend her
imagination less and less. She still ached to transcend it, cross the
invisible boundary to that other place, the real place. But you couldn’t
have that every day. No one could sustain it.541
Phoebe’s encounters with ‘transcendence’ involved tripping on LSD, losing her
virginity, and the experience of travelling away from home on her own for the
first time. This is transcendence only in the condition of overcoming the
conditions of day-to-day living; there is no spiritual, metaphysical, or political
dimension to it. None of these experiences enable Phoebe to look beyond herself.
If Faith’s great problem was a surplus of feeling, Phoebe’s ‘strength’ as incipient
neoliberal subject is her detachment – recall, again, Sennett’s account of the
improvised, short-term neoliberal self, and the middle-class logic of freedom
from inclination.
Phoebe’s acquiescence to the inevitability of the (neoliberal) future and the
ultimate impossibility – undesirability, even – of imagining a radically difficult
world recalls Wolf’s moment of epiphany from earlier in the novel, although it
works somewhat differently. Where Phoebe seems to eagerly anticipate her
future life and the possibility of the new decade, Wolf’s realisation was, at best, a
negotiation with life, a way of making it possible to live in unliveable conditions.
This is not a condemnation of Wolf’s attitude; in fact, it may be the most
sympathetic position adopted by a character in the novel, despite its
conservatism. These good life fantasies may, as Wolf imagines, make unliveable
lives liveable, even as they bind us to the conditions of our oppression. In
‘Resisting Left Melancholy,’ Brown suggests that this manifests in Leftist
541
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oppositional politics as traditionalism, an attachment to defending “liberal New
Deal politics” without offering a thorough and on-going critique of “the types of
freedoms and entitlements in contemporary configurations of capitalism.”542 The
problem is that The Invisible Circus offers us an account of opposition that sees
leftist counterculture as fundamentally detached from reality, ignoring even the
basic historical fact of ‘actually existing socialism.’ Political radicals in this novel
are de-radicalised by their inability to conceive of politics as anything but an
outlet for emotion, which is presented as the entirety of political engagement
within the novel. Brown advocates for a political critique in which,
the feelings and sentiments – including those of sorrow, rage, and
anxiety about broken promises and lost compasses – that sustain our
attachments to left analyses and left projects [are] to be examined for
what they create in the way of potentially conservative and even selfdestructive undersides of putatively progressive political aims.543
Her intention is that such an examination would liberate the left to reimagine a
political future based on substantive forms of social justice and material
redistribution, rather than subsuming all under the rhetoric of ‘feeling.’ This is
evident, too, in Berlant’s gestures towards the potential of the practical and
processual in finding ways to construct new modes of living not beholden to
extant fantasies of the good life, through “reinvent[ing] publicness.”544 In The
Invisible Circus, any political critique is only personal unhappiness cast in
another form, and so it cannot affect any meaningful change. Participating in
countercultural or oppositional movements is an adolescent rite of passage,
through which one comes to recognise the existing order of things as both
inevitable and desirable, an understanding tacitly enabled by the subject’s own
desirability to the system (ideally white, affluent, middle class).
On balance, Egan’s novel is itself hamstrung by its disavowal of the political
and inability to allow for the existence of any objective imaginative sphere as the
basis for solidarity. Through its elisions, it ultimately reproduces the logic of
neoliberalism without offering substantial critical ballast. Although Egan’s
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unpacking of the ways in which the hippie movement enabled the atomistic
individualism that underpins neoliberalism is entertaining and frequently
accurate, the novel as a whole seems to fall victim to the same problems of
artistic critique that it highlights. Whilst I understand that this might be read as
another deliberate demonstration of these limitations, and an intentional
disavowal of any political function as regard the novel, such a disavowal would
itself have political consequence. Either the novel unintentionally replicates the
logics of neoliberalism, or it deliberately reproduces these as part of an effort to
demonstrate the inadequacy of artistic critique. Either way, however, it cannot
help but call attention to the workings of these logics in a way that must have
political weight, particularly when subject to critical analysis. There is, I think, a
refusal to commit here and elsewhere in Egan’s work, and this is often felt most
clearly at the end of her novels. In my account of Ballard, I explored his emphasis
on the affective potential of the imaginative realm. I have also expressed my
belief that literature offers an ideal artistic form in which to instantiate an
objective political imaginary in which theoretical conditions of solidarity may
emerge based on other-knowledge, or even the possibility of other-knowledge,
situated in the framework of extant power structures.545 In Egan’s work, the
endings of her novels tend to turn to imagination, too, but in her account this is
an inward turn, to the realm of personal imagination. At the end of The Invisible
Circus, Phoebe imaginatively returns to her sister in memory, despite having
apparently exorcised her nostalgic tendencies. She remembers a game of hide
and seek they played as children, before their father’s death, when she found
Faith first and was allowed to hide with her. Unlike Ballard’s invocation of SaintExupéry, which uses the children’s tale of the little prince to illustrate how
literature can offer an imaginative space in which the givens of neoliberal
capitalism are disrupted, Phoebe’s memory relies on the belief that “at any time
her plain surroundings might part to reveal this radiant, hidden place.”546 With
one final slip, a last disavowal, Egan reiterates some faith in imagination, but
only at its most personal level. Phoebe’s freedom to remember, to imagine, relies
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on her integration as ideal neoliberal subject, and her ability to moderate herself
in accordance with social norms. This “radiant and hidden place” has no role in
everyday life, which, according to this novel, can never really be transcended.
Idealists die, and (neoliberal) realists prosper, in this story at least. This is the
real horror of the neoliberal gothic.
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Look at Me: “Let Be Be Finale of Seem”547
In exploring The Invisible Circus, I have laid out some of the complications in
reading Egan’s work, seeking to demonstrate the uncertain starting point at
which we begin. This uncertainty occurs both formally and thematically, evident
in the tension between the realist form of that novel and its gothic tendencies, as
well as its ambiguous representation of the legacy of sixties counterculture
which translates into an evasiveness around the problematic conflation of the
personal and the political. This evasiveness undermines the political efficacy of
the novel as a whole, leaving the reader uncertain as to its intention, and
conflicted at its outcome. Liminality permeated The Invisible Circus, and
characterised its indeterminate temporality. In Look at Me liminal states are
explicitly, extensively, and directly thematised. If we may most fruitfully
understand Egan’s work as operating in the mode of neoliberal gothic, Look at
Me could be described as a self-conscious engagement of the spectre of
postmodernism which haunts the neoliberal novel, and Egan’s work at large. I
am advocating a reading that situates these gothically inflected novels as
‘hauntologies,’ in which these tendencies betray rather than express
contemporary anxieties. My understanding of ‘hauntology,’ a term which comes
from Marx via Derrida, is primarily influenced by Mark Fisher’s work, in which
we may discern both the persistent attachments of cruel optimism, and the
contradictory force of the totalising presumptions of neoliberalism through
which it asserts itself as the ‘end of history’:
The first [direction of hauntology] refers to that which is (in actuality
is) no longer, but which is still effective as a virtuality (the traumatic
“compulsion to repeat,” a structure that repeats, a fatal pattern). The
second refers to that which (in actuality) has not yet happened, but
which is already effective in the virtual (an attractor, an anticipation
shaping current behavior).548
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In a 2010 interview, Egan recognised the duality of her work, and the difficulty of
writing during hypercomplex times: “I would hesitate to call anything satire in
our culture. Or futuristic. I kept saying when I was working on my novel Look at
Me, “It’s kind of futuristic and it’s a satire.” Now it reads, I would imagine, as
slightly passé verisimilitude.”549 This acknowledges the hypercomplexity of
information and its reshaping of temporality, apparently rendering all time, all
knowledge, contemporaneous. I posited Ballard’s work as staging a
confrontation between the stasis of neoliberalism and the (affective) potential of
imagination, with a concrete political dimension in terms of allowing the
construction of an objective imaginary. In Egan’s work, particularly Look at Me,
we see a confrontation between literary forms that inadvertently enacts the
(neoliberal) anxieties it ostensibly seeks to exorcise. The effect of this is an
omnipresent sense of the uncanny that underlines those other gothic aspects I
have suggested are endemic in Egan’s oeuvre, and that express a distinctly
neoliberal anxiety, per Johansen.
This textual doubling is also explicitly ‘written out’ in the novel, through the
figure of Irene Maitlock. Maitlock is a professor of comparative literature,
interested in “the way literary and cinematic genres affect certain kinds of
experience.”550 She meets Look at Me’s protagonist, Charlotte Swenson, through
private detective Anthony Halliday, after interviewing him for a paper on the
mediated experience of being a detective. Later, when Charlotte joins a website
called Extra/Ordinary People, a kind of subscription-based blog or early social
media network, Maitlock becomes her ghost-writer. Kelly has described the way
in which the narrative of the ghost writer is seen to intrude on Swenson’s own
narrative through the irruption of competing typefaces, recognising this as part
of the “sense of splitting and doubling that haunts Charlotte’s sense of self
throughout the novel.”551 Maitlock cannot help but appear to be a narrative
stand-in for her author. Kelly points out that this name links the character to
Robert Maitland, Ballard’s protagonist in Concrete Island (1974), and also to
549
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Matlock, the TV detective. He stops short of suggesting that, in this naming, Egan
literally puts the ‘I’ in Matlock. This authorial doubling might explain why
Maitlock so frequently vocalises the theoretical underpinnings of the novel;
when she first meets Charlotte Swenson, for example, she is posing as a reporter
– Egan’s day job.552 During this meeting, Maitlock says,
I’m interested in the relationship between interior and exterior . . .
how the world’s perceptions of women affect our perceptions of
ourselves. A model whose appearance has changed drastically is a
perfect vehicle, I think, for examining the relationship among image,
perception and identity, because a model’s position as a purely
physical object – a media object, if you will … is in a sense just a more
exaggerated version of everyone’s position in a visually based, mediadriven culture, and so watching a model renegotiate a drastic change
in her image could provide a perfect lens for looking at some of those
larger – 553
Here Charlotte cuts her off. This tendency reminds me of critical commentary on
Michel Houellebecq, which recognises in his work a “pre-emptive closing down
of the space of critical dialogue.”554 This speaks to the difficulty of approaching
Egan’s work critically. There is an insulating framework in place in her work,
operating through self-conscious engagement with literary form. This creates a
sort of double-crossing in her work. Without wanting to seem like I am overreaching in critical terms, I think that these motives might be traced to a certain
anxiety regarding literary inheritance and gender, as voiced in an interview with
Laura Miller in 2011, also cited by Kelly:
I’m not sure exactly what tradition I’m part of. I hate about myself the
fact that I tend to model myself consciously after male writers. And I
think that’s because again there’s this association that men take on
the big topics more than women do, which I don’t think is necessarily
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true. But I sometimes fall prey to that supposition myself, and I
sometimes feel a bit confused about what I fit into.555
Whatever the motive behind the use of this insulating framework, it begs the
question as to what she is seeking to insulate her work from. I suggested that
Ballard’s work operates at surface level in order to demonstrate the closeness of
oppressive regulatory discourse to everyday experience. By this logic, should we
understand that Egan is seeking to demonstrate the nearness of literary theory
to practice in contemporary fiction? This seems to be the gist of Kelly’s reading, I
think, and following this, we might ask questions about the utility of criticism in
a work that seems to be performing its own auto-criticism. Look at Irene
Maitlock, after all, who offers the exact analysis of Charlotte Swenson the model
that I, or Adam Kelly, or any academic approaching this novel might. By focusing
so insistently on the textuality of her novels, Egan forecloses any effort to
institute material, or political, criticism. At the same time, the topics she takes on
are inherently political: Look at Me, first published in September 2001, features a
Muslim ‘terrorist’ (Michael West, Z, or Aziz) and makes reference to the first
attack on the World Trade Centre.556 Another character, Moose Metcalfe, bears
striking resemblance to Ted Kaczynski, although he is marginally less reclusive
than the Unabomber. Furthermore, the issues Egan uses as material for her
novels – mediated identity, counterculture, the rise of immaterial economies –
are all political issues affecting the neoliberal subject, no matter how hard she
writes to transform them into literary themes. In short, the formal framework by
which Egan’s novels are self-consciously transformed into ‘texts’ is a technique
of disavowal by which Egan seeks to excuse the absence of political realism in
work which otherwise seems to strive for verisimilitude.
In seeking to better describe or articulate the ‘post-post-modern’ moment
from which Egan’s work emerged, David Foster Wallace offered the term “image
fiction,” which seems neatly suited to Egan’s preoccupation with selfobjectification. Wallace wrote:
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this new subgenre is … distinguished, not just by a certain neopostmodern technique, but by a genuine socio-artistic agenda. The
fiction of image is not just a use or mention of televisual culture but a
response to it, an effort to impose some sort of accountability on a
state of affairs in which more Americans get their news from
television than from newspapers. . .557
My concern is that this idea of accountability is subsumed as another literary
technique in Egan’s work, rendered into commentary without content, and thus
incapable of a “genuine socio-artistic agenda.” Invoking actual social conditions
or historical events without any corresponding account of their consequence
evacuates the political potential of the processual form of the novel. The value of
literature is that it offers an imaginative realm through which the reader may be
impelled to confront realities they might not otherwise consider. Think of
Dickens writing to reveal the abject conditions of the Victorian poor, or Beckett
exposing the existential crisis of post-war subjectivity. If Egan’s work
cannibalises reality only to reflect it back with no sense of the political in terms
of the lived experience of those who struggle under the injustice of neoliberal
capitalism, its utility – and interest – is, perhaps, limited.
The basic narrative structure of Look at Me is divided between two
Charlottes: Charlotte Swenson, a model who undergoes facial reconstructive
surgery that leaves her unrecognizable following a car accident, and Charlotte
Hauser, the fifteen year old daughter of Swenson’s high school best friend, who
lives in Swenson’s former hometown of Rockford, Illinois. Both Charlottes are
liminal figures: Swenson because her physical transformation forces her to
reassess the entire structure of her life, which was built on the structure of her
face; Hauser through the more standard teenage negotiations of selfhood. They
are not alone in existing in these transitional or in-between states. This novel
expands several themes from The Invisible Circus, including the impact of
mediation or self-objectification on the formation of identity. This is a crucial
part of understanding how neoliberal subjects are imbricated within self-
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regulatory happiness discourse through contemporary technologies of self. In
Look at Me, virtually every character is in the midst of some reinvention,
deliberate or otherwise. This includes Moose Metcalfe, Charlotte Hauser’s uncle.
An intense academic, Moose struggles to reconcile his selfhood with the
contemporary (neoliberal) ideal, and, as I have said, has much in common with
Ted Kaczynski, the Unabomber. Also depicted amidst a process of reinvention is
Michael West, who is known variously by this name, Z and Aziz. West is a wouldbe terrorist who through the course of the novel comes to realise that his true
self is, fundamentally, American - which is to say, neoliberal, per my
introduction.
Charlotte Swenson’s story runs thus: a beautiful girl from a small town, she
grew up conscious of being observed from an early age:
As a teenager, I first became aware of people’s eyes catching on me as
I walked down Michigan Avenue with my mother and Grace [her
sister] during shopping trips to Chicago. They glanced, then looked –
each time, I felt a prick of sensation within me. . . . The jabs of interest
I provoked in strangers struck me as an unharnessed energy source;
somehow, I would convert them into power.558
Swenson views this power as access to a “mirrored room,” which represents
some rarefied life, transcending the tedium of the everyday. This transcendence
is apparently available only through the experience of being seen. Swenson
reveals an unexpectedly literary bent when she bemoans the inadequacy of
Keats and Pope, her favourite poets as an undergraduate, to deliver her to this
state of transcendence, although she is unclear as to why they are inadequate,
citing only Pope’s ugliness and Keats’s poor health.559 Charlotte dropped out of
college once her career took off, and within a year was working regularly and
engaged to a handsome landscape architect called Hansen. She observes, “I’d
virtually stepped from my childhood into this happiness.”560 This happiness,
however, was not to last.
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As Irene Maitlock has spelled out for us, the figure of the model is a “more
exaggerated version of everyone’s position in a visually based, media-driven
society.”561 The figure of the model – Charlotte Swenson, here – is built in the
mould of the exemplary neoliberal figure, the actual self as enterprise. I have
already explored Richard Sennett’s account of the three challenges faced in
becoming the ideal neoliberal subject: time (specifically, lack of futurity), talent
(or adaptability) and surrender (letting go of the past).562 These are the very
challenges with which a model is confronted, as Egan’s own earlier article, ‘James
Is A Girl,’ demonstrated. At the moment of the great happiness Charlotte
describes, she has been dispatched to Paris for work – models are expected to go
wherever there is work, and to perform on demand for casting. She misses
Hansen desperately, until one day, seemingly out of nowhere, she begins a sexual
affair with Henri, a French artist who speaks no English. This affair makes her
happy in the short term. She says, “I made a better impression at castings, and
work began picking up” – the supreme happiness being material success, as
ever.563 Ultimately, however, it leads to the breakdown of her relationship with
Hansen. Charlotte describes what she calls “shadow selves” throughout the
novel, basically referring to the disjuncture between the person a subject
presents themselves to be, and the person they in fact are (based, variously, on
both action and intention):
I clutched at the notion of some larger ‘me’ that could contain and
justify my contradictory behavior, but more often I felt like two
irreconcilable visions, two different people, one unerringly loyal and
faithful, the other treacherous and greedy. My affair with Henri had
pushed something open in me, and now I felt ravenous, in constant
danger of going hungry.564
Charlotte’s ‘shadow self’ is one and the same with her ‘real’ self. She tells Hansen
about the affair and he breaks the engagement off, foreclosing the possibility of
any secure intimate relationship as far as Charlotte is concerned:
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My philosophy … was eerily suited to what became my life; different
cities week to week, a constant flow of settings and people; as my
surroundings dissolved and reconstituted themselves, it seemed only
natural I do the same.565
We can see, at a glance, how closely this resembles Sennett’s account. In her
management of time, talent, and surrender, Charlotte recreates herself in the
image of the ideal neoliberal subject. She manages herself according to the
economic dictates of her industry, in order to maximise her success and
minimise the cognitive dissonance she experienced whilst trying to hold on to
the immaterial (non-economic) ‘good’ of her relationship.
The way in which Charlotte, as a model, is expected to maintain herself aligns
closely with the way in which neoliberal subjects are interpellated to become
and present their ‘best self,’ which is to say, their most appealing self, as charted
by Carl Cederström and André Spicer in The Wellness Syndrome.566 Throughout
her life, Charlotte’s sense of self – her sense of worth – has rested on her
appearance:
As a model, of course, I’d carried my face like a sign, holding it out a
foot or so in front of me – not out of pride or vanity, God knew; those
had been stamped out long ago, or at any rate, disjoined from my
physical appearance. No, out of sheer practicality: here’s what I am.567
In ‘#NoFilter: Models, Glamour Labour, and the Age of the Blink’ (2015),
Elizabeth Wissinger offers an account of the self-maintenance work that models
do, which she terms “glamour labour.” Wissinger compellingly outlines the more
general expansion of glamour labour, offering an important supplement to
Cederström and Spicer’s work. Wissinger aims for specificity in her account of
glamour labour, distinguishing it from more general immaterial labour or selfmaintenance by its central injunction to “project a fashionable image, and to be
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that image in the flesh.”568 Wissinger links glamour labour to one’s “cool quotient
– “how hooked up, tuned in, and “in the know” one is.”569 This is Charlotte’s
stock-in-trade - and Danny’s, in The Keep, and that of most of the characters in A
Visit From the Goon Squad. This returns us to Boltanski and Chiapello, and the
spirit of sixty-eight, once again, although on this occasion I want to focus on Jim
McGuigan’s work, mentioned briefly when looking at The Invisible Circus.
McGuigan seeks an answer to the question of how neoliberal capitalism
continues to be justified, i.e. how it has,
constructed popular legitimacy of such a resilient kind that it goes
beyond management ideology and propaganda into the texture and
common sense of everyday life in spite of severe and recurrent
economic crisis; and, indeed, worsening ecological conditions in the
world today – all of which directly affects people’s lives.570
In this, he is more or less asking the same question that is the foundation of this
thesis: how are people interpellated to think themselves happy, or even
possessing the capacity for happiness, despite their own experience of suffering
and the ineluctable evidence of global suffering on human and ecological terms
(inasmuch as any distinction may be made between those two)? Not, he says,
how does capitalism persist, but how is it justified – for me, how do we justify it to
ourselves, or even, how do we justify our neoliberal selves? For McGuigan, the
rise of cool capital is a key part of the answer. As he explains it, this is due in part
to the way in which this incorporates dissent or disaffection into capitalism itself
– the ‘conquest of cool.’ This logic of ‘coolness’ can be connected to my account of
the project of middle-classification enacted by neoliberalism, where both rely on
the subject’s freedom from attachment or inclination, on the ‘naturalness’ of the
self who dissolves and reconstitutes itself according to their surroundings, like
Charlotte Swenson. This form of coolness, as Charlotte expresses in her postHansen philosophy, amounts to a detached attitude that represents a form of
self-protection, a self-induced fog of cognitive dissonance. McGuigan figures this
specifically in regard to those working in industries in which the traditional
568 Elizabeth Wissinger, ‘#NoFilter: Models, Glamour Labour, and the Age of the Blink,’
Theorizing the Web 2014 special issue of Interface, 1:1: 2015, pp. 1-20, p. 5.
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protections of trade unions have been diminished or abolished, and I will return
to this understanding, and more directly to his conception of the neoliberal self,
in my discussion of The Keep. In Look at Me, Charlotte Swenson’s coolness
ultimately fails to propel her to success. The relational networks she establishes
under the guise of coolness are insubstantial, and after her accident she is forced
to rely on the kindness of (near) strangers. Charlotte appears to accept this as
her fate, describing a future as a “professional beauty” whose best option,
increasingly, seems to be a loveless marriage to a wealthy partner.571
Although this pathway clearly signals a gendered account of ‘utility,’ in Irene
Maitlock’s account of Charlotte Swenson-as-signifier, she identifies Charlotte the
model as “a more exaggerated version of everyone’s position in a visually based,
media-driven culture.”572 This somewhat disavows the considerations of
gendered experience that underpin the novel, a problem outlined elsewhere. Per
Wissinger’s article, and Cederström and Spicer’s work, however, we can look at
the broad account of how glamour labour overlaps with wellness imperatives to
imbricate the general population in its practice, beyond those who have
traditionally made a living from their appearance. As mentioned earlier, once
Charlotte Swenson finds she can no longer work as a model, she decides to sell
her story to Thomas Keene, who runs an early social media network called
Extra/Ordinary People. The conceit of this is that people will pay for online
access to the lives of others because, Keene says,
Most of us are desperate for raw experience. We work in offices,
dealing with intangibles; we go to lunch and talk to other people
surrounded by intangibles. No one actually makes anything anymore,
and our so-called experiences are about climbing Mount Kilimanjaro
on our two-week vacations or snapping a picture of the Dalai Lama in
Central Park.573
What Egan, and Keene, failed to anticipate in a pre-MySpace context is that this
desperation for “raw experience” would require not just observation, but
interaction. This interactivity has become a central feature of entertainment, too,
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whether it is voting on shows, using apps to intervene in action, or the
personalised recommendations of services like Netflix. In ‘E Unibus Pluram:
Television and U.S. Fiction,’ David Foster Wallace claimed that metaficiton was
“deeply informed by the emergence of television,” in its form and in the
emergence of an audience, or readership. He describes this as “a kind of abidingin-TV.”574 We might surmise a new abiding emerging, connected to this
technological transformation of media; I think A Visit from the Goon Squad moves
towards such a position. In this formulation, “look at me” is not a passive
position, but an active demand. This is the common form of contemporary social
media – Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, etc. All of these require the user
to engage, to observe others but also be observable.575 They are literally
technologies by which subjects construct identity, according to a set of
parameters drawn both from the form of media and the form of anticipated
response.
Returning to Wissinger’s work, it is the widespread prevalence of these
technologies of the self and the dialogic form of their use occurring within the
context of ‘wellness’ that expands glamour labour to the more general
population:
The actions of so many who now diet or exercise, wear step counting
and heart monitoring devices to not only be fit, but to look like
models in pictures and in the flesh, drive bodily economies
capitalizing on the body’s capacity to grow soft or build muscle,
offering up the flesh itself to gridding for market value. Tweeting
about or posting one’s latest accomplishment, posting a selfie of one’s
newly enhanced butt, slimmed waist, or latest outfit, pulls one’s
bodily potential and connectivity into metering and regulation, an
availability which facilitates capital’s constant expansion. At the same
time, the very act of posting puts one’s glamour quotient on the line,
rising and falling by the metrics of likes, hearts, influence scores, and
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views. Keeping the quotient high becomes a sort of compulsion, the
glamour labor to stay visible and relevant – to matter.576
At the heart of this is the emphasis not on glamour (or attractiveness, physical
perfection, etc.) as an end point, but on the processes by which one works to attain
it - and the visibility of these processes. This recalls and is closely related to the
way in which we saw ‘unhappiness’ recuperated as a productive force earlier in
this thesis - think again of ‘Wear Your Label.’ The neoliberal subject does not
actually have to be ideal as long as they are in some way productively engaged;
in fact, displaying these ‘journeys’ may even be preferable to displaying some
finished or final perfect identity. Per neoliberal logic, a ‘journey,’ implying a state
that is not finished, represents a more dynamic site of consumption than a
finished or complete self.
This ‘journey’ narrative, which is innately connected to the neoliberal
happiness discourse I am tracing in this thesis, is part of the emergence, through
the 1990s and 2000s, of what I describe as the ‘reality genre.’ If Wallace’s vision
of metafiction was connected to the emergence of a self-aware and ironic
viewing subject, this genre marks a shift in this viewer. I have linked this to the
interactivity of the genre, but it is also marked by a shift from unself-conscious
performers – or at least, performers who appear to be unself-conscious – to
supremely and overtly self-conscious performers (who are only performing
themselves, as it were). This marks a shift, too, in the relationship between
viewer and object, in which the possibility of becoming the object (the figure
who is viewed) is increased exponentially, as avenues of self-display increase at
pace; again, YouTube, Instagram, Snapchat. The “man who can stand the
megagaze,” as Wallace put it, is now that same “normal, hard-working, quietly
desperate species of American” he suggested could not bear such scrutiny.577
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This is not because that subject has changed, but because the relationship to and
nature of scrutiny – of appearance – has. Look at Me just precedes this moment,
but nonetheless anticipates it. Although the novel was published before the
advent of social media as we know it now, it was written in the wake of the rise
of reality TV, most notably MTV’s The Real World.578 The series began in 1992,
but it was not a ‘hit’ until 1994, when a season set in Seattle featured an AIDS
activist named Pedro Zamora (also living with AIDS), who came into frequent
conflict with another housemate, Puck Rainey. The emotional impact of the show
– Zamora’s life-threatening medical condition, combined with the intense
personality clashes of the housemates – formed a blueprint for reality television
still very much in evidence today.579 This format shapes the way in which Egan
describes the emergence of a fetishisation of ‘real people,’ tied to a valorisation
of suffering and a shifting confessional mode, as we shall see.
Lee Konstantinou also addresses Wallace’s essay in his section on post-irony,
where he conceives a character he calls “the believer,” the archetypal figure
(both reader and writer) of the loosely termed ‘New Sincerity.’ Konstantinou
takes Wallace and Dave Eggers as the totems of this character-type, as writers
who both believe and seek to foster belief in a post-ironic context that attempts
to overcome the ironic impasse that immobilises personal and political agency
identified as stemming from postmodernist theory and writing, as well as the
figure of the ‘advertising self’ with which this is associated.580 Konstantinou
writes, “Both David Foster Wallace and Dave Eggers sought to reconnect private
and public life, and they pursued this aim by used [sic] techniques associated
with postmodern metaficiton to attempt to generate forms of belief theory no
longer held to be possible.”581 Although the goal of these writers may be the
578 Jennifer Egan interviewed by Joshua Lukin, ‘Part of Us That Can’t Be Touched,’ Guernica 17
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same, Konstantinou suggests both pursue it through different means: Eggers’s
approach is institutional, where Wallace’s, according to Konstantinou, operates
at a more personal level, using avant-garde techniques as a way to provoke some
emotional reaction from the reader and thereby reaffirm an emphatic connection
between author and reader that overcomes the disaffection of irony and opens
the possibility for more genuine communion ‘off the page.’ I am not entirely sure
how Egan’s work is to be framed in relation to New Sincerity (for his part,
Konstantinou looks at Goon Squad, and reads it in the context of a character he
identifies as “the coolhunter” in his penultimate chapter). In his reading of
George Saunders, Adam Kelly identified Look at Me amongst a number of novels
(identified with New Sincerity), all of which explore or offer an “escape from
consciousness.”582 Kelly cautions against reading such an escape as “a positive
recommendation or prescription for action in a neoliberal world,” suggesting
that they should instead be read critically and dialectically, bearing in mind that
they may indicate a wider uncertainty about the same imaginative limitations I
have identified as imposed by the “no alternative” logic of neoliberalism.583 With
this in mind, I will seek to offer a reading of Look at Me that explores its position
in relation to the ‘reality genre,’ identifying in particular the 1990s culture out of
which it emerged, and to connect this to the question of (new) sincerity in this
novel. I will concentrate in particular on the ending of the novel, having
previously suggested that endings represent a crucial moment in Egan’s work
(indeed, given my wider framework, one might posit this as an unpacking of
“happy endings”). In order to do this, I will look closely at the mode and form of
confession at work in this novel, which I believe to be intimately connected to
the rise of neoliberal happiness discourse, and which can be situated in a wider
framework looking at the relationship between art and artifice.
It would be hard to overlook Eggers in exploring Egan’s work in this
context, given that his breakthrough novel emerged from and participates in this
same moment: one of the central conceits of his 2000 novel, A Heartbreaking
Work of Staggering Genius, is a fictionalised account of an audition for The Real
582
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World. The inclusion of this interview both parodies the format of the reality
genre – Eggers offers himself up and “the Tragic Person,” parodying the tropes of
reality television – and acknowledges the debt his work owes to it – his story,
after all, and its point of interest in the literary market, relies on the
underpinning tragedy of his parents’ deaths.584 The rise in public appetite for
“real people” – and the suffering of these real people in particular – is a core
motif in Look at Me. When Charlotte meets her modelling agent, Oscar, for the
first time since her accident, he tells her about he new craze sweeping the
industry:
A few months ago, he told me, a booker at Elite had somehow spotted
a beautiful, starving Hutu refugee in Time. Somehow … this booker
managed to track the refugee down and fly her and her eight children
to New York, where ‘Hutu’, as she was known (her name having been
deemed unpronounceable) promptly shot covers for Marie Claire and
Italian Vogue and garnered an avalanche of publicity for Elite. Not to
be outdone, Laura, the CEO of Femme, noticed a beautiful North
Korean girl in a story about famine.585
The association between beauty and suffering attributes a particular value to
these subjects based on actual or perceived vulnerability. To better contextualise
this, we might look again at the particular cultural moment of 1990s America out
of which Look at Me emerges (and which, as I have suggested, is both exemplified
and parodied in A Heartbreaking Work Of Staggering Genius). Indeed, this is the
same moment that birthed the riot grrrl movement whose historiography I have
invoked in expanding the framework of the “politics of intimacy,” attributed to
the movement in Mimi thi Nguyen’s work. Riot grrrl existed as a subsection of a
wider punk movement that was based in and around Olympia, Washington, with
many participants attending classes at Evergreen State College. Olympia was also
home to K Records, a label whose influence far exceeded its size. The founder of
K Records, Calvin Johnson, was a member of a band called Beat Happening, and a
key figure in a deliberately naïve musical movement that borrowed the DIY ethos
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of punk but sought to remove the macho posturing and hard edges that had
marked punk music in America through the 1980s.586 The breakout stars of the
Olympia scene were two musicians who were as well known for their struggles
with celebrity as for their music: Kurt Cobain and Elliott Smith. Cobain’s success
came with the band Nirvana, who spearheaded the grunge movement that came
to define the ‘90s; Smith’s ‘big break’ was the soundtrack for the 1997 film, Good
Will Hunting, which saw his song ‘Miss Misery’ nominated for an Oscar (he
performed it at the 1998 Oscar ceremony).587 Both artists exist in a wider
tradition of the confessional that sees the personal suffering of creators
repurposed through artistic transformation, often marked in literature as
beginning with the poetry of Robert Lowell, John Berryman, Sylvia Plath, Anne
Sexton, and Allen Ginsberg.588 Mark Fisher singled Cobain out as an exemplary
figure (or victim) of the “struggle between detournement and recuperation,”
writing that,
In his dreadful lassitude and objectless rage, Cobain seemed to give
wearied voice to the despondency of the generation that had come
after history, whose every move was anticipated, tracked, bought and
sold before it had even happened [how naïve even this seems now,
when we anticipate, track, buy and sell our own moves, thoughts, and
feelings willingly and almost automatically, thanks to social media’s
expansion of sociality into all parts of life, and the concomitant
expansion of the market that accompanies it].589
Both Elliott and Cobain struggled with alcoholism and drug use, self-medicating
with both prescription and non-prescription drugs (most notably, heroin) and
documenting this struggle in their music and in their interviews.590 Indeed,
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Elliott’s ‘heroin song,’ Needle in the Hay, made it onto the soundtrack of Wes
Anderson’s The Royal Tenenbaums, a film and director robustly associated with
New Sincerity.591 Again, this incorporation – of damage or suffering – can be
connected both to the work of the confessional poets and to the tropes of the
reality genre; the ‘Tragic Person’ is also the suffering artist, both object and
subject in the transformation of their pain into an aesthetic or commercial mode.
There are also underlying gender issues to this confessional mode, as Elizabeth
Gregory explores in looking at confessional poetry:
In developing their contrastingly ‘personal’ approach, the 1950s
confessional poets utilized the methods of psychoanalysis and
psychotherapy, which had only recently gained acceptance in the US
and with which they all had direct experience. Their work has deeply
influenced much poetry since, opening up the possibility of moments
of personal ‘sharing’ in the work of poets in every mode. At the same
time it has been looked down upon, for being too ‘real’ – as an
outpouring of unedited data from the world of experience. . . .And it
has been disparaged as too feminine. Though the mode first appeared
in the work of male poets, it is often associated with its female
practitioners, and condemned as trivial and self-indulgent. . . .592
The issue of gender is also relevant in considering the confessionalism of the ‘90s
I am tracing here. The modes of confession and openness associated with riot
grrrl developed from and expanded that form of ‘consciousness raising’
associated with the second-wave feminist movement epitomised in Carol
Hanisch’s 1969 slogan, “the personal is political.”593 As mentioned earlier, this
expansion was born of a belief that “the strategic excavation of the true self also
becomes an ethical foundation for communion.”594 This is the same impulse that
forms the basis of understanding the New Sincerity movement, which seeks, in

Cobain and Courtney Love,’ September 1992
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591 Warren Buckland, ‘Wes Anderson: a ‘smart’ director of
the new sincerity?’ New Review of Film and Television Studies, 10:1, 2012, p. 1-5. 4.
592 Gregory, p. 33.
593 Carol Hanisch, ‘The Personal is Political,’ February 1969
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594 Nguyen. p. 177.
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the words of Adam Kelly on David Foster Wallace, to retain “a love of truth, a
truth now associated with the possibility of a reconceived, and renewed,
sincerity” – an ethical truth, that is.595 It is interesting, however, that the
mainstream stars of this cultural moment were primarily male; we might invoke
Courtney Love, here, but her narrative was never as straightforward as Cobain’s,
with intense suspicion constantly attached to her because she was suspected of
actively wanting to be famous. In her Vanity Fair profile, Hershberger wrote of
Courtney’s poorly dyed hair: “The dark roots show on purpose – nothing about
Courtney is an accident. . . .”596 This exemplified the narrative around Courtney; if
Kurt was at times berated as a “sell out,” Courtney was derided as sold out,
always already recuperated.597 This points to the persistence of discomfort
around the openness of female confessionalism and the question of its value
(artistically, at least). This can be connected to the figure of Scotty in A Visit From
the Goon Squad, a male musician who manages to turn his alienation into
celebrity with the help of record producer Benny Salazar, as we will see in the
next section of this thesis. I suggest there that Scotty’s success can be connected
to a particular trope of masculine rugged individualism that allows his difference
to be seen as a sort of heroic unconventionality; his critique of the ‘system’
(which primarily takes the form of surveillance culture in that novel) is received
as pure because of his own distance from it, even in the midst of his
establishment as a commercially popular artist.598 This, as we will see, stands in
contrast to those female figures in the novel who do not or cannot ‘conform.’
In tracing this moment, then, I am seeking to illustrate both the popular
discourses which shaped Look at Me and American culture more generally, and
which, I suggest, ‘set the stage’ for the proliferation of the neoliberal happiness
discourse I am tracing in this thesis. There are two elements of this reality genre
which I am seeking to emphasise here, both of which, as I have said, can also be
595
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connected to the work of those ‘confessional poets’: the acceptability of suffering
and its artistic or commercial transformation, and the mode of confession itself.
In Look at Me, then, when Oscar tells Charlotte about the emergence of these new
‘suffering models,’ he calls “the reality thing” a “new layer,” which she identifies
as the “bullshit layer.” 599 This bullshit layer involves the spectacular suffering of
participants, or the knowledge that they have suffered or will suffer, like Pedro
Zamora from The Real World, or the infamous 2006 Extreme Makeover memo
that detailed the producer’s eagerness to find a family with a child suffering from
progeria, or one who turn tragedy to triumph following the death of a child in a
drunk-driving incident.600 Sex might sell, but so does suffering, at least when it is
recast as a commercially appealing narrative, or journey.601 This is, it seems,
good news for Charlotte, who has undoubtedly suffered in her car crash. This,
combined with the misinformation that she is to be the subject of a magazine
profile, lands her a job working with paparazzo-turned-fashion-photographer,
Spiro.
Over the course of the shoot, it transpires that Spiro’s artistic signature is
cutting the faces of the women who model for him and photographing them
while they bleed. Charlotte, afraid for her “abused, still-tender face with its
hidden cargo of titanium” begs to use fake blood instead, even offering to buy it
herself.602 Spiro is aghast at the very suggestion: “The word ‘fake’ induced a
collective flinch, as if I’d used a racial slur. ‘Fake is fake,’ Spiro said.”603 He
continues, asserting that his goal is to ‘get at’ something pure:
‘Everything is artifice . . .everything is pretending. You open a
magazine, what is all that crap? Look how pretty I am, look how
perfect my life is. But it’s lies, nothing is really like that. And
politicians, too, spin this, spin that, pulling something over on people
– I’m sick of it. It literally makes me nauseous.’604
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Spiro insists that, by physically cutting these models and letting them bleed, he is
cutting through “that shit to what’s real and fundamental.”605 Sounding very like
one of Ballard’s charismatic psychopaths, he closes, “this isn’t about fashion –
we’re way past fashion here. This is about finding a new way to live in the
world.”606 Hyperbolic as this is, it finds resonance with the real cultural moment
in both the US and UK: Elliott Smith ultimately died of a stab wound to the chest,
and was a noted self-harmer (also discussed in interviews).607 Years before
Smith’s death, Richey Edwards of The Manic Street Preachers made headlines
when he carved the words “4 REAL’ into his arm with a razorblade during an
interview with NME journalist Steve Lamacq.608 The image of a bloodied Richey,
pale but staring directly into the camera, was published in the NME and later
used on posters when the band were trying to break America, in an instance of
recuperation that finds clear resonance in the passage above.
Bloodletting as a way to demonstrate authenticity is repeatedly figured in
Eggers’s novel, too, as Benjamin Widiss explores at length in his 2011 work,
Obscure Invitations: The Persistence of the Author in Twentieth-Century American
Literature. Widiss offers a reading of A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Genius
that understands the book in the framework of Catholic ritual, leading him to
suggest that the book itself becomes a transubstantiated version of the author in
a secularised system of literary belief. This is close to Konstantinou’s reading of
the “believer” (also the name of a magazine founded by Eggers), although his
emphasis on Eggers’s construction of “alternative institutions” offers a more
material grounding for Eggers’s system of belief. Widiss looks at Eggers’s account
of his Real World interview and highlights the author’s assertion that his
participation is in part motivated by a desire to give his suffering meaning – to
transform it into a kind of conduit of feeling with which to vitalise others and
create a community of love based on this authentic expression of grief. This is
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very close to those strategies highlighted by Nguyen as central to the “politics of
intimacy,” which she explains with reference to Elizabeth Povinelli’s The Empire
of Love (2006):
In The Empire of Love, Elizabeth Povinelli brilliantly theorizes such
intimacy as a liberalism fantasy of self-actualization and abstraction
into a compassionate collectivity. In such a fantasy, “subjects in the
liberal diaspora constantly urge each other to be open to the
possibility that in recognizing each other in intimate love they will
experience each other as different than they were before – they will
experience a break, a rupture from their prior selves and experience a
truer, purer form of self, a form they have always truly been. We
literally reform the social by believing in and demanding this form of
love.” Thus did the aesthetics of depth and true feeling (though not of
necessity distinct from a stance of parody and critique of the same, as
we shall see) presume to grant access to other girls and their secret
hearts made audible, made visible. As the cover of the second issue of
[riot grrl zine] photobox toolbox announced: “this is my life, this is my
scream, this is my anger, this is my pain, this is my strength, this is my
growth, this is my spirit, this is my voice, this is my heart, this is my
song.”609
Nguyen’s suggestion that parody and critique of intimacy persisted even here
connects us again to the work of Eggers and Egan. In neither instance does the
writer offer us the naïve intimate aesthetic Nguyen associates with riot grrrl.
Both writers are acutely conscious of their postmodern inheritance, as Kelly
describes with regard to Look at Me in ‘Beginning with Psotmodernism.’ For
Widiss, Eggers seeks to work out or work through this inheritance through his
stylistic “gimmicks”:
Eggers, as someone who so values and privileges personal
connection, whose writing so obviously aspires to a surging and
encompassing immediacy, faces a medium that beyond a certain point
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would not seem to allow it, that requires a retooling of lived
experience into a form both digestible and marketable: more static,
reified, inert. The inevitable mediation and commodification of
Eggers’ story in the book, then, is prefaced by a series of highlighted,
hyperbolic predictive versions thereof, condensing the book’s
contents yet further and alienating the reader from the resulting
product in a humorous but pointed fashion.610
In Egan’s work, however, this confrontation is not so directly staged: Kelly has
suggested we may see Look at Me as “haunted” by postmodernism, and seeking
not necessarily to use it as a staging ground for the resurrection of belief (as
Widiss suggests Eggers does) but to use its techniques in order to understand
“the world depicted by postmodern fiction – which is still, in many facets, the
recognizable world facing post-postmodernists – as itself historical, as the
outcome of a historical process, and as capable of historical understanding.”611
We might say that instead of writing through postmodernism, Egan writes it in in
Look at Me, a novel which is itself a sort of condensed history of literary
theory.612 Eggers uses the ‘tricks’ of postmodernism to subvert the affectlessness
and mediation associated with postmodern fiction (those same qualities Wallace
railed against), and his imagined bloodletting becomes both a metaphor for and,
by Widiss’s reading, real commitment to the project of transformative
connection:

610 Bejamin Widiss, Obscure Invitations: The Persistence of the Author in Twentieth-Century
American Literature. Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2011. p. 117.
611 Kelly, 2011, p. 399.
612 Much of this is connected to the character of Moose, an academic historian whose early work
focused on the rise of clear glass as a turning point in human history (a clear stand-in for
Enlightenment thinking and rationality), who throughout the novel is working on a historical
project through which he seeks to write the history of America through the history of charlotte’s
hometown of Rockford, Illinois, in a sort of updated re-imagining of Whitman’s project in ‘Song of
Myself.’ Kelly writes that “Egan’s approach to representing the world her characters inhabit
acknowledges prior postmodern treatments of similar themes and worlds, and is in fact built
upon these treatments” and that it is the implicit treatment of this reference that creates the
“uncanny quality” of the novel (‘Beginning with Postmodernism,’ p. 402). This also extends to the
larger project of historicizing the postmodern at work in the novel, which also includes
historicizing its foundations of the postmodern; that is, the modern. Egan’s tribute is not just to
“postmodern texts by Auster, Ballard, and DeLillo – as well as to others by Barthm Borges,
Burroughs, Ellis and Pynchon” (402) – but also to those authors she invokes in the text – Austen,
Dickens, Trollope.
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Anticipating himself being beamed into the living rooms of likeminded young people all over the world, Eggers pleads, “I will bleed if
they will love. . . . I will open a vein, an artery . . . Oh please let me
show this to the millions. Let me be the lattice, the center of the
lattice. Let me be the conduit. There are all these hearts, and mine is
strong, and if there are – there are! – capillaries that bring blood to
millions, that we are all of one body and that I am – Oh, I want to be
the heart pumping blood to everyone, blood is what I know, I feel so
warm in blood, can swim in blood, oh let me be the strong beating
heart that brings blood to everyone!” His impassioned plea fails to
sway the powers that be at MTV, and Eggers does not get the part. He
does, however, arrive at his most explicit articulation up to this point
of the complement to paper in the book’s controlling metaphor,
nominating hearts and blood as a means of interpersonal connection
and communication.613
This is not, however, the case in Egan’s work and, indeed, it might be that the
difference here is symptomatic of larger differences between Egan’s work and
Eggers’s (and Wallace’s) resulting from a different commitment to sincerity (a
different shade of New Sincerity), which we can trace to the “escape from
consciousness” Kelly intimates at the end of the novel. I will explore and explain
this more thoroughly in a moment.
Before looking at the end of Look at Me, however, let us return to Egan’s
scene of bloodletting, and consider how and why its signification differs from
Eggers’s account. Describing the process of his Real World audition, Eggers
writes of sending a videotape to producers, following which he is contacted by a
woman called Laura:
Two days later a woman, Laura, calls. She is one of the show’s
producers or casting agents or whatever, and she has obviously
recognized me as the sort of person who belongs on TV, inspiring a
nation of disaffected youth. I am to go into the new Real World
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headquarters for an interview, half an hour or so, which will also be
videotaped.614
In this brief extract, Eggers invokes a number of important themes. He raises his
own desire, the driving force behind confession, behind writing, behind the
artistic or aesthetic or public transformation of pain: to be recognised, to be seen.
This is, obviously, the central concern of Look at Me, as its title suggests, and also
in Charlotte Swenson’s preoccupation with “shadow selves,” described earlier.
Here, however, Eggers is recognised not just as himself, but as “the sort of person
who belongs on TV.” Let us think again of Wallace’s Emersonian description of
the “very rare species of person” who “can stand the megagaze of millions”: in ‘E
Unibus Pluram,’ Wallace suggested that this person would “have to be just
abnormally self-conscious and self-controlling to appear unwatched before
lenses.”615 Eggers’s appeal - here and throughout AHWOSG - is not of appearing
unwatched, but of negotiating constant scrutiny and narrating his negotiations in
ever more convoluted and self-reflexive modes in order to enable this spirit of
communion with the reader, which as I have said, Widniss reads in the
framework of Catholic ritual:
In the course of the MTV interview, Eggers affirms his suitability for
The Real World experience in part based on the fact that he already
feels he’s being watched at all times, and surmises that he owes this
sense to his mother’s “amazing eyes, these small sharp eyes, always
narrowing to a squint and tearing into you; she never missed
anything, whether she was seeing it there or halfway around the
world.” Her divine acuity thus provides the imagery (“tearing into
you”) that sparks Eggers’ ascension, even as her rigorous surveillance
offers both an earthly analogue to the omniscient Catholic god and a
model for Eggers’ own critical incisiveness: “When I watch people I
too look through them. I learned that from my mother. . . . I know
everything about people when I look at them for only a moment.””
Eggers sounds startlingly like Charlotte, with her talent for seeing shadow selves,
and her constant awareness of scrutiny. When she is threatened with
614
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bloodletting, however, there is no redemptive possibility, and she is (justly)
horrified by the prospect. Unlike Eggers, Charlotte does not instigate the
bleeding: it is to be done to her. As a paparazzo, Spiro made his living from the
unwilling capture of images, forcing the subject into spectacle. His elevation to
respectability might be a satiric indictment of the vampiric nature of the fashion
industry, which feeds on the youth and beauty of young girls, as Egan noted in
her article on Jaime King:
To “find a girl” is to discover a teen-ager with potential. The career
arc of a model requires that she start young, and the preternatural
beauty of very young girls (along with their quite genuine girlishness)
makes them ur-models of a sort. Even a face 21 years old doesn’t look
quite as fresh, and I’ve had models in their 20’s admit to me that
they’re a few years older than they say, and tell me how hard it was to
adjust to metabolic changes. For years now, and in summertime
especially, Manhattan has teemed with schoolgirls, some as young as
12 or 13, who are building up their modelling portfolios during
vacation.616
Young women are the lifeblood of the modelling industry, literalised in Spiro’s
demand. Konstantinou suggests that Wallace’s model of belief sought to
confound Enlightenment rationality and narratives of autonomy through a
repurposing of the avant-garde, utilising the unease generated in the reader by
postmodern techniques to disrupt passivity.617 In the bloodletting scene, Egan
critiques the potential of the avant-garde to disrupt narratives of consumption,
suggesting here, as elsewhere (most notably in A Visit From the Goon Squad) a
supreme suspicion of the suggestion that anything can remain outside the
processes of capital.618 If the modelling industry already removes renders
women as objects, demands that they starve themselves to work, and
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perpetuates a standard of beauty that is both unreal and unreflective of the
wider world, is it such a stretch to imagine the demand to bleed (the obverse of
the demand not to, a side effect of starvation, or anorexia)?619 In fact, in this
suggestion, she is close to Ballard in Kingdom Come, where that author turns this
suspicion of the utility of the avant-garde on his own work, by my reading. Egan’s
suspicion, however, is expressed differently and to different ends, in strictly
literary terms as well as more generally.
With this in mind, then, let us turn to the end of Look at Me. As I have already
said, Egan’s “happy endings” are moments of particular interest in tracking the
relationship between her texts and the neoliberal happiness discourse I explore
in this thesis. This ending is particularly concerned with the second aspect of the
reality genre outlined earlier (the confessional mode) although it is not entirely
distinct from the first, explored above (the valorisation of suffering as a primary
locus of public self-expression). The brief final chapter of Look at Me offers an
account of how Charlotte Swenson, as we have known her through the novel, has
ceased to exist. It begins: “that woman entertaining guests on her East River
balcony in early summer, mixing rum drinks in such a way that the Bacardi and
Coca-Cola labels blink at the viewer haphazardly in the dusty golden light – she
isn’t me.”620 This is followed by a brand-name-littered description of how
Charlotte Swenson became a “cultural icon of personal transformation.”621 This
rapid account includes an extensive list of the ways in which this iconic status

619 Indeed, even the exhibition that changes Spiro’s form fortune is part of this: he apparently
gained credibility after showing a series of photos of a sixteen year-old gang member, Honey B.,
which led to Harper’s Bazaar hiring him to “reprise the series in ‘Girl Gang’, a now-infamous
fashion spread featuring models in Martine Sitbon and Helmut Lang posing as gang members.
(‘Execution’, a shot of Kate Moss holding a sawed-off shotgun to the head of a blindfolded and
kneeling Amber Valetta, had caused a particular frisson of outrage and commentary.).” Look at
Me, p.162. If this seems ridiculous, we might turn to Angela McRobbie’s chapter on ‘Unpacking
the Politics of Creative Labour,’ which opens with the story of Vice magazine’s 2013 editorial
fashion spread “based on the ‘favoured’ modes of suicide by a number of famous women writers,
including Sylvia Plath and Virginia Woolf.” Be Creative, 33.
620 Look at Me, p. 509.
621 Even chairing an academic symposium, ‘The Semiotics of Physiognomy in a PostDeconstructive Visual Discourse.’ Look at Me, p. 511. Charlotte’s real-life counterpart, Kim
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literary antecedence of Bret Easton Ellis’s American Psycho (1991) in relation to his section,
another instance of Egan’s deep awareness of mediation.
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was directly translated into consumer goods, as well an assurance that none of
this actually made her feel good:
The more notorious I became for my transformation, the more
gapingly fraudulent this transformation began to feel. I hadn’t
transformed; I had undergone a kind of fission, and the two resulting
parts of me reviled each other. I was a ghost sealed within the body of
a fame-obsessed former model from whom I had to strenuously guard
my moods and thoughts, lest she find some way to cannibalize and
sell them (Charlotte’s Anti-Suicide Techniques, Charlotte’s Poems for
Depression).622
There is much we might read into in this paragraph. If the novel is indeed
“haunted” by postmodernism, is the ghost here that postmodern consciousness
that acknowledges the inevitability of self-reflexivity and is at the same
paralysed by it? Is the guarding of moods and thoughts a comment on the
removal of those traditional markers of character in the postmodern canon (see,
again, Ballard’s work)? Is this itself a comment on the difficulty of what Kelly has
described as “beginning with postmodernism” – for where does the author begin,
after the postmodern, beyond the reality genre? Does the success of authors
associated with New Sincerity, such as Eggers and Wallace, instantiate a new
form of confessional literature that relies not on the veracity of events but on the
avowal of feeling? If New Sincerity is characterised by a dialogic reading or “twoway conversation,” is Egan’s work questioning the cult of personality implicit in
such a reading - for if I read your work to commune with you, in terms of the
framework of intimacy, by this reading I come to know you? Indeed, Widiss
recognises this as a characteristic of Eggers’s writing, in understanding that the
author’s appeal is based on “an enduring charisma predicated on [his] very
openness, as well as his informality, enthusiasm, and humour.”623 Those writers
who write about writing and in doing so make the reader party to their concerns,
their fears, and their anxieties, also repeatedly and consistently recognise that
they invest a part of their self in their writing.
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Kelly writes, that for David Foster Wallace, “the greatest terror, but also the
only true relief, is the passive decision to relinquish the self to the judgement of
the other, and the fiction of the New Sincerity is thus structure and informed by
this dialogic appeal to the reader’s attention and judgement.”624 This is right, of
course, but it isn’t everything. Konstantinou’s account of the believer errs in a
significant way, in relation to this. He distinguishes between the work of Wallace
and Eggers on an ‘institutional’ basis, suggesting that Eggers sought to construct
“alternative institutions” in the form of his literary magazines, publishing house,
and various not-for-profit organisations devoted to literacy. Of these last,
Konstantinou writes that the first tutoring centre, 826 Valencia, is designed as a
pirate supply shop, and that those in other cities are superhero or gangster
themed, which he identifies as part of a “quirky economy” (which it may well be.
It might also be that these centres are designed to appeal to children, whose
notion of quirkiness we imagine to be significantly less weighted with cultural
baggage. It may even be some combination of the two.). Konstaninou writes,
[These centres] are educational institutions that use quirky style as a
pedagogical tool, as part of a philanthropic exercise, and one can’t
help but wonder if students who stop in are (in addition to learning
about writing) not also receiving an education in how to become
quirky believers.625
In contrast, Wallace’s pedagogical efforts receive no attention in Konstantinou’s
account, which suggests his position as a teacher of writing can be separated
from his literary output, where Eggers’s extra-textual activities must be
considered in reading his work. Wallace’s engagement with existing institutional
structures is important, I think, given both the importance of the MFA
programme to contemporary American writing (as documented by Mark McGurl
in The Program Era (2009)) and his significant impact on the style of popular
literature. If Eggers sought to establish his own institutions, per Konstantinou’s
reading, perhaps Wallace sought to transform those already existing, and in
doing so exerted a similar force over his students, particularly as his literary
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celebrity grew. 626 What lies at the base of these efforts, in each instance, is this
“enduring charisma,” or the personality of the author as a factor in the reception
of the work. Eggers and Wallace both found themselves in a similar position to
Charlotte Swenson, where their literary reputation exceeded and preceded them,
and dictated expectation and perception of their output.627 Beyond this, the
mode of auto-confession in which Charlotte finds herself trapped anticipates the
current moment of social media, and the shift in confessionalism it entails.
In Look at Me, fans of Charlotte were limited to passively observing her, and
buying products she endorsed, whereas with contemporary social media, users
can interact with the objects of their observation and can also seek to directly
imitate them. This has led to the rise of ‘influencers,’ social media users who
make money from objectifying their lifestyles – the most well known are the
Kardashian family, whose actual cultural presence resembles Charlotte
Swenson’s fictional one. The cannibalisation of self can be a lucrative, brandsponsored industry, and one that covertly interpellates subjects to self-regulate
in order to accrue capital, both social or cultural and economic. This is well
explained by Rose, in his summation of the psychotherapeutic coding of the self:
It promises to make it possible for us all to make a project of our
biography, create a style for our lives, shape our everyday existence
in terms of an ethic of autonomy. Yet the norm of autonomy secretes,
as its inevitable accompaniment, a constant and intense self-scrutiny,
a continual evaluation of our personal experiences, emotions, and
feelings in relation to images of satisfaction, the necessity to
narrativize our lives in a vocabulary of interiority. The self that is
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liberated is obliged to live its life tied to a project of its own
identity.628
Living online makes this the foundational framework of subjectification; we are
obliged to make a public project of our identity.629 Rose’s “vocabulary of
interiority,” however, may be subject to modification by the transmutation of
these psy discourses from specialist vocabularies to everyday rationalities.
Elsewhere, Sherry Turkle points out that, in virtual confession, what we might
call the evaluative dimension of confession is absent.630 If New Sincerity relies on
a dialogic reading that sees posits an ethics of connection between reader and
writer, this shift might weaken its foundations, or at the very least demand a call
for a reinvigoration of evaluative (and, by implication, critical) capacity as a
prerequisite for the continuation of this relationship (this might be imagined in a
pedagogical sense, particularly at a moment when humanities faculties are under
attack in the neoliberal academy, discussed elsewhere in this thesis).
Indeed, Egan’s work seems to suggest that literature that relies on the
evocation of an “off the page” emotional connection might inadvertently
participate in the commodification of feeling and perpetuate the cult of authorial
personality that transforms writers into celebrities (and fiction into
autobiography). At the close of this novel Charlotte Swenson sells the rights to
her likeness to Thomas Keene, and retires to live a life off-camera. She says:
As for myself, I’d rather not say very much. When I breathe, the air
feels good in my chest. And when I think of the mirrored room, as of
course I still do, I understand now that it’s empty, filled with chimeras
like Charlotte Swenson . . . Life can’t be sustained under the pressure
of so many eyes. Even as we try to reveal the mystery of ourselves . . .
the truth has slipped away, burrowed further inside a dark, coiled
privacy that replenishes itself like blood.631
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If there is “a part of us that can’t be touched,” untranslated and untranslatable,
then this might stand in opposition to writers like Eggers and Wallace, who seek
to render this part of the self in their fiction in order to enable some sustaining
emotional connection “off the page.” In this reading, Egan’s work remains firmly
on the page and insists on this boundary. It might even be a critique of the overt
appeals of those writers, as already suggested in my comparison between Eggers
and Egan. If, for Eggers and Wallace, fiction is a way to negotiate loneliness, by
allowing us to get under the skin of another person, this is not the case for Egan.
Instead, it is, as she has said, a way to peek inside windows, without ever
entering the house, if you like. Egan’s sincerity, then, rests on this affirmation,
and her refusal to give of herself in the same way as these other writers – this
might be connected to her repeated insistence that there is nothing
autobiographical in her work.632 This might be connected to the pejorative
association between the feminine and the confessional: that confessional work
by female writers, or work that draws form their own life, is somehow seen as a
failure of imagination. The sort of heroic transformation associated with “unselfconscious self-consciousness” for Wallace’s megagaze is different for a woman.
Indeed, this is supported by the theoretical underpinnings of Look at Me, which
can be traced to John Berger’s work, in which he suggests that this performative
identity is inscribed in female identity in a distinct and distorting way: that a
woman always sees herself twice.633 By this logic, Egan is forced into the same
sort of double vision: as a woman, and a writer, in a male-dominated lineage. If
Eggers’s use of “gimmicks” was a sort of anticipatory defence, so too, I suggest, is
Egan’s. In this case, however, it works not to illustrate an awareness of the gulf
between reader and writer and the mediating function of writing in order to
allow a negation or overcoming of that distance, but instead heightens that
distance, restating an authorial objectivity that asks us to read the craft of the
novel rather than the author behind it. Egan’s faith is in the book, quite literally;
not seeking to transcend or overcome form, but to make a case for the power of
literature for literature’s sake. All art is artifice, perhaps, but this does not mean
632
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the truths it contains are not themselves real. Egan moves to let the words on the
page speak for themselves.
My problem here is that those words seem to exceed the speaker. Charlotte
Swenson, throughout the novel, is resolutely unlikeable, and spiritedly corrupt:
she tricks Anthony Halliday, alcoholic detective, into kissing her, only to fill his
mouth with whiskey and ruin his sobriety.634 She drops out of university to
become a model, and despite her professed admiration for certain poets, seems
fairly un-literary, often baffled by the literary exchanges between Irene Maitlock
and Thomas Keene. Her one goal throughout the novel is to gain access to “the
mirrored room,” the hallowed space of celebrity. And yet, at the end of the novel,
she rejects this. It is her voice that says to the reader:
Life can’t be sustained under the pressure of so many eyes. Even as
we try to reveal the mystery of ourselves, to catch it unawares, expose
its pulse and flinch and peristalsis, the truth has slipped away,
burrowed further inside a dark, coiled privacy that replenishes itself
like blood. It cannot be seen, much as one might wish to show it. It
dies the instant it is touched by light.
Charlotte rejects what has, until now, been the guiding principle of her life, and
in doing so, becomes poetic herself: “pulse and flinch and peristalsis” is not like
her language elsewhere in the novel. Does she regain some forgotten part of
herself, the (Alexander) Pope-loving, literate, sensitive part of herself? To believe
this requires a leap of faith, for it would mean believing in a Charlotte the reader
has never known: a shadow self. Or should we read this as an intrusion from the
author – is Egan Charlotte’s shadow self, revealing herself in the impossibly
lyrical language of a character whose strongest emotional investment prior to
this moment was in her sectional couch? Konstantinou writes, “we do judge
novels based on what they can convince us to believe.” 635 If the author appears
in this final appeal, if it is Egan, and not Charlotte, who asserts this “part of us
that can’t be touched,” does this belie Egan’s own insistence on objectivity, and
negate her authorial distance? Is this part that can’t be touched in fact the core of
634
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emotional truth in the novel – is this where Egan puts herself in, despite the fact
that the novel seems to be critical of such a move?
If this is true, the novel becomes a sort of “hard, beautiful seashell,” that
reveals nothing to the reader, but asks us to delight in the pleasure of language
and of literature itself.636 Instead of being sincere about feeling, then, Egan’s
work might be sincere about pleasure: about the reward of reading, the
loveliness of language, the joy (and absurdity) of theory.637 A cigar is just a cigar,
a book is just a book. Charlotte, like Melville’s Bartleby, would prefer not to. And
in common with that story, perhaps, Egan’s work subtly insists that literature
does not have to provide answers, or even ask particular questions. Kelly invokes
Bartleby in his reading of George Saunders’s story ‘Escape from the Spiderhead,’
and writes that in that story, “as in Bartleby, refusal does not lead to
liberation.”638 The same is true in Look at Me, for both the reader and the
character of Charlotte. Ultimately, this amounts to a literary rendering of those
rock star deaths explored earlier in this chapter; indeed, Charlotte’s
disappearance finds resonance, again, with Richey Edwards, who remains not
definitively dead, but disappeared. This absence may be sincere, but the
question remains of its utility, particularly if we are seeking to uncover some
ethical relationship between writer and reader, as posited by New Sincerity. I am
reminded of Courtney Love’s reading of Kurt Cobain’s suicide note, which was
pre-recorded and played at a memorial service at Seattle Center Flag Pavilion
two days after Cobain’s body was found:
I’m not gonna read you all the note ‘cause it’s none of your fucking
business. But some of it is to you. I don’t really think it takes away his
dignity to read this considering that it’s addressed to most of you.
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He’s such an asshole. I want you all to say ‘asshole’ really loud.
[crowd: “asshole.”]”639
Is Charlotte Swenson an asshole here too? Is her position appreciably different to
‘coolhunter’ Lulu, who states the impossibility of uncommodifed authenticity, in
the end? Is intimacy too much to ask? Love went on to say, “I should have let him
– we all should have let him – have his numbness. We should have let him have
the thing that made him feel better. We should have let him have it, instead of
trying to strip away his skin.”640
Charlotte’s abdication of self reverberates with the action of suicide, and
might remind us of the closing of Eugenides’s Virgin Suicides:
It didn’t matter in the end how old they had been, or that they were
girls, but only that we had loved them, and that they hadn’t heard us
calling, still do not hear us, up here in the tree house, with our
thinning hair and soft bellies [these men have no interest in ‘glamour
labour’!], calling them out of those rooms where they went to be alone
for all time, alone in suicide, which is deeper than death, and where
we will never find the pieces to put them back together.641
Perhaps we, the reader, have never known Charlotte better than the collective
narrators of Eugenide’s novel knew the girls, or fans of Nirvana knew Cobain.
Perhaps this is the point: it is not that we lack the pieces to put Charlotte and her
fractured face back together, but that those pieces were never there to begin
with. If Charlotte’s face was never really changed, is any of this true? Is this
novel a black mirror, in which we search for reflections but can never find them –
because what we seek is some cannibalised emotion, which becomes a measure
of pleasure over those qualities of the text in which Egan delights, and which her
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feeling, in which emotion was increasingly centred in public discourse – the precursor to the
happiness discourse I am tracing in this thesis.
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work firmly asserts?642 This novel ends not on an escape from consciousness, per
se, as Charlotte apparently inhabits her ‘real self’ more completely than at any
other point in the novel. Instead, it is specifically a social consciousness she
abdicates: a sense of self in the world and beholden to it. We might connect this
to Konstantinou’s reading of Egan and the “autoreification” he traces in A Visit
from the Goon Squad. If the world has become neoliberal (and our labour
affective), is our only way to resist the productive imperative that is the engine of
neoliberalism to abscond, to detach (to be, we might say, cool, in the classic
sense)? Perhaps we should think here of Slavoj Žižek’s assertion, after Badiou:
the threat today is not passivity but pseudo-activity, the urge to “be
active,” to “participate,” to mask the Nothingness of what goes on.
People intervene all the time, “do something” academics participate in
meaningless “debates,” and so forth, and the truly difficult thing is to
step back, to withdraw from all this.643
This is part of Žižek’s reading of the potential of a “Bartleby politics,” in which
negation becomes not the first step towards a reimagined political community,
but an underlying principle for it. I see the utility of this reading, but given that
The Keep goes on to assert the value of literature for its ability to “open a door in
our heads,” I’m not so sure it is enough by Egan’s own account. After all, that
door has to go somewhere – right?644
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The Keep: Do Neoliberals Dream of Electric Sheep?
The Keep is Jennifer Egan’s third novel, and the only instance of her work
explicitly designed in the gothic form despite those gothic tendencies I have
traced throughout her oeuvre. It employs the classic ‘text-within-a-text’ form of
gothic fiction; Egan has referenced Henry James’s The Turn of the Screw (1898)
as an influence.645 The story within the story is the narrative of Danny King, a
New York hipster and self-styled goth who travels to an uncertain European
location to assist his cousin, Howard, with the renovation of a castle. Howard
plans to turn the castle into a luxury hotel. The two cousins were close in their
youth, but their relationship never recovered after Danny participated in a prank
that resulted in Howard’s entrapment within an underground cave system.
Writing this story is Ray Michael Dobbs, a prison inmate who is taking a creative
writing class run by a woman called Holly Farrell, herself a recovering drug
addict and aspiring author. Although Ray presents his story as fiction, it later
transpires that it is the story of how he came to be imprisoned, and he features in
his story as a character named ‘Mick.’ Look at Me moved towards a reflection of
the intrusion of technology on everyday life, and depicted the posthuman as
more banal than monstrous, and in The Keep Egan expands on both these ideas.
Notably scarce in the earlier novel are the prostheses we now recognise as the
most common accoutrements of the posthuman: smartphones, laptops, other
mobile technology. The action of Look at Me occurs at a moment just before the
omnipresence of these technologies. The iPhone, widely credited with changing
our relationship to mobile technology - and each other - was not launched until
2007; MySpace, Facebook et al had yet to achieve ubiquity. At the same time,
Look at Me incipiently recognised the pre-existing cultural circumstance by
which the success of these devices, and the technologies of self-objectification
they proliferate, was possible.646 The Keep thematises the way in which these
technologies reshape imagination and interpersonal relationships, evolving from
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the television-based ‘reality genre’ of Look at Me to a more direct account of
mediated virtual selfhood.
In ‘Beginning with Postmodernism,’ Kelly identified the posthuman gothic
tendencies of Look at Me.647 The posthuman subject was the object of Moose
Metcalfe’s fear, too: “minotaurs who weren’t the products of birth or history,
nature or nurture, but assembled for the eye from prototypes; who bore the
same relationship to human beings as machine-made clothing did to something
hand-stitched.”648 In that novel, Charlotte Swenson, with her skull full of titanium
bolts, represented the posthuman subject in a medico-biological context, but this
is only one part of the neoliberal posthuman condition. In ‘A Cyborg Manifesto,’
Donna Haraway offered a feminist groundwork for reading the technologisation
of the self in terms of both medico-biotechnology and the rise of communication
technologies, which are also technologies of self-privatisation, as she outlines. It
is this latter aspect that Egan focuses on in The Keep, centred on the figure of
Danny, who is addicted to the connectivity of contemporary technology. This
addiction stands in opposition to his cousin’s attitude; Howard wants to reclaim
the private imaginative realm - for those who can afford it, at least. Haraway’s
work also focuses on the political function of writing. She insists, “Contests for
the meaning of writing are a major form of contemporary political struggle.
Releasing the play of writing is deadly serious.”649 By depicting Ray’s struggles
with authorship, Egan directly opens up questions about the power of writing,
which must be read in terms of its communicative possibility and also, per
Haraway, and my approach in this thesis, with regard to the political potential of
writing, and what I have characterised as the ethical duties of fiction – this is
connected to my earlier discussion of re-inventing literary publicness. Yet again,
Egan’s work is rife with tensions between ‘textualisation’ and materiality, and
these too will be considered in giving an account of how the novel explores
conceptions of happiness and self-regulation under neoliberalism.
To begin, then, we will look at the protagonist of the ‘text-within-the-text,’
Danny King. Once again, Egan employs a playful nominative determinism. Danny
647
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King, like his cousin Howard, becomes embroiled in a covert power contest that
sees each keen to be ‘King’ of the castle. This naming links these characters to
Stephen King, contemporary master of American gothic literature, continuing the
intertextual habit of Egan’s work and suggesting to the reader the type of literary
forbear Ray, as author, might have in mind. Danny’s story occupies the bulk of
the novel’s narrative. It is he who follows the by-now familiar convention of
Egan’s narratives in undergoing maturation, or ‘growing up,’ although this
process is cut short by Ray’s murderous attack. Danny’s broad narrative journey
sees him move from a self-centred, peripherally employed, barely functional
character to one who assumes responsibility for others, confronts his
(previously unspeakable) past with his cousin, and is thus transformed into a
useful member of society, which is to say, a productive subject with substantial
ties to normative conceptions of the good.
The novel opens with Danny’s approach to the castle, which is disastrous
from the outset. He arrives armed with a Samsonite suitcase and a (rented)
portable satellite dish, clad in “city boots, hipster boots” that are totally
inadequate for negotiating the terrain.650 From the outset, Danny is helpless and
hapless, literally wrong-footed by his new surroundings – which are actually old
surroundings, the castle being older than the United States of America. Egan’s
decision to write a male protagonist was purportedly made as a deliberate
inversion the trope of ‘helpless female.’651 There are numerous ways in which
Danny is feminised throughout the story, often through his attention to his
appearance, evident in his impractical but stylish footwear and later, in his
carefully curated personal style:
Straight dyed-black hair an inch past his neck. A pewter hoop in one
ear with a ruby stuck in it. Today (not always), mud-coloured lipstick.
That was Danny’s style, one of many he’d had over the years.652
Danny’s adoption of feminised style is linked to a wider refusal stemming from
his abdication of his teenage persona, “Danny King, suchagoodboy,” which he
knew to be a façade, disguising the bad part of him that trapped his cousin and
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lied about it for days (years) afterwards. This is like Charlotte Swenson’s account
of ‘shadow selves,’ and gives Danny an early awareness of the performativity of
identity; another feminised trait.653 Danny self-consciously fashions a new self,
like Charlotte after her infidelity, and it too is one that relies on intensive
glamour labour and conducts itself according to Sennett’s account of the
neoliberal self. Rather than disrupting gender norms, Egan’s characterisation of
Danny seems to re-inscribe the essentialism that underlies the normative gender
relations frequently reproduced in her work – this is explored extensively in
looking at A Visit from the Goon Squad. There is no sense of ‘queering’ in Danny’s
feminisation; any such suggestion is offset by the frequent narrative insistence
on his heterosexuality, highlighted by the suggestion that one of the previous
identities he ‘chose’ to ‘try’ was a “bisexual club promoter.”654 Where Berlant,
Ahmed, et al have identified queering as a process by which new social relations
may be imagined, outside the constraints of patriarchal capitalism, Egan depicts
this in the same light as all instances of alterity in her work – a youthful
aberration, a phase to pass through before ceding to inevitable normative
‘common sense.’ Danny may wear make up, but he is not queer. William Hughes
and Andrew Smith write in Queering the Gothic (2009), “to be queer … is to be
different.”655 As we have seen already, being ‘different’ in Egan’s work imperils
one’s very existence.656
Danny is further feminised by his choice of employment, or rather, nonemployment. He is a precarious worker, plying his uncertain trade in a variety of
service sector roles. All of Danny’s skills are immaterial, based on the ability to
recognise the value of relationships and parlay that into access to power:

653 Judith Butler’s Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (1990) is usually
credited with popularising discussion around the performative aspects of gender and its social
construction. In her Post45 interview, Egan discusses the influence of John Berger’s Ways of
Seeing (1972) on her work, which can also be connected to this representation.
654 The Keep, p. 26.
655 William Hughes and Andrew Smith, editors. Queering the Gothic,, Manchester and New York:
Manchester University Press, 2009, p. 3.
656 I think a further analysis of Egan’s insistence on using humour in the novel would be
interesting in light of this account. The type of humour that occurs most often is the broadly
slapstick, or knowingly ironic, which somewhat undercuts the inherent queerness of the gothic
uncanny. I think it would be enlightening to read this novel in conjunction with Shirley Jackson’s
work, in particular We Have Always Lived in the Castle (1962), in the context of queer/feminist
theory.
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And power was something Danny understood – this was one of a slew
of skills he’d picked up in New York after years of study and training
and practice, skills that combined to make a resume so specialized it
was written out in invisible ink, so that when his pop (for example)
took a look, all he saw was a blank sheet of paper.657
Power is a central theme of the novel. Here, we might mark that, despite his
accumulation of immaterial or informational capital, Danny still covertly longs
for his father’s approval; he is not, apparently, as free from the normative bonds
of obligation and attachment as he might like to think himself. It is also
important to note that Danny chooses this identity. He first went to New York to
attend university (a familiar stage for Egan’s middle-class characters), but
dropped out in his junior year, having discovered that his sense of self was
completely insubstantial and become more interested in identity
experimentation than formal education. There is a connection here between
education and self-knowledge that is implied but undeveloped, part of a wider
characterisation that sees Danny’s problems as those ‘problems of the self’ we
have seen elsewhere in Egan’s work. Foregoing formal education is symbolic of
Danny’s wider refusal of self-examination, which is also a central tenet of
psychotherapeutic rationales of the self. This is the framework in which Egan
poses Danny’s obsession with technological connectivity, too. It is a distraction
from and obstacle to the ‘necessary’ work he needs to do on himself, which turns
out to be taking responsibility for his actions, including his historic prank.
Danny’s account of his networked existence stands in contrast to the
optimistic readings of theorists such as Hardt and Negri, who have identified the
rise of immaterial economies and their relational networks as containing the
potential for new networks of resistance to power. Instead, Danny exemplifies
the ‘cool’ figure we saw in McGuigan’s work:
People subjected to such uncertainty and unpredictability especially
in so-called ‘creative’ and allied careers, though not only there, must
fashion the kind of self that can cope where trade-union
representation has been eliminated or severely restricted. This kind
of self is a neoliberal self, figuring a competitive individual who is
657
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exceptionally self-reliant and rather indifferent to the fact that his or
her predicament is shared with others – and, therefore, must be
incapable of organising as a group to do anything about it. Such a
person must be ‘cool’ in the circumstances, selfishly resourceful and
fit in order to survive under social-Darwinian conditions.658
In such a reading, we can trace the limitations of Hardt and Negri’s suppositions,
some of which McRobbie has criticised in her work on gender and post-Fordist
economies. Per McRobbie, such readings as Hardt and Negri offer tend to rely on
Fordist models of worker subjectivity and sites of labour, ignoring the new
affective demands of immaterial economies, and evincing theoretical blindness
to the feminisation of labour that has occurred with the rise of these economies,
as outlined in the previous section.659 By overlooking the transformation of sites
of labour, they also overestimate the scope for solidarity based on physical
proximity between workers, which is often not a feature of the immaterial
workplace. Solidarity is also undermined by the fragmented working form of
zero-hours contracts and other non-minimum standard working practices, which
compel workers to compete for shifts, and allow employers to cut hours with no
notice, or to offer absurdly short shifts during which employees have no
opportunity to interact with co-workers.660 This mediates McGuigan’s work, too lack of worker organisation may be due not to straightforward indifference, but
also to the material difficulties of organising in disrupted or immaterial
workplaces. Adopting the pose of disaffection may be a necessary protection, as
seen in the figure of Charlotte Swenson in Look at Me. The problem with the
adoption of such a stance is that it forestalls any politicisation because it
damages the worker relationally even as it protects them individually.
McRobbie has also criticised accounts of the kinds of subculture in which
Danny is enmeshed that demonstrate, “a lack of concern for the difficulties faced
by hipster participants in terms of how hardship and poverty actually affect
them. Nobody likes to talk about failure or disappointment or even just sheer
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exhaustion.”661 Danny does discuss these feelings – or rather, betrays them in
attempting not to talk about them. He and his hipster friends characterise such
feelings as “the worm”:
Was it paranoia? Low self esteem? Insecurity? Panic? Those words
were all too flat. But the worm, which is the word they finally picked,
the worm was three dimensional: it crawled inside a person and
started to eat until everything collapsed, their whole lives, and they
ended up getting strung out or going back home to their folks or being
admitted to Bellevue or, in the case of one girl they all knew, jumping
off the Manhattan Bridge.662
The spectre of the worm recurs throughout the novel, invading Danny’s thoughts
at his many moments of self-doubt and uncertainty. The worm is a gothic motif,
and an expression of the creeping sense of anxiety that haunts the neoliberal
subject.663 Danny’s account of the worm confirms Johansen’s suggestion that,
The neurotic citizen of contemporary neoliberalism, like the gothic
subject of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, is one
characterized by unnamed – even unnameable – anxieties about the
rationalities and subjectivities that structure everyday life.664
In Egan’s novels, sympathy for this neuroticism is limited. Danny’s coolness is a
mode for survival, but it is one that is necessary only because he has turned his
back on the conventional good life from which he feels he is excluded by his
youthful deviance. This deviance seems to signal some essential weakness or
inadequacy in his character. As such, Danny may be redeemed, and returned to
economic functionality, if he resolves this central ‘problem of self’ and does the
necessary therapeutic work on himself. This figuring perpetuates readings of
those involved in precarious employment as victims of their own (poor) choices,
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ignoring that most people who take such employment often do so because they
can find no other means of income; survival has a very different meaning on
these terms. The assumption of a state of self-coherence to which the subject
may be returned if they only make the correct choices belies the way in which
subjects experience the unintelligibility of neoliberal power.
If the gothic form expresses doubts about the rationality of dominant modes of
subjectification, Egan’s work strives to resolve these doubts through its
insistence on a central rationality or meaning to the world, discoverable through
communion with the self. Such communion relies on the amassing of resources –
time, emotional vocabulary, formal education – that are far from universally
accessible. If the economic model of the self is seen to be irrational in its strictest
iteration, this is only because Egan’s work professes a continued faith in those
classic liberal good objects that neoliberalism destabilises in its practices and
processes: secure intimate relationships, self-sovereignty, protection of the
‘essential’ self from external interference. The difficulty is that she
simultaneously professes this faith and reproduces the logics and processes of
neoliberalism as inevitable in her work, without recognising any tension
between the two. The insistence on these values as self-evidently good
represents them as neutral when they are not, as we saw when looking at The
Invisible Circus. Defending ‘traditional’ good objects without confronting either
“the dominations contained in [or] the limited value of those freedoms and
entitlements in contemporary configurations of capital” empties the oppositional
potential of those objects.665 Egan’s work situates these objects, or this version of
the good life, as rewards for accepting the ‘natural order’ of neoliberal
capitalism. To be happy, Danny has only to accept the desirability of the
normative good life, and abandon his efforts to live his life outside these
strictures– a familiar trope in Egan’s work.
Before coming to this acceptance, the feelings that Danny categorises as ‘the
worm’ can only be allayed through the pursuit of their rough opposite, which
Danny and his friends call ‘alto’: “True alto worked two ways: you saw but also
you could be seen, you knew and were known. Two way recognition.”666 This
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term was coined to describe, “the relationship [Danny and his friends] craved
between themselves and the universe.”667 This is the evolution of the image
culture depicted in Look at Me, where that term – “look at me” – becomes active,
rather than passive. For Danny, alto relies on the reciprocal nature of virtual
relationships, returning us to the new confessional mode explored in the
previous section. When looking at the way in which virtual technologies of the
self have transformed the confessional, through the uncertainties of evaluative
exchange involved, I suggested that part of the difficulty in assessing the value or
function of these confessions is the unknowability of the audience to whom they
are made. These same fears are expressed by Howard, who engages Danny in a
vigorous argument about the value of virtual connection:
What’s real, Danny? Is reality TV real? Are confessions you read on
the internet real? The words are real, someone writes them, but
beyond that the question doesn’t even make sense. Who are you
talking to on your cell phone? In the end you have no fucking idea.
We’re living in a supernatural world, Danny. We’re surrounded by
ghosts.668
This is the crux of Egan’s concern in The Keep and elsewhere, and she has
said that in this novel she sought to make the question of what is ‘real’ irrelevant.
This is signalled by her invocation of James, and the gothic tradition of
uncertainty regarding which events are actual occurrences and which are those
perceived as a result of the protagonist’s psychological state:
I really wanted, first of all, not to answer that question, and second of
all, to make the question irrelevant because I wanted to make the
reader wonder what we mean when we say, ‘Is it real or not?’ How do
we define real exactly? Especially when so much experience is virtual
now. Does that change our definition of reality?669
My suggestion has been that rather than changing our definition of reality, the
virtual realm represents a new space of subjectification where subjects are
enmeshed in self-regulatory practices in new ways, through their rendering
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visible (and potentially profitable) all of life, all the time. In these spaces, the
same relations of domination as exist in the physical world may be perpetuated.
This understanding is a vital element of Haraway’s work that is missing from
Egan’s. The Keep fails to effectively demonstrate an understanding that virtual
technologies are still bound up with the same power structures as traditional
technologies – perhaps even more so, by Haraway’s account.670 Seemingly
benign technologies of the self are linked to technologies of domination at every
stage of their evolution, dissemination, and usage. Connective social media has a
concomitant function as a space of surveillance, at both state and personal levels,
as Turkle has revealed in her work.671 Haraway’s foundational assertion that,
“Social reality is lived social relations, our most important political construction,
a world-changing fiction,” points to the paucity of Egan’s account of the virtual. If
virtual technologies have changed our perception of reality, this is and must
been seen to be politically consequential.672 Instead, Egan suggests that Danny’s
addiction to connective technologies is problematic because it impedes him from
doing the necessary work on himself: “He’s very busy talking to a lot of people all
the time. But the one person he is unfamiliar with is himself.”673
This logic is extended to Ray, the convict who is writing the story of Danny
and Howard. Writing this story becomes a way for Ray to confront his
wrongdoings and take responsibility for them - emotional responsibility, that is;
he is already receiving formal punishment through his imprisonment. As stated,
Ray expressly insists on the fictionality of his narrative, although it is in fact
‘inspired by true events’ – he is Mick in the story. The revelation of this
constitutes the resolution of Ray’s story, in terms of his writing project and his
own textual narrative. His creative writing teacher, Holly Farrell, narrates the
closing section of the novel. An old friend of Howard King’s from reform school,
Ray has a long history of criminality and deviant behaviour, including a brief
fling with Howard’s wife. During the time at which the story of Danny occurs,
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Ray/Mick had been released by the state into Howard’s custody, somewhat
unwillingly. After a potentially supernatural (or possibly just drunken) dalliance
with the elderly Baroness von Ausblinker, who occupies the keep of the castle in
defiance of Howard’s ownership - the Old World resisting the new - Danny is
trying to escape through a window and overhears Ray and Ann discussing their
romantic past. Ann wants to tell Howard about the one-night stand she and Ray
had, which occurred six years previous, before she and Howard had a child.
Ray/Mick is aghast at the thought, and insists that they cannot and should not
tell him. That is, he refuses the healing transparency demanded by the
psychotherapeutic rationality of the confession. As such, he is fraudulent and
destined to unhappiness, and condemns Ann too. His continued desire for Ann
also poses him as a threat to the ‘good’ family unit – he is a dangerous character.
Danny is delighted to overhear this conversation, feeling a stirring of alto at the
power the information gives him. He knows something his cousin Howard does
not, and it is something with the potential to disrupt the presumption of the good
life on which his happiness is built.
Danny’s awareness of power is very similar to Ray’s, likening the uncertain
nature of precarious industries to the vagaries of criminal enterprise. Both
Danny and Ray covet the position of ‘number two’ to Howard; neither want the
responsibility of being the leader, but both want access to power, and the
legitimation that apparently bestows. This is only one of a number of power
struggles in the novel: Ray also faces clashes in the prison, which result in
another inmate stabbing him; Holly and Ray have a confrontation at the
beginning of the creative writing course, when he writes a sexually explicit story
designed to undermine her authority; Howard and his entourage face an ongoing battle for supremacy with the Baroness regarding ownership of the castle.
The gothic settings of the novel represent this too: a castle and a prison, both
symbols and spaces of domination. Gothic novels rely on the interplay of power
relations, drawing terror from the way in which, as Maggie Kilgour writes,
“public forms of oppression have infiltrated and contaminated the private
relations between men, by ‘giving a general review of the modes of domestic and
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unrecorded despotism by which man becomes the destroyer of man’.”674 Kilgour
expands this reading, exploring the ways in which the work of Mary
Woollstonecraft uses the gothic mode to expose the unequal power relations
between men and women, and noting the utility of the gothic mode as a tool for
exposing unequal power relations in a deliberately political context. She writes,
Wollstonecraft’s goal as a reformer is to help release women from an
entrapment in false systems of representation which, perpetuated by
custom and prejudice, impede their individuality. Writing is a
revolutionary and revelationary act in which she rends the veils that
have confined and oppressed women, keeping them, like gothic
heroines, ‘immured in their families, groping in the dark’. …
Wollstonecraft sees how political models influence and invade our
private worlds. … Like the middle ages, then, the private sphere is
idealised as a refuge from the modern public world of atomistic
individualism, a place in which older organic relations still survive.675
In Egan’s novels, it is not the influence of political models that invades our
‘private worlds,’ but a depoliticised celebrity culture that perverts our capacity
to know our ‘true’ selves and construct meaning based on this knowledge.
Howard’s intention in converting the castle to a luxury hotel is to create a space
where technology is outlawed. By his account, this will liberate people from the
imaginative constraints imposed by commodified entertainment, as he explains
to Danny early on:
People are bored. They’re dead! Go to a shopping mall and check out
the faces. I did this for years – I’d drive out to the malls on weekends
and just sit there watching people, trying to figure it out. What’s
missing? What do they need? What’s the next step? And then I got it:
imagination. We’ve lost the ability to make things up. We’ve farmed
out that job to the entertainment industry, and we sit around and
drool on ourselves while they do it for us.676
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This repeats that same assumption of the existence of some essential private self,
or “a place where older organic relations still survive,” that underpinned
Charlotte Swenson’s self-abdication in Look at Me. The irony is that Howard, a
retired financier, sees this imaginative lack as both a social problem that needs
to be remedied and a potentially lucrative gap in the market, with no apparent
contradiction. Where businesses such as Starbucks have sought to promote their
sites as Oldenburg-ian ‘third spaces,’ Howard’s project might even be a ‘fourth
space,’ in that it is conceived to be outside home, work, and virtual sociality.677 In
contrast to the third space, Howard’s hotel aims to offer a space of disconnection.
This moves beyond the cynical appropriation of spaces of open sociality and
public communion as a marketing tool to the presumption of depoliticised
disconnection as the preferred state of the contemporary subject. This is
exemplified in the novel’s conclusion, as we will see in a moment.
Before looking at the close of the novel, which I argue constitutes a crucial
moment across Egan’s oeuvre, I will attend to the representation of writing in
the novel. In the quote above from Kilgour, writing is identified as “revolutionary
and revelationary,” capable of rending the veil of oppression (female oppression,
in her example). This is the same conception of writing I have espoused
throughout this thesis, in my suggestion that literature can and should expose, or
force the reader to confront, the conditions of reality, or flows of power, that
constitute everyday life. This is true, by my account, particularly when such a
confrontation is challenging or unpleasant – as is the case in asking readers to
abandon the cognitive dissonance I have suggested as the (self-protective)
dominant state of the neoliberal subject, or the perversely pleasurable
melancholy or ‘cruel optimism’ of impossible attachments. In The Keep, Egan
frames an account of writing that reveals the incompatibility of her work with
my belief. Ray is the primary author in the novel, as we have seen, and is taught
by Holly, along with nine other convicts. After submitting his story about a
student “fuck[ing] his writing teacher in a broom closet until the door flies open
and all the brooms and mops and buckets come crashing out and their bare asses
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are shining in the light and they both get busted,” in an effort to embarrass and
undermine Holly, Ray is ‘taught a lesson’ in front of the class.678 Holly asks Ray if
he sees himself as a joke, and tells him she knows plenty of people do. She then
challenges him, telling him to “just walk out.”679 As a prisoner, he cannot do this,
and she points out all the layers of his imprisonment: the door, the gate, razor
wire, the tower manned by an armed guard. More than this, Ray’s imprisonment
is a result of his institutionalisation; he reveals that when he last got out of
prison, he had forgotten how to open doors for himself, having become
accustomed to the automatic doors and restricted passage of the prison. Holly
tells Ray, and the rest of the class, that her job is to show them a door they can
open, through writing. The speech has considerable impact on Ray:
after Holly mentioned that door in our heads, something happened to
me. The door wasn’t real, there was no actual door, it was just
figurative language. Meaning it was a word. A sound. Door. But I
opened it up and walked out.680
There is some authorial sleight of hand at work here, not revealed until later in
the novel, on the part of Ray and Egan. In the final section of the novel, Holly’s
narrative, we learn that Ray and his cellmate have colluded to break out of
prison, escaping through the pipes beneath the prison, after Ray diverted the
water from a plumbing main.681
This echoes the end of Ray’s account of Danny, in which the inhabitants of the
castle became temporarily trapped under the castle, after following a map of
dubious origin. This is the event by which Danny becomes capable of taking
responsibility – of growing up – when he is forced to lead the group out of the
tunnels following Howard’s breakdown. The breakdown is caused by his cousin’s
claustrophobia, a result of his traumatic experience in the caves as a child, and its
re-emergence opens a space of healing dialogue between he and Danny after
they escape to safety. At this point, Danny publicly acknowledges and accepts his
678
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wrongdoing, saying to his cousin, “I left you to die.”682 Howard has a different
take on the situation, telling Danny that he “escaped with his mind,” suggesting
that he imaginatively dissociated from the material trauma of his imminent
death, giving some context to his own belief in the importance of the individual
(private) imagination. That this experience did not materially damage Howard
(aside from the claustrophobia) is demonstrated through his achievement of the
normative markers of success: wife, child, wealth. Once again, imagination is
valorised as a private good, for the protection of the ‘inner’ self - this is the ethos
of Howard’s hotel. Proof that Danny has been recuperated from his state of
wretched alterity comes in this conversation too; after their cathartic exchange,
Howard says, “I feel like – we could work together on something.”683 Through
acquiescing to the normative logic of neoliberal capitalism, Danny finally has
access to the prospect of financial security and professional success; he has
become an equal in his cousin’s eyes. He and Howard discuss opening a
restaurant – even his ‘worthless’ service sector skills are about to come good, it
seems. In the end, however, it is not to be. ‘Dangerous’ Mick/Ray, who is not just
playing at being different, but actually exists outside of the law, thinks he is about
to lose his proximity to Howard, to be replaced by Danny. He cannot stand this,
seeing it as the final severance of his connection to the prospect of the good life,
and shoots Danny, under the pretence that he believes him to have a knife. The
knife may or may not have been real, and it may or may not have been in Danny’s
possession at the time; we have learned by now that Ray is an unreliable
narrator (and reality is irrelevant). After describing Danny’s death in detail, Ray
continues, recounting a visitation from Danny’s ghost:
Where the fuck did you come from? I said.
Danny smiled. He said: You didn’t really think I was going to leave you
alone?
He said: Haven’t you learned that the thing you want to forget most is
the one that’ll never leave you?
He said: Let the haunting begin. And then he laughed.
He said: We’re twins. There’s no separating us.
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He said: I hope you like to write.
And then he started to talk, whispering into my ear.684
Writing becomes a way for Ray to exorcise this ghost, a way for him to recognise
and confront his wrongdoing so that salvation might be possible.
This salvation, like the project of writing, is tied up with the figure of Holly.
In the final section, we learn from Holly that she and Ray enjoyed a sort of chaste
affair, that they shared a mutual attraction for which she endangered her job and
reputation by going to visit Ray in the hospital after he was stabbed, and then
later, when he was returned to the prison. He was planning his escape the whole
time. Holly’s function, as far as Ray is concerned, seems to be to affirm some
sense of his value to him, to give him a self to believe in. This is suggested by the
way in which Danny thinks of his girlfriend, Martha, in Ray’s story, recalling that
she loves him any time he needs to feel fortified or validated, despite also
sleeping with the baroness and constantly flirting with the woman who babysits
Howard and Ann’s son. This is what writing does for Ray as well; it gives him
self-belief, which gives him both power and purpose: “And since I started that
class, everything feels different – brighter, sharper, a little strange…”685
Ray’s power is demonstrated when his inability to meet the demands of his
readers (i.e. the other inmates in the class) causes a physical altercation, which
results in the class ending early. He now has something that the others want,
which is the definition of power in Egan’s work. His writing is also the thing that
bonds him to his cellmate, Davis, with whom he eventually escapes. Davis
discovers the pages of Ray’s story secreted beneath his mattress, and it changes
the nature of their relationship entirely, because Davis sees that Ray cares about
something. From this, he deduces that Ray might be interested in constructing a
different kind of future than the one that otherwise awaits them –interested, that
is, in escaping the certainty of imprisonment. In a scene that is both affirmative
and frustrating, Davis reveals to Ray that he, too, has a secret project that
sustains him; he has built a ‘radio’ that operates on a supernatural frequency. He,
like Ray, can hear ghosts. On a rational level, Ray knows that his cellmate is most
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likely “a bug who thinks he’s built a machine that can talk to ghosts.”686 As a
writer, however, Ray has started to understand the power of imagination - and,
possibly, the premise of suspension of disbelief. As such, he finds himself able to
have faith in Davis:
in that split second I go from pretending straight into believing – it’s
like all the pretending made me believe, except that doesn’t make
sense, because pretending and believing are opposites. … maybe it all
comes back to Holly. Maybe if you believe that a word – door – is a
thing you can walk through, and then you walk on through like I did,
there’s nothing out there you won’t swallow.687
In this passage, Ray seems to give voice to the same potential I have traced in this
thesis as the key value of literature – the ability to open up new imaginative
spheres that may have a material impact on how we live. This is where his
account is affirmative. It is frustrating, however, because all this imaginative
potential is once again employed in service of the private self. Empowered to
think of himself as worthy despite his lowly status, Ray escapes the prison, and
that is the last we hear of him. This configuration epitomises confusion of the
message that emerges from Egan’s work, which by my reading occurs because
her work assumes neoliberal systems and modes of being as the only water in
which we, and her characters, swim. Writing may be revelationary, in Egan’s
work, where it serves to ‘reveal’ some romantic essential part of humanity that
somehow persists against every hardship, in all social relations, and in any
system of human organisation. On this model, writing follows psychotherapeutic
rationales, functioning to reveal self to self. This relies on an assumption of
universality built on the conception of the universal subject as straight, white,
wealthy, American. The empathetic potential of her work is radically limited by
these assumptions. This sort of writing cannot be revolutionary because it
subscribes to and reproduces the normative mores of dominant power
structures. More than this, this sort of writing suggests that there is no need for
revolution, offering us a vision of a world where maladaptive relations are the
fault of the individual, rather than the result of a system to which no reasonable
686
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person could be expected to willingly succumb. There is, by this account, no veil
of illusion to be rent - only the ‘natural’ certainty of things as they are.
This pessimism (or realism, by Egan’s standards) is underlined by the ending
of the novel. After Ray escapes, he sends his manuscript to the house Holly
shares with her husband and two daughters, putting her at risk of arrest for
receiving it. In this section, we are at last privy to Holly’s life outside the prison,
and it turns out not to be very glamorous. Holly is a former methamphetamine
addict married to a man who still uses drugs. She ‘got clean’ following a
breakdown caused by losing her third child, after using drugs during the
pregnancy. She works at a local university and is studying for a master’s degree
in creative writing. We learn that Holly treasures the vision of herself that she
sees reflected in Ray’s eyes, that she starts to dress differently outside of the
prison, and to think of ways she can encounter him outside of the class. We learn,
too, that she professes to understand that her unhappiness is her own fault: “My
first mistake was being in a hurry. I grabbed for what was in front of me:
marrying Seth the rock star, having a child – I’d always been special and I
thought the specialness would still be there no matter what, but this other stuff
might not.”688 This ‘specialness’ is linked to her talent as a writer, but
considering oneself ‘special’ rarely ends well for the women of Egan’s novels: for
Faith, it meant death; for Charlotte Swenson, erasure. After recovering from her
addiction, some part of Holly still cannot let go of that feeling of being special:
I was just relieved to be alive and clean and have my children back,
the two that were left to me [as well as a job, and the opportunity to
pursue further education] … But even with all that, which I was
grateful for and knew full well I didn’t deserve, I can’t exactly say I
was happy. … I thought happiness only came from getting high, and I
was never doing that again, never, even if it meant not being happy
one more day in my life.689
This repeats Egan’s formula that, when it comes to constructing a life, the options
are to either accept ‘reality’ and make the best of it, or to seek to transcend it,
where such efforts will always be both damaging and impermanent. The idea of
688
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organising a different form of sociality or political basis for life is never framed
as a possibility. We learn too that Holly’s acquiescence to ‘real life’ is insufficient
because she has not given up on the possibility of transcendence. She describes
how meeting Ray brought back the happiness she had previously only known
when taking drugs, with a clear parallel between her addiction to illegal
substances and her attraction to an outlaw. Holly, it seems, has not learned her
lesson.
When she receives Ray’s manuscript, Holly stays up all night reading it, taking
in every detail, and then buries it in her garden:
I’m so relieved to know it’s safe, it’s all safe, the whole story and me in
the story, that teacher who left her husband, that pretty princess –
she’s buried down there like treasure.
I’ve buried the evidence, too. I know it’s illegal to hold on to
something sent to you by a convict who’s just escaped.690
Holly is willing to risk being prosecuted to preserve Ray’s invented version of
her, the “pretty princess.” Although the police do not find the manuscript, they
unearth a bag of meth that her husband has stashed in the house and she is
arrested for it, spending the night in cells - punishment still finds her. After her
release, she becomes intensely depressed, on a comedown from the intensity of
her illicit relationship. She finds herself unable to tend to her children, or to get
out of bed. At last, her mother intervenes, and tells her that she needs to “get
away” – as with Moose’s resolution in Look at Me, travel is a shortcut to selfreinvention and renewal. Holly manages to locate a hotel online that seems to be
the one in Ray’s story, and comes to believe that in sending her the story, Ray
intended to lead her to it: “I found him. Or he found me.”691 Finding the hotel is
the easy part. The hard part is paying for it: “I didn’t think a hotel could be so
expensive – to pay for two nights plus airfare, I have to cash in my 401K … The
whole thing seems wild, self-indulgent, not allowed.”692 The whole thing is wildly
self-indulgent, but it is perfectly allowed by the neoliberal model of individual
happiness above all else. In taking money from her 401K (her private pension
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plan) Holly is deliberately ignoring the concerns of the future for immediate
gratification - ideal neoliberal behaviour.
Holly’s experience en route to the hotel follows this same line of thinking; she
receives a series of elaborate instruction cards, each one reassuring her as to the
specialness of the experience she is about to have and, by extension, assuring her
that she is special and deserving. By the conventions of the romance, Holly
expects to find Ray waiting for her at the hotel. It is for this she has left her
children, used her vacation days, cashed in her pension. He isn’t there. When she
realises this, she reflects on their conversation during her visit to the hospital. As
she recalls it, during their exchange she asserted her unworthiness - “I’m not a
writer. Or a teacher.” - and he denied these assertions, telling her, “I know who
you are.”693 To be seen, and to be known, is often depicted as the primary goal of
human existence in Egan’s work, per Look at Me. This, I think, has roots in the
same logic identified as underpinning New Sincerity. There is a quote attributed
to David Foster Wallace that runs:
Fiction is one of the few experiences where loneliness can be both
confronted and relieved. Drugs, movies where stuff blows up, loud
parties – all these chase away loneliness by making me forget my
name’s Dave and I live in a one-by-one box of bone no other party can
penetrate or know. Fiction, poetry, music, really deep serious sex,
and, in various ways, religion – these are the places (for me) where
loneliness is countenanced, stared down, transfigured, treated.694
The problem is, I think, that Egan’s work seems to understand loneliness
literally, as in, the condition of being alone. As I see it, this condition,
characterised as a kind of ‘spiritual malaise’ or existential angst, is in fact
inseparable from the condition of being alive – and so, the conditions in which
people live. Loneliness, then, does not mean feeling emotionally disconnected; it
means being removed from the essential dignity of life, for want of a better
phrase. If literature addresses only the loneliness of the individual, if this is all it
seeks to resolve, it may as well be a movie where stuff blows up. At the end of
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The Keep, we leave Holly, far from her family, a few thousand dollars down,
diving into what Howard and his wife Ann called ‘the imagination pool.’ Earlier
in the novel, Ann anticipated this moment, describing what she thought the
function of the hotel might be:
A woman travels here by herself. She’s unhappy, she’s – shut down.
Maybe her marriage is in trouble; maybe she’s alone. Whatever it is,
she’s become numb, dead to herself. So she checks in and leaves her
stuff in the room and then she comes through the garden to this pool
… and she dives in … and it – it does something to her. Being in that
water does something: it wakes her up. And when she gets out of that
pool, she feels strong again. Like she’s ready to start her life over.695
If this is a book about books, about writing and what it can do, Egan seems to be
suggesting that literature has a rejuvenating power; that it can reinvigorate tired
minds, and brace individuals for the task of dealing with reality. With this
formula, Egan renders literature as somehow out of life, as though it existed in a
vacuum outside of the material world, as her characters seem to. In such a view,
literature has a duty only to its singular reader, and even then, it is a duty of
distraction, a momentary relief from reality. This is the derivative form of New
Sincerity, the one that finds widespread commercial success because it offers no
challenge to the conditions that cause the loneliness it ostensibly seeks to
alleviate. Wallace’s work fought his own tendency to solipsism (not always
successfully). In Egan’s, solipsism is little more than the condition of being alive.
That seems like the loneliest account of existence imaginable – and the most
miserable.

695 The Keep, p. 47.
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A Visit From the Goon Squad: The Day the Music Died
We come, now, to Egan’s last full novel so far (another is due for publication this
autumn, and there is also the Twitfic Black Box). Published in 2010, A Visit From
the Goon Squad is the most successful of Egan’s novels, in both critical and
commercial terms. It won the National Book Critics Circle Award and the Pulitzer
Prize, and topped bestseller lists across the U.S. and further afield.696 It is the
most culturally significant of Egan’s novels, in terms of reception, dissemination,
and impact. Its critical success broadly signalled Egan’s ascendance proper to the
ranks of ‘Great American novelist’ (she beat long-time title holder Jonathan
Franzen to the Pulitzer).697 Like all Egan’s work, this novel is engaged with
counterculture, this time through its focus on the music industry, rooted in the
San Francisco punk scene of the late seventies and eighties.698 Goon Squad’s
ostensible interest is time, made plain by its opening epigraph, which is taken
from Marcel Proust’s In Search of Lost Time.699 I have described elsewhere how
this interest, for Nilges, represents a way in which the novel as a literary form
may confront the limitations of neoliberal hypercomplex time:
recent novelistic production engages precisely with the oppressive
sense of the here and now as one of neoliberalism’s defining
problems that underwrites its limiting effect upon the cultural (and to
no small extent critical and theoretical) imagination.700
696 Gillian Reagan. ‘Jennifer Egan in ‘A Visit From the Sales Squad,’ Politico 29 March 2011,
www.politico.com/states/new-york/city-hall/story/2011/03/jennifer-egan-in-a-visit-from-thesales-squad-000000.
697 This too was noted by Kelly in ‘Beginning With Postmodernism’, where he suggested that
these public displays of critical approval would rectify the author’s “critical eclipse”: this in itself
is a formula that bears some attention. As for what a ‘Great American novelist’ is, we might
loosely read it to mean that an author has completed a critically lauded work of some scope, and
that that work is seen to address the condition of life in America at the contemporary moment (in
very broad brush strokes). See Lev Grossman, ‘Jonathan Franzen: Great American Novelist,’ Time
12 August 2010, content.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,2010185,00.html.
698 It occurs to me that Look at Me may not appear to have the same overt interest in
counterculture based on my reading, although that the fashion industry is an ‘alternative’
creative industry is clear. There is another subplot in that novel which concentrates on Charlotte
Hauser’s younger brother, Ricky, an avid skateboarder who is recovering from leukaemia, which
has a more direct engagement with what might properly be termed ‘subculture.’ This was not
explored for reasons of space.
699 An epigraph which asserts the importance of looking inwards to connect with the past, and
suggests that understanding the lives of others is an insolvable puzzle, setting the tone for the
novel and reflecting those tendencies to eschew material circumstance we have already seen in
Egan’s work.
700 Nilges. ‘Neoliberalism and the time of the novel,’ p. 372.
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I have explained, too, Nilges’s assertion that it is the processual form of the novel
that can re-establish a sense of “neoliberalism as a historically specific temporal
imaginary, one that is directly related to specific historical conditions and that as
such does not mark the end of time itself but rather the crisis of one of
neoliberalism’s constitutive dimensions.”701 I have described Egan’s other novels
as ‘hauntologies’ and situated them in the mode of the neoliberal gothic,
recognising that they may express anxieties unintended by the author but very
much a condition of contemporary life, through their temporal liminality
(amongst other features outlined in my readings). In spite of its explicit
thematisation of time, however, A Visit from the Goon Squad is not one of these
hauntologies. Its ‘non-linear narrative’ notwithstanding, its sense of time is
actually more clearly delineated than any of the previous novels we have looked
at. The extensive temporal connections described between characters have led
some to characterise it as a ‘Facebook novel.’702 A typical example of this occurs
in the chapter entitled ‘Safari,’ about a group on safari who witness a near-miss
incident with a lion:
The members of Ramsey’s safari have gained a story they’ll tell for the
rest of their lives. It will prompt some of them, years from now, to
search for each other on Google and Facebook, unable to resist the
wish-fulfilment fantasy there portals offer: What ever happened to. . . ?
In a few cases, they’ll meet again to reminisce and marvel at one
another’s physical transformations, which will seem to melt away
with the minutes.703
The rest of the passage described such a meeting between Dean, a struggling
actor who finds success in middle age, and Louise, twelve at the time of the
safari, divorced with three teenagers by the time they find each other again. In a
few sentences, the narrative covers their first reunion, their “unexpectedly
moving sex,” and their eventual marriage.704 Another instance of this condensed
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temporal narrative occurs when Egan describes a Samburu warrior who
performs for the tourists. Look at Me also features a Samburu warrior, whose life
Thomas Keen seeks to transform into content on the Extra/Ordinary People site.
The Samburu are somewhat familiar to Americans, with members of the tribe
having featured in Kevin Bacon films and Nike ads.705 In Goon Squad, this
unnamed warrior’s life narrative is presented in the same form as that of the
American tourists:
Thirty-five years from now, in 2008, this warrior will be caught in the
tribal violence between the Kikuyu and the Luo and will die in a fire.
He’ll have four wives and sixty-three grandchildren by then, one of
whom, a boy named Joe, will inherit his lalema: the iron hunting
dagger in a leather scabbard at his side. Joe will go to college at
Columbia and study engineering, becoming an expert in visual robotic
technology that detects the slightest hint of irregular movement (the
legacy of a childhood spent scanning the grass for lions). He’ll marry
an American named Lulu and remain in New York, where he’ll invent
a scanning device that becomes standard issue for crowd security. He
and Lulu will buy a loft in Tribeca, where his grandfather’s hunting
dagger will be displayed inside a cube of Plexiglas, directly under a
skylight.706
This account is much less interested in the warrior than his Americanised
grandson, and suggests that upward mobility can subsume not only class but
racial inequality: Joe invents a device to be used for security, despite the
disproportionate policing and surveillance of young black men in America, both
on and off line.707 This is presented to us as no more unusual than Dean and
Louise’s reunion, and as though it were no more politically charged. This rapid
narrative cycling is a typical feature of the novel, replicating the temporal sense
of “all at once” engendered by ‘hypercomplex’ time. This technique is also
705
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directly influenced by the new archival forms enabled by virtual technologies of
the self, per Turkle’s work. Goon Squad rationalises hypercomplex time in a way
that repeats the logics and processes of neoliberalism rather than staging a
confrontation with them.
I am not alone in expressing doubts about what this novel is doing, or trying
to do. Sean Carswell, in an article entitled ‘Goons and Grrrls: A Meditation on
Punk rock Ideology and Neoliberalism’ (2016), picks up on some of the problems
of Egan’s use of punk rock counterculture, which is the rough historical
background against which its events unfold. I suggested that The Invisible Circus
enacts a broad ‘emptying out’ of the political content of that counterculture, in a
way that too easily accords with neoliberal narratives of the era and sees it as an
inevitable precursor to the rise of neoliberalism. Goon Squad, more than any of
Egan’s novels, normalises and naturalises the process of ‘selling out,’ as though
the process of ‘becoming neoliberal’ were no more than the inevitable result of
time passing. In a characteristic disavowal, Egan includes a chapter in Goon
Squad, ‘Pure Language,’ which looks directly at the process of ‘selling out,’
through exploring the commodification of cultural influence, although the theme
also frames the novel more generally, as we shall see.
Elsewhere, Jeffrey J. Lewis makes A Visit from the Goon Squad one of the
subjects of his article, ‘The Plutocratic Imagination,’ reading it as neoliberal in its
attention to the ultra-wealthy.708 Anis Shivani identifies the novel as belonging to
what he terms ‘plastic realism,’ which he relates to the rise of the “MFA regime”
in contemporary American literary fiction. I am not seeking to address the wider
debate of the impact of MFA programmes on American literary culture at large,
although it seems to me we might just as easily identify commercial imperatives
as the reason for the emergence of this ‘style.’ Certainly, as we have seen,
separating commercial and critical success is a somewhat futile enterprise.
Shivani asserts that sales and readership are irrelevant to these writers because they are “ensconced in the academy” – although I doubt that either can
708
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be cast off so easily, even if authors might like to adopt a pose of disinterest with
regard to both. The reader, after all, has become the primary subject of
theoretical literary engagement in the post-David Foster Wallace literary
landscape, and under neoliberal logic, the reader is the consumer of literature.709
Regardless of the reason for the emergence of this dominant new(ish) style
of fiction, Shivani’s account describes, “a new happiness – almost an ecstatic
bubbling up of ferocious individualism, as though the country had been
discovered anew, its raw energies as available for translation into personal
success as never before” as permeating this literature.710 This is an interesting
perspective, moving us on from those New Sincerity readings that have insisted
on the pervasive sadness of America, “sunk so deep in the culture you can taste it
in your morning Cheerios.”711 This ‘deep sadness,’ per Smith and Wallace, is most
often linked to the vapidity of consumer or advertising culture and the difficulty
of achieving fulfilling affective exchanges or connections. This ‘new happiness’ is,
I think, connected to the self-maximisation strategies of neoliberal happiness
discourse, and the apparently boundless horizon of choice under neoliberalism
(boundless, that is, as long as it agrees with the framework of neoliberalism). My
work has explored the intersection of these two states, based on the material
evidence of a rise in states of affective distress occurring at the same time as a
general increase in living standards and affluence.712 The negotiation of these is
the space of cognitive dissonance I have posited elsewhere, by which we may
‘acknowledge’ our sadness but are also interpellated to translate this suffering
into neoliberal languages of happiness, regulating ourselves in accordance with
709
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the productive imperative. Shivani’s “ecstatic bubbling up of ferocious
individualism” is a neat explanation of those problematic endings of Egan’s work
I have explored so far, in which, as we have seen, we always return to the
individual, and to the private self.
Shivani and Carswell overlap when discussing how acceptance from the
literary establishment might be seen as a sign that a novel accords with, rather
than challenges, dominant power structures, particularly when this acceptance
translates into increased commercial potential. Both make plain that the novel as
product is also enmeshed in a web of capitalist production, as a product itself,
and caution us not to forget this in our analyses.713 I also find it interesting that
Shivani points out the relative absence of novelistic attempts to ‘write out’ the
2008 financial crisis. There is much in Goon Squad that would have worked
fruitfully against the historical moment of the financial crash, and its absence is
part of the odd sense of ahistoricity that frames the novel, despite its occasional
references to actual historical events or circumstance.714 A Visit from the Goon
Squad is formally distinct from Egan’s earlier novels, in that it is a novel that
reproduces neoliberal time in its form, instead of narratively engaging with the
form of time, as I have suggested these earlier novels do through their
(sometimes inadvertent) hauntologies. Shivani is also aware of the infiltration of
psychotherapeutic language into contemporary American literary fiction, and
links it to an emptying out of philosophical content. He writes, of plastic realism,
“there is no pattern of historical explanation, without which realism is merely a
code of established textual signals rather than an honest attempt to translate
language into reality.”715 I take this point – indeed, his description of the chasm
between a “code of textual symbols” and “an honest attempt to translate
language into reality” is the crux of the tension I have been tracing in Egan’s
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work.716 However, as I have tried to show that Egan’s work stages some
conversation between historical framings, my reading suggests that it is the
political dimension that is missing from Egan’s work; the overlap of the
philosophical and the historical, grounded in the material circumstance of life.
Shivani also contends that suffering is not absent from the narratives of ‘plastic
realism’:
Protagonists in plastic realism certainly may suffer from illness,
addiction, emotional inadequacy, and familial dysfunction – and
indeed often suffer to ridiculous excess – but the therapeutic
narrative ensures that individuals can only grow and learn from such
experiences.717
In these narratives of overcoming personal strife, Shivani goes on, “all problems
originate internally, and the characters’ task is to uncover their own unique
predestined harmony – which they do, in all cases.”718 In A Visit from the Goon
Squad, these ‘trials’ are the very traits by which characters are defined. Every
character has some obstacle they must overcome, not usually in terms of
poverty, or natural disaster, violence, or inequality, but what we might call a
‘problem of the self.’ This is not to say that the novel does not touch upon these
kinds of issues, but they are co-opted into this larger framework of the personal.
This is the operating logic of neoliberal happiness discourse at the level of selfimbrication. If problems that have their roots in structural inequities or material
inequality can be recuperated as ‘problems of the self,’ they can be reframed as
solvable within the rubric of productive action, be this through engagement with
psychotherapeutic rhetoric, ‘investment’ in the self, or management as part of a
‘happiness journey.’ This further enmeshes the subject in the same system that
engenders their original distress, reinforcing the idea that “there is no
alternative.” Let us attend, then, to the suffering of the neoliberal subject in A
Visit from the Goon Squad – and their path to happiness.
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As I have said, A Visit from the Goon Squad is roughly based around the music
industry in America, from the West Coast punk scene of the seventies to a
futuristic East Coast industry in which toddlers have become a crucial market
demographic. It depicts the lives of a series of interlinked characters over
thirteen chapters. The loose interweaving of the narrative follows from the fact
that some of the chapters were written as short stories prior to the conception of
the book; this has, apparently, caused some confusion amongst critics as to
whether it is in fact a novel, or some new literary form. For the purposes of my
discussion, I read the text as a novel, and will describe it as such. The two central
protagonists of the novel emerge, loosely, as Sasha Blake (née Grady) and Bennie
Salazar, who work together at Bennie’s record label, Sow’s Ear Records. Other
characters include the members of Bennie’s punk band, The Flaming Dildos,
which comprises his best friend Scotty and three girls named Rhea, Jocelyn, and
Alice. Jocelyn is involved with record executive Lou Kline, who acts as Bennie’s
mentor. We also meet Alex, with whom Sasha goes on a date, later Bennie’s
‘parrot’ (a term for a covert ‘cultural influencer’) and Sasha’s college friends, one
of whom (Drew) she later marries and starts a family with. Her daughter Alison
Blake is the protagonist of the novel’s widely discussed PowerPoint chapter.
Bennie’s wife, Stephanie, also features, as does her brother Jules, who attempts
to rape a starlet called Kitty Jackson during a promotional interview. Stephanie
works for a PR guru called La Doll, whose fortunes decline considerably after a
misjudged party display injures celebrities. Finally, La Doll, or Dolly, has a
daughter called Lulu, who features as the protagonist in Egan’s Black Box Twitfic
(2012). There are various other characters and overlappings, but this represents
the central network of connections in as much detail as is necessary for the time
being.
Sasha is the first character we meet in the novel, which opens with the
sentence, “It began the usual way, in the bathroom of the Lassimo Hotel.”719
Within the world of the novel, this “it” refers to Sasha’s kleptomania, which in
this instance prompts her to steal a woman’s purse from her bag in the hotel
bathroom. The theft is part of a wider urge Sasha feels to take things, which has
resulted in her appropriating a plumber’s screwdriver, an ex-friend’s bath salts,
719 Goon Squad, p. 3.
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and a little girl’s scarf. Sasha is, at her own expense, engaged in therapeutic
treatment in an effort to regulate this aberrant behaviour.720 In this therapeutic
dialogue, Sasha’s thefts are framed as “a way for [her] to assert her toughness,
her individuality.”721 Sasha returns the wallet after she is more or less caught
with it, beseeching the woman not to tell and explaining with the immortal
words, “It’s a problem I have, but I’m getting help.”722 This is not a theft, but a
mistake, and Sasha is, she promises, working to correct her behaviour. The
woman acquiesces to Sasha, who is young, attractive, and relatively affluent, and
the police are not called – Sasha’s date (with Alex) is not even disrupted. The
only consequence is her need to further unburden herself to Coz in their next
session. As the date progresses, Alex returns to Sasha’s apartment and they have
sex. Following this, Alex decides to take a bath in the tub in Sasha’s kitchen – a
quaint reminder of poverty that has become a quirky real estate feature. While
he gets towels, Sasha goes through his wallet and steals a scrap of paper bearing
the words I BELIEVE IN YOU. When we later find out about Sasha’s personal
history, this accrues some meaning. In ‘Goodbye, My Love,’ her uncle Ted
Hollander is dispatched to Italy to find Sasha at the behest of her wealthy
stepfather. We rapidly learn about her chequered history, characterisation
supplemented by the rapid recounting of facts in a way that mimics the
disorienting presentation of virtual identity/information:
Sasha had disappeared two years ago, at seventeen. Disappeared like
her father, Andy Grady. . . . Sasha had surfaced periodically,
requesting money-wires in several far-flung locales . . . Sasha had fled
an adolescence whose catalog of woes had included drug use,
countless arrests for shoplifting, a fondness for keeping company
with rock musicians … four shrinks, family therapy, group therapy,
and three suicide attempts723
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We also learn here that Ted tries his best to keep his children away from Sasha,
afraid that her ‘badness’ is somehow infectious. Thus Sasha’s thievery is
explained, especially her attraction to an apparently treasured reminder reading
I BELIEVE IN YOU. What she needs, it seems, is someone to believe in her. As she
thinks during the last encounter with Coz to which the reader is privy,
“Redemption, transformation – God how she wanted those things. Every day,
every minute. Didn’t everyone?”724 This is a ‘textbook’ narrative of trauma and
abandonment, solvable through work on the self and emphasis on emotional
relations with others. The darker side of Sasha’s life – whilst in Italy, she works
as a thief and a prostitute to support herself – is implicitly avoidable, a result of
her own failings and her inability to accept the familial support of her mother
and step-father. Like Phoebe in The Invisible Circus, once she accepts life the way
it is - for her as a wealthy middle-class white American - she will find things
much easier.
This is borne out as we learn more about Sasha’s story. The novel follows her
return to America and to university, where she is a business and arts double
major. This chapter, told in second person, focuses on her relationship with Rob,
a fellow student who is gay but cannot come to terms with his sexuality. Sasha
and Rob tell each other their secrets, at Sasha’s insistence, to make sure they will
not end up dating. Sasha seems to have more or less overcome her traumatic
past and moved towards accepting the conventional promise of her future,
although she persists in the paranoid belief that a detective hired by her
stepfather is constantly observing her. This belief gives her licence to behave as
though Rob, a conventionally attractive former football player, is her boyfriend, a
subterfuge to which he agrees for reasons that are as confusing to him as they
are plain to the reader. When Rob questions her as to the logic of her paranoia,
she responds, “I want him to know I’m happy. … I want him to see me well again
– how I’m still normal, even after everything.” And [Rob] wanted that too.”725
This relationship is upset, however, when Sasha actually becomes ‘normal,’
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taking up with Drew, who is “detectiveproof,” and to whom she has no intention
of revealing her past.726
At some point after this, Rob tries to kill himself. Sasha reveals herself
incapable of comprehending the difference between their situations, climbing
into his hospital bed and telling him “We’re the survivors,” as though Rob might
also forget some part of himself – his sexuality – and overcome his ‘aberrance’
through so doing.727 In this same exchange, Sasha reiterates her insistence that
they will have a “normal life,” with no question of what this might mean for him,
or any demonstrable awareness that trying to have a “normal life” along the
narrow parameters by which she defines it might be the root of his suffering. Nor
does any such understanding develop, for Sasha or the reader. Rob dies, at the
end of the story, drowning in the East River after inducing Drew to take Ecstacy
with him. As mentioned earlier, despite the ostensible absence of normative
moral judgement in Egan’s work, taking drugs is generally cast as dysfunctional
and covertly positioned as a personal failing, particularly if the character enjoys
taking drugs: Faith in The Invisible Circus, for example, or Jocelyn in Goon Squad.
The short-lived transcendence of drug-taking is seen as yet another futile effort
to subvert neoliberalism’s inescapable reality, unless, of course, the drugs are
medically prescribed in order to manage the ‘abnormal’ brain, as is the case for
Moose Metcalfe in Look at Me. Rob mismanages himself, even as he is dying: “As
you flail, knowing you’re not supposed to panic – panicking will drain your
strength – your mind pulls away as it does so easily, so often, without your even
noticing sometimes… .”728 He cannot conduct himself according to what
(neoliberal) common sense knows to be best - and so he is doomed.
This chapter closes with Sasha screaming “Fight! Fight! Fight!” into Rob’s face;
a reminder, if we needed it, that Sasha is a fighter, a survivor.729 For this same
reason, Rob’s chapter is immediately followed by Ted Hollander’s, so we might
observe just how much Sasha has overcome by refusing her ‘victimhood’ and
accepting the inescapable bounds of middle class American life. This narrative –
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of refusing victimhood – recurs throughout the novel, and I will return to it in a
moment. Before that, I want to look briefly at Sasha’s ultimate fate in the novel:
She’d reconnected on Facebook with her college boyfriend and
married late (when Beth had nearly given up hope) and had two
children, one of whom was slightly autistic … she was like anyone,
with a life that worried and electrified and overwhelmed her… .730
In the narrative habit of the novel, this passage employs a compressed account of
life that serves to heighten its emotional signification while at the same time
presenting its end as inevitable. Sasha has reformed and conformed, losing her
job as a result of her kleptomania and reconnecting with Drew. She has
relocated, too, from New York to a desert settlement, which by this unspecified
point in the future has become a standard suburban habitat.731
Sasha’s reformation is not unique in the novel, which frequently uses
marriage and children as a symbol of maturity or growth and success. Carswell,
reading this against the backdrop of punk rock, is unimpressed by this motif:
Punk rockers who are women [in Goon Squad] become stay-at-home
moms. Again, this is presented as a positive change, uncomplicated by
the power inequities of a patriarchal family with a breadwinner
calling the shots. Becoming an unemployed mother is the way women
grow up. … Through these false dichotomies, punk rock is exemplified
as childish and destructive. Growing up becomes a reification of
consumer capitalist patriarchal culture.732
Carswell correctly identifies the way in which these familial relations prescribe
and limit female identity. Sasha goes from being a conflicted, independent,
troubled individual, to a junk sculptor and homemaker, saved and rewarded by
her marriage to a ‘good man.’ There is a retrogressive feel to this that sits
uncomfortably with Egan’s purportedly contemporary, or even futuristic,
narrative, and an elision of the power imbalances of heteronormative marriage.
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This chapter has also been lauded for its use of PowerPoint as a medium,
which has been characterised by critics and interviewers as something of a risky
experiment.733 Egan has suggested that this was the very appeal of the form, as
well as seeing it as a visual demonstration of the thematic interests of the novel:
“There are all these pauses in our lives that make us think about the big pause or
sort of the pause that’s all around us, and … PowerPoint allowed me to explore it
in a more vivid way than I could otherwise.”734 Egan’s playfulness when it comes
to literary forms is part of her wider interest in literary theory, or Theory, as
Martin Paul Eve has it.735 In my reading, Egan’s utilisation of these forms and
techniques is part of the wider process of depoliticisation that occurs in her
work. If Theory is deployed as a stylistic tool, rather than an interrogative one,
its function is drastically limited. Danica van de Velde has characterised Egan’s
use of PowerPoint as “subversive” – without giving any clear understanding of
what is being subverted, or why.736 This is, perhaps, inevitable in a body of work
that wilfully disengages from the material flows of power that construct social
reality, presenting another stumbling block for critical approaches to Egan’s
work.
Indeed, such a deployment of theory stands in opposition to the best
intentions of New Sincerity, and Wallace’s work, as acknowledged by Williams in
the account of ‘Octet’ explored earlier.737 With this in mind, let us turn to the
David Foster Wallace inspired, ‘Forty Minute Lunch,’ or, in full, “Forty-Minute
Lunch: Kitty Jackson Opens up About Love, Fame and Nixon!”738 This chapter
seems to reference Wallace’s Brief Interviews with Hideous Men (1999). The
author of the article (the hideous man) is Jules Jones, brother of Bennie Salazar’s

733 This is mentioned in most interviews and publicity surrounding the novel; see, for example,
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734 Jennifer Egan in conversation with Spencer Michels, PBS Newshour, July 1 2010
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/art/conversation-author-jennifer-egan/.
735 Martin Paul Eve. ‘”Structural Dissatisfaction”: Academics on Safari in the Novels of Jennifer
Egan,’ Open Library of Humanities, 2015, 1: 1, pp. 1-24, p. 21.
736 Danicia van de Velde, ‘Musical Pauses, Gendered Nostalgia, and Loss in A Visit from the Goon
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Bloomsbury, 2014, pp. 123-135, p. 125.
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wife, writing at a time of personal and professional decline. He has recently been
dumped by his fiancée and has been struggling with writing the celebrity profiles
assigned to him. Jones initially interviews Kitty in a restaurant but, having
trouble connecting to her through her PR spiel, becomes frustrated at his
inability to instigate an ‘event’ to form the centrepiece of his profile. He observes
the actress, noting that despite the absence of event he does have:
lust because her neck is very long, with a thin, nearly translucent gold
necklace around it. Her shoulders, exposed by the white halter top of
her sundress, are small and tan and very delicate, like two little
squabs. … By squabs I mean they looked so good (her shoulders) that
I could briefly imagine pulling apart all those little bones and sucking
the meat off them one by one.
I ask Kitty how it feels to be a sex goddess.739
Kitty responds with a weary lack of interest to Jones’s interjection of male desire,
unaware of its undertone of violence. The playful tone of the narrative very
nearly deflects its grotesquery. The footnote accompanying the sentence
describing pulling apart Kitty’s bones recounts Jones meeting his partner,
framing this moment as some profound connection with her whole life, as it
were, and offering this as ballast against those who judge him to be “a sick
puppy.”740 Shortly after this, Jones suggests they leave the restaurant, in an effort
to create the necessary ‘event.’ He watches Kitty walking out and ascribes an
interior monologue to her that sees her as intoxicated by the power of her own
attractiveness and embarrassed for other people in the presence of this
intoxication, although she gives no tangible sign of any of this.
Once the two are outside, Jones suggests that they talk about something new
– horses, perhaps? It transpires that Kitty loves horses, and owns one, whose
picture she proudly displays to Jones: “His name is Nixon. ‘Like the president?’ I
ask, but Kitty looks disturbingly blank at this reference. ‘I just liked the sound of
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the name, she says.”741 Not only is Kitty vain, Jones implies, she is also stupid.742
Shortly after this, Jones attempts to rape her:
I want to fuck her (obviously) and then kill her, or possibly kill her in
the act of fucking her (‘fuck her to death’ and ‘fuck her brains out’
being acceptable variations on this basic goal). What I have no
interest in doing is killing her and then fucking her, because it’s her
life – the inner life of Kitty Jackson – that I so desperately long to
reach.743
This story is more or less derived from one of the titular stories of Wallace’s
collection, which opens: “And yet I did not fall in love with her until she had
related the story of the unbelievably horrifying incident in which she was
brutally accosted and held captive and raped and very nearly killed.”744 The
hideous man in this story tells the interviewer about a woman he slept with after
meeting her at a festival recounting her rape at the hands of a “psychotic
mulatto” who she diverted from also murdering her by focusing “very intently on
the psychotic mulatto as an ensouled and beautiful albeit tormented person in
his own right instead of merely as a threat to her or a force of evil or the
incarnation of her personal death” and thus preventing him from
depersonalising and subsequently killing her.745 Rachel Haley Himmelheber
offers a thorough unpacking of Wallace’s story in ‘”I Believed She Could Save
Me”: Rape Culture in David Foster Wallace’s “Brief interviews with Hideous Men
#20”’ (2014), laying out the various ways in which Wallace’s story interrogates
and exposes the pervasiveness of rape culture in America:
the oppressive reality of America’s culture of rape is that it is
inescapable, inextricably embedded in so much of our lives that
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nothing – not education, not awareness, not empathy, not love – can
save us from replicating its cycle of abuse and violence.746
So is this what Egan’s pastiche or parody does too – exposes the inequities of
contemporary American rape culture and the difficulties of constructing
masculine identity given this pervasiveness, when the ideal characteristics of the
neoliberal subject (self-reliance, lack of need for others, and so on) are those
typically gendered as masculine?747 I don’t think so and, once again, I find it
difficult to pin down the intention or function behind this piece of writing,
despite Jones’s own later vague assertion that he is like America: “Our hands are
dirty.”748
To begin with, Wallace’s story uses the framework of a ‘normal’ man (Eric)
telling the story of a woman (Sarah) telling her story of being raped, the result of
which is that he comes to love her but also that he realises he can love, which has
not previously been imaginable to him.749 Wallace’s story enacts both a
distancing from the rapist and an amplification of its narrator’s imbrication in
the damaging aspects of rape culture – seen in his repeated objectification of
Sarah as he tells the story, for example – through this framework and the
narrator’s repeated insistence of his awareness of the parallels between the
rapist’s behaviour and his own predatory actions. In contrast, Egan’s chapter
offers us an account of an attempted rape from the mouth (or pen) of the wouldbe rapist. See Jones’s imagining of Kitty’s inner monologue:
I know I’m famous and I’m irresistible – a combination whose
properties closely resemble radioactivity – and I know that you in this
room are helpless against me. It’s embarrassing for both of us to look at
each other and see our mutual knowledge of my radioactivity and your
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helplessness, so I’ll keep my head down and let you watch me in
peace.750
The suggestion is that Kitty has some special power and is tacitly aware of this;
that Jules Jones is, therefore, in a position of disadvantage. As Haley
Himmelheber writes, “This assumption is a common one in the culture of rape:
men are driven mad with an intense sexual desire that cannot be stopped, so
women whose bodies provoke that desire must be extra careful.”751 For Kitty, it
is not just her body that renders her vulnerable in this way, but her “inner life,”
her youth and celebrity, which make her “irresistible” to Jones – he cannot resist
her, he is powerless against her, despite the fact she is “minute” and he is six foot
three and two hundred and sixty pounds. All this can still be read as ironic
commentary in the vein of Wallace’s work, except that, without any framing
device, there is no distance between the reader and the narrator, and rather than
highlighting that the origin of rape culture is embedded in systemic patriarchy,
this becomes another instance of a ‘problem of the self.’ This is exacerbated by
Egan’s attempt to frame a correspondence between rape culture and celebrity
culture, which rings false, and minimises the damage patriarchal culture does to
both men and women.
Jones tells the reader that Kitty wrote to him after he was imprisoned for the
attempted rape:
‘I apologize for whatever part I played in your emotional breakdown,’
she wrote, ‘and also for stabing [sic] you.’ There was a circle over each
I and a smiley face at the end.
What did I tell you? Nice.752
Jones’s misogyny continues unabated, and Kitty’s stupidity is confirmed to the
reader once again. This echoes Sarah’s efforts to understand and care for her
rapist in Wallace’s story (undertaken to save herself from being murdered, so
she might only be raped), but without any of the philosophical weight of
Wallace’s story, characterised by Haley Himmelheber as “a problematic
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demonstration of care ethics”.753 The shortcomings of Egan’s approach are
underlined by the way Stephanie, Jules Jones’s sister and Bennie Salazar’s wife,
describes the ‘incident’:
the rape charge was dropped (at Kitty Jackson’s request) and he was
convicted of kidnapping and aggravated assault – outrageous, given
that the starlet had walked into Central Park with Jules of her own
free will and sustained not a single injury. In fact, she’d ended up
testifying for the defence. But the DA had persuaded the jury that
Kitty’s support for Jules was a version of Stockholm syndrome. ‘The
fact that she insists on protecting this man is further evidence of how
deeply he has hurt her. . . 754
We know Stephanie’s understanding of what transpired to be inaccurate, having
read that Jones did, in fact, intend to rape and kill Kitty, by his own account. We
might, of course, read Kitty’s letter and Stephanie’s understanding of the events
as a critique of Kitty’s need to assume responsibility, seen as symptomatic of the
entrenched gender politics of patriarchal capitalism. However, such a reading is
drastically limited by the ways in which Egan’s work tends to subscribe to and
reproduce normative elements of these gender roles.755 The success of Wallace’s
account hinges on its exposure of the way in which these inequalities are
damaging to both men and women who are subject to them:
And yet, [the narrator’s] pain at the story’s end, mitigated as it is by
his abusiveness and self-reflexivity, is real. Because the interviewer,
and likely the reader, have not understood him as he wished to be
understood, he is angry. All of his disavowal of fear, his insistence on
acknowledging the assumption that he is afraid only to refute it, is
lost in the story’s end … The reader may be disgusted by his
hideousness, but it is difficult to ignore his humanity. As Eric notes
elsewhere in the story, “I remember weeping at movies about animals
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as a child, even though some of those animals were predators and
hardly what you would consider sympathetic characters.”756
What occasions reflection on damaging cultural norms in Wallace’s work is
mistranslated into a reproduction of these norms in Egan’s. Stephanie’s account,
like her brother’s, implicitly valorises Kitty for her refusal of the role of victim,
which we also saw as a feature of Sasha’s narrative. This ties into frameworks of
neoliberal self-responsibility, evident in psychotherapeutic language. The roles
of ‘victim’ and ‘survivor’ are framed as two options in controlling the narrative of
personal experience, even though this dichotomy is completely false, and may
even be damaging in its polarisation. The valorisation of the survivor narrative
perpetuates the implicit idea that victims are somehow to blame for failing to
assume sufficient responsibility. Even a victim of trauma can choose happiness,
according to this rhetoric, if they only cast themselves as a survivor.757
We might recall here Haley Himmelheber’s assertion that Wallace
emphasises throughout the Brief Interviews with Hideous Men collection that
“education in the form of access to self-knowledge, the legacy of ‘therapy
culture,’ does not necessarily give people the means to address the problems
they are able to name.”758 In Egan’s work, the problem is more likely to be that
naming the problem, in the context of the psychotherapeutic culture of
neoliberal happiness discourse, seems to negate the need for any further
investigation of the problem, obscuring systemic injustice in favour of
recuperative accounts of individual selfhood. Wallace’s narrator acknowledges
his own vulnerability, and moves the reader to a position of greater
understanding. This demonstrates where some of the putative strengths of New
Sincerity might lie, but does not diminish my general uncertainty about the range
of artistic outputs gathered under its banner. In this instance, Wallace’s work has
political consequence because it operates at the everyday intersection of
systemic violence, and in so doing reveals its pervasiveness.
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In contrast, Egan’s characters fail to open up any such possibility because
they are constantly bounded by the relentless certainties of neoliberal logics.
Jules Jones is never presented as seeking understanding from the reader or as
attempting to make any emotional or affective connection, but as trying to take
that to which he thought he had a right, in the public figure of Kitty Jackson. His
anger towards women is identified as a result of the breakdown of his
engagement – misplaced anger towards one woman, rather than more general
misogyny. The conflict, complexity and humanity of Wallace’s narrator are
absent from Jones’s characterisation. As such, he is easily recuperated by
punitive correction: “In prison, Jules seemed to regain the composure he’d lost so
spectacularly in the months before the assault.”759 This assertion is followed by a
list of all his accomplishments whilst incarcerated, including garnering critical
plaudits – a “special citation from the PEN Prison Writing Program’ – taking up
basketball, losing weight, and “miraculously overcom[ing] his eczema.”760 This is
a miraculous overcoming indeed - from murderous rapist to upstanding citizen,
all thanks to the intervention of the American correctional system, which is not
generally known for improving the lives of those subject to it.761 If Egan wants us
to read this as satiric commentary, she needs to make the political stance of her
work much clearer.
This is broadly true of Egan’s writing: satire requires a level of material
political engagement that Egan seems unwilling to undertake in her work. Any
such engagement is largely foreclosed by the strategies of disavowal I have noted
at work in her novels. This is exemplified in the other chapter featuring Kitty,
‘Selling the General,’ which is inspired by Qaddafi’s use of U.S. PR firm the
Monitor Group: “He wanted rehabilitation, American sympathy, an end to the
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CIA’s assassination attempts. If Qaddafi could do it, why not he?”762 In Goon
Squad, it is disgraced PR expert Dolly (‘La Doll’) who takes the morally suspect
role of advisor to an alleged genocidal dictator.
Dolly’s first strategy for transforming the general is to have him wear a soft
hat, which is a triumph, after some adjustment. After all, “How could a man in a
fuzzy blue hat have used human bones to pave his roads”?763 After the success of
this move, Dolly’s next plan is to have the general linked to a movie star,
“Someone recognizable, appealing – what better way to humanize a man who
seemed inhuman?”764 Ridiculous as this seems, it is something like the logic by
which President Trump was ‘humanised’ to a swathe of female voters through
his daughter, Ivanka.765 This relies on a common sense politics of intimacy, an
account of understanding in which a figure is rendered intelligible to those who
would otherwise find them alien and alienating through their nearness to a
figure who is felt to be like the observer, or at least recognisable to them. This
strategy distorts the liberal formulation that prejudice stems from ignorance,
relying again on an intimate form of knowledge based on individual feeling –
think of Ballard’s account of “government [brought to you] by advertising
agency.”766
The movie star Dolly chooses is, ‘naturally,’ Kitty Jackson. We learn that
Jones’s attempted rape did wonders for Kitty’s public profile, but that she failed
to capitalize on her moment in the sun:
The assault and trial had enshrined Kitty in the glowing mist of
martyrdom [given the pervasiveness of rape culture, per Wallace’s
work, the reader might find this account of public sympathy hard to
believe; perhaps it was the result of her performance as ‘ideal
victim’]. So people were all the more spooked, when the mist burned
off, to find the actress sharply altered: gone was the guileless ingénue
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she had been, and in her place was one of those people who ‘couldn’t
take the bullshit.’767
Inability to tolerate bullshit is anathema to working in the entertainment
industry, as Egan suggested in Look at Me, and so Kitty’s career stalled. As such,
Dolly calculates that she might just be desperate enough to take the part,
assuming Kitty’s motivations and desires to run along the same lines as her own.
This foreshadows the actual calculations carried out by Alex in a later chapter,
where he scores his friends in terms of ‘need,’ ‘reach,’ and corruptibility to assess
how likely they might be to ‘sell out’ as parrots. Dolly’s assessment seems
correct, and Kitty agrees to travel to a rendezvous with the general, accompanied
by Dolly and Lulu. However, Dolly has misjudged Kitty; she has undertaken the
job not as a way of catapulting herself back into the public eye, but to confront
the general regarding his atrocities – for what purpose, other than her inability
to take bullshit, is unclear, except perhaps as an effort to martyr herself. The
purported crimes of the general also seem overly vague, given the complexity of
the real world circumstances that inform the chapter. In Ballard’s work, it is the
specificity of his imagined realities that allows us to see them as satirical
reflections of our own world; in Egan’s, the vagueness of these worlds tends to
leave us on a surface with nothing below it.
Kitty’s outburst angers the general and his guards seize her, with Lulu and
Dolly rushed away and sent back to America. Once home, Dolly prints and
distributes the flattering photographs of Kitty and the general, pre-outburst, to
her remaining tabloid contacts. The paparazzi then descend upon the general’s
hiding place en masse, locating him with ease where opposing forces and foreign
states have failed. As a result he does not kill the actress, and instead poses with
her for the photographers - this time, Kitty plays along. This effectively
completes Dolly’s plan; we learn that the general travels to New York to speak at
the U.N. convention about “his country’s transition to democracy” and Kitty – a
survivor after all – starts making movies again, her tolerance for bullshit
apparently restored.
What, then, of the characters who do not perform according to the tenets of
neoliberal selfhood? We have seen how deadly such deviance can be when
767 Goon Squad, p. 153.
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looking at Rob’s chapter, and touched upon it with regard to the ways in which
female characters are expected to reform through pursuing fulfilment in their
domestic lives. Earlier, I mentioned the character of Jocelyn as a figure who does
not follow this path. Jocelyn initially appears in ‘Ask Me If I Care,’ the chapter in
which Bennie first encounters Lou, who goes on to become his mentor, enabling
him, eventually, to set up Sow’s Ear Records. Rhea, Jocelyn, Bennie et al are in a
punk band – punk in the sense that its music is loud and abrasive, rather than
signalling any clear political stance. Following the usual logic of Egan’s novels,
these teenagers are drawn to this countercultural ‘scene’ for personal reasons;
all are misfits or outcasts in some way, implicitly connected to their workingclass status.768
This chapter recounts Lou taking Jocelyn and Rhea out to dinner, where he
introduces them to cocaine. After this, they attend a Flaming Dildos show during
which Jocelyn performs fellatio on Lou in the middle of the crowd, making Rhea
deeply uncomfortable. Other signs that Jocelyn is in a different kind of trouble to
Rhea include her drinking habits: “Jocelyn needs to drink more than me to get
buzzed, and when she feels the booze hit she takes a long breath, like she’s finally
herself again.”769 She also confesses to Rhea that she finds Lou’s son, Rolph,
attractive. In the end, she runs away to be with Lou, although her parents track
her down. Rhea’s concern throughout this chapter is the question of when things
start being “for real”: “When does a fake Mohawk become a real Mohawk? Who
decides? How do you know if it’s happened?”770 The punk scene, with its
obsession with ‘authenticity,’ is an ideal staging ground for these questions.
The problem is that Egan starts from the assumption that no one is for real.
This is the root of Carswell’s critique of the way Goon Squad engages with the
punk scene, informed by his insider perspective as someone who grew up in, and
is still engaged with, the American punk scene. Egan’s depoliticisation of punk is
evident in the bands she lists in the chapter, all of which are real bands who
existed at the time the chapter is set – the Stranglers, the Nuns, Negative Trend;
the Beatles, Blondie, Iggy Pop. Notably absent are any bands whose outlook was
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explicitly political – The Dead Kennedys, leading lights of the late San Francisco
punk scene are a clear omission, as are any of the bands from their influential
record label, Alternative Tentacles.771 The question of who is “for real” is
undermined by the assumption that all alterity is a posture, an outward
expression of temporary alienation that will ultimately be remedied by ‘growing
up,’ where, as Carswell has it, “Growing up becomes a reification of consumer
capitalist patriarchal culture.”772 This is problematic in that, throughout the
1980s, the American punk scene represented a clear site of opposition to the
neoliberal policies of Reagan – for example, the Dead Kennedys headlined Rock
Against Reagan shows. The bands in these scenes established a D.I. Y (Do It
Yourself) network of production and distribution that allowed them to
circumvent the major labels represented by Lou Kilne and those of his ilk. This
was a politically motivated, anti-capitalist decision, and is still at work today, in
labels such as Washington D.C.’s Dischord. That growing up must mean ‘selling
out’ is a certainty only within Egan’s novels.
It is no surprise that we discover Rhea has succumbed to her inevitable
destiny as wife and mother, when she and Jocelyn, now in their forties, are
reunited at Lou’s deathbed. Jocelyn, by contrast, lives with her mother and has
“been clean” for over a year, which is her longest period of ‘recovery’ to date. Her
addiction was foretold as inevitable by the way in which drinking seemed to
make her ‘real.’ The implication that Jocelyn is predestined to addiction absolves
Egan of the need to develop any more complex account of addiction; even her
dysfunctional relationship with Lou stems from this same character flaw,
apparently.773 In this chapter she, like Rhea before her, wrestles with the
question of what being real means, struggling to find some meaning in the way
her life has turned out. Rhea reassures her, “You just haven’t found the reason
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yet,” and Jocelyn asserts, “I got lost.”774 This was impossible for Rhea, as Jocelyn
sees it: “The whole time, Rhea knew what she was doing. Even dancing, even
sobbing. Even with a needle in her vein, she was half pretending. Not me.”775
Once again, we are confronted with the same archetypes we saw in Faith and
Phoebe O’Connor: the good girl, who can control herself, and the bad girl, who is
impulsive, over-invested emotionally and, apparently, doomed. Although Jocelyn
does not die, she cannot access the good life that Rhea enjoys. She harbours an
immense anger towards Lou, and fantasises about killing him, giving voice to her
thoughts: “I should kill you … You deserve to die.”776 At this point, Rhea
reprimands her for this unseemly anger towards the man who borderline abused
her as a teenager – she is being a bad victim. This anger has no place in the
psychotherapeutic narrative of acceptance and forgiveness by which addicts are
supposed to accept responsibility for their own ‘disease’; the narrative strategies
of addiction management groups are very like those of positive psychology.777
Here, as with everything else, Jocelyn goes too far. When she speaks, her voice is
“too loud.”778 In the end, Jocelyn once again submits to Lou’s desire. In a scene
mimicking the fellatio incident, during which Lou kept his arm around Rhea
while Jocelyn fellated him, Lou asks the two women to take his hands, which they
do, and the three stand (or, in Lou’s case, lie) together, looking out at the pool:
‘Nice to be. With you girls,’ he says, fighting to breathe. Clutching our
hands, as if we might flee. But we don’t. We look at the pool and we
listen to the birds.
‘Another minute,’ he says. ‘Thank you, girls. One more. Like this.’779
This peace would be possible if only Jocelyn would submit to normality, give up
her anger. Lou asks for another moment, one more minute. For Jocelyn, there is
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no more time. “I’m praying that it’s over,” she says earlier in the chapter.780 If you
cannot fit into the neoliberal world, the only option is to get out.781
Another character who exhibits difficulty in becoming neoliberal is the oncemagnetic Scotty, whose musical prowess fails to translate into success by middle
age. In ‘X’s and O’s,’ Scotty has left San Francisco, following his divorce from
Alice, and is working as a janitor in New York. He happens across a picture of
Bennie whilst reading a stolen copy of Spin and the two correspond. Bennie sets
up a meeting with Scotty in his offices, assuming that his former friend is still a
musician and is looking for help with his career. It is implied that Scotty has
some sort of mental illness – his narrative evinces extreme paranoia. He has few,
if any, friends, and he survives on string beans and Jagermeister. Visiting Bennie,
he brings his old friend a fish that he caught on one of his frequent expeditions to
the East River; Bennie fails to appreciate the gift and Scotty resolves to bring it
home, but forgets. He hopes later that Bennie will look at the fish-out-of-water,
sure that he will be amazed if he does. This anticipates Bennie’s later rediscovery of Scotty, and his recuperation as a (commercial) success.
This chapter also continues the novel’s preoccupation with destiny, chance,
and meaning, closely resembling the foremost themes of The Keep in its
exploration of power. In The Keep, Egan seemed to suggest that imagination had
some transformative potential, at least as far as the character of Ray was
concerned. Scotty attempts a similar imaginative leap based on his
understanding of ‘hypercomplexity’:
if we human beings are information processing machines, reading X’s
and O’s and translating that information into what people oh so
breathlessly call ‘experience’, and if I had access to all that same
information via cable TV and any number of magazines … if I had not
only access to the information but also the artistry to shape that
information using the computer inside my brain (real computers
scared me; if you can find Them, then They can find you, and I didn’t
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want to be found), then, technically speaking, was I not having all the
same experiences those other people were having?782
Scotty here reminds us of the posthuman strains of Look at Me, positing the
biotechnologist’s understanding of humanity, couched in the clichéd language of
the schizophrenic. Scotty’s paranoia is crucial to his redemption, however, and
casts his refusal of neoliberal selfhood in a different light to Jocelyn’s. Where
Jocelyn sees herself as lost, as having lost agency in her own life due to her
inability to make good choices, Scotty chooses not to be found. His paranoia
expresses a universal concern in this age of mass surveillance; we are being
observed every time we use a computer, by state agencies, advertisers, and peers
alike. Like Moose Metcalfe in Look at Me, Scotty’s ‘madness’ reflects disquieting
truths about the nature of neoliberal life; like Moose, he too will find himself
recuperated by the close of the novel.
After their unsuccessful meeting, Bennie gives Scotty his card and tells him to
stay in touch. Later, by the river, Scotty sees a young junkie couple and takes
them to be musicians. He gives them Bennie’s card, and tells them he is his
buddy, allowing him (proximity to) power for the briefest of moments: “…I felt
hopeless. I could do this only once; I would never have that card again.”783
Whether or not the gamble pays off, we never find out, but the move awakens
some dormant energy in Scotty: he is vitalised by his nearness to power. Every
week, Scotty gets his unworn suit jacket dry cleaned at the same shop, much to
their incredulity. At the end of the chapter, he resolves to take it in on his way to
work, having worn it to Bennie’s office:
I wanted to drop off my jacket at the dry cleaner on my way to work –
I’d been looking forward to it since yesterday. I’d left the jacket
crumpled on the floor beside my bed, and I would bring it in like that,
all used up. I’d toss it on the counter oh so casually, daring the gal to
challenge me. But how could she?
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I’ve been somewhere, and I need my jacket cleaned, I would say,
like anyone else. And she would make it new again.784
Where Jocelyn wanted only an end, Scotty is looking for a new beginning. These
are the magic words of neoliberal selfhood – and so, it seems, he just might get
what he wants.
Scotty’s new beginning is a less drastic rebirth than that of Jules Jones, but
much more spectacular in its realisation. It occurs in the final chapter of the
novel, ‘Pure Language,’ which sees the novel circle back on itself, focusing on
Alex, Sasha’s date from the opening chapter. Alex is married to an academic,
Rebecca, who studies “word casings, a term she’d invented for words that no
longer had meaning outside quotation marks.”785 This chapter thematises the
problem of language and expression as an extension of its concern with
authenticity, which is connected to – but not actually the same as – its focus on
‘selling out.’ Lulu returns in this chapter, too, now a young adult working for
Bennie Salazar. Bennie is the most successful sell-out in the novel, working his
way up from struggling punk to record producer to label owner, only to bite the
hand that fed him upon becoming incensed at the lack of artistic integrity of his
‘corporate overlords’ – he served a roomful of executives plates of excrement.
Following this upset, Bennie returned to working as a producer of “music with a
raspy, analog sound, none of which had really sold” – which is how he comes to
work with Scotty again.786 Alex is involved because he is regarded as having
sufficient cultural cache to covertly influence others to attend Scotty’s upcoming
launch concert. The music industry has changed considerably, with its primary
market now infants, thanks to a ubiquitous ‘kiddie handset’ called a Starfish:
any child who could point was able to buy download music – the
youngest buyer on record being a three-month-old in Atlanta, who’d
purchased a song by nine Inch Nails called ‘Ga-ga.’ Fifteen years of
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war had ended with a baby boom, and these babies had not only
revived a dead industry but also become the arbiters of musical
success.787
Alex is financially reliant on his wife, his own employment permanently
precarious (despite the booming music industry), and this is part of his reason
for accepting the role. He further rationalises the transaction by reminding
himself that:
every byte of information he had posted online … was stored in the
databases of multinationals who swore they would never, ever use it
– that he was owned, in other words, having sold himself at the very
point in his life when he’d felt most subversive788
Instead of prompting a reconsideration of online identity performance, which
might evoke politically consequential considerations, such as Jaron Lanier’s
proposals for redistributive practices based on the way in which online personal
information is used by corporations, as explored in Who Owns the Future?
(2013), Alex’s reflections here reiterate Egan’s recurrent insistence that
authenticity is an impossible ethical standard in a world where nothing is, or can
be, outside of market logic.
At the same time, in another move that seems designed to foreclose the
possibility of criticism, Egan writes Lulu as a character so steeped in ‘business
ontology’ that the idea of an opposition between integrity and financial gain has
become completely irrelevant to her – unintelligible, even. Nevertheless, Lulu is
still concerned with the idea of authenticity. She tells Alex she prefers to use her
handset to communicate with others, because with speech, “There are so many
ways to go wrong … All we’ve got are metaphors, and they’re never exactly right.
You can’t ever just Say. The. Thing.”789 Recalling the end of Look at Me, it seems
that even Lulu believes in some essential part of the self, a part she struggles to
express in language. Authenticity is depicted as impossible, except on the terms
of this untouchable, indescribable, and somehow innate inner-self.
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When Alex first meets Scotty, he is unsettled by the musician’s derelict
appearance. His first thought is that the musician does not exist, “He was a word
casing in human form: a shell whose essence has vanished.”790 Alex’s judgment is
consistently poor (perhaps this is why his career is so precarious) and he is soon
proven wrong. Scotty’s paranoid insistence on staying ‘off the grid’ has
apparently preserved this essential part of self. Scotty begins his concert by
pandering to his fans (babies), performing standard nursery rhymes that manage
to drown over the helicopter hovering overhead, in a vaguely dystopian image.
The atmosphere is slowly transformed, likened to Woodstock or the first Human
Be-In. This palpable approval emboldens Scotty, and he begins to play his own
music:
That’s when he began singing the songs he’d been writing for years
underground, songs no one had ever heard, or anything like them –
‘Eyes in My Head,’ ‘X’s and O’s, ‘Who’s Watching Hardest?’ – ballads of
paranoia and disconnection ripped from the chest of a man you knew
just by looking at him had never had a page or a profile or a handle or
a handset, who was part of no one’s data, a guy who had lived in the
cracks all these years, forgotten and full of rage, in a way that now
registered as pure. Untouched.791
Scotty’s performance is depicted as some cathartic expression of a universally
felt but unspoken distress: “it may be that two generations of war and
surveillance had left people craving the embodiment of their own unease in the
form of a lone, unsteady man on slide guitar.”792 The result of this is some sort of
moment of mass connection. This connection is not based on any substantive
form of public solidarity, but on an emotionally affecting piece of entertainment.
The concert is the result of an artfully constructed PR campaign that has seen
individuals trade on their ‘authenticity’ to make it happen. Even so, Scotty’s
performance is received as a statement of personal purity, rather than any more
substantive criticism of the systems and practices that he, in his paranoia, has
resisted throughout his life. His very performance gives the lie to his
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oppositional identity. Bennie recounts tracking Scotty down after losing his job
at the record agency, and telling him, “It’s time you became a star.”793 Scotty
always wanted to be on the inside, after all; he too just needed someone to believe
in him. Even Scotty’s paranoia moulds him in the recognisable cultural trope of
wary outsider, in the tradition of detective fiction or Westerns or, from the
beginning of the American literary canon, ‘outsiders’ like Emerson and Thoreau.
Kenneth Paradis explores this trope of masculine identity in detail, observing
that the idealised individuality of autonomous masculine identity,
relies on an understanding of social obligation as a kind of conspiracy
whose object is ultimately the negation of individual autonomy … The
individual “sells out” – makes his moral values negotiable – when he
“buys in” to various social arrangements understood as mechanisms
of exchange.794
Scotty’s paranoia allows him to be recuperated as a representative figure of a
radical masculine autonomy that offers no immediate challenge to the status
quo, relying as it does on the persistent strain of scepticism in American culture
towards the political potential of solidarity; the negotiation between popular
sovereignty and individual liberty and the underlying fear of the tyranny of the
majority. This is a stark contrast to female characters who attempt to establish
some sort of autonomous self outside of the normative constraints of the
heteronormative middle class ‘good life.’ Asking for more, or attempting to live a
life outside of these frameworks, only results in death and disaster. There are
rules when it comes to being a woman, as Egan outlines in Black Box (working
title: Lessons Learned). Learning these rules and conforming to them is essential
to productive happiness, where this happiness is figured through marriage and
children and, usually, the material resources to live a comfortable life without
working. Returning to Shivani’s assertion that, “all problems originate
internally, and the characters’ task is to uncover their own unique predestined
harmony – which they do, in all cases,” we might observe that the ‘predestined
harmony’ for female characters in Egan’s work is persistently circumscribed by
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the conventional marriage plot.795 Despite the ‘failure’ of his marriage, Scotty
survives and seems about to thrive at last, literally discovering this predestined
harmony in a musical performance that serendipitously captures the cultural
moment in a form recognisable enough to be susbsumed as product.
Egan has described Iggy Pop as the patron saint of A Visit from the Goon
Squad, which seems apt given his latest incarnation as car insurance salesman.796
In Rhea’s chapter, ‘Ask Me If I Care,’ she quotes a set of lyrics from his song ‘The
Passenger’:
I am the passenger
And I ride and I ride
I ride through the city’s backside
I see that stars come out of the sky797
This seems to me as near a statement of intent as Egan has made. This novel is a
passive journey through the lives of others, professing verisimilitude, but
missing the essence of life through its omission of any substantive philosophical
or political content. Its form replicates the “all at once” of neoliberal time,
enmeshing the reader in the same networks of information that constitute the
inescapable knowledge economies of neoliberalism. Its circularity reifies the
logic of ‘no alternative’ and its stylistic ‘innovations’ constitute entertaining
literary experiments rather than efforts to negotiate new relationships with the
reader, or to interrogate how literature might be changed by the emergence of
new mediums and modes of writing. The fatalism of the novel, the way in which
it resolves nothing but connects everything, affirms the certainty of the world it
depicts, reassuring the reader that there is meaning, order, and sense, despite
the seeming chaos of the world. Ballard’s work set out to unsettle us, to force us
out of our fog of cognitive dissonance to reflect on the world we collude in
building, and the type of happiness we have come to accept. Egan’s work paints
efforts to reimagine the world as little more than the transgressive follies of
youth, and suggests that those limiting and limited forms of happiness conceived
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under neoliberalism are the most we can, or should, hope for. Egan’s literary
world is dangerously reassuring. In his last reflections on Sasha, Bennie says that
he hopes she has found a good life, because, “She deserves it.”798 I argue
throughout this thesis that constructing a good life outside of neoliberalism
depends not on deserving subjects, but on the return to an objective political
imaginary that recognises the ways in which the structural inequalities of
neoliberalism foreclose traditional accounts of the good life, and seek to
suppress the reimagining of these accounts beyond pervasive economic logics.
Goon Squad ends with the figure of “another girl, young and new to the city,
fiddling with her keys.”799 The novel, like neoliberal capitalism, cyclically
reproduces itself, with an assurance that no other outcome is possible, and
difference is a commercial selling point, rather than a way of formulating
alternative political realities. In failing to confront the structural realities of
neoliberalism, and the suffering they cause, Egan’s work is doomed to repeat
them.
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CONCLUSION

Conclusion: The Good, the Bad, and the Future
In this thesis, I have sought to offer a loosely Foucauldian reading of the way in
which happiness has come to operate as a form of neoliberal governmentality.
Through contrasting the work of J. G. Ballard and Jennifer Egan, I have shown
how literature can represent, reflect, and confront this transformation,
suggesting that Ballard’s work offers us a system-focused account of these
impacts, whilst Egan’s operates at subject-level. I have drawn out those
strategies of self-maximisation generally associated with neoliberal happiness
discourse – positive psychology, wellness discourse, and so on – but also sought
to explore the way in which unhappiness is regulated through neoliberal logics. I
have sought to explain how these regulatory efforts may actively contribute to
the distress of the subject, and highlighted the pattern of ‘middle-classification’
through which they operate. I have also explored the ways in which new forms
and sites of labour are involved in neoliberal conceptions of happiness, and
touched upon the gendered implications of affective labour.
This has formed part of a larger exploration of the political function of
literature, which I frame after Lauren Berlant’s insistence that the work of
“undoing a world while making one requires fantasy to motor programs of
action, to destroy the present on behalf of what the present can become.”1 I have
argued that Ballard’s work grounds its fantastic imaginaries in existent power
structures and so reveals their limitations, and that this is part of a self-reflexive
attempt by that author to overcome the subsumption of his work as cultural
product. In contrast, Egan’s work is directly positioned as a cultural product. In
accordance with Anis Shivani’s work, this can be seen as a more pervasive trend,
particularly in the American literary scene, although I have gestured towards the
ways this is in evidence in other art forms through assessing the strengths and
limitations of the New Sincerity movement in this respect. Building upon this, I
suggest that the framework of the politics of intimacy I have drawn from Mimi
Thi Nguyen’s work might be a useful critical tool for assessing the political utility
of these artworks. I have also suggested that this framework is a useful one in
which to develop an account of the current ‘post-truth’ political landscape.
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For affect to have form, it must become personal. For personal feelings to
have material consequence they must have a container. This ‘container’ is not
necessarily exactly congruent to those feelings. Politically speaking, this is the
same issue at the heart of representative democracy, where we elect
representatives who may not exactly represent us, and whose interests may
even be contrary to our own. Affective distress, which I believe is a form of
distress largely caused by the sense of powerlessness in one’s own life, is
contained in the language of psychotherapeutic rationality, which disconnects it
from those wider systems that cause powerlessness. Following this, the politics
of recognition have morphed into a de-radicalised politics of intimacy. This is
dangerous because it minimises the opportunity of substantive relationships
with those whom we are not like, and leaves us open to emotional manipulation
on the level of personal identification – Ballard’s government by advertising
agency. Given the classist and racist coding of neoliberal capitalism, this leads to
a situation where the white middle-class (or aspiring middle-class) subject may
become detached from issues of social justice because they quite simply do not
recognise their impact. This class also suffers from their disenfranchisement but
is dis-incentivised to cast their suffering as political through the model of
subjectivity as guiding principle of life. In theory, the language of mental health
might be useful as a starting point for solidarity because so many people suffer
these states of affective distress, but it could only be useful if it recognised those
structural determinations that impact the affective potential of subjects, which
by its framing in individualistic neoliberal logic becomes impossible.
What my work moves towards is something like a Rawlsian concept of public
reason – a way to amend the existing framework of common sense.2 However, in
its Foucauldian approach it must necessarily refute Rawls’s attachment to blind
justice. I recognise that subjects are situated in processes of power and that they
are also practitioners of power. I recognise, too, that subjects are attached to
feelings and identity, and that, as Berlant suggests, removing such attachments is
difficult. What I am proposing is that the reading and teaching of literary texts
opens an imaginative space beyond the self in which we may retain our
2 John Rawls. ‘The Idea of Public Reason Revisited,’ The University of Chicago Law Review, 64: 3,
1997, pp. 765 – 801.
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attachment to self and at the same time question its validity with regard to the
way in which we are enmeshed in networks of neoliberal power. Berlant’s brief
suggestion that we should pay attention to processes opens the way to consider
a politicisation of civic processes in order to enfranchise subjects at the level of
lived identity and experience. Reading and writing is a power game, as I have
stated elsewhere in this thesis, and by elucidating the rules of this game –which
reflect the wider rules of power as it operates in society - we may make it
possible for subjects to decide if these are rules they want to play by. This is
connected to the re-invention of publicness that I have suggested must be
fundamental to any effort to resist the privatising impulse of neoliberalism and
to reformulate conceptions of happiness in which subjects do not accept
suffering as necessary or inevitable.
By reaffirming the public self, one must also reaffirm those networks that
constitute the public sphere (ideally, per Berlant’s anarchistic formulation, on a
local level). This emphasises relationality instead of atomisation. Through this,
the politics of intimacy might be re-radicalised, insisting on structural analysis
instead of personal feeling as the starting point for attempts to construct an
ethics of the self that would enable political action. Reshaping public imagination
is central to reinvigorating political opposition, as Wendy Brown has shown in
her work. The very fact that neoliberalism relies on strategies that reshape the
private self render that self the ground on which it should be resisted. Despite its
shortcomings, Egan’s work repeatedly acknowledges the relationship between
literary fiction and the individual imaginative realm. This formulation tacitly
accepts that literature is a field of subjectification; as such, the potential exists
for literary texts to open up an imaginative space that might serve as a starting
point for new affective potentialities that might enable political action.
I suggest that such a space can and should be enhanced through insistence on
the public and relational reading and discussion of literature - through active
reading, rather than passive. I accept that there may be little that is new in such a
formulation, but stress that the utility of my intervention comes from its
timeliness. When neoliberal logic seeks to transform schools and universities
into businesses, there must be voices that seek to resist this, and that insist that
the study of literature has a function beyond the attainment of literacy, or the
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private entertainment of the reader. Building on my work in the future, I would
like to return more extensively to Foucault’s ‘The Ethics of the Concern for Self as
a Practice of Freedom’ and seek to refine the relationship between this strain of
Foucault’s thought and the radical potential of the politics of intimacy, in a
literary framework. Although this thesis has, for reasons outlined at its
beginning, operated in a U.S./U.K. context, I would seek to expand my reading
globally, particularly in tracing the contours of the relationship between
neoliberalism and nationalism, as well as the influence of American culture. This
thesis was originally conceived as a more broad exploration, with a final section
on the work of Michel Houellebecq. Due to space constraints, this has been
removed, but I hope to return to that work in the future.
In conclusion, I believe that literature has a role to play in shaping public
political discourse and enabling practical action, not least in revealing the
structures of power that underlie our everyday lives. I think Ballard’s work
recognises this, and that his late novels constitute an effort to overcome his own
imbrication in the ‘literary establishment.’ In contrast, Egan’s work shows us the
danger of what happens when literature ceases to interrogate the systems and
processes by which power establishes and reproduces itself and in which
relations of domination are inscribed and perpetuated. Elevating literary works
that seek to offer comment without critique threatens the political function of
literature, and neuters the potential of its imaginative efforts. My thesis has been
about happiness under neoliberalism, and the kinds of happiness we come to
accept in the face of a system built on the perpetuation of suffering. More than
this, it has been about literature itself, about what we read, and why we read,
about the potential of literature, and the way in which it brings itself to bear on
material reality. As such, I want to close with a quote from Kafka that captures
Ballard’s success, and Egan’s failure, and demonstrates why the simple
happiness of reading should never be just that:
I think we ought to read only the kind of books that wound and stab
us. If the book we’re reading doesn’t wake us up with a blow on the
head, what are we reading it for? So that it will make us happy, as you
write? Good lord, we would be happy precisely if we had no books,
and the kind of books that make us happy are the kind we could write
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ourselves if we had to. But we need the books that affect us like a
disaster, that grieve us deeply, like the death of someone we loved
more than ourselves, like being banished into forests far from
everyone, like a suicide. A book must be the axe for the frozen sea
inside us. That is my belief.3
Literature can move us, it can open spaces of empathy in which we confront our
own assumptions and prejudices, it can ask us to imagine remaking our world
from the lowest to the highest level of power. Reading and writing is politically
consequential because it quite literally frames the world in which we live. If we
are to refuse the inadequate, constraining, and damaging regulatory discourse of
happiness propagated by neoliberal logic, we must refuse literature that repeats
its rationales. Instead, we should read those books that affect us like disaster. We
should use literature to enable an empathetic perspective on the world that
recognises the perpetuation of structural inequality, in defiance of the
selfishness of neoliberal ‘values.’ We should make reading a public joy, not just a
private solace. We must ask how literacy is disseminated in society, and why.
Telling stories is the way we come to understand the world, so we must ensure
that the stories we tell are capable of acting off the page for everyone. Anything
less is too little.

3 Franz Kafka, letter to Oskar Pollak, January 27, 1904. In The Basic Kafka, New York: Simon &
Schuster, 1979, pp. 289-90, p. 290.
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